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About this “book”
I began working on this book way back in 1993. I think that I found
myself overwhelmed by the volume of material, and so I abandoned the
project. What remains here are some early stabs at writing an
introduction (spelling and grammatical errors left unchanged) and the
first couple of chapters, and over 200 pages of notes for the book, much
of it comprehensible only to someone immersed in the material, as I
was. Many of the notes for the book were called from the later
notebooks of Ideas, elsewhere on this CD-ROM.
The general theme of the book is that people are unable to escape their
own particular way of viewing the world (“Framebound”), which,
needless to say, can create and exacerbate social tensions. In the book, I
was going to suggest to the reader how he or she could escape their
current way of thinking and enter into a new way of thinking.
Obviously, what follows isn’t even close to a finished work.
However, some people may find some material in it useful, and so I am
including it here.
BK 7/27/98
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Introduction
You’re in love with a beautiful girl. One night she invites you over for
dinner. You’re excited, of course, and when she invites you in, you sit down at the
table, entranced. She brings out candlesticks. Suddenly, out of trance. You notice a
detail that would otherwise have been insignificant to you — wax is running down
the side of the candlesticks. They have obviously been used before! Here come
those wild thoughts, nothing you can do about it now! — why are the candlesticks
unused? Has she had dinner with someone else before? And so forth, on they
stream. But before you have time to get carried away by this train of thought, the
phone rings, and she gets up to answer it. You try to overhear, but since she has
lowered her voice, all you can hear is “not now — I can’t talk now — let me call
you later.” She mutters a few more words, then hangs up, obviously distressed.
When she comes back, you ask her who it was. She answers, “oh, just a friend,”
and begins to eat. The evening started off hunky-dory, but now it’s barely hunky,
and fading fast.
Is the bloom off the rose yet?
Something has happened. One minute you were “sitting on top of the
world,” ready to enjoy a nice evening. In your mind only rested the purest of
thoughts — purity of emotion. But now your mental tranquility has been disturbed
— doubts run through your mind. What is going on here? Is she really in love
with you? Do you really have a chance? Who is this other person? Why won’t
she tell me?
The situation before was defined clearly — but the purity has now been
destroyed — as you begin to eat your meal, you realize that the food doesn’t taste
quite as good now, she doesn’t look as appealing, and actually, what you’d really
like to do is end the anxiety and go home now.
You, my friend, are framebound.
But don’t despair — you’re not alone. You are compatriots with billions of
people on the Planet Earth, since you share with them a salient feature — a brain.
And since brains process information at the basic level in the same way, you find
yourself keeping company with bedfellows at a high level of abstraction — the
man who sells the stock that “must” keep going down and buys the stock that
“must” keep going up, the woman who thinks her neighbor is a Communist
because he reads Karl Marx, the plumber who thinks the man wearing the red shirt
is the murderer because the murderer who wore the red shirt, the homeowner who
tells the dog barking at the burglar to “shut up,” the kid who picks the “shiny”
nickle over the “dirty” dime, the Romans who believed the Sun went around the
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Earth because it appeared to be so, the child who believed in Santa Claus because
Mommy and Daddy said it was true, the child who runs out in the street to chase
his ball, yes, you have joined the world’s most non-exclusive club.
The purpose of this book is to move you out of this very crowded club and
into one far less populated — the club of people who are not handicapped by this
elemental thinking process. The pool in this club is much less crowded, and we
think you’ll enjoy the surroundings; the view is far more scenic and wide-ranging.
This book will examine ___, ____, and ______ .
When we look around at the world, we ask ourselves, “is this the best
possible world? The answer is, of course, no. But when we seek to explain the
mysteries of the world, some things are simply unexplainable. Is there any theory
that can tie together the following incidents?
CC.
Chain of Plausibility (Pseudoreasoning) (7565)
i.
“Kill children” came at the end of a long list of propositions:
a.
Communists moving into NY.
b.
We must move into NY.
c.
We must capture villages to move into NY.
d.
We must kill the enemy to capture villages.
e.
The enemy uses children.
f.
We must kill children. (what the Milgram experiments failed to show was the inner life of the
subjects — the propositions they formulated in their mind — each successive proposition was constrained
by prior suppositions (suppositions being formed by propositions).

•

A studio sues the manufacturer of a machine that
makes videos. (Disney Betamax decision

•

Tell a child to be quiet, it’s difficult. Say “Simon Says
be quiet,” the room is totally silent.

•

A society believes that the sun moves around the earth
because it looks like it is going around the earth, and
that the earth is flat because it seems flat.

•

They close the bathroom door even though no one is
home.

•

Phone out of order. Salesguy at corner said, “that
phone’s been out of order two weeks.” When he saw
me write “out of order” on the phones, he said “thank
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God — a public citizen — finally someone’s doing
something about those phones.”
Tulip craze, ponzi scheme, Las Vegas.
If a stranger puts a glass of liquid in your hand, and says “drink it,” you won’t do it. But if your
mother says “take your medicine,” you will.
T.
Frame helps thinking like smell helps tasting. MC blinked one eye well when I said “wink,” less
well when I said “blink.”

•

The dog barks at a burglar, you tell it to “shut up.”

kid jumps out of tree with superman cape
•

Kid sees horror movie, scared of noises. Mom sees
movie about sharks, afraid to go to the beach.

This book will explain why.
•

A child sees his ball go into the road, and goes
running for it. He focuses on the ball, not the car.

•

X has been shot. Detective A goes into Y’s house,
sees the bloody knife, then remembers, “oh, he was
shot,” and leaves. next logical frame fails to kick in.
(framebound 7344) (brain supposed to make
connections, when it doesn’t, it’s framebound). (“this
isn’t evidence” -- all he cared about was what he cared
about).

•

A doctor wants to kill a defective infant, but can’t do
it directly, so starves it.

•

A large computer company has a chance for six years
to totally dominate the market, but decides to go for
the quick profit instead.
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•

A store advertises “nose rags,” which do not move as
fast as the “fine irish linen.”

•

A grandfather asks, do you want a dirty dime or a
shiny nickle. The kid says he wants the dime.

•

A drug works for a person, but the drug is not “real.”
It is a sugar pill.

But these are the obvious cases. More subtle problems
loom; for example, the fact that the language has nouns may be
problematic. (other examples).
Why do stocks go up on bad news? Because the market
expected worse news!
“It is going up.” No — it has gone up!
A: Sam is a Jerk. B: (to C) Sam is a jerk. <== NO! A said
that Sam is a Jerk.
4.
Presence of Iago
A.
If life is a game, then we need to create a way of zapping the Iagos — must counter their power to
frame via innuendo by counter-framing people who do that as “evil,” devaluing both their judgment and
their societal legitimacy (leading to ostracization).
BB.
The power to frame is the only power they need. ¶ Their power to frame means you’re —
helpless? ¶ The power to frame is the power to think for others.

Chapter 1
Why is ______ ? Why is _______ ? Why is the pen
mightier than the sword? Your frames are the most personal
thing you own; this book will, hopefully, enable you to shatter
those frames.
A difference in frames is what separates the Nazi from the
Jew, the 1875 cowboy from the 1975 computer programmer, the
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San Francisco Hippie from the Brooklyn Disco Boy, the
Capitalist from the Communist, you now from you then. A
difference in frames creates wars and explains subcultures,
creates diversity and explains creativity; it is the predominant
explanation for the differences in human beings.
The existence of frames is revealed in these comments by
people — “that’s the way I was brought up,” or “He’s another
person.” What frame analysis reveals is that there are far more
than 5,000,000,000 people in the world. While there are
5,000,000,000 bodies, each body is capable of seeing the world
through a varied number of frames. Is Dr. Jekyll one person or
two? If at night he becomes Mr. Hyde, can we say this is the
same person? In some people we call these radical shifts mood
swings — “he’s another person” — the frame shift at work.
The body is a frame receptacle, a frame enactor. The more
frames there are, the more different people we have. The appeal
of mass events may in part be explained by the desire of people
to achieve the energy of the unified frame, be it from sporting
events, rock concerts, or even attending church). Mass events
create the feeling of identity — the people feel oneness, because
the frames match — the conflicts that create the illusion of
separation have disappeared. Frames matching, the people feel
“less alone.” Some frames cannot be destroyed — the
enthymemes have run too deep — “that’s the way I was brought
up.”
Some artists we love because their frames are inside us, or
because they reveal to us frames that should be inside us. Some
artists we hate because they rip off the mask; they counterframe
our perception, and put the world without within. Diane Arbus
and Sylvia Plath vs. Ansel Adams and Ludwig Von Beethoven:
you can see the frames in the pictures, the poems, the photos,
the music — the angel in nature, and the devil. Art reveals to us
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that there’s more than one way of looking at the world here.
“Getting into” music is “getting into” the frame of the author.
Art reveals it — the frame has the power. Indeed, one fact
can re-frame an entire decade of experience. How do you feel
when you discover that your high school teacher was discovered
to be a child abuser, when you are laid off from the corporation
which twenty-nine years ago promised you no layoffs until
thirty years (pension) kicked in.

Part II
But what do we mean when we say that someone is
framebound? Obviously, to understand this, we need to also
understand what a frame is, which we can easily do by
understanding a basic example we are all familiar with — the
concept of a frame-up. “I’ve been framed, Ma,” yells Jimmy
Cagney or someone very much like him in one of those thirties
movies we all have burned into our memories. “Why, what do
you mean, Frankie?” “I mean I didn’t do it, Ma, I didn’t, I
didn’t!” “But Son, the bloody knife was in your room, a witness
says he saw you walk into her hotel, your fingerprints are on her
doorknob.” “But Ma, the fingerprints were there from when I
was over the night before — the witness is lying — and
someone else put the knife in my room. They wanted to make it
look like I did it! I’ve been framed.” If Frankie is lucky, he
can prove his alibi is true; if not, “it’s Sing Sing for da bum,”
followed by, of course, the obligatory protracted death scene in
silhouette at the end of the movie.
Here we come to one of the key insights — that there is a
central reality, which we shall term a referent (that which we
are referring to), but there is also something even more
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important than the reality — the frame through which we see it.
Sometimes we see the world through rose-colored glasses,
sometimes through thorn-covered roses, but rarely do we see
reality directly. Instead, we see as, since this is how the brain
comprehends reality — we understand in terms of some
formerly understood thing. We do not see “Frankie,” but
“Frankie the Innocent Victim” or “Frankie the Conniving
Murderer.” Note the difference:
Innocent Victim

Conniving Murderer

But what gets you put from one frame into another?
Through a series of assocations made by the mind, you are seen
as similar with something else, but that depends on the person
doing the viewing. If you are a White Northern Jewish Male,
you should not find yourself surprised to be referred to as
“White” by an African-American, a “Yankee” by a Southerner,
or a “Jew” by a Baptist. Who are you? That depends on who’s
describing you. But when people describe you, they describe
you in terms of that which they understand the best. A doctor
may see you as a “colleague,” the guy next to you at the stadium
as a “fan,” your opponent at the election as “the most dangerous
man in the world,” but ultimately, you are what you are.
However, those who lack the ability to control the frames with
which they view the world will insist on defining you by the
parameters with which they are most familiar. The dental movie
critic who notices only the molars of the stars is fundamentally
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no different from the guy at his girlfriend’s house who just can’t
get that phone call out of his mind — all are framebound.
Central to the concept of framing is that there is something
to be framed. That which is framed may be termed objective
reality (what can be measured independently of us by the use of
external devices), and our perception of it subjective reality.
So, the temperature outside is 60 degrees; that is objective. One
person, from Florida, perceives it as “cold.” Another, from
Canada, perceives it as “warm.” TEMPERATURE gets the
frame COLD from the Floridian, and WARM from the
Canadian: the reality doesn’t change, but the perception of it
does. The inability to see that the temperature may be “warm”
on the part of the Floridian will be termed framebound : that is,
the inability to change one’s perspective on objective reality; to
see the “other side,” “another point of view. It is the belief that
one’s perception is reality. Happy or sad, in love or out, there’s
a frame behind it. In its extreme cases, being framebound can
lead to death: external (war/pollution), and internal (suicide).
Not a pretty picture, no matter how we frame it.
Objective = literal mode (A is A). Subjective =
metaphorical mode (A is - A).
Since the frames in which ideas are written are not
necessarily the frames in which they’re viewed, this may
explain why _______ .

The Significance of the Frame
Frames affect the way we think, how we think, and
therefore, what we think. There can be no There can be no
observation without frameworks — for example, most people
don’t know that Hamilton faces left on a $10 — but once I give
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them a right/left orientation, they will note not just Hamilton,
but all other bills — this orientation is a frame which makes the
perception governed by that frame possible. (Most people
observe bills with the frame “number” [this is the language
people use: ‘I have a 5,’ ‘I have a 10.”] This focuses your
attention on the periphery of the bill. This means you don’t
make the proper observations without the proper frame.
Every time you talk about something, you put it in a frame.
This anchors its meaning. It makes all the difference in the
world to say “ _____ “ in the King’s English, and another to say
it in street jargon. The difference is telling; it is the diffrerence
between getting a job or not getting a job. Many people use
sports metaphors in their everyday speech.
Ideas come with frames; no idea is perceived directly. We
not interpret ideas with our own frames, but they are transmitted
to us via the frames of the communicator. Does this mean
there’s only a 25% chance of communication?
Not communication.
i. + - in this column might mean muddled or twisted perception, + clear perception.
ii. - +
iii. - Communication.
iv. + + only here is there a clear chance for communication
v.
(first column: frame around idea (societal)/ second column (way person would perceive that
category of idea (individual).

Frames effect the nature of society; not only how we act,
but the rate and change of scientific progress. Thomas Kuhn’s
book The Strucutre of Scientific Revolutions focuses on a
phenomenon Kuhn refers to as the paradigm shift.
Theory: every idea resides within a frame. Some frames
prevent bisociation, others allow it. Having the ideas without the
frames is not good enough. X may be your friend. But if you
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see him as the “enemy,” you’ll minimize your contact with him
and destroy future experience. Same true of ideas.
The frame helps thinking like smell helps tasting. MC
blinked one eye will when I said “wink,” less well when I said
“blink.” Frames effect how we behave (possibly some real-life
examples here). In book Odyssey, Sculley said that people
preferred Coke over Pepsi in blind taste tests, but when they
knew what the drink was, they preferred coke. ¶ Things
take place within a frame. Eat a dish of_____ in a drug store,
you’d give it an “8.” Eat it in a beautiful restaurant, with
wine, over candlelight with the one you love, it’s a “10.”
You are not “a meal”, but “a-meal-in-a-restaurant-withbeautiful-decor-over-candlelight-and-wine-with-the-oneyou-love-on-a-beautiful-night-on-July-20-1990-at-the-age-of24.” Even this latter description is far too abbreviated. For
it to be accurate (encompassing the entire experience and
history surrounding the experience), it would fill the pages
of a very long book. ¶ Obviously, it would take far too long
to give such a description, so we give abbreviated versions.
We sacrifice accuracy because we really are unable to be
accurate (time doesn’t permit, nor does our memory and
intellectual capacity [to formulate such a description]. We
need to understand that our descriptions are inaccurate.
The frame doesn’t make you say X; it allows you to say X
(the highway doesn’t control the path of the car; it allows it to
take that path). Some frames wider, take more cars. Some paths
a straighter route. Some paths are more crowded. ¶ FB: going
only one way to X when another route is shorter. Or taking the
wrong path (a path that will not lead you to your destination).
To change the frames of a society is to reconstitute the
atoms of society into a new form. Frame-change is the chisel of
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history. Do the structures of society represent the value frames
of society? Politics is in part the struggle of group A to
formalize their value frame. The formal legal structure must
have at its base a value frame. The problem is that the base
value frame (means,) good for commerce and everyday banal
getting-on, conflicts with higher value frames (ends), e.g.
religious, artistic. Thus, the individual against society. Beautiful
example of the tools fighting the blueprint. The blueprint
demands that the tools come up to its level. The tools say that
the blueprint should require only their capacity, and no more.
You’re always a prisoner of your frame of reference; it’s
your harshest taskmaster.
In this frame, X will always
seem legitimate
x
1. .
Consider the following conversation: (frame X makes
communication impossible (and thus receipt of knowledge) if B
stays only in that frame.

A:
B:
A:
B:

Don’t do that son.
That sentence has four words, mom.
So what?
That sentence has two words, mom.

Children play this game by repeating what the other kid
says:
A: Let’s go to the movies.
B: Let’s go to the movies.
A: Stop repeating what I’m saying.
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B: Stop repeating what I’m saying.
Or, switching the meaning of “you” and “I.”
A:
B:
dweeb?
A:
B:

You are a dweeb.
“You are a dweeb.” Why are you saying you are a
No, you are a dweeb.
That’s what I said — you are a dweeb.

Children who repeat everything the other person says.
Attempt to break frame by saying “I am stupid,” hoping the
other person will say “I am stupid,” so you can laugh at them,
and re-frame the situation.
S.

Frame battle: “I’m rubber, you’re glue, what you say bounces off me and sticks to you.”

How we chunk the world is important, because the way we
divide the world precedes how we think, and ultimately, how we
act. [Once he’s classified as a “criminal,” the mind goes down
the path we go down when we perceive “criminal,” not “he was
framed.” Someone is breaking in your house. You shoot, but
it’s your teenager who forgot the house keys and didn’t want to
wake anybody up. FB = misreading the situation. Not seeing
every possible rival hypothesis, sometimes not capable of seeing
the RH.] Using the thoughts precede along path analogy, we can
see there are several ways on a map to get from Florida to New
York; some ways are longer than others. Why choose the
longest route? In fact, why go by car at all? Some people think
with a horse-and-buggy process which gets them nowhere (20
questions), others use a car, but choose the longest route. The
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most effective thinkers go by jet, and some get to ride on the
Concorde.
A cardinal rule for thinking is that the first thing that pops
up in your mind will generally be second-best; not bad, but not
as good as it could be. This could be predicted by a general
theory of probability.

What is A Frame?
Z.

Having ideas not an ability — it’s overcoming a disability.

The painting on the cover of this book, Magritte’s Human
Condition, reveals a lot about this human condition. The
problem is pretty basic: how do we know that what is in the
picture is actually behind it? It looks as if it is, but the fact that
the picture maps onto the outside world with what appears to be
perfect fidelity. This illusion may be the most dangerous of all,
since it commands respect by its [isomorphism].
There are various synonyms for the frame: mindset,
framework, attitude, point of view (1st v. third person), angle,
facet, scrim, overlay, cel, aspect.
In addition, there are different ways of conceiving of a
frame (term “frame” calls up the first example) :
1.

As windows with selective attentiosn

collie

poodle
dachshund

A.
2.

As a road

[Behind the wall]
CALICO
SIAMESE CAT
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poodle

siamese cat
A.
3.
As a magnet (attracting you)
4.
As a rope (pulling you)
1.
Using term “frame maintenance” throws mechanical frame around the activity of framing frames.
<== Framing as “activity” or “frame” puts concept in F1 or F2. If in F1, can bisociate with F1, but not F2,
F2, etc.
R.
The frame functions as ROM.
5.
? (as a combination)
6.
? (as a cel/scrim) (adding to the environment)
7.
As a venn diagram

Another Magritte painting points out the nature of what it
means to be framebound. Why people have a problem with This
is Not a Pipe. Because the domains of the sentence and the pipe
must be seen as separate for the painting to make sense, and in
most paintings the domains of all elements within are identical.
Imagine a film of a man pointing to a pipe and saying, “This is
not a pipe.” Maybe, but if so, “this is not a man,” and, by
extension, perhaps the sentence is not a sentence (and the truth
is not a truth). For this film to make sense, we must pretend the
man exists outside the film, and is commenting on it. But of
course he isn’t. It’s a self-contradictory splitting of domains.
Why should one element of the film be seen as real and another
as false? If we accept the argument of the man (the framing by
the man), mustn’t he be subjected to the same frame? But of
course, the insight of the man is correct. So perhaps language
has an exemption from the typical framing rules.
When we say someone is “paranoid,” we are saying s/he
has a frame which completely dominates their thinking, and they
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way they receive information. (In this case, “receive” is not the
right word. Perhaps “manufacture” is better.) This is also
contained in real-life example. Perhaps we have been misled
all along by the use of the word “received.” The word
“manufacture” is more accurate. Information is the clay, and our
past is the sculptor. We should always say, “I need more
information.”
Atmosphere is an intrinsic part of the meal — NY
restaurants have discovered this secret — the meal resides in a
frame, and they can’t be separated (can’t imagine that
anniversary meal in an office setting).
O.

Some people are nothing more than their frames.

V.
i.
ii.

Two different statements:
I don’t know how to do that.
I don’t know how to do that yet.

The Importance of the Frame in Understanding
In case you are not convinced that frames are necessary for
comprehension, consider the following examples:
4. Incomprehensible Without Frame (then furnish translations)
This is not a pipe.
1.
Math calculations
2.
Music
3.
Computer Programming
Chapter a tour of the un4.
Chinese, etc.
understandable, understandable
5.
Chess example
things
6.
Word puzzle
7.
Wake page
8.
Obscure poetry
9.
Waiting for Godot page
10.
Translations
11.
“These meanings elude you because you lack the frames to comprehend them.”
1.
Computer programming, music, mathematical calculations, chines, chess example, rival
hypothesis, logic. (give examples of symbolic meanings: “it’s all greek to them”)

3. Role of the Schema1/Opposing schema can map onto the same reality (see
revenge):
2.
People have schema when they have experienced x, which is isomorphic with y, the current
experience. ¶ Each experience has several morphemes, in various domains.
3.
Hated plots that jumped around because I had schema — didn’t want to lose it.
4.
Metaphor works because we have schema.
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5.
Why kids need pictures: because they need schema for understanding.
6.
Grouping = schema = CCR. (reading many different articles on 1st page of F. Wake better than
reading many diff. articles on F. Wake).
7.
An “opposing view” is another schema, opposed to the first, which also maps onto the reality. X
hits A 10 times, then stops.

2. Good frame analysis tool — pick the middle panel
from a Sunday comic — present it to someone — ask them if
they understand it — if they don’t, why not? — see what
concepts are in the previous frame that allows understanding
(what facts need to be known for understanding to occur). This
should be a science — why aren’t educators doing this?
1.
View 1: not okay to hit back.
2.
View 2: right to hit A goes into account, so okay to hit ex post facto.
8.
“What is the best move?” Show position with fork before and after person has learned about the
concept of a fork. Skewer — see if they can ifnd, or if they’re just looking for the fork.
9.
What is the best move? Show position with fork before and after person has learned about the
concept of a fork. Skewer — see if they can find, or if they’re just looking for the fork.
10.
I found just three wrong phone numbers. ¶ I hear, “I entered wrong numbers.” Credibility filters
re-translate everything the other person says.
12.
White Bears and Other Unwanted Thoughts, p. 111: “ . . . a mind that is empty will be notably
perturbedby a single idea . . .” (this suggests that you should tread slowly with potentially anxietyproducing ideas).
14.
It’s harder to pay attention when you don’t understand what the people are saying. ¶ Their minds
wander not only because they’re not interested, but because they can’t be interested (they don’t
understand). (“You’re losing me.”).
20.
Examples from Tbi nking Process Book.
21.
You (only) see what you’ve seen. ¶ I told Mike “HAL/IBM” example. He says that ever since
then, he notices acronyms. ¶ The kid who sees violence — what will he notice?

3.

From Where Do We Get Frames?

Examples of Frames
We are, of course, familiear with the concept of the frame through the
following examples in literature.
3.

Frame Change in Literature

Some literature makes its effect by revealing how framebound characters become unframebound;
others, by exhibiting a situation from many points of view.
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What are you reacting to? The actual event? Or de Sade’s interpretation of the event? Or
the actor’s interpretation of de Sade? Why do you chosse to react tot he actual event and not
de Sade’s interpretation?

Frames Provided by Culture
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We start with culture because culture is the starting point
for the framework; precedes cognitive and psychological
considerations, which themselves appear in a cognitive context.
Even more interesting than differences between cultures
are anomolies within a single culture: is Transfixed art?
Cultural frame differences perhaps a red herring. Obvious that
there are differences across cultures. What is really interesting
are the differences within a culture, and even more so, the
differences in a person from second to second.
Where does culture come from?
history (immediate/long ago), geography)

(climate, topology,

One of the interesting questions is, can we ever escape our
culture? (quote from Signs of the Times). Note the difficulty:
how can we evaluate the conceptions of a culture when the
concepts we use to evaluate that culture have been given to us
by it? But what is it that a culture provides us? What hidden
conceptions does a culture give us?
Deep and surface structure of culture:
Surface: language, fashion, manners, customs.
Deep: key assumptions, orientations, centration of
perspective.
,+
/" /  5 5 - .6        1     0   
 7)  7 .8 9 8 : ;)1  .        * 1   
   "      "    *
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What is transmitted by culture? Axioms, key insights,
assumptions, ways of chunking the world, values (eating fish on
Friday is/is not okay) [value = significance frame].
How are cultural values transmitted?
Language (words available to use, grammar, metaphors we
live by, euphemism), media (whole world is, myth of soviet
military, what is/are functions of movies[commodity,
transmitter of information — good guys wear white),
advertisements, attitudes, customs, fashion; culture is the
typeface of the society. Even more critical than the surface
message of advertisements (“Buy product X”) are the messages
that must be true for that message to be received.
1) Buying products is good.
2) This is a worthy use of your time.
<

    ="" "",

The most significant aspect of culture is not the clothing,
the makeup, the poses, the gestures; the most significant aspect
of culture is language. That is to say, the system of alphabetical
signs combined into words, which are themselves formed into
paragraphs for the purpose of conveying meaning from one
person to another.
To merely look at language, it certainly appears neutral.
One critical question is this: is language neutral? That is to say,
when we say “This is a dog,” are we describing reality directly,
or are we merely transmitting our way of perceiving the world
to others? In considereing language, there are various things to
consider:
2. Perception is private, so language is private. Any belief that language is
shared is, at least partly, an illusion.
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While language appears to be accessible to all, even understandable to all, the similarity of the words we
use hides the fact that what we understand the words to mean may be fundamentally different: Is your
image of a “dog” a poodle or a Doberman?

30. Fundamental discontinuity between language and reality is that language
consists of discrete chunks of meaning and reality is seamless. (cf. fuzzy logic)
Reality
Language

Dumb

Ignorant/Uninformed/Confused

1.

16. Every word can be chopped into finer and finer distinctions.
3. If you only had the words “trunk,” “branch,” and “leaf,” you’d never see a
“tree.” We have a group of three people: each has a name — but there’s no
name for the Gestalt. ¶ It’s not Barry and Margaret in that room, it’s
BARRYMARGARET. Each is different in the presence of the other —
communal identities.
23. The unfortunate thing about language is that people can say anything, and it
doesn’t have to be true.
4. There is no law that prevents you from labeling a dog a “cat.” — stamping a
box filled with sand “fragile.” the problem w/language is that the label, by being
applied, seems to carry its own validity. For some, the label is the content. If
amendment X is termed “dangerous,” for many people it is dangerous.
6. Language didn’t come handed to us on a silver platter — it was
manufactured (for the combined purposes of the race).
27. Heretic’s Handbook, p. 132: Man a collective being — every word you think
with was handed down to you — write down some thoughts on a piece of paper
— and how many of those words did you invent? Probably none. Someone,
somewhere, labeled a concept that formerly had no name. The concept labeled, it
was now usable. We owe a great debt to these nameless ghosts from the past,
who made our thinking POSSIBLE! <== Bad part: many of the thoughts we
think, and the frames, were handed down. This can channel thought, restrict
thought. ¶ You use my words, I use yours. Great! That’s exactly the idea!
15. Everything that’s referred to gets defined as real.
20. Language starts off unrefined — like all categories crude (too abstract).
Reality always outraces the categories. The failure to understand that is the
Achilles Heel of our culture.
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7. A paradox of language: the more meaningful a term is (i.e. the more
meanings that come under its rubric), the less meaningful it is, since it calls up
no one solid meaning, but an amorphous, hazy meaning. (i.e. “President” v.
“Reagan”).
5. We get frames from 1) questions 2) comments <== tacit assumptions.
1. General Language1
1. “Leverage” — good example of a meaning people can be unconsciously
aware of, without knowing the word “leverage” in negotiation — two Pakistani
traders can know they have it, and not know the word.
5. Two kinds of “all” statements (difference between deductive and inductive
logic is the quality of the “all” statement — is it a known or a probable?):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Inductive: “all swans are . . . “
Deductvie: “all the names on this list are . . . “
Empirically deductive
Tautologically deductive

8. “Maybe” comes in different sizes.
9. Every word is a legitimation.
14. Every word you utter is an advertisement for its referent.
10. A word is its meaning.
11. Words are fuzzy, but people perceive them as solid.
13. People will find a word for whatever they want to do.
17. Each piece of music has its own language.
18. Foreign words can gain prominence because of their connotations in the host
language (e.g. basta = bastard).
19. Speculating in the strong and weak sense of the term. Speculating that the
sun will rise tomorrow and that stocks will go up tomorrow are two different
things. Language is very haphazard.
21. The more moral/ethical one is, the more difficult communication becomes —
because one must always be aware of riders in analogies.
22. Pounds of promises, ounces of results.
24. The word “little” is endearing. BK: Why is it endearing? MC: Because we
have to protect things which are little.
25. Babies may know words to use — but may make up their own words because
they don’t know that there is a commonly accepted meaning.
26. In calling that animal a “dog,” you are assigning a meaning (defining to the
phoneme — d + o + g. ¶ Same true with “beauty,” “justice,” though at higher
level of abstraction.
28. Any phrase consisting of two words or more is potentially word-worthy
(“guilty pleasure”, “poorly conceived thought”, etc.).
29. Why subjective/objective distinction so important: Two facts:
1.
Every use of a word w/subjective component devalues the word
2.
Misapplications devalue the word
A.
So:
i.
X is great
ii.
Y is great
iii.
Z is great
B.
“Great” loses meaning the more things to which applied (in addition, loses meaning if Z not great)
[Note: this does not apply to objective terms like dogs: calling 1000 collies “collies” a million times does
not devalue the word].
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3.
Language, like money, is finite. If you “spend” a “great” on the Gothic Symphony, you don’t have
it for the 9th. ¶ If there is objective greatness, tben societal misapplications rob others of the use of the

SOCIETY
10,000 uses of the word
"great" allowed
If A uses 5,000, that’s less for B. If A is
term.
wrong, it also robs B.
14.
Memory
15.
Existing Concepts
16.
Enables the collapsing of expansion of subheadings — provides analogies for future expansion
and collapse in other areas.
17.
Energy
18.
Will
19.
Morality
20.
Raw Intelligence
21.
Ability to think. Most learning of categories takes place from concrete to abstract. Rover + Fido +
Lassie ==> Dog.
22.
Cannot know “dog” without knowing instances of “dog.”
23.
Categories are not hard, but shift when circumstances demand change.

2. The Inadequacy of Language
1. Ineffable
Lack of certain words to describe existing reality.
2. Inability to micro-categorize (cf. also abstraction)
1.
We are linguistically impverished. One word: hot. this word covers 98• and 475•. Yet you can
exist in 98• temperature, but not 475•. So the word is inaccurate to the extent that it groups as similar
phenomena which, functionally speaking, are dissimilar. We use words as stop-gaps, and then forget they
were only stop-gaps.

Language carries with it the frames of the culture. To that extent, what can
make people FB.
3. The Tyranny of Words
1. If we only see a screwdriver as a “weapon,” we don’t see it as a “tool.”
2. Trial, 4/88, p. 66: “Powerless” speech: use of qualifiers (“maybe,” “perhaps,”
“sort of”), disclaimers (“Oh, I don’t know,” “I guess”), and tag words (“I think”,
“I suppose”). “As might be expected, powerless speech lowers a witness’
perceived credibility.” <== “Fuzzy logic” = powerless speech?
3. NYTimes, 6/19/88, p. 12 “To say the key was a blending of live actors with
animation, mechanical special effects, optical special effects, and puppetry is like
saying that the key to winning a marathon is training hard and running fast.
The words eliminate all the agony of doing it.”
4. Language is doomed? ¶ Every category has potential subcategories, which
the language doesn’t recognize. Consequently, we’re seeing a (subcategory1) as B
(subcategory2) because they fall under rubric X. Not to understand this basic,
inevitable failing of language is to fall prey to its many traps.
5. Using percentages as adjectives to improve meaning of words
1.

90% slave. (Island B has $100 left over from producing $1000 of value).

6. There are many different kinds of [laws], but we don’t have the vocabulary
to distinguish between them.
7. Metaphors seen as literal
1.

Computer “thinks,” “sees,” etc.
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2.
At businessess, use of the word “we”: don’t discourage clients from paranoid thinking until we are
named the attorneys by the court. In some contexts, employees encouraged to use “we” thinking. “You’re a
part of the team.”

1. A name change is a frame change.
1. Part of framing is staging reality. Cf. Otello. Note how Iago frames reality,
stages it, creates a pseudo-reality.
A. Examples of Frames
i. St. Pete Times, 8/5/84, p. 4C AP story: “ . . . Lewis leaped into the air,
punched both fists skyward, circled part of the track, was handed am [sic]
American (“flag” omitted) by a spectator and continued his joyous victory jog. .
.” Who owned the flag? USA Today, 8/6/84, p. 2C “Paul Tucker of New Orleans
was standing in the right placeSaturday . . . Tucker waved his flag near the
track-level railing . . . when Lewis ran to him to borrow the flag.” Times editor,
same pg. “Then he reached into the first row of seats to fetch a large American
flag. It was not spontaneous. The flag belonged to Clyde Duncan, Lewis’ former
coach at the University of Houston.”
ii. St. Pete Times, 8/5/84, p. 3D Greider column: “According to calculations by
Data resources, nondefense spending will generate 25,000 new jobs per $1 billion
($10 billion) — 4,000 more jobs than if the money were to move through the
military-industrial complex. Considering that defense procurement will top $150
billion next year, that could mean a loss in employment for the country.
When the question of defense jobs is put that way, it appears an easy choice of
priorities for politicians — more nondefense spending means more jobs. The
trouble is, the question never gets framed that way in the political arena.
The Pentagon and the defense industry always present the budget issues as a
battle for dollars between competing systems or different regions of the country,
between financing jobs in your hometown or someone else’s . . . Faced with that
dilemma, most elected representatives will always vote for the hometown jobs.”
iii. Out of Cage convert — random noise for one man was “to provide
verisimilitude.” He found it “comforting.”
iv. Where you can frame an issue in terms of A or B, frame in terms of the
larger issue:

Disloyal

Honest

v. .
vi. One can frame an issue in terms of
vii.
viii.

rights
duties

Exercising First
Amendment Rights
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ix.
x.

employer’s
employee’s

xi. To frame an issue is to decide the issue. Frame situation as A, your decision
about what to do is made.
xii. Frame as justification:
xiii.
“We’re in the post-industrial age.” Convenient justification when steelworkers and autoworkers,
etc., want to know why they’re out of work. A better reason is that the factories have gone overseas.
xiv.
McDonald’s pulled ads after massacre. “This was done out of respect for what happened.” (5844).
More likely hypothesis: didn’t want the corporate name framed in negative context. See comment of
McDonald’s operator on 5845.

xv. What functions as frame in one context can also function as [word for thatwhich-is-framed] in another context.
xvi.
(to Nazis) You persecute Jews.
B: There’s some of that going on.
or
In every society there’s persecution.
or
I won’t say it doesn’t happen, but . . .
xvii.
Misframing
xviii.
xix.
xx.
xxi.

Classic misframings (seeing A as B)
Fact v. opinion
Fact v. hypothesis
Sequitur v. non-sequitur

xxii.
xxiii.
xxiv.
xxv.
xxvi.
xxvii.

Other misframings

Necessary/Sufficient
Sufficient/Necessary
Functionally Identical/different
Different/functionally identical
Strong evidence/weak evidence

xxviii.
Examples:
xxix.
Important to realize that the attack should not be on “capitalism” but
on “concentration of wealth.” Frame arg. in terms of oligopoly v. democracy,
not capitalism v. communism. These economic systems (capitalism v.
communism) should be seen as subsets of political systems. (5818).
xxx.
Teachers function as VALIDATORS (provide significance frame). To
assign chapters 1, 2, and 6 and not 3, 4, and 5 is to mimimize the significance of
the middle chapters while framing as significant the outlying chapters. They
validate experience, and invalidate other experience.
xxxi.
The Academic Frame: from Serving the Few by E. Greenberg, p. 4349 “In the midst of imperialist war, racial oppression, poverty, concentrated
power, and alienation, political science continues to devote its energies to role
theory, systems theory, roll-call vote analysis, and other profundities.”
i. Distinguish between ends and means hierarchies: Ends bad (top posits a significance
frame)/ means okay (top organizes activity.
2. Poisoning the Well
A.
A description of Y (Utopia) within an X frame does disservice to Y — imagine a Jew describing
why Judaism a great religion, under the eyes of a Nazi w/loaded rifle. the description will be somewhat
tentative. Or, a Christian discussing her religious feelings in the office. They must remain within the X
framework while explaining Y.
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3. Will attempt to frame reality negatively via use of slang, humor, name
calling, etc.
4. The Reply (Reply1)(see book Six Thinking Hats)
A.
The objection doesn’t have to be true — just plausible to the uninformed.
B.
“Minimum wage should be lowered.”
i.
Types of replies
ii.
“Why?”
iii.
Why X? How did you arrive at that?
iv.
Exaclty what % of jobs will be created with an incremental decrase of 10 cents an hour? Where is
your data?
v.
Shouldn’t people be paid what their worth?
vi.
Full employment notion smacks of communism.
vii.
(Suggest alternative consequences) Maybe prices will be lowered/kept steady (not new hires)
viii.
Maybe adults will lose jobs.
ix.
Reductio (“Why not 25 cents an hour?”) See REDUCTIO.
C.
You should send out letters advising people what to bring.
B: They don’t read the letters.
A: We should make the letters more detailed.
B: We tried that . . . it doesn’t work . . . it just doesn’t work.
i.
Did they try it?
ii.
If they did, how was the program executed?
iii.
Were there any flaws in (answer to above) that could be corrected?
iv.
Were there any additional possibilities left out?
D.
We should do _______ .
B: It would be expensive.
A: 1) No it wouldn’t (why?) or (where’s the evidence?)
2) Is that your only objection? or “Is that your most serious objection?
3) How much more would it cost?
E.
NYT, 9/29/87, p. 1: $200 million B-1 bomber downed by a flock of birds. Story notes that “every
precaution” was taken against this eventuality. Daily News p. 26 gives a good extension of this: if plane can
be destroyed by birds during a controlled training flight, why not during a run towards the USSR? Note,
this is a better comment than “how can it evade missles if it can’t evade birds?”, due to the disparities
between the two (birds smaller, etc.).
F.
When they argue against raising the minimum wage, best reply to argument “jobs will be lost” not
“jobs won’t be” but “as many jobs will be creatd as will be lost.”
G.
Many people base their intelligence on the number of replies they have to arguments (w/out
regard to the quality of those arguments).
H.
“People have always logrolled.” — people have always speeded until we posted speed limits. <==
“But people still speed!” <== Ban limits?
I.
Const. guarantees rights. B: And the Emperor has clothes.
J.
Star Ledger, 6/23/90, p. 22: “It is illegal to burn garbage here in Livingston, but you can burn one
or a bundle of flags. . .”
i.
Why do we need to pass a law? Arrest them for burning garbage/
ii.
Compare this analogy w/can’t urinate in the river, can dump toxic chemicals. Liberal would favor
one, conservative would favor the other.
K.
Me: Yeshiva spent millions on legal fees — that could have gone to the students. Her: They’ll be
all right.
L.
The idea is to give free books to kids. The bookstore person said:
i.
“If we give them the Cat in the Hat, they won’t buy the book.” and “How does giving kids the Cat
in the Hat help the bookstore?” Wanted to distribute coupons in class, so that kids would go to the
bookstore and exchange them for books.”
ii.
Little did I know that within the first two hundred words replying to my BOM idea, I’d hear the
word “Hitler.”
M.
In the case of after-life experiences, flat-out denial (“you didn’t experience that[you’re lying]less
effective than scientific explanaation (“a chemical effect”). But this isn’t always true. In other
circumstances, flat-out denial more effective (“I could not have done that, I was at location X at the time.”)
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N.
Not “don’t shut down your research department, “ but the following. Stereophile, Sept. 90, pl.
123: “I know you’ve got to make a buck, but I think research is important for the company. Before you shut
this all down, let me take a crack at running it.”
O.
“No communism.” <== No public ownership of Grand Canyon.
i.
The world these people live in is linguistic.
ii.
The linguistic world does not map on to the real world.
P.
Gibson on GMA, 5/27/91: Conversation with gun control opponent: 1) “There were 9500
murders last year by handguns — if this bill reduced those murders by 1000,500,100, even 5, wouldn’t it
be worth it?” 2) Then asked, “Since it could have that effect, wouldn’t it be worth a try? If it didn’t work,
we could always change the law. Wouldn’t it be worth a try?” The woman stammered and then went on to
another issue — she didnt’ answer the question.
Q.
For precision’s sake, we will sometimes have to invent a word for each meaning. B: That would
unleash a torrent of words! And we have quite enough words already. The dictionary has 300,000 words,
and the average person has a working vocabulary of only 5000 — and you want to invent more words?
R.
You’re unpatriotic (for wanting to change const.) Y: How is wanting to improve the country
unpatriotic? X: You’re an idealist. Y: What’s wrong with striving for a better society?
S.
Opposition to const. will probably proceed in this way:
i.
Const. will have no effect.
ii.
Const will have effect, but a deleterious effect.
iii.
Const. may not have deleterious effect, but there are better consts. possible. ¶ 3rd the most
dangerous. The chief and probably most effective “attack” on the new const. will be an assortment of
alternative consts. The ultimate effect will be to confuse the voter, and no change will get off the ground.
No change will come from divisive squabbling. ¶ Antidote is to focus on the criteria for a good const., and
ask if the reform addresses the issue (pick the const. which most closely satisfies the relevant criteria. ) If
it does, and doesn’t have probable deleterious effects, the suggestion may be a good one.
T.
Traffic signals of cars; potential for abuse — wrong signal could lead to accidents.
U.
Do you think there is any substantive difference betwen “tinkering” with the Const. and amending
the Const? 2) Why do you think I want to “tinker” with the Const. as opposed to amend it?
V.
Every time const. has an amendment, the same args are raised: “it won’t do anything,” “it’s
frivolous,” “it’s unecessary,” “legislators should do the job,” etc. And every time the amendment is passed
— and the country goes on.
W.
Remote control in hotel room — has device surrounding it — remote control costs $40, device
$40: argument against device in hotel manager’s meeting — if they steal with device, you lose $80 instead
of $40. Go back to the drawing board.” Should he?
X.
Best answer to const. = perfect is “which one?” The one on paper, or the one we live under? Are
you talking about the const. which puts all legislative power in the hands of Congress, or the const. which
puts legislative power into the hands of the exec., judiciary, admin. bodies, and private individuals? If the
answer is “1787 const.”, then “we don’t live under that const., so there’s no reason it shouldn’t be
amended.” If 1991 const. = perfect, then “we’re not amending that const. — we’re amending the 1787
const.”
Y.
(Irrelevant remark.). B: Triangles have three sides, but I fail to see how that observation and your
comment are germane to this discussion.
Z.
Russian Roulette with the const.:
i.
Not calling cc russina roultette for US
ii.
Would never call cc w/that “logic”
iii.
Have you studied results of state cc’s?
iv.
That’s silly. It’s not r. roulette or any kind of roulette.
v.
Given 4T ND, it may be that const. playing RR w/US.
vi.
Reverses the model in the Preamble.
vii.
History of amends. shows more rights granted.
viii.
Would you support
ix.
strict consturction of const.
x.
repeal of Article V
xi.
Ignores realiyt of Empirical const.
AA.
“This system is the best we’ve got.” <== it’s also the worst we’ve got, because it’s all we’ve got.
BB.
Genie User, 4/30/92: “There’s nothing wrong with expressing concern over worst-case scenarios,
but I don’t see it as healthy or realistic to fixate on them.”
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CC.
“There’s a shortage of unsubstantiated opinion — it’s good to see that someone is remedying that
defect.”
DD.
“The two party system is really a one-party system, and I don’t think we’re invited.” (Gerry
Moore, 4/21/92).
EE.
“Your analysis has gone to 2d base,” but it needs to reach home to achieve true legitimacy.
FF.
The Executioner’s Reply
i.
I’m innocent. B: (pulling the switch) That’s what they all say.
GG.
(not really in this category: should go to another category) The Comparison (as a reply technique)
i.
$20,000,000 to pass a law? For the price of passing 12 laws, we could give a book a month . . .
HH.
The vampire will tell you that to drive the stake in his heart is “dangerous.”
II.
“I see you have an open mind — I guess that explains why you’re so knowledgeable.”
JJ.
ME: 10% of the people bought a non-fiction book last year. HIM: Can you read?
KK.
McKeever: Use music in the classroom. Student: Don’t students hear enough music already?
LL.
Against gun control: you own a handgun, they own an AK-47 — are you going to get one of those
too because criminals have them?
MM.
I spent two years thinking about it — can you give it two hours?
NN.
When they say “the people are the solution,” say “sounds like yoiu’re advocating a
parliamentarian system with annual terms.”
OO.
Living const.: “you’re not talking about a cons.t, you’re talking about a rubber band.” A good
leash is made from metal, not rubber. <== If you want to cut the dog more slack, buy a longer leash.
PP.
This is a government that has wasted more money than any government in history, and they say,
‘if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.”
QQ.
Employees made $10,000 in personal long distance calls. B: We’ve always had that problem.
RR.
If the people would . . . B: If cows had wings, we’d be ducking cow patties.
SS.
Umpire league recruited from the Farsighted society. 35% of the calls were wrong. A: We need to
improve our selection process. B: It’s no use — no umpire will ever be perfect.
TT.
We need to agree. B: No we don’t.

5. Precision in language is very important
A.
i.
ii.
B.
i.
ii.
a.

I think Wilson is a jerk.
Wilson is a jerk.
A thinks Wilson is a jerk.
I think Wilson is a jerk.
Wilson is a jerk.
A thinks Wilson is a jerk.
is the correct answer no matter how A prefaces his remark.

6. Definition of anchor
A.
To set a frame: Poisoning the Well may be considered ngegative anchoring. Introductions at
speeches may be considered positive anchoring. Entertainment Tonight knew that audience wouldn’t
know who Jim Cameron was when Arnold S. mentioned him in an interview, so they anchored the
upcoming term in their introduction to the segment by saying “Iim Cameron directed Arnold S. in The
Terminator.

7. Identity1 (5625) (same1) (different1) (same/different1)
A.
And Relation to Categories (5622-23)
B.
Functional Identity v. Aspect Identity (5677) (functional identity1) (cf. also analogy)
i.
A function functions as an intent or primary function depending on how people perceive the
function.
ii.
Heard on TV: “A man who will not read is no better off than a man who cannot read.”
iii.
A pack of cigarettes is different from a dollar bill — yet both can serve as a medium of exchange.
iv.
FI to purpose X: you must carefully define your purpose. Cig. lighter FI to nose hair clipper only
if purpose defined narrowly: “eliminate nose hair: — if nose hair defined more broadly, “elim. nose hair
w/o hurting nose,” not FI.
v.
Does a govt. have the right to take your money, and burn it? No. Does it have the right to take
money, and give it to a person who manufactures a useless device? Is there any difference between the
two? Does it have the right to pay 10x for a device when the value is X? No.
vi.
If the people of the U.S. do not have the right to choose the const. they live under by majority
vote, then we live in a dictatorship. Period.
C.
Identity based on cluster of features permissible. (5686-7)
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D.
E.
F.

No better way to preserve your identity than to remain ignorant.
“Same” is an illusion because NO A is identical with B.
They identify film music with classical music, but all they hear is the

Classical
music

Film music
Instrumental
music

intersection.
G.
As far from different as you can get without being the same.
H.
Does Q = -P? (if so, does -Q = P?)¶ What is needed is a “falls under the category of” sign instead
of an “is coextensive with” sign.
J.
“Like” is a funny word. A wolf is “like” a dog; but one’s your best friend, the other wants you for
dinner.
K.
“What’s the difference between me and a lumbering ox? An ox has four legs.” Virtually any
response I give is funny, because in specifying a difference I implicitly endorse all the other similarities.
(“What’s the difference between me and a — .” “ ___ = ø .”
L.
Heard on TV: “A man who will not read is no better off than a man who cannot read.”

SAME

Atomic level

Highest level of
abstraction: "being"
SAME

DIFFERENT (world level)
When they tell you something is
M.
“same” or “different,” they frequently merely tell you the level of abstraction at which they’re perceiving
reality.
N.
A piece of a cat • a cat, but they will identify your entire cons. w/one flawed clause — the entire
test w/one wrong answer.
O.
“Same” and “different” an “as if” judgment — it’s in our minds as if it were real.
P.
The similarity ties it together, but the difference bursts it asunder.
8. The Role of Metaphor
A.
Seeing life in terms of football -- what ifB his experience provides no congruent terms for certain
phenomena? (5651-2)
B.
Once you realize that “built a better mousetrap” etc. can be read metaphorically, your thoughts
can now go in a new direction (improving the commonplace).
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C.
Interview, August ‘86, p. 106: “It’s normal for kids to like bad scary things like Godzilla,
Poltergeist II, and Motley Crue. It gives them the metaphors they are going to need in order to understand
institutionalized cruelty and stupidity, not to mention the tools designed for global destruction.”
D.
Metaphor does two things at once:
i.
De- anchors a term (unanchored term: references vary from situation to situation).
ii.
Illustrates taht language can be de-anchored, and meaning will still result. Metaphor is power,
and reveals power.

9. Metaphorical reading
A.
Metaphorical reading is the key to empathy.
B.
Some people (like me) read sentences within a text re: topic X, and continually map the sentences
from domain X onto domain Y. For example, in Scahertorte Algorithm, p. 184, I read (and substitute) “The
complexity of the computer programs (society) we write (create) has gron faster than our ability to write
them correctly (deal with the problems). Of course, I don’d do this in so many words, or using these exact
words, but it’s similar. Or, on p. 185, reading about FORTRAN (“it’s not the laast word in computing; on
the contrary, it was one of the first words”), I substitute “constitution” for FORTRAN. (and “government”
for “computing.”). I’m applying the lessons of domain Y to domain X. ¶ I do this a lot. This might be one
of the central lessons in thinking people can glean from these notebooks. Pretty much anyone can discern
the [true] significance of an Aesop fable, but how many can apply the same type of analysis to everyday
garden-variety prose reading? P. 187: “ . . . good writing is easier to detect than to describe.” (maps onto “I
know obscenity when I see it” remark, and lends credibility to the remark by providing a parallel from an
entirely separate domain. It functions in the same way as does independent verification of an experiment
(in science), or a test of type X which gives the same answer as a test of type Y. (e.g. vase with date 200
ad, verified by carbon-dating and other experiments). [Two kinds of verifications: 1) Experiment A
repeated 2) Experiment A compared with different experiment B.] ¶ Without a good deal of reading, and
the right kind of thinking approach, one cannot be exposed to this process of independent verifications, and
thus one cannot fit the premises within a hierarchy of credibiltity. [MC: (this idea) is like th e instructions
(foriideas)]. ¶ With the kind of thinking approach outlined in the previous pages, one can get a massive
amount of information out of a book, much more than is actually present. ¶ This approach also suggests an
explanation for inteligence; not a genetic ability, but an approach to thought which multiplies the
significance of one’s thought-time five-fold. It bootstraps thought.
C.
Some texts are more “mappable” than others others, and are more valuable because of this. ¶ One
criteria of great art might be its “mappability” — or what can be done with a given text — the verifications
it can provide in vastly different domains.
D.
Stereophile, Feb. ‘90, p. 25: “While the pyramid is wide in the middle, it is even wider at the
base.” <== a profound remark is one which links together a number of experiences not formerly thought
of together.
Mom and Pop v. Big Brother read by one person differently from the other.
Ethical Args. for Analysis, p. 173.

10. Grammatical structure ought to focus on conceptual linking (as opposed to
form).
12. Enthymeme1 (see SUBTEXT)
A.
“Robbing Peter to pay Paul.” Contains the enthymeme that Peter and Paul have identical incomes
(alliteration of P/both disciples).
B.
The same entheymeme presented in different frames has a powerful mind control effect (if both A
and B reduce hippies to absurdity, this creates a feeling of certainty in the mind of the viewer that the
hypothesis is correct.) Much ideological hegemony done through fiction (TV and movies). Amerika an
extreme example.

1. Six Thinking Hats, p. 154: “In scholl mathematics
you work out a sum and get the answer. You move on to the
next sum. There is no point in spending more time on the firs t
sum because if you have the right answer you cannot get a better
one. (new para) Many people carry that idiom over into their
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thinking in later life. As soon as they have an answer to a
problem, they stop thinking. They are satisfied with the first
answer that comes along.”
C.
You’ll find the cause and effect enth. wherever you find the word “effect” in a sentence. That may
be obvious. What’s less obvious is that C&E enth present in sentences with word “determine,” “inspired,”
etc.
D.
Note the difference in meaning between statments one and two:
i.
If you’re going to step in the arena, bring a sword.
ii.
If you’re hunting cougar, make sure your gun isn’t loaded with blanks.
a.
2d statement has an extra meaning.
E.
Newsweek, 8/6/90, pp. 44-5: Defense Spending: “Once this wave of cutbacks hits, it will only be
a matter of time before the ripples spread. Along with defense contractors’ jobs will go those of
subcontractors, not to mention hairdressers, bartenders, and gas station attendatns who cater to workers in
the industry.”
F.
“Our education system . . .” <== We don’t have an education system.
G.
In law school, we didn’t read law (statutes), we read cases.
H.
The issue is not “what does Perot want?” — the issue is “what do we want?”
I.
The issue is not what law do you want, but what law would you enact if you were a politician
responsible for the well-being of society.
J.
Issue not “do you want it?” or “do you need it? but “will you use it?”
K.
Issue isn’t “should the const. be amended?”— issue is “what amendments should we have?”
L.
Enth.: “Grammar” exercise. Language Arts, v. 64N 2, 2/87, p. 171 “Silencing in public schools”).
“One reading teacher prepared original grammar worksheets, including items such as ‘Most women in
Puerto Rico is/are oppressed.”
M.
They haven’t faced up to the fact that . . .
i.
X is the case.
ii.
They have not recognized that X is the case.
iii.
They are cowardly or ignorant for not recognizing that X is the case.
a.
The loaded character is only revealed when we fill in the blanks with the plainly absurd.
N.
The subtext of games (game1)
i.
Gets you used to the idea that someone else makes the rules, and you play by them.
ii.
Chess
a.
Change the objective of chess — only you know it, your opponent doesn’t. Who will win the
game? If only oyou know the object of the game, you win. ¶ Every game has an implicitt object; to keep
the players playing. The magic ingredient is chance. People will indulge in the most irrational games, as
long as there is a chance they can win.
iii.
Some games teach 1) classes in terms of 2) dichotomies, such as:
a.
In-group v. out-group
b.
Winner v. loser
c.
Better v. worse
d.
Above v. below
e.
Popular v. unpopular (you learn your social standing when you’re not picked) One must learn a
cless dichotomy before one can enter a class hierarchy.
iv.
Games are symmetrical
a.
Sunday NYT magazine talked of “asymmetrical” contests (roman gladiators — net & trident v.
sword & shield).
v.
“You should have gone for a different look.” <== Metalanguage.
O.
Assumptions (assumption1 assumptions1)
i.
Causing Death and Saving Lives, p. 21 gives very valuable insight. Points to six “moral beliefs”
(i.e. major premises) that dominate discussions about when it is right or wrong to kill. Indeed, one’s
accceptance (or lack of acceptance) of these premises will frequently decide the argument before it can be
argued. These major premises function as cases (and precedent) in law — they set the parameters.
a.
The doctrine of the sanctity of life: that killing is an intrinsic evil.
b.
Utilitarianism: greatest good for the greatest number justifies harm to individuals.
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c.
End justifies means: It’s okay to do a good act with potential bad consequences.
d.
It’s wrong to do a bad act for the sake of the good consequences.
e.
There is an important moral difference between acts and omissions, say between killing and “not
striving to keep alive,” etc.
f.
Being alive/conscious/human is intrinsically valuable.
ii.
The tyranny of tacit assumption — “our system” — as if it were a mountain, neither created by us
nor removable by us.

13. Argument by Abstraction (cf. also fuzzy logic)
A.
The Nature of Abstraction
i.
Without abstractions, the world would make no sense. You wouldn’t see a “computer,” but a
“screen”: and not a “screen,” but a “piece of glass surrounded by plsastic”; and not ____ , but a “hard
transparent surface circumscribed by a hard white substance,” and not ____, but the raw sensory perception
known as “mish-mosh.” the farterh you get from subjective sense, the more elusive meaning becomes.
ii.
History is history, except where the abstraction ability is present. A commits a crime at T!: “He is
a crook.” At Tn, “A is a crook.” Even though the defining act took place fifty years ago.
iii.
Practically all words are abstractions. ¶ Good way to discover more/less abstract is Venn
diagramming.R
iv.
One can increase the heinousness of a crime with the abstraction.
v.
The abstraction, improperly used, is an enemy of reason. “We are not pleased with the quality of
your work.” ¶ X puts in staple at an angle: “Here at our firm, we believe in perfection. This shows you
don’t care about your work.” Insist of examples — refuse to accept the use of abstractions. (Couple the
tendency to let loose with unachored abstractions w/the need for self-justification, and you get a potent
formula for wild irrationality.
vi.
A good rule to use re: abstractions — use the least expanisve term necessary (i.e. “collie” instead
of “dog”). And possibly use an objective term instead of functional (“dog” for “pet”).
vii.
Blue marble: at the core of abstraction-leaping (von domarus too?). Possible link between analogy
and statistics. 1)blue2)blue “theres another blue. ==> 1)sloppy once2)sloppy twice (“he is sloppy”).
B.
Your salesmen travel?
B: Yes.
A: Is driving on the highway potentially fatal?
B: Yes.
A: You mean you are exposing your employees to potentially fatal conditions just to make money?
C.
Is what’s good for the economy good for America?
A: Yes.
B: If I let the salesmen travel, will the economy grow?
A: Yes.
B: If I don’t let them travel, the economy will falter, and that will be bad for America, yes?
D.
“It’s my gun, and I can do what I want with my property.”
E.
A wants to use B’s life preserver to save drowning kid, B refuses, saying “it’s my property.”
F.
“Risk” : A takes risk with 100% of his capital, B takes risk with 1 percent of his capital. Are they
taking the same risk? RCA lost $500 million on its videodisc. What risk did it take?
G.
Vagueness
H.
Discover, June ‘85, p. 27: “Venture capitalists plunge into start-up companies despite the failure
of new businesses . . . you hear this silly argument that ‘the odds don’t apply to me.’” This “argument” is
not necessarily silly. Assume that we are going to open a videostore, and the failure rate for new businessis
is 80%, but the failure rate for new videostores is 30%. A new bookstore is a new business, but should we
predict the chances of success based on the success rate of all new businesses, or just new videostores?
How the problem is framed is very important. (The role of abstraction in decisionmaking.
I.
Children shouldn’t watch television.
B: You don’t want your kid to watch Sesame Street?
J.
The real problem with negative incidents (for certain mindsets) is that they provide a base for
magnifiers: i.e., the “what if” thoughts, “why” thoughts, and “it’s unfair” thoughts which accompany these
incidents. (These incidents also provide a base for others to launch abstractions from: “He’s a loser.,” “he’s
a jerk,” “he’s incompetent,” etc. In a certain milieu, all 1X incidents are 10X incidents. And another
phenomenon: a 1x incident which occurs contigously with another 1x incident has a geometric effect.
Really deadly.) ¶ In the wrong mind, a 1X event can become a 10X event.
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K.
B did not do X. (A; You did X. B: I did not. A: (to C) 1) B can’t take criticism. 2) B is
argumentative. 3) B refuses to acknowledge his imperfections — he has a bad attitude.
L.
If you want people to climb the ladder of abstraction on individual issues, you’d best see that they
are educated to consistently climb the ladder of abstraction.

Sentient Being

Animal

We want people to see
animals as sentient beings.
But if they haven't been
educated beforehand, this
is very difficult to do.

Dog
M.
m.
N.
Evidence of abstraction: Day of outrage (I heard this re: MLK).-- year of outrage (then said, “Why
not a year of outrage, and then some seconds later) -- “life of outrage.” My mind was moving up through
the ladder of abstraction. Some people will go down the ladder of abstraction.
O.
The way you state the facts will determine your hypothesis. You give a mint to Rover (a Beagle).
It gags. What lessons do you learn? :
i.
Don’t give mints to Rover.
ii.
Don’t give mints to Beagles.
iii.
Don’t give candy to Rover.
iv.
Don’t give candy to Beagles.
v.
Don’t give mints to Dogs.
vi.
Don’t give candy to Dogs.
vii.
Don’t give mints to Animals.
viii.
Don’t give candy to Animals.
ix.
Don’t eat mints at all — anybody. Get rid of mints.
P.
Some people’s thought process:
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Person
A (makes mistake)
B Abstraction (thought of as possibility)
(If he can't do this right, maybe he can't
do X right)
[Confirming instance] (Sometimes)
Possibility

Actuality

Abstraction (thought of as actuality)
(He can't do X right)

Abstraction
(we can't trust him to do this)

Abstraction
(we
can't trust him to do anything)
q.

Q.
R.
Some people’s abstractions become premises: 1) Fallacious abstractions formed (formed as
hypotheses). 2) Hypotheses become premises. ¶ The process is two-step. The abstractions are formed
easily, because they start off as mere hypotheses. But then the possibility becomes actual, sometimes
spontaneously, sometimes triggered by the presence of a “confirming” instance. (i.e. fits in the slot).
S.
The more we attentuate our abstractions, the less meaningful the words “like” and “same”
become.
T.
“Everyone has an equal chance.” Maybe, but suppose its’ one chance in 1000?
U.
Amplification of the abstraction: a “chance”: 1% 100%?
V.
“I’m organizing the documents.” An abstraction which hides the truth. He’s a) putting them in
serial order and b) checking what we have with what we’re supposed to get. I can help with A & B, but
only one of us needs to “organize.”
W.
Every media event is a window — it opens briefly, then closes. Only in that time frame do you
have the public will to change the laws (Steinberg case). You don’t have the jury vote four years after it’s
seen the evidence. B: But we don’t wan’t the jury making snap decisions!
X.
Save lives, jobs.
Y.
Heard at work — after interview, X got letter from interviewee. Said, “she knows the right things
to do. She sent me a letter after the interview. ¶ So, even if the letter wasn’t flattering (which it probably
was), she gets a positive charge from the massive abstraction formed (“she knows the right things to do.”)
Z.
“Capitalism” is like the word “dog.” Are we talking about dachshunds, poodles, or dobermans? ¶
Maybe we have pit bull capitalism, when what we really want is labrador capitalism.
AA.
We should give antiobiotics to those with bacterial infections. B: That’s discrimination — we
should give antibiotics to everybody.
BB.
“Giving them what they want” not necessarily bad/good. Who’s “they”? An audience of
Einstein’s, or of Jesse Helm’s?
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CC.
From commentary on Art of Human Computer Interface: Abstractions should be used as a
springboard, not as a boundary.
DD.
NYT, 3/3/91, p. 4-F: Arg by abstraction:. Not actually stated in the article, but Calif. winemaker
could say “the French age their wines underground — we age our wines underground.” But underground
in France is:
i.
Much deeper
ii.
surrounded by granite
iii.
much cooler temperatures (calif. caves near hot springs, and stone structures are warmer)
iv.
more moisture in Calif; greater chance mold will form
EE.
I have a system. It’s going to cure the excesses of democracy. Will you vote for it? B: Sure. A:
Congratulations! You’ve just approved the Soviet Constitution.
FF.
“Excess of democracy” a great fear-creator due to people’s tendencies to see themselves only in
the minority position — to a black, “excess of democracy” is segregation laws. To a Jew, an “excess of
democracy” is Christian prayer in schools; to a pro-choice person person, an “excess of democracy” is anitabortion laws; to the ultra-rich, an “excess of democracy” is an increase in their taxes. Thus, a consensus
can be built among every minority in society, chich will eventually cover 100% of the voters.
GG.
Will cure “excess of democracy.”
i.
What is an excess of democracy?
ii.
Will it do it?
iii.
What else will it do. (In USSR, is the presence of a copying machine an “excess of democracy?”).
HH.
“This system is good because it prevents an excess of democracy.” By “excess of democracy,” A
means:
i.
laws against slavery
ii.
laws mandating segregation
iii.
laws prohibiting 40 hr. work weeks w/o overtime
iv.
don’t know
v.
If the answer is 4, you cannot support. You cannot agree, nor disagree, for that matter.
II.
“Excess of democracy” — one man’s shortage is another man’s surplus.
JJ.
No one would sign a contract w/o a) reading b) understanding the impact (even though X says,
“it’s a fair deal) — yet we’ll accept a const. because X says “it prevents an excess of democracy.”
KK.
“Spent $20 to see X. He is funny.” (Skelton/Youngman/Carlin?)
LL.
Traffic signals on cars — potential for abuse — wrong signal could lead to accidents.
MM.
Stability only a virtue if it’s good (refrigerator — 50 years old — too small, only cools to 40• —
but impossible to move out of house — an antique — people have affection for it — a family heirloom.)
NN.
Fourplex: alternates films, shows 8 films, no traffic. Sixplex: no alternation, big traffic jam —
which would you rather go to? can’t just judge on the number of theaters.
OO.
Argument by Thesaurus: pulling out a bunch of words from a book and applying it to a position.
PP.
The more you study, the more you know. The more you know, the more you forget. The more you
forget, the less you know. So why study?
QQ.
When I read Madison “if majority be united by a common interest, the rights of the minority will
be insecure,” I get no meaning. Does he mean that the majority of the people are against John Gacy, and
that Gacy’s rights will be insecure? Then I say “good.” Does he mean that the majority is against toxic
waste dumping, and the “right” of a company to dump effluent into a river is “insecure”? Then I say, “the
more insecure, the better.”
RR.
Axioms
i.
Suppose there were drug X, and suppose that every great achievement happened after the
consumption of drug X.
a.
Beet. 9, disc. of theory of relativity, Hamlet, F. Wake, Pieta
ii.
Wouldn’t we want everone to have access to drug X? Or would we a) ban b) limit to selected
few. Why would you ban it? “People shouldn’t use drugs.” ¶ Makes a fetish of the axiom. The Achilles
Heel of axioms is that they live on long after their justification has been extinguished. Like signposts to H.
Johnson’s, after HJ has closed, and newer restaurants have been opened on the other fork.
SS.
Would our “free-market” advocates advise Midas to hug his daughter? Their arguments:
i.
He has a right to do it.
ii.
He has a right to increase his wealth.
iii.
We shouldn’t pass a law to stop Midas.
TT.
Some people make a fetish of abstractions, and are ruled by them long after their reason for being
has passed. “Property owner owns from X ft. below to the skies above.” What to do with airplanes? When
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we change the law, do we diminish the value of his property? ¶ Those who insist on compensation from
government is devalued don’t insist on a tax from government when the value of their property is
increased. Logically, a goverment should be able to tax all the profits on a piece of land that is sold for 10x
the purchase price once the freeway is announced.
UU.
They claim the people will abuse their freedom, so pin ‘em down. they claim businesses will
thrive under freedom, so let ‘em loose. ¶ But businesses are people! And people run businesses. <==
These sort of inconsistencies force the evil ones to make more and more pedantic distinctions, until the
point of absurdity is reached (what 75% of the people think is absurd).
VV.
Superb thing about Paradise Island example is that it helps focus — would you move there — no
— and the answer to all the following questions.
i.
Does it matter that you may live in a comfortable house?
ii.
Does it matter that you may be happy there?
iii.
Does it matter that Simon took risks?
iv.
Does it matter that Simon worked his way up?
v.
Does it matter that Simon has the right to do it?
vi.
Does it matter that you can ‘move up’?
vii.
Does it matter that you have ‘Freedom of Speech’?
viii.
Does it matter that the island is the most productive?
ix.
Does it matter that you have the right to vote?
x.
Does it matter that you can make a difference?
xi.
Does it matter that it has very few laws?
xii.
Does it matter that it is ‘the best island in the ocean.’
xiii.
Does it matter that Simon should be rewarded for the risks he took?
xiv.
Does it matter that Simon’s actions are perfectly constitutional.
xv.
Does it matter that it is the “Paradise Island way?”
xvi.
Does it matter that it’s the way it’s always been?
xvii.
Does it matter that it’s ‘the system’?
xviii.
Does it matter that ‘it’s not perfect, but the best we have?”
xix.
All these “reasons,” formerly so compellin in our world, seem utterly void of legitimacy in this
hypothetical. ¶ Ain’t it magical?
WW. Arg. by abstraction: “Here’s a liquid.” Will you drink it? (after all, you can’t live without taking
in liquids).
XX.
Since all laws restrict minorities, the construction “stops laws which restrict minorities” does not
emerge as analytically useful tool.
YY.
Constitutional fallacies: classification (8161)
ZZ.
Why would you support a document you disagreed with? You would if the terms were abstract —
96% would agree — yet only 12% would like the implementation. ¶ That which unifies on this basis
destroys. Flaw in humanity is that they can only agree on the wors provisions (abstractions with + spin).
We can only get a consensus on the things on which we couldn’t get a consensus.
AAA. “Too many laws.”
BBB. “Compromise.”
CCC. Const. “evolves.”
DDD. Reason, June ‘90, p. 36: “ . . . on the relative scale of miniscule cancer risks, food itself is more
‘dangerous’ than man-made pesticides.”
i.
Rather than go into a lengthy exposition of all the research data, one might ask him, ‘which would
you rather have for a bedtime snack: 4 ozs. of chocolate chip cookies, or 4 ozs. of dioxin?”
EEE.
“People should pay for the services they want.” <== People who own prop. should pay for
defense police, etc. — why should I pay for defense if I have no property to defend?
FFF.
How do you strictly interpret “from time to time,” or broadly interpret “two years.”?
GGG. Living in apartments built before TVs and stereos — thin walls — structure not designed for
reality. ¶ TV and stereo issue — people on both sides — good example of conflicting rights — “I want to
do what I want with my property.” — Abstraction carries too heavy a load — falls apart at the seams.
HHH. Every abstraction is a pit.
III.
Inefficiency “creates jobs.”
JJJ.
When you say “I like dogs,” and they put a pit bull in your lap, that’s when you realize the
problem with abstraction.
KKK. Problem not “majority” but unjust majority.
LLL.
He uses abstractions to justify his abstractions.
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European
Londener
"Europeans drive on the left."

Attributing to a class
the attributes of a subclass

MMM.
NNN. We use one word — abortion — to describe abortions after 1 and after 9 months.
OOO. (abstraction1)
PPP.
“We increased sales.” (look for the numbers Next examples.
QQQ. Concrete is the mortar of abstraction — we build abstractions with the concrete.
RRR. cf. local v. global.
SSS.
Abstract/Specific
i.
UP: Dog ==> Animal
ii.
DOWN: Dog ==> Lassie
iii.
IN-BETWEEN: Collie.
TTT.
Parameters for abstractions
i.
[D]Crazy32
a.
The D, a letter, indicates a qualitatively different degree of craziness (“cute,” not like Son of
Sam). The 32 indicates quantitative craziness 1 = Not very crazy, 100 = extra crazy).
UUU. Abstract term: rough sandpaper. Specific term: fine

Animal
Dog
Collie
Collie
Type

Time
This must be the motion (global
focus to local focus)
In conveying
understanding —
because we
understand in terms
Fido
of similarities —
from known to
unknown (companion
of new to old)

sandpaper.
VVV. The role of abstractions (5614)
i.
Examples
a.
A : I like dogs.
B: So, you like animals, huh?.
A: Yes.
B: do you like Snakes?
A: No.
B: Is a Snake an Animal?
A: Yes.
B: Then you Don’t like animals! Seems as if I caught you in a contradiction!
b.
I got a 1 cent an hour a raise, but they cut my hours.
B: If they hadn’t cut your hours, would it have been adequate?
A: Well, I’m moving up.
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WWW. Fuzzy Logic1 (cf. also abstraction)
i.
A majority is never an homogenized mass. On day 1, a majority consists of A, B, and C. On day
2, C, D, and E. On day 3, A, C, and E.
ii.
Baldness
a.
Bald
b.
Cold
c.
Balding
d.
Temperature
e.
Not Bald
f.
Hot
g.
We can use percentages in words — we have 75% freedom, 68% rights, 10• power — but what
ought to be the proper mixture? That which attains the ends.
iii.
The people have power — is this 1% power? 10%? — it’s not 100%, because that’s democracy
— and no bill of rights.
iv.
The day you allocate land to everyone is the day you move from (doberman) capitalism to (collie)
capitalism.
v.
If 100 white jellybeans, no red. “If you pull out white, you win a buck.” Pull out red, you lose.” Is
this a gamble? No. Now one red. Gamble now? Perhaps — but only a 1% gamble.
a.
Every word should be specified with degrees.
b.
Gamble1 = 1% gamble.
c.
Gamble5 = 5% gamble.
d.
Gamble99 = 99% gamble.
vi.
Imprecise language makes us make some stupid decisions.

14. The Role of the Concept1
A.
General Concept
i.
To illustrate the necessity of concepts, give an elementary chess problem, e.g. how to take x’s
Queen.

R
ii.
iii.
Answer is for R to move to indicated square. But show you can teach even a non-chessplaying
person how to solve the problem by teaching them the concepts necessaryt to solve the problem with a
related example.
iv.
Minds that survey a small domain — few concepts, few emotions — prisoners of their inability to
conceive the alternative.

N

K
R

Can give a directly analogous
problem, and can then move in
a more attentuate direction.
The problem illustrates the nature of
problem-solving; situations change,
but not the principles.

v.
vi.
vii.
a.
b.
B.
i.
ii.

Can turn this problem
on the vertical axis to
avoid the charge of
"giving the answer
away"
It’s not just the quantity of concepts, but the quality of concepts.
Before you can teach the concept metaphor, what are the base concepts?
Comparison
Identity
Intensional
Mental (creative thought)
Verbal (communicated via language)
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C.
Extensional
i.
Visual
ii.
Aural (sans language)
iii.
Taste
iv.
Smell
v.
Touch
D.
Some concepts useful in interpreting fact-patterns from the legal persepctive
i.
Knowledge
ii.
Intent
iii.
Mitigation
iv.
Exacerbation
v.
Evidence
vi.
Causation
vii.
When you see facts: is this good evidence? Does the act exacerbate the crime? Did he have
intent? In fact-patterns, facct-set A goes to prove causation — fact-set B goes to prove intent — fact set C
is evidence for a major premise. Analysis of fact-patterns is shuttling a set of facts into different categories
for the purpose of determination of guilt, etc.
E.
“America” and “capitalism” are not entities — they are [nothing more than] concepts. They are
master concepts [designed to] project an illusion of unity.
F.
Concepts as building blocks
ii.
Why do you give design problems to a designer, rather than a physicist? Because the designer has
the concepts in his/her brain that will allow him/her to solve the problem — the physicist doesn’t. ¶ The
first step is coming up with ideas to solve problems is having the concepts in your haed that are necessary
to solve the problem (every problem has its solution — every solution has a necessary conceptual
substrate.) ¶ The most important concepts in your head are the concepts which tell you which are the
most important concepts. ¶ That’s where art comes in.
G.
Ephemeral Concepts
i.
Right now we have a concept: 2000-as-representation-of-the-future. this concept won’t be around
in 10 years.
H.
Concepts as building blocks
i.
Without the categories legitimate/illegitimate, how could X be framed as either? 1st step in
legitimizing X is convincing the populace that things are to be legitimated.
ii.
Why do you give design problems to a designer, rather than a physicist? Because the designer has
the concepts in his/her brain that will allow him/her to solve the problem — the physicist doesn’t. ¶ The
first step is coming up with ideas to solve problems is having the concepts in your haed that are necessary
to solve the problem (every problem has its solution — every solution has a necessary conceptual
substrate.) ¶ The most important concepts in your head are the concepts which tell you which are the
most important concepts. ¶ That’s where art comes in.
I.
Structuring Concepts
i.
One idea sets the stage for another (e.g. before you can get at the issue of RESPONSIBILITY, you
must first get past the issue of CAPACITY.
ii.
Ayn Rand, BVC, uphill/downhill metaphor, leaving party early (because it will end), arranging
desk chairs on the Titanic.
iii.
The poem “If” by Rudyard Kipling difficult to read because the structuring concept is contained at
the end of the poem (“you’ll be a man, my son.”). As we need structure for a poem to be meaningful, so
does a person need a role model to structure his life so as to make it meaningful.
a.
Rambo films structure the life of young males. Flashdance acts to structure the life of young
women.
b.
Continuum/Hammock Principles -- Fallacy is applying continuum principle to a hammock
situation. (5752)
c.
A continuum may be seen horizontally or vertically. Vertical orientation: person A is BETTER
than person B. Horizontal orientation: no one person is better -- people just different. Kohlberg’s moral
categories are seen through vertical scrim.
iv.
People can see anti-American activity in terms of only one concept: communism. Unfortunately,
they lack the concepts neocapitalism, fascism, totalitarianism, etc. This means that neocapitalist activity is
not seen as un-American.
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v.
One can’t appreciate the signifcance of Watt’s flipping the buffalow from left to right unless one
knows/has access to concepts AND significance of concepts “right/left” wing. To further appreciate
significance, one must have access to the concepts enthymeme/subtext.
vi.
In chess one cannot win without an OBJECTIVE. The objective serves the same function as the
hypothesis. It narrows perception, and enables the mind to think critically on an ISSUE. Without an
objective, the mind wouldn’t know where to begin to think. (see continuation at 5800-1)
J.
Repertoire of Concepts. Conceptual repertorire. Brain = instrument, idea = music.
K.
One concept is necessary for another. One can’t appreciate the significance of Watt’s flipping the
buffalo from left to right unless one (knows/has access to) concepts AND significance of concepts
“right/left” wing. To further appreciate significance, one must have access to theconcept of enthymeme.
L.
Dangerous Concepts
i.
Relativity
a.
The tyranny of relativism:
b.
Slave A is happy: he’s treated better than slave B.
c.
Any art is just as good as any other art.
ii.
Balance
a.
When discussing a person who is objectively good OR evil (predominantly), a “balanced” view
(i.e. both sides have a point) serves the interests of EVIL. Where the pwerson (and/or)issue is evil, it gives
evil a legitimacy it doesn’t deserve. When discussing good, it brings down the good and suggests that the
good maybe isn’t. Furthermore, it levels off A and B, and makes both appear equally rational.

15. Danger words (see dangerous concepts) (dangerous1) (danger1)
A.
These words are dangerous because powerful — like electricity.
B.
Either/Or (Some dichotomies contain built-in value judgments [dominant/submissive
immature/mature] See 5585) (or just or)
i.
Should every “or” statement be followed by “or both, or neither.”?
ii.
Statement true or untrue? Or is it so ambiguous it could be either or depending on the context?
C.
Can (can1) (could1) (cf. Las Vegas fallacy)
i.
You can win, but he does win.
ii.
Everything that can happen under new const. can happen under the old const.
iii.
Word covers every probability from 1/infinity to infinity/1. Only possibility it doesn’t cover is 0.
They run
iv.
Race around a track — all the runners start off along a parallel line
over 1000 races — study the statistics — note that the inside lane runner wins 21% of the time, and the
outside lane runner wins only 7% of the time. ¶ X suggests staggering the lanes — and Y replies, “Why?
The outside runner winds 7% of the time — this proves that you can win.”
v.
Slavery could be justified with a “can” test: i.e., don’t pass test, you become a slave. Complain?
You should have studied harder.”
vi.
Great response to the “can” argument — limit the power of the supreme court to overrule the
unanimous decision — increase juries to 24, regquire unanimous verdicts — president can veto, but only if
4/5 of the Senate give him the power on that particular bill. ¶ The “can” conception doesn’t recognize the
[validity ]of a [too-high] threshold. Raise barriers to law school to 3.7, 1450 on LSATs.
vii.
That people can abuse their power doesn’t bother him — as long as the people can defeat the
representative.
viii.
Plausibility of occurrence 2) extent of detriment if it occurs.
ix.
The word “can” makes mountains of molehills, and molehills of mountains.
x.
What does the word “can” signify if people never do?
xi.
They’ve built an empire on “can.”
xii.
“Could” and “if” are the politics of hope.
xiii.
Both typewriter and computer can produce a manuscript. Should the author buy the typewriter
because it’s cheaper?
xiv.
Don’t bet on “can.”
xv.
Quantify your “coulds.”
xvi.
Why “take a chance” on politicians when you can put it in writing?
xvii.
Seatbelt: “can” live in crash without one. “Can” is truly the symptom of a decayed mind.
xviii.
Not “can” he get a job?” but “what conditions need to be present before getting a job is possible?”
and “have those conditions been met?”. [Necessary conditions: Job available, has training necc. for job,
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knows of job, they want to hire him. Sufficient conditions: he is offered job.]<== Some people see this, see
necc. as suff. condition, say “why isn’t he working?” It’s his fault.
xix.
Dialogue
a.
We should have elections.
b.
No we shouldn’t.
c.
Why?
d.
Because a terrible thing could happen: Charles Manson could run agains J. Dahmer, and one of
them would take office.
e.
Well, that certainly would be a terrible outcome; however, it is an absurd contingency.
f.
Absurd? Are you aware of any law of physics preventing that contingency?
g.
No.
h.
Then it could happen.
i.
Certainly.
j.
And the policy you’re advocating could lead to a terrible outcome.
k.
Yes, I suppose it “could.”
l.
Quod Erat Demonstrandum.
m.
Then what do you suggest?
n.
Direct democracy — direct legislation by the people.
o.
But a republic is more cost-effective!
p.
No, a republic is the LAZY MAN’S WAY OUT. Everyone should inform themselves re: every
law.
q.
You know B, you really give compelling arguments for your views.
r.
I try.
D.
Let: a question begging-term: implies that the power given or granted is authorized, necessary,
deserved “This bill is good because it lets the army put people in internment camps.”
E.
Should
F.
Will
G.
Will Not
Just/Only
“I’m just a waitress.”
H.
If
i.
“If there were no such thing as a PD, your ‘if’ would be valid.” (“There’s an if which
circumscribes your if.”).
I.
Is
J.
Cause
i.
“The” cause — “factor” better (a factor seems more natural than the cause.
K.
Opposite
i.
The X people want it, the Y people want it. Flip
a.
“The Y people want it, the X people want it.”
b.
“The -X people want it, the Y people want it.”
c.
“The -X people want it, the -Y people want it.”
d.
Which is the “opposite?”
L.
Too
i.
“The risk is too great.”
M.
The
i.
Yesterday, Mike said, “the moral of fable re: unbinding sheaves of sticks to break them was “unite
and be strong.” I thought it was “break down a complex problem to solve it.”
ii.
Improving the text: p. 284 (8988)
a.
“The five major components of content reading are . . .”
b.
Strike “the”
c.
Strike “major” and cap “five”
iii.
“The” is not always a flag word. “The” ocean different from “the” reason. (carries the one and
only one enth., other doesn’t). <==?
N.
No
i.
No = nothing = invisible.
O.
Recognize
i.
2+2=4. B: I am glad you recognize that 2+2=4.
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a.
Max Bruch was the world’s greatest composer. B: I am glad you recognize that Max Bruch was
the world’s greatest composer.
ii.
In the first example, the response is legitimate. Not in the 2d. Response carries two meanings: 1)
Mr. X belives Y. 2) Y is true. Loaded term, loaded with meaning.
P.
Make/Find
i.
When you find a contradiction, look for a distinction. <== Not make a, find the.
Q.
Which
i.
Another “one and only one” word (e.g. “which is the right answer?” <=== None might be.).
R.
Best
i.
Replace “best” in your mind with “excellent.”
S.
Wimp words (?)
i.
Increased
ii.
Significant
iii.
More
T.
Why
i.
When used as “the.”
a.
Information theory: why surprise gives you more meaning. <== Here “why” functions as “the.”
Better: “One reason” surprise gives you more meaning.
U.
Five worst: The, is, can, won’t, or.
V.
May
i.
Subjective/not objective fallacy: “Pork barrel to you may be a needed jobs program in my distict.
Reformulate ==> “May” ==>“Is”. ¶ “2+2=4 to you may be 2+2=5 to me.” <== The “may” or “just may”
or “just may be.” ¶ A dictatorship may just be the kind of govt. we need.” <== When formulated as “is,”
the need for evidence is apparent. That need for evidence does not disappear when we revert to “may.”
(the need just seems less stron with “may.”
ii.
They buy lottery tickets bvecause they “may” win, and they vote for incumbents because they
“may” balance the budget. ¶ It’s the thought process of losers.
W.
Sure
i.
How sure are you that bill X (for convention) will get us a better const. 10%? 20% 50%? Where
is your evidence?
X.
They/We
Y.
Problem words
i.
More/less
ii.
Increased/decreased
iii.
Significantly/tended to
a.
Always true that what is true of X also true of antonyms?
Z.
What to Think When Confronted With the Above words.
i.
When you read ___, think ____
a.
Is: where is the evidence”?
b.
The: is this the only alternative/example?
c.
Too: What is the evidence/criteria?
d.
Can: is this relevant?
e.
Will: evidence?
AA.
Reformulations (reformulate1)
i.
“lets/allows” = gives the power to
ii.
“can” = formulate as probability statement “The chances of X doing Y are __ %.
iii.
“I think” ==> x asserts that
iv.
“only” ==> evidence? “The only ____ . My evidenc for this is ____ .”
v.
Essential = follow “my evidence” for this is _____ .
vi.
“Wise” = I believe this because _____ . My criteria for “wise” is _____.
vii.
(List words which need “my evidence for this” as a follow up.
viii.
His tool to ==> He wasgiven the power to.
ix.
“Practical” ==> “My criteria is ____ . It is more practical than __, ___, ____. To me, practical is a
more important value than ____ .
x.
“It’s wonderful, the best ever. Not the best ever, but the best so foar. I love it. I’m happy with it.
I’m satisfied. It allows us to vote.”
xi.
Reformulate “probably” statements into “certainty” statements, if the probability level is given.
Anything over 99.9% deserves to go into our mind as “certain.”
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xii.
“Nearly perfect” just another way of stating “imperfect.”
xiii.
“The court has not hesitated to prevent abuse of power by a branch.” Always? Or sometimes?
Reformulate to eliminate ambiguties.

16. Loaded Term (see also question-begging term) (danger1) (dangerous1)
A.
Constitutional amendment prevention dictionary.
B.
The Power of the loaded term: NYT, 7/5/92, p. L-16: “The New York Times/CBS News poll
asked a question in May about the level of spending for ‘assistance’ to the poor,’ and two-thirds of th
epublic said it was ‘too little.’ == > That question was immediately re-asked, with one small change; the
word ‘welfare’ was substitued for ‘assistance to the poor.’ Only 23 percent said the nation was spending
‘too little’ on Welfare.
C.
Using loaded terms as a substitute for reasoned analysis is the sign of a weak mind.
D.
The words that have the most persuasive value are those:
i.
the least grounded in evidence:
ii.
Most meaningless
iii.
Positive/Negative spin
E.
Examples
i.
“You don’t know an improved educational system will bring about a great society. Therefore, we
should not go to this new system.”
ii.
“Oh, so you want to impose your system on people.”
iii.
“How can you say your way is better. Who are you to decide?”
iv.
“Things are fine the way they are. Nothing is wrong.”
v.
“Things will never change. It’s human nature.”
vi.
The press presents a “balanced view.” But the view is held by 99% of a sample population, view
Y is held by 1%.
F.
JUST (“You’re just trying to convince me”)
G.
RECOGNIZE
H.
ADMIT
I.
ACKNOWLEDGE
J.
CAN
K.
COULD
L.
CHANCE
i.
Hidden Injuries of Class, p. 153 : “ . . . six foremen’s positions became open over the course of
some years for 3000 workers . . .” If X is occupied, you have 0 chance in 10 to occupy that slot. Looked at
another way, you may have 1 chance in 10, but it could be 20 years before you get that chance.
M.
WORST
N.
BEST
O.
MOST
P.
SHOULD
i.
Maybe we “should” do it, but the const. doesn’t authorize us to do what we “should” do, but only
what it authorizes.
Q.
“We raised the minimum wage.” True: however, the rate adjusted for inflation is actually a
decrease.

17. Analogies set the frame.
18. Metaphors We Live By
A.
B.

When language functions as a game, is “language is a game” a metaphor?
A person schooled in the language of wines would call the leftover particles in coffee sediment..

2. Role of the Thought Process
1. Thinking predominantly bivalent
A.
Reality tertirary [or polyary] [note that the “or” connector forces a bivalent frame on reality]
(black/white/gray), but the thought process is binary. [on/off, plus/minus, good/evil].

3. *.
Their comments are negative because their frames didn’t come up with the idea.
4. Attitude
1. If you see yourself as predominantly situated in a physical space, you are
more apt to be narrow-minded than one who sees himself in an intellectual, evershifting space. (The thinker, or “day-dreamer.” If you are on the subway and
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are conscious of time, you’re not thinking. When you’re really concentrating,
time flies by). This is because memory and thought are re-generated and
triggered by the presence of the outside world. No new thoughts; just an
everyday recapitulation of th old thoughts.
5. Ways of thinking:
1. Up (Animal to Dog) [Convergent]
2. Down (Dog to Collie) [Divergent]
Animal
Dog

Cat [Up/Down]
Up X/Down X [number of times]
Lateral (Dog to Cat)
Analogic [Handsome to Pretty]
Opposition [Ugly to Handsome, Pretty]
Aspect [Dog to Fur, to Friendly]
Friendly
Metaphor is up/down in
a non-objective way.
Dog
Mary
9.
Animal
Ugly
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Dog

Cat

We don't see this
as metaphor:
A: Think of
animals.
B: Dogs, cats . . .

10.

Dog

Mary*

We see this as metaphor:
A: Think of animals.
B: Dogs, Mary, . . .

*This is somewhat different from metaphor
in that Mary is not a dog, but ugly like a dog —
she's not identical with a dog, like a metaphor.
Dog

Ugly

Mary
Dog
Metaphor

Mary
Here Mary is a subset
of the essential factor
of dog.

11.
6. Analogize to Past Experience
1. Using past experience to put present events into perspective (cf. using
concepts like multitasking for present problems)
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2. To those who think it strange that Rockefeller would support Soviets -- notice
-- many businessmen give contributions to both Democrats and Republicans -they want a party no matter who is in power.
3. Drawing analogies from games
A.
Chess
i.
Aspects of Chess
a.
The rules of chess
b.
The stretegy of chess (and tactics)
c.
The bailty to visualize (see ahead)
d.
The situation
e.
To win in chess, you must know the rules. But simply knowing the rules isn’t enough. You must
know the strategic and tactical rules. You must also be able to visualize future events. and, you must also
have a situation which presents you with an opporunity. the less advantageous the situation, the moreyou’ll
need to outsmart your opponents. (I’m not talking about chess here. I’m talking about the fight against
animal research.).

7. Essential Information
1. Myths (myth1)/Mythology (mythology1)
A.
Procrustes
i.
Procrustes and the Const.: trying to fit a 1991 situation into a 1787 document. “Stretching” a fact
to fit into a law, and shrinking it.
B.
Theseus and the Minotaur
i.
Idea books help preserve the old frames, and you can remove the fear of moving forward.
ii.
Idea notebooks originated as chronicle of most significant thoughts that came away, internal or
external.
C.
Ulysses and the Sirens
D.
Antaeus
E.
Paradox of the Kite
i.
Some people won’t climb mountians withut that rope.
F.
Sysyphus
G.
Fox and Grapes
i.
Fox ate sour grapes, said they were ripe (because of effort expended).
H.
Plato’s Cave
I.
Emperor Who Had No Clothes:
i.
The Emperor has no checks and balances.
ii.
The people looked down — and imagined clothes that never were. <== Their vision of what the
Emperor wore corresponded with what they wanted him to wear.
iii.
People in the crowd:
a.
Some had sunglasses.
b.
Some were blind.
c.
Some had their heads down.
d.
Some saw what they wanted to see.
e.
Some say reality, but said what they were supposed to say.
J.
Three types of mythology (this doesn’t really fit in this category).
i.
What people believed framers believed
ii.
What const. says framers believed
iii.
What people believe that isn’t true.

2. Fables
A.

Fox and the Grapes

3. Master Analogies
A.
Tragedy of the Commons (see analogy)
i.
farmers, each have ten cows. Each farmer notices that the common pasture has room for 10 more
cows. Each farmer buys 10, sticks ‘em on the pasture. The overabundance of cows leads to the elimination
of the pasture, and all the cows die of starvation.
B.
Prisoner’s Dilemma
C.
QWERTY
D.
Chicken and Egg
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4. Realization of the importance of knowledge (knowledge1)
A.

Filters against Folly states that knowledge is plus-sum.

5. Knowledge of the way the world really is (the nature of reality):
A.
From WSJ, 8/1/86, p. 1: “Kicking off his anti-drug campaign, Reagan hails the Bank of Boston for
civic-mindedness for its anti-drug P.R. program. Left unmentioned: the bank’s guilty plea last year to a
felony charge of failing to report $1.22 billion in large cash transactions, violating a law designed to snare
laundered drug money.”
B.
You Can Win at Office Politics, p. 99: “Neither side’s attorneys ask the one pertinent question:
does management recommend or condone the practice of re-serving ‘un-touched’ rolls and butter? Wny
don’t they ask the main point? Management doesn’t want to admit a conspiracy to break the law. And the
union doesn’t want to admit that all of its members . . . are doing it, too — they could all be fired.”
C.
We discover the rules of the game as the situations come up.
D.
NYTimes, 9/30/86, p. C-9: “Anybody who is knowledgeable enough to be critical is by definition
a supporter . . . they are co-opted by the system.” “ . . . space agency officials would ‘agonize’ over
whether to launch a shuttle because booster seals had eroded on the previous flight. But then if they
decided to launch and the flight succeeded, they lowered their standards on the next flight, he said, because
they ‘got away with it the last time. ¶ [Feynmen] described thge process as ‘a kind of Russian Roulette,’ or
a perpetual movement heading for trouble.’” “‘They had put the whole future of the space program on the
shuttle,” Dr. Roland said. “There was no way out. Overwhelming problems were just denied. It wasn’t
conscious deception. Theywere kidding themselves as much as anybody else.”

6. General Essential Information
A.
Symbols are meaningless. We see the “other side” of the symbol, not the symbol. But we think we
see the symbol. ¶ By definition, something meaningless has no meaning. How can we perceive something
with no meaning? It is nothingness which appears as somethingness. The meaning we see when looking at
the symbol is not the symbol, but the meaning attached to the symbol. We see the meaning, not the symbol.
¶ A symbol is a gateway to meaning. Unfortunately, there are often tow or more paths behind the gate. A
goes down A, B down B. But they think they’re going down the path.
B.
The law of the copying machine: who goes first? 1 copy vs. 10,000.
C.
The Subjectivity of the Frame
i.
For the poor, a “hassle” is a “crisis.”
ii.
Duality of the Frame
a.
Half-empty, half-full.
b.
The contempt the con-man feels for his mark fuels his life work. It is both an effect and cause of
his activities.
c.
Every giving implies a not-giving (giving for A = not-giving for B).
iii.
Relativity of the Frame
a.
(trying to open lock) This is complicated. (BUT only because he doesn’t know the combination).
(changing society is complicated only to the person who doesn’t think about the problem).
b.
I was amazed by a Quicktime movie on the Mac, which, if I saw on TV, I would think boring and
crude.

8. Nightline, 9/21/93 Show on Yeltsin dissolving parliament.
1. “Surgical action by elite forces . . .”
2. “Yeltsin has taken an extraordinary extraconstitutional step.” (ex CIA chief
Gates).
>

,?
,,

&*    =  
1. When language functions as a game, is “language is a game” a metaphor?
2. A person schooled in the language of wines would call the leftover particles in coffee
sediment..
45*7
@ 5 
1. “That Americans are against the ACLU is prima facie evidence that Americans do not
understand the Constittuion.” (5745)
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&  4         ,
1. One of the tricks in war is to give the enemy false information (e.g. transmit messages in
a code the enemy can break). ¶ Same trick works with fiction — gives mass populace false
premises, significance frames, probabilities — their minds are disarmed.
2. Boy Who Didn’t Cry Wolf — boy was in valley with 10 other boys — cried “wolf” three
times, eventually no one came. then a wolf attacked boy B — he cried “wolf,” and no one
came — “just those kids playing again. A’s right to unlimited speech precludes B’s.
3. Want to convince people that disinformation is bad: second boy who cried wolf, etc.
“How about the man who gets up in a theatre between the acts and mistakenly informs the
audience that they are locked?” This analogy is good because it maps on to another analogy,
and lends credibility.

,A

&*    =       *  57
1. If argument is war, then “admitting a mistake” becomes “giving in” — and if “giving in”
is less palatable, it’s less likely you’ll do it.

,
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Media (5743).
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Every culture produces a same/different axis which we use
to categorize. Pat Boone, Beethoven, Dr. J: which two are
similar? Yet all can be chunked anyway depending on different
criteria.
6.

Education

,



        * "%

8

&    "             
  **   "  5 0    " K  "  5 5        
    *   )  7    "       

4.

Culture

,
/      7 *            
*   )      7 *      "-  !)  !) 
 7    
         *  *   )  
1. Some permissions are generated by understandings. (why fitting into the social strata
creates the illusion of freedom).
Culture is what we condone.
8

      1. Computer Lib, p. 59: “ . . . whether the stock market moves by two or two hundred, the
arrow showing its direction is the same size.”
2. To survive in society you must conform with its rules to some degree. This means that
you must have a certain kind of consciousness to survive (it is good to wake up in the
morning, it is good to go to work, it is good to work for this wage, etc.). “No one gets out of
here [with their consciousness] alive.” ¶ All Americans who work for a living and buy into
the American Dream have some deeply imbedded thoughts in their minds. (It’s easier to see
this similarity of consciousness in certain professions (baseball player, bankder, construction
American
Christian
Salesman

worker, prostitute, salesman, etc.)
A

Where's "you"?

  &      "
1. Hypothesis: the stronger your morality, the more unwanted thoughts you will have. ¶ A
thought only becomes unwanted when it exists in a (—)frame. If you only had a neutral
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perception of each thought, the thought would be robbed of its power (and its
rememberability).
1.
+

Const. Amendment Prevention Dictionary
&   *  
1. Frame as diversion
1. V.voice, 4/11/89, p. 4 letter to editor re: channel one “Ted Koppel did a show
suggesting that commercials were the most controversial element about Channel One
. . . it’s not the commercials that concern me, it is the programming . . . what a
wonderful opportunity to channel [student’s] thinking ‘the right way.’

Non-cultural sources of frames
8.

The Immediately Preceding

,
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8

   /  6  "    
1. Rationalization: the mind
1.
A.

forms the frame
throws it under the frame “credible”

2. Much like an oyster forms a pearl around a grain of sand. (the original
thought hidden under the layers of philosophy).
A

#      
1. Which has the more powerful effect?
1. Being exposed to X first (sets frame)
2. Being exposed to X second [last] (recency effect — what you remember).
2. The Role of Order in Framing
1. Note the difference in meaning from switching the order: “The size of New
York is as much a resource as an obstacle.” “The size of New York is as much
an obstacle as a resource.”
2. Order of names which appear on film credits, at announcements, etc.
3. Montage example (Eisenstein).
3. Everything framed in terms of what precedes it. ¶ 1001 crack babies “not so bad”
because last year there were 1000.
4. Art objects.
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5. What we are told before we are exposed to the object. 2) What we are told after we
are exposed to the object.
+

10.

,
1. Boredom
2. Effects of Drugs
Psychological Impediments as Framing Devices

/" 4 &  
Rationalization
Projection
Reaction Formation
Reduction of Cognitive Dissonance
,

  G*   6 0   DD><
1. Our reactions to the behaviors of others are to a very large extent a result of the
hypotheses we form about these behaviors. At McDonald’s, I tell a person to do act A. He
doesn’t. Possible hypotheses:
1. He’s lazy (frames person as -)
2. Arrogant
3. Didn’t hear me.
4. Was doing something else.

8

#  DDC?           
1. People think in an otiose manner -- they think about what they are saying, and frequently
assume that people are seeing what they said in the same light. (See dialogue, discussion
5750).

#   
H. When someone tells you that they are 99% sure of something, they are saying that in a bet
on the issue, they will pay you 99 dollars if they are wrong, and you pay them one dollar if
they are right. ¶ When they are 99% sure, they should give you 99 to 1 odds in a bet. ¶ Box
with 100 marbles: 99 white, 1 blue. “I am 99% sure I will pull out white marble.” ¶ To find
out how really sure they are, ask them what odds they’ll give you. If they give you 2 to 1
odds, they are 66% sure (66 is double — 1 to 1 = 50%). 66 is double 1 to 1 = 50%. 33 ==>
66/33 = 2/1. (When you frame in this way, and then watch people back off their original
prediction, you see that people almost consistently overestimate (are overconfident).
i. to 1 = 66%
ii. to 1 = 75% sure
iii. to 1 = 80% sure
iv. to 1 = 83% sure
v. to 1 = 90% sure
vi. to 1 = 99% sure
vii. Sky’s the limit = 100% sure
A

/  5 "
1. Attitude
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1. Attitudes to the bonehead remarks in early ideas in ideabooks: 1) “A poor
thinker” “A bad writer” 2) Aah — so someone can come up with a bonehead
remark and still think good thoughts later.
2. What separates fact from hypothesis (subjectively) is attitude. Hypothesis is
proposition + maybe frame.
11.

Behavior

,
6 "    "  "   *      H ! *   "" 
::P    *    )    5   ""    !      ""  
  )      * 55          5  * 5    )
 '        *    
Frames Emerge from Fact-Patterns
A

*             %

12.

Other Causes

,

4 ")  )  -      **  5 "   

8

  '  1. You don’t catch the plague.
2. It’s easy to see when others have caught it.
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Mind Paths
Frames control the flow of our thoughts. Consider the
following:
1) Tall/Short
2) Black/white
3) Young/____
If someone asked you to “fill in the blank” at 3, you would
say “old,” because an OPPOSITION frame is in your mind. The
previous examples have been contraries, and so the mind is
thinking in a contrary mode. Here’s what you didn’t think:
a) And the restless
b) _____
c) ______
.!        *1 .6*1 .          "   
" %1 .*1 .     1 .$71           
""%   7

B

A

Concepts
A&B

LN
A

B
Does this path result because of
the frame, or is it the frame?

B

Frame

1. Mind Paths:
A connects
with LN, misses B entirely. ¶ But a framework is a habitual path. See lines of
unemployed black people, think “they’re lazy.” Concept A (reality) always connects
with concept LN (interpretation). ¶ With opposition frame in place, hear “white,” think
“black.” Hear “tall,” think “short.” [x] (to get people in this frame, you don’t have to
say “think oppositions.” Just precede with “big/little,” “fat//skinny,” “short/tall.”
Then say “white.” You’ll hear black. This doesn’t just work with opposition.” Go
“leaf/green,” “firetruck/red,” “sky/ ____,” you’ll get “blue.” Go big/pig, dog/hog, sky/
____, you might get rye, fly, etc. Notice that this activity itself takes place within a
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frame. ¶ The frame of “it’s good to give the right answer” or “I’m smart for giving the
right answer.” In a hostile frame, might say “sky/ ___ How the hell should I know?”
Note that X is not more free inthis frame — he just “serves a different master” (if we
are mastered by our
Desire to give right answer
white
and
black
Opposition frame
frames).
(continued from [x])
Not very creative. With the abstraction frame in place, hear “white,” think “color.”
With the exampel frame in place, hear “white,” think “snow,” hear “tall,” think
“Goliath.” With association frame, hear “white,” think “snow.” ¶ Possible paths:
white
opposition
black

abstraction

example

color
snow

1. a.
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From white, one can go to the following:
1) Examples (Things which are white)
Snow, dove, swan, egg, bones, milk, clouds, shark, baking
soda, cue ball, moon.
1) Vertical Down/Examples (Things which are white)
Snow, dove, swan, egg, bones, milk, clouds, shark, baking
soda, cue ball, moon.
2) Vertical Up/Abstraction
What white is (a color)
5) Horizontal
Blue, red, green
3) Grammatical
White is an “adjective.”
4) Opposition
Black
5) Synonyms
Pale
6) Associations/Halo
Light, innocence, truth, purity, foaming at the mouth, fade,
frighten, clean, bleach, winter, cold, fear, “don’t fire until you
see the whites of their eyes.”
(Semantic map)
Shark CHARACTERISTICS (meat eater, fast swimmer,
never sleeps, jaws), KINDS (Great White, Hammerhead),
HALO (Jaws, Moby Dick, Ocean)
If, however, one is consistently in an opposition frame of
mind, one will never get to the other possibilities. As the mind
moves in a stereotyped, predictable manner, we get stereotyped,
predictable responses.
1.
Don’t do that, son.
B: That sentence has four words, Mom.
A: So what?
B: That sentence has two words, Mom.
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The frame acts as a gateway, channeling the flow of
thought from A to B, omitting C, D, and E. Conscious thought
is not thought in stereo — it is thought that takes place in one
particular mode. When one is in that mode, one is not in the
other. If X is in frame A, and Y is in frame B, conversation is
illusory. (“Who’s on First?”)
Miscommunication occurs ______ .
Anchoring
Anchoring is necessary for meaning to take place.
Anchoring “sets the frame.” Film uses establishing shots. The
grammar of film is:
Exterior shot (city)
Exterior shot (building)
Exterior shot (zoom in on window)
Interior shot (office)
Thus we know we are in New York; in this building in
New York; and in this office in this building.
Formerly theatre had an anchoring device known as the
prologue (Romeo and Juliet — greek narrator).
A sentence can provide an anchor that makes
understanding possible:
What does the following mean?
Until one has parachute, one is unlikely to sprout wings.
If one is in the literal frame of mind, this sentence will
appear to be nonsense. What do we mean, “give people wings.”
Someone in the literal mode may imagine someone being given
a parachute to which wings are attached. The literal frame
reduces the meaning of this frame to sensory data. But if one is
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told “this statement should be read metaphorically,” then the
mind should begin to look at the sentence another way.
Parachutes and wings are related: wings float you to heights,
parachutes slow your rate of descent when falling from heights.
Since flying high brings with it the risk of coming down
crashing from a height, it makes sense that before you take that
risk, you institute means of reducing the risk. To put it another
way, few people would want to walk a tightrope unless there
was a safety net below.
Here we can see that the proper frame acts as a decoding
device; that is, it enables us to correctly interpret a message
that, one its face, makes no literal sense. A frame is to a
message as a combination is to a lock; application of the proper
frame unlocks the meaning, and the incorrect frame keeps the
meaning sequestered.
Here of course we learn a very important thing: one of the
reasons we can say that a person is “wrong” for believing X is
that they have not correctly decoded the message. (2001,
interpretation of literature) For most of us, decoding is almost
second-nature. We have forgotten the elaborate set of rules and
meanings we have taken in over the years, the grueling nature of
which is instantly revealed to us when we take a foreign
language. Can you understand the following sentences?
______ Spanish/Hebrew/Chinese
If you even hope to understand, and don’t speak the
language, you’ll begin by pulling out your trusty dictionary.
Even in our own language we can misinterpret. If we hear,
“the pear fell off the tree,” we think of a fruit. But in the story,
the “pair” (of people in the treee) fell off the tree.
O T T F F S S ___
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To correctly guess the letter in the final sequence, we have
to know what frame to apply. But how do we get the frames?
From the previously similar:
JASON, MTWTFS
If this isn’t enough, hint “think about numbers.”
Each message carries with it at least one possible
framework of interpretation. However, as we saw in the “Who’s
On First” routine, some people are unalbe to jump out of a
framework. That is obviously not giving the right answer.
The Nature of Subjectivity
We perceive in terms of our perception. That is to say, we
are inexorably anchored to the way we see the world. Naturally,
it is easy to be confused and assume that our perception is
reality.
Take the example of a man on a train on a railroad track (“it is moving” 1.
Problem with the subjectivity of perception argument:
But only this
is true.

2.

A) It is moving toward me.
B) I am moving toward it.

Here we see that X is objectively wrong. It is not moving
towards him — he is moving towards it. Yet he perceives it as
such.
In like manner, the mere fact that the sun seems to go
around the earth, and that the earth is flat, does not mean they
do. A mirage is not an oasis. No verificiation frame.
A similar problem arises with people whose senses are in
some way not as accurate as the rest of us. X, who is
“colorblind,” sees the flag as “red, red, and white,” not “red,
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white, and blue.” He cannot discriminate between the colors red
and blue. Yet instruments which measure wavelengths of light
reveal that there is a distinction. With 100% accuracy, a result
of great statistical significance (needless to say), the vast
majority of people can distinguish a red poker chip from a blue
poker chip. Or, suppose one person has 20/20 vision, the other
20/400. At a distance of 25 yards, the person with 20/20 vision
sees:
EFEFEF
and the person with 20/400 sees:
EEEEEEE
If the person with 20/400 vision were to confuse his view
of reality with “the truth,” he would have a very serious
problem.
(A man with no nerves)
(Amplifier reproduction of instruments)
(Has red sunglasses on)
An interesting situaiton is what may be termed objective
subjectivity; for that person, the perception is objective, but the
perception differs from person to person.
(woman/identity)
In this situation, we have objectivity and subjectivity
simultaneously: it is objectively true that for the woman, she is
different from the men with regard to sex; yet this difference is a
function of her sexuality.
FB is applying the wrong measuring device — both frames
A and B map onto reality — but only one is appropriate.
Effect of time on framing. Thought one way entire life,
suddenly a new fact is revealed to you which puts the situation
in a new perspective.
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What are the types of frames that are possible? The frames
we use in language, the frames we think with.
Significance Frames

Types of significance frames: value (plus/neutral/minus),
[vertical] intensity [horizontal] , orientation.
Most significant significance frame is positive/negative.
Into
these
are
clumped
various
Positive

Negative

Just

Unjust

Good

Evil

Valid

Invalid
Neutral

groups.
One of the most significant frames we use are significance
frames. Consider the following three objects: Cross/Number
2/Swastika. You view these symbols ____ .
The labyrinth of significance scrims: A roomful of wax
apples — one real apple — which is real? Important to know if
you’re hungry. A shelful of theories, ideologies, hypotheses.
Which are true? Significant? ¶ If only concepts A, B, C, and D
will get you to concept E, and concept is necessary, then
concepts G, X, R, T, and Q function as false paths — roads
which lead nowhere — much like a labyrinth — exposure to
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concepts G, X, R, and T are time-wasting. (No point in learning
about unicorns when you need to learn how to do heart surgery)
(no point in learning about how to suture when you’re writing a
paper on mythical beasts).
6. Teleological value frame
1. What we call “morality” is framing. Reality A, B, and C: within value system
X, “good.” Within value system Y, “bad.” Understand that Y and X are not
both seeing A, B, C, D, E, and F. Rather, X is seeing +, +, +, -, - , -, and Y is
seeing -, - , -, +, +, +. Figuratively, Y is seeing

, and X is

seeing
. Note: not necessaryitly true that they are seeing
opposite worlds — the value systems are too subtle and complex. “Different” is
more accurate.
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A) Swas. B) Cross Which would effect a Christian more?
Which would effect a Hindu more? Is the effect the Nazi feels
different from the effect the Christian feels? This observation
shows that in actuality, the people are not viewing the symbol;
rather, they are viewing the thing they associate with the
symbol. This explains the radically different reactions we have
to objectively identical phenomena; when a Jew sees a
Swastika, he sees bodies piled high in death camps — when a
Nazi sees a Swastika, he sees a society of blond-haired, blueeyed youth looking up in the sky, working together for a
common good. It is almost as if for half the population, “dog”
was defined as a “dog,” and for the other half, “dog” was
defined as a “cat.”
How do you know when you are seeing something in a
different way?
Example
I show you a box. You see a box. This is perception A.
Now I tell you that inside a box is a bomb that will go off in one
minute. This is perception B. You will run out of the room.
We perceive differently in terms of different emotional
reatctions. When one person feels frightened, and another feels
nothing, you know that they are perceiving the object in a
different way.
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The X axis of framing is good/bad, the Y axis is intensity.
Intensity frames are revealed when people make statements such
as: “You’re blowing this way out of proportion.” Translation:
“your signifcance frame is different from mine. “Making
mountain out of a molehill.”
Many frames exist in society which place reality in a polar
perspective. The creation of a concept allows reality to be
chunked in a particular way.

Link with FB: when a situation maps onto

two separate frames of reference, only one of
which is legitimate, and the wrong one is
chosen. X links with frames A and B; should
be seen in light of A, but is seen in light of B.
(This is where the objectivity part comes in).
Choosing actor “who looks the part,” but
actor is not a good actor. Marrying the rich
person, but the rich person dumps you
because did not also happen to be a good
person. Honesty vs. Efficiency. Efficiency vs.
Morality. 5. Man (see Man in terms of X — X can be
contrasted with not-X. You have the dichotomy X and not-X,
but why don’t you see in terms of Y?
Concepts are created, in part, by our disparate perceptions
of events. We create the concept cold because we have
something in common with everyone else; a central nervous
system which reacts to low temperatures by shivering, “brrr,”
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etc. Our uniform reactions allow us to create a concept that will
be understood by the mass group of people. Every word
indicates a point of common understanding in the population.
Thus the following frames:
Biological, cultural, political, geographical, economic, psychological, social.

Continuum frames:

Continuum
FIDELITY
GENEROSITY
VALIDITY

VIRTUE

JUSTICE
DISCOURSE
POWER

Positive
Loyal
Generous
True
Good
Right
Reputable
Virtue
Respect
Decent
Temperate
Just
Guilty
Legal
Academic
Dominance
Master

MORALITY
EMOTION
COURAGE
AESTHETICS

Angel
Calculator
Brave
Best

Negative
Traitor
Selfish
False
Bad
Wrong
Disreputable
Vice
Disrespect
Indecent
Intemperate
Unjust
Innocnet
Illegal
Nonacademic
Submission (usually seen in terms of
vertical orientation, not horizontal, like
lock and key).
Servant (Note that these and above two
don’t fit into the postive/negative
schema)
Devil
Reactor
Cowardly
Worst
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Note the problem here: 11.
Best/Worst; Frames of reference:
1. Our past v. our present
2. Our country v. other countries
3. Our present vs. the possible
4. Objective (identical to C) What frame of reference do we use in
using the frame of BEST VS. WORST? Continuum frames are
themselves located within other frames. To say “America is the
best,” we have to ask, “with reference to what?” Material quality,
attitude of people.*** Things are objective within frames, but the
question is what is the proper (if there is a proper) frame to put on
the situation. How many frames are embedded within frames
within frames? “America is the best country.” What is identified
with America? Mom, family, wealth, happiness: what does
“America” signify?
AESTHETICS
INTELLIGENCE
TIME

Beautiful
Smart
New

Ugly
Dumb
Old

Our present
vs. the possible
Our past vs.
our present

Material
possessions

Our country vs.
other countries
Happiness of the
people

***
NEUTRAL (polar)
STYLE

Lock
White
Prose

Key
Black
Poetry

Apple
Same
Conservative
Capitalist
Male
Hard
Right
North

Orange
Different
Liberal
Communist
Female
Soft
Left
South
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Form

Reality

Content (do these even belong
in the same category?)
Slow
Illusory (see FB outline ‘Star
Wars’)
Illusion

POSITIVE

Romeo
Laurel
Checkers

Juliet
Hardy
Chess

NEGATIVE

Fascist
Xyklon B
Gas Chamber

Communist
Electrocution
Hanging (which is humane?)

Fast
Real
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Frames map onto particular situations. If we arrest a person
for a crime, we see the person as “guilty” or “innocent,” not
“fat” or “skinny,” whereas if we were choosing actors to play
the part of Falstaff, we would be using that frame.
Thermometers aren’t used to measure distance; the situation
itself dictates the proper framework within which it must be
viewed. Thermometers for temperature; rulers for distances;
decibel meters for sound, etc. (How can we explain that some
use thermometers to measure distance? Sometimes this is a
good thing).
The frame maps onto the situation because of the
isomorphism between the central reality of the situation and the
conceptual reality of the situation.
Unpleasant
Hot
Cold
Pleasant
Cool
Temperate
Unpleasant

Pleasant
72Þ

72Þ

90Þ
45Þ

HOT
COLD
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Credibility Frames

Why is the NYT more persuasive than the National
Enquierer? Same article in both, one would have higher
credibility. Is it just track record? Or something in the style,
fonts, etc.? (local credibility and global credibility from style).
2. Perceived as authority/legitimate are the language
framers — those who define behavior are given power by those
who do not have the ability to so frame — they realize their
weakness and realize that without the neologists, they would be
powerless — the neologists are at the top of the social strata.
3. The primary framers; the ones who define which
frames are legitimate.
Legitimate/Illegitimate
i.
Without the categories legitimate/illegitimate, how
could X be framed as either? 1st step in legitimizing X is
convincing the populace that things are to be legitimated.
Orientation Frames

One of the key frames in society is UP IS GOOD. up v.
down. also in v. out.
A “balancing” test can balanceEmployer’s rights v.
employee’s” duties v. “Employee’s interests v. society’s.”
Who’s balancing? What is being balanced? Is there an
alternative way to balance?
Duck/Rabbit
Grammatical frame
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6. Cheater/Husband: When do we see as aspect, and
when do we see as object? “He cheats sometimes.” (Aspect:
verb, adjective). “That cheater better give me a divorce.”
(noun). Our system of grammar is as affected by emotion as
anything — over time, an adjective becomes a noun, and vice
versa.
Miscellaneous Frame

7. All or None:
American Lawyer, 3/90, p. 50:
Legalization of drugs. “The point is that when Judge Sweet
says, “Are we going to ban rad meat because it causes heart
attacks?” we ought to say that there is not one all-encompassing
principle at work in our society that says we allow everything or
we allow nothing. Rather, there is a continuum, a line, and a
place where we draw the line. We will draw the line between
products we will tolerate freely and leave for people to make
their own decisions about (like red meat), products we will
tolerate with some controls on who can buy them and how they
can be marketed (cigarettes, prescription drubs, cars and guns
someday, one hopes), and procuts we won’t tolerate at all, with
the line-drawing based on weighing the costs and the benefits of
that products and how likely it is that those using the products
will be able to make reational decisions about it and will not
victimize others if they make the wrong decision.”
Academic frame.
Hidden frames: why teenagers don’t like Beethoven.
13. Positives can be seen as negatives: 1) “I’ll occupy this unoccupied land. No one else is
using it. 2) “He’s trying to take over my turf.” 1 focuses on present use; 2 focuses on future
use.
14. - Frame comments invariably have two or more of the following features: (there is an
argument section here — this can go there).
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

No specificity.
No evidence.
Tunnel-vision.
Predicated on false assumptions.
Irrelevance.
Short-term bias. (Run all replies through this matrix).

4. Fact/Opinion (opinion1)
1. In fact frame, there is X (fact), and - X (non-fact [false statement]. People in
opinion frame will see -X as opionion, when it is not that frame at all.
2. They give opinions, I give facts. “It is a fact that Hamilton said . . .”
3. Opinions built on opinions built on opinions. A pretty shaky conceptual
edifice. (Why a process is necessary for taking in information).
4. Converting opinions to facts:
1.
Can you convert an opinion to a fact by removing a superlative? “Pollution is our most serious
problem.” <== Could this be converted into a fact with studies?
A.
Pollution is a serious problem.” <== Fact?
B.
Pollution is one of the top five serious problems.
C.
Pollution is a problem.
2.
Perhaps a better exercise is to rank sentences in order of factual ==> opinion. A would be be first,
Z last.
A.
“There are good poeple in the world.”
B.
Sam is a good person.” Fact? Opinion?

5. Ontological value frames
5. Gullibility frame: why do some people believe that pro wrestling is real?
12. Seeing hypotheses as facts (hypothesis/fact1)
1. The creative mind comes up w/so many ypotheses that it is no longer able to
separate hypothesis from fact — begin to build hypotheses on hypotheses —
need a reality check.
2. At Computer Era job, thought GPD’s meant “Goals per day.” (someone told
me this). This hypothesis went in my mind as fact, and thus stopped me from
searching for the real answer (“gross profit dollars”). [Mind doesn’t like doubt
— has to hold X in two categories — this takes energy — mind tries to conserve
energy by shoving in “true” or “false” — mind lacks 3rd category,
“hypothesis.”] [A whole course could be devoted to teaching students the
difference between facts and hypotheses].
3. Subjectivity v. Objectivity (subjectivity1 objectivity1 subjective1 objective1)
1. Problem with the subjectivity of perception argument:
But only this
is true.
A) It is moving toward me.
B) I am moving toward it.
2.
3. In arguing w/Bob Manson today re: the objectivity of goodness, I pointed out
that A’s perception of redness is not necessarily B’s perception of redness. This
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was a mistatke, because it goes against the idea of an objective redness. What I
meant to say was that there is an objective redness, but that we can’t be sure
that when A and B are perceiving a “red,” then they are both perceiving the
same thing.
4. The meaning of a symbol is the collective experience a person has in relation
to that symbol. ¶ A goes to movie, at which friend dies — the meaning of the
film forever re-defined for A.
1. A makes fun of B’s X. B makes fun of A’s Y (swastikas). ¶ A is upset. He
thinks B’s “attack” is unfair. He really thinks this. Why? Because he sees a
swastika as neutral. B sees swastika as negative. So B does [swastika] to A.
“Wait!” says B. “I did [neutral] to you, you do [negative] to me!” But the
reality was different. ¶ Much communication breakdown takes place with
frames.
5. Moralities of Everyday Life, pp. 209-11 (points out the subjectivity of
objectivity, and the objectivity of subjectivity). Subjective (feeling: “I have
heartburn”): for you, a fact — objectively true. Objective (numbers): “A hit 30
home runs, so he’s a great ballplayer.”
6. A man with no nerves in his arm could stick his hand into a pool of absolute
0 liquid, and declare “I feel no cold. Hence, your perception of this liquid as
‘cold’ is a purely subjective phenomenon.” Yet we can see he is merely failing to
perceive the subjective side of cold, and in so doing is failing to perceive the
objective side of cold (he couldn’t give us a hint of its temperature). [the
subjective side of language is what we think it means — the objective side of
language is what it does (and can) mean. [positively a form of objectivity].
7. In the wrong environment, strength is an Achilles Heel. (Dr. No, iron hand).
8. Whether in Paris, London, or Rome, the dog still tugs at the leash.
9. Ambiguity of the term “speculation”: “Stress accelerates the agin process.” ¶
A says this, not knowing it to be true. Assume it was. Is A speculating? ¶
Subjecitve v. objective speculation.
10. Greatness not just the Rite of Spring, but:
A.
the Rite of Spring performed live
B.
in Carnegie Hall
C.
by Atlanta
D.
on April 4, 1990
E.
in seat BB122 (and not seat E12, which had a page-turning gum-unwrapping necklace-spinning
whisperer)
F.
heard by BK
G.
who had been exposed to X, Y, and Z, and so in mood Q
H.
(How private an experience is!).
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11. Woman in room with men b) Man in room with men.
B

A
x x xO
x
x
x x
x

x

x x x
x
x
x x
x

surrounded
by identity

surrounded
by difference
M

M

M

M

12. Environment:

You assume that this is the same for man and
=

=

=

=

°
°

°
°

To M, this
To W, this is
is the
the environment
woman: but watch: environment
. You think that they are in
the same environment, but they are really in opposite environments.
13. Stereophile, p. 45 (11/90): Objective v. Subjective analysis: Amp A
reproduces 8 instruments; B, 15. Like Camera A out of focus, B in focus. Would
you trust a measuring device, or your own senses? ¶ Scotch A v. Glenfiddich —
chemical analysis says “identical.” “They were amused that he insisted on
accepting obviously flawed measurments over the evidence of his senses.
14. Subjectivist fallacy: X w/red sunglasses — sees white paper — says “it is
red.”
15. Conflict: “It’s objective — everyone thinks its hot.” “The fact that every kid
believes in Santa Claus doesn’t make it so.”
16. Somewhere in the middle of the continuum subjectivity slips over into
objectivity.
4. Pathways
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GEB, p. 370. Very important diagram, because it very clearly illustrates how concepts function as

Without this concept,
the other two cannot
be connected.
Without communication between the

links to pathways.
concepts, there is no meaning (no connection, no electrical flow). Must have noun concepts and verb
concepts. 2 and 3 = noun concepts, + and = are verb concepts.

2

+

3

=

5 . Once you have the noun concepts, and the verb (connector)

concepts, the mind can begin to work. Imagine the mind as a road, with manholes on the road. Concepts
are manhole covers. Cars can travel on roads with manhole covers — not with holes! Concepts fill the
gaps in the brain — provide a stepping stone for meanings to flow.

More concepts

More connection paths

More intellectual development
2.

Potential:

But this mind is
dead -- each
blank area a
maze
3.
4.

Developed:

2

+

3

=

5

5.
Now mind can at least do addition. How
limited is our educational system? Think of all the concepts — not just the atoms (words), but linked
concepts — phrases, paragraphs, etc. Of this vast number of concepts, millions, we can list on our hands
the ones schools focus on: addition, subtraction, etc. Limited concepts = limited minds!

5. Capitalist/Communist class: Put four, six different class plans in six
envelopes. Mix envelopes up, have students write the following on the outside of
the envelopes: Capitalism, Communism, Socialism, Fascism, Anarchy,
Monarchy, Slavery. Now, appoint seven salesmen. Each will try to sell the class
on one particular envelope. He describes contents of envelope to class. However,
he’s not allowed to read the contents of the envelope. His description is purely of
the outside category, not of the contents. Class votes for the best salesman —
then they have to live by the contents after they open the envelope. [Variation:
“Theory” envelopes and “Fact” envelopes (or, concept/execution) they are
allowed to examine theory envelope capitalism, but not fact envelope capitalism.
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Theory being the should, fact being the actual. They choose theory, they get fact.
(Could possibly go into FRAME).
7. Resident v. Visitor (resident1)
The framebound individual is the resident.
1. When I walk to the living room after Margaret has been in the living room, I
see that the window needs to be shut. But when I have been in the living room
for 2 hours, I leave without shutting the window.
2. Most people go from residents to visitors. Some don’t (they’re permanent
visitors[outsiders]).
3. Not necessarily geographical — can also be intellectual, etc. (e.g.
proofreading).
4. The new guy is the one most likely to make an objective appraisal. But he’s
the one with the least power to make that appriasal.
5. Art of Human Computer Interface, p. 195: McLuhan: “I don’t know who
discovered water, but it wasn’t a fish.”
8. Performer/Audience (audience1)
1. Dominant metaphor today is performer& audience — it captures and
transforms the meaning of conversation.
2. Presentation of Self in Everyday Life.
>

  "  
1. “On September 12, X died.” Focus on date. “X died on September 12.” Focus on X..
“On this date in history.” (Focus in italics). “The Declaration was signed on July 4.” “John
walked away from Mary.” “Mary saw John walk away.” Also known as point-of-view.. You
can frame events by consistently referring to X as subject, Y as object, and not vice versa.
“The husband came in, saw his wife making dinner, and sat down on the couch.” “The wife,
making dinner, heard her husband come in and saw him sit down on the couch.”

,?

      
1. Computer textbook prose exists w/in a subjectivist frame (and concomitant enthymemes).
Engineers get a way of looking at the world w/their knowledge.

)     
19. Memory doesn’t take place until a framework is set. That’s why X has to say things over
and over — because there’s no foundation. ¶ Memory is easier in the latter part of a field.

1.

FRAMEBOUND OUTLINE

1.

Introduction

-

. /   0/   1
Introductory Examples
14.
Disney/Betamax decision. Studios suing Sony for Betamax. “Why does a movie studio sue a
company which will bring it billions of dollars in revenue?” “Why does a British captain build a
bridge for the Japanese?”
When we say someone is “paranoid,” we are saying s/he has a frame which completely dominates
their thinking, and they way they receive information. (In this case, “receive” is not the right word.
Perhaps “manufacture” is better.)
16.
Beautiful example of FB. At Class Act, I would tell kids to be quiet, and they wouldn’t. But if
we were playing “Simon Says,” and Simon said “be quiet,” it was dead silent.
See sun rising — assume sun goes around the earth.
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1.
NYT Magazine, 8/5/90, p. 40: “One still famous Jayne [direct mail copyright writer] line
was for Psychology Today: “Do you close the bathroom door even when you’re the only one home?”
6.
Phone out of order. Salesguy at corner said, “that phone’s been out of order two weeks.”
When he saw me write “out of order” on the phones, he said “thank God — a public citizen — finally
someone’s doing something about those phones.”
19.
Dog barks at burglar, you tell it to “shut up.”
17.
Saw tonight 2d year kid going for ball — into busy street — mother not watching. ¶ Was
kid FB? focusing on ball, not cars. Not really FB, because not capacity to be in any other frame of
mind. Mom FB, though.
25.
X has been shot. Detective A goes into Y’s house, sees the bloody knife, then remembers, “oh,
he was shot,” and leaves. next logical frame fails to kick in. (framebound 7344) (brain supposed
tomake connections, when it doesn’t, it’s framebound). (“this isn’t evidence” -- all he cared about
was what he cared about).
21.
Ultimate in FB — starving infant • murder.
11.
Apple pricing of computers/not seeing themselves as software company.
5.
BORK (Bridge Over the River Kwai)
1.
Nose rags
5.
Shiny nickle, dirty dime
9.
Placebo effect.
2.
NY Newsday, 6/7/90, p. 2 Breslin column : Trump “buys” reporters by returning their
phone calls.

1. Remarks
(Perhaps bring in subjective/objective distinction, crentral to concept of FB is that there is an
objective reality — but the frame prevents us from seeing it).
10.
Arbus/Plath: you can see the frame in the picture (see also Ansel Adams: good in nature v.
the devil in nature). ¶ In its extreme cases, FB can lead to death: external (war/pollution), and
internal (suicide). ¶ One of the best methods for throwing yourself in a frame is to throw your mind
out of its rut (via alcholho, marijuana, or BD), while simultaneously immersing yourself in a piece of
music, film, or poetry. Finding the frame of the author, and perceiving it that way. ¶ “Getting into”
music is “getting into” the frame of the author. Best artworks are those composed in the highest
frame. <== Banalicizes what’s going on. <== You’re really in the frame when you can predict what
will happen in the music w/out ever having heard it before. (chapt. on breaking frame). ¶ Book FB
written w/in a frame— and, as such, diminishes the message. + of communication, - of diminishing
impact of the message. Literal mode is the telephone — transmits voice, 3-5,000 hz, w/out the details
that would render a more elaborate communication (music) meaningful.
29.
Frame: why the pen is mightier than the sword.
5.
General
A.
The leap is too great. Total scrim reversal can result in reversed brain polarity, leading to a
different personality in a very short time. Personality should evolve, not grow or fall by leaps and
bounds.
B.
Many people are not commited to X, rather, to the midpoint. They stand philosophically in
the middle of every (?) dichotomy. But they appear married to X when you try to get them to view Y
as “the good,” because this will move them off the midpoint and they will have to commit themselves
to a view at the edge of the precipice, as they see it. A better idea might be to shift their perception of
what the midpoint is.
C.
“X not the case” seems more powerful since we rarely have the evidence at our fingertips.
(explains timidity). I.e., when you make an affirmative statement, those opposing you “win” because
you don’t have the evidence at hand, and thus haven’t met your burden of coming forward with the
evidence.
D.
The Enemies of Reason
i.
The Hyper-Critic: doubts everything. Completely ignores the plausibility criterion.
Consistently identifies 1% probability with 100%.
ii.
The Sage: Knows the results of experiments before they’re performed — sees inductive logic
as deductive.
iii.
The Indiscriminator: Consistently sees a situation in terms of A when it should be been in
terms of B.
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iv.
The Pouncer: Consistently attempts to get errors admitted into evidence.
v.
The Linguist: Consistently trades on semantic confusion; taking language in the worst sense.
vi.
The Fantasizer: Believes things which are not true.
vii.
The Serf: consistently appeals to authority. (the Serf becomes a Hyper-Critic when these
beliefs are challenged.)
viii.
The Misunderstander: Sees sequiturs as non-sequiturs.
ix.
The Generalization-Jumper: Pulls faulty abstractions out of events, language, etc., and then
sees these abstractions as reality.
E.
If you want change, you’re going to haveto change. ¶ Some people want change without
changing. They want the change, but they don’t want to change.
F.
Comfort creates risk — you get used to it — now you have something to lose.
G.
The set of things which never should have happened to you, did.
I.
People are more likely to be 100% sure of unverifiable hypotheses: a seeming paradox. But
this is only because they can’t be proven wrong. (Mike was “100% sure” that at any given time x,
w/99 white and 1 blue, he’d pull out a blue).
30.
“Your frames are the most personal thing you own. This book will shatter those frames.”
2.
The frame has the power.
U.
One fact can reframe a decade of experience.
1.
What frame analysis reveals is that there are more than 5,000,000,000 people in the world —
there are actually over 100,000,000,000. 5,000,000,000 bodies, yes. But each body (person) is capable
of seeing the world through a varied number of frames. Is Dr. Jekyll one person or two? At night he
is Mr. Hyde. Can we say this is the same person? The body is a frame receptacle, a frame enactor.
The more frames, the more different people. The appeal of mass events — to achieve the energy of
the unified frame (sports, rock concerts, church). The feeling of identity — they can feel oneness,
because the frames match — the conflicts that create the illusion of separation have disappeared. We
call them mood swings — “he’s another person” — the frame shift at work. Some frames cannot be
destroyed — the enthymemes have run too deep — that’s the way I was brought up.”
3.
The frames in which ideas are written are not necessarily the frames in which they’re
viewed.

2. Significance of the Frame
(Possible translations section)
1.
Frames affect how we think
1.
There can be no observation without frameworks — most people don’t know that Hamilton
faces left on a $10 — but once I give them a right/left orientation, they will note not just Hamilton,
but all other bills — this orientation is a frame which makes the perception governed by that frame
possible. (Most people observe bills with the frame “number” [this is the language people use: ‘I have
a 5,’ ‘I have a 10.”] This focuses your attention on the periphery of the bill. This means you don’t
make the proper observations without the proper frames. A “proper’ frame is the frame necessary to
make the observation. ) Other orientations:
2.
Aphorism
3.
Palindrome
4.
Hidden symbols
5.
Up/down
6.
Sports metaphors in language
7.
HAL/IBM (isomorphism)
8.
Presence/Absence (red/blue threads v. no red/blue threads).
35.
Every time you talk about something — you put it in a frame. This anchors its meaning.
36.
Theory: every idea resides within a frame. Some frames prevent bisociation, others allow it.
Having the ideas without the frames is not good enough. ¶ X may be your friend. But if you see him
as the “enemy,” you’ll minimize your contact with him and destroy future experience. Same true of
ideas.
37.
Frame helps thinking like smell helps tasting. MC blinked one eye will when I said “wink,”
less well when I said “blink.”
1.
Pendulum example.
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38.
The frame doesn’t make you say X; it allows you to say X (the highway doesn’t control the
path of the car; it allows it to take that path). ¶ FB: going only one way to X when another route is
shorter.
2.
Frames effect how we behave (possibly some real-life examples here).
1.
In book Odyssey, Sculley said that people preferred Coke over Pepsi in blind taste tests, but
when they knew what the drink was, they preferred coke. ¶ Things take place within a frame. Eat a
dish of_____ in a drug store, you’d give it an “8.” Eat it in a beautiful restaurant, with wine, over
candlelight with the one you love, it’s a “10.” You are not “a meal”, but “a-meal-in-a-restaurantwith-beautiful-decor-over-candlelight-and-wine-with-the-one-you-love-on-a-beautiful-night-on-July20-1990-at-the-age-of-24.” Even this latter description is far too abbreviated. For it to be accurate
(encompassing the entire experience and history surrounding the experience), it would fill the pages
of a very long book. ¶ Obviously, it would take far too long to give such a description, so we give
abbreviated versions. We sacrifice accuracy because we really are unable to be accurate (time
doesn’t permit, nor does our memory and intellectual capacity [to formulate such a description]. We
need to understand that our descriptions are inaccurate.
Eating good meal while depresed.
2.
To change the frames of a society is to reconstitute the atoms of society into a new form.
Frame-change is the chisel of history. Do the structures of society represent the value frames of
society? Politics is in part the struggle of group A to formalize their value frame. The formal legal
structure must have at its base a value frame. The problem is that the base value frame (means,)
good for commerce and everyday banal getting-on, conflicts with higher value frames (ends), e.g.
religious, artistic. Thus, the individual against society. Beautiful example of the tools fighting the
blueprint. The blueprint demands that the tools come up to its level. The tools say that the blueprint
should require only their capacity, and no more.
3.
You’re always a prisoner of your frame of reference; it’s your harshest taskmaster.

In this frame, X will always
seem legitimate
x
1.
.
1.
Frame X makes communication impossible (and thus receipt of knowledge) it B stays only in
that frame.
1.
Don’t do that, son.
B: That sentence has four words, Mom.
A: So what?
B: That sentence has two words, Mom.
Frames effect the nature of society.
4.
Frames effect scientific progress.
1.
Structure of Scientific Revolution (paradigm shift).

2

# $ %03  -1
1. What is a Frame?(Magritte’s Human Condition)
Magritte’s human condition, but painting altered inside [blue tint, etc.].

1. Synonyms for frame (use in book)
1.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
overlay

Verbal synonyms
Mindset
framework
attitude
pov (point of view) (1st person v. third person, etc.)
angle
scrim
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7.
8.
9.
2.
1.

cel
facet
aspect
Different ways of conceiving of a frame:
As windows with selective attentiosn

collie

poodle

[Behind the wall]
CALICO
SIAMESE CAT

dachshund
A.
2.

As a road

poodle

siamese cat
A.
3.
As a magnet (attracting you)
4.
As a rope (pulling you)
1.
Using term “frame maintenance” throws mechanical frame around the activity of framing
frames. <== Framing as “activity” or “frame” puts concept in F1 or F2. If in F1, can bisociate with
F1, but not F2, F2, etc.
R.
The frame functions as ROM.
5.
? (as a combination)
6.
? (as a cel/scrim) (adding to the environment)
7.
As a venn diagram
A.
Students can see that the Cubs account of Cubs/Braves game and Braves account are going
to be different. Both “false”? Perhaps. Do students realize that the same phenomenon goes on with
US/USSR reporting of world events? Both “false”? <== Put in real-life example.

TRUE

HYPOTHESIS
(where ALL statements
should begin)
1) True (actuality)
2) Hypothesis (possibility)
3) False (impossibility)

FALSE

B.
6.
There are two possible frames, T/H/F, and T/F, and if only one is true, then frame B can be
legitimate. A is a judgment frame, B is a reality frame. Mistake people make is putting a judgment frame
on a reality frame. A, B may be true if it is applied to a particular situation. In other words, it may be good
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if it’s good. The point is that some situations get this frame

T

H/T

T

2+2=5

H

, others this:

T

H/T

T

F
H

, others this:

H/F

F

.

F

Wrong frame. Puttting a T/H/F on a t/F a lesser mistake than T/F on T/H/F,
because you can go to T or F from T/H/F, but you can’t go to it from T/F (in a T/F mindset). We can accept
a T/F provisionally, functionally, if we have no other choice. Or, with 90% of evidence in. But error is in
making this category rigid.
C.
Logic is the study of framing errors (seeing good as bad, relevant as irrelevant, insufficient
as sufficient, unique as common, insignificant as significant, etc.)

Important
Unimportant

Unimportant
Unimportant
I

U

U
U

D.
Why people have a problem with This is Not a Pipe. Because the domains of the sentence and
the pipe must be seen as separate for the painting to make sense, and in most paintings the domains
of all elements within are identical. Imagine a film of a man pointing to a pipe and saying, “This is
not a pipe.” Maybe, but if so, “this is not a man,” and, by extension, perhaps the sentence is not a
sentence (and the truth is not a truth). For this film to make sense, we must pretend the man exists
outside the film, and is commenting on it. But of course he isn’t. It’s a self-contradictory splitting of
domains. Why should one element of the film be seen as real and another as false? If we accept the
argument of the man (the framing by the man), mustn’t he be subjected to the same frame? But of
course, the insight of the man is correct. So perhaps language has an exemption from the typical
framing rules.
F.
As the quantity of stories increases
, the quality of the minus can
to almost
undetectable levels and still have an effect.
G.
World at crossroads: destruction if apathy, paradise if we will it. Critical problem for people
(and world) is not that people are unaware of the insight, but that they view it as a story instead of a
fact. And this simple framing, seemingly so easy to shift, is actually the result of years of information,
hypotheses, and rationalizaitons. And shiftying the frame might take equally as long.
H.
When we say someone is “paranoid,” we are saying s/he has a frame which completely
dominates their thinking, and they way they receive information. (In this case, “receive” is not the
right word. Perhaps “manufacture” is better.) This is also contained in real-life example. ¶ Perhaps
we have been misled all along by the use of the word “received.” The word “manufacture” is more
accurate. Information is the clay, and our past is the sculptor. We should always say, “I need more
information.”
I.
Questions irrelevant to you may be frame-setting to the other person.
J.
One of the chief differences between my consciousness’ and Bill’s is that I generally see
events as facts — Bill sees them as he sees them. ¶ In Washington, Scott would stay in the bathroom
for long periods of time. Bill would make faces. For me, this was just the way things were.
K.
When you’ve annihilated a sense of perspective, you’ve done a lot.
L.
Talked to a person today in the law firm re: why buying a book is a good value. I said that
when you pay $9.95 for a book, you’re exchanging 3 labor hours for something that took thousands
of hours to produce. He said that wasn’t true, because you have to divide the number of labor hours
to manufacture X books by X to get the labor hours per book. ¶ One of the problems with this
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analysis is that with a sufficient number of books published, one would be exchangin 3 hours for one.
Now isn’t it the height of absurdity to suggest that a book only takes one hour to produce? Even if
the manufacturing costs were divisible by copy, the actual labor of writing and researching the book
would not be. ¶ I suggested that he compare the value of a book to constructing a house. ¶ Say I
spend $100 to typeset a page. I print 1000 pages, and sell them for 10¢ apiece. You receive something
with $100 value for 10¢ — and he thinks there’s equivalence? ¶ Assume a purely economic man,
who only buys the items which return laobr value for labor value. Say the material costs 1/100 of an
hour, but took 1/125 an hour to produce. He’s not going to buy the material?
M.
Sex on TV (Entertainment Tonight, 1/24/89): “TV has grown up.”
N.
Atmosphere is an intrinsic part of the meal — NY restaurants have discovered this secret —
the meal resides in a frame, and they can’t be separated (can’t imagine that anniversary meal in an
office setting).
O.
Some people are nothing more than their frames.
P.
“Does frame theory have any significant implications? None whatsoever, unless you view
the failure of humanity to reach it’s highest potential as a significant issue.”
Q.
If a stranger puts a glass of liquid in your hand, and says “drink it,” you won’t do it. But if
your mother says “take your medicine,” you will.
S.
Frame battle: “I’m rubber, you’re glue, what you say bounces off me and sticks to you.”
T.
Frame helps thinking like smell helps tasting. MC blinked one eye well when I said “wink,”
less well when I said “blink.”
V.
Two different statements:
i.
I don’t know how to do that.
ii.
I don’t know how to do that yet.
W.
The myth is that things “happen” in this society — and that we should let things “happen,”
and let the “natural” course of events flow smoothly. This is preposterous. All of these “natural”
events take place in an environment of existing laws, all of which required the actions of judges,
legislators, executives, and the implied consent of us all. Virtually every illegal event has as its genesis
a law or lack of same as a necessary factor for its existence. ¶ We don’t live in a Darwinian world,
but in a world which governs every behavior, explicitly or implicitly.
i.
Stereophile, 11/90, p. 27: “The feeling of hunger was rejected as a stimulus for eating; instead,
one ate when an abstract model had achieved a certain state, i.e. when the hands of a clock pointed to
certain marks on the clock’s face . . .”
X.
NYT, 10/18/89, p. D22: “If Mr. Reed waxed philosophical, George Lewis was downright
mystical. He offered an explanation for copycat adversising that was almost Platonic.¶ ‘An idea is
out there,’ said the chairman of Lois/GGK and a veteran of advertising’s creative revolution. ‘I’ve
always said you don’t creat ideas. you pluck one that’s drifiting by you.’” Two points: 1) the idea is
not “almost” Platonic — it is Platonic (in the sense in which the term is used) 2) There is nothing
“mystical” about the explanation.
Y.
Ideas come with frmes. 2) We interpret ideas through our own frames. ¶ Does this mean
there’s only a 25% chance of communication?

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

+ -+
-++

in this column might mean muddled or twisted perception, + clear perception.

only here is there a clear chance for communication
v.
(first column: frame around idea (societal)/ second column (way person would perceive that
category of idea (individual).
Z.
Having ideas not an ability — it’s overcoming a disability.
AA.
Interesting that the “environment” receives more protection from the law than animals.
Non-conscious entities protected while sentient beings are grist for the mill.
BB.
The power to frame is the only power they need. ¶ Their power to frame means you’re —
helpless? ¶ The power to frame is the power to think for others.
CC.
Chain of Plausibility (Pseudoreasoning) (7565)
i.
“Kill children” came at the end of a long list of propositions:
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a.
Communists moving into NY.
b.
We must move into NY.
c.
We must capture villages to move into NY.
d.
We must kill the enemy to capture villages.
e.
The enemy uses children.
f.
We must kill children. (what the Milgram experiments failed to show was the inner life of the
subjects — the propositions they formulated in their mind — each successive proposition was
constrained by prior suppositions (suppositions being formed by propositions).
3.
Charge (related to Frame)
Theta technique (theta1)
57.
(cf. with theta technique) The bgest kind of counterframing is that which reverses within the
primary framework. Mother Jones, June 7, 1985, p. 8: “For most o fthis century, Soviet officials
have not known whether to regard jazz as a decadent import from bourgeois America or as the
appropriately proletarian expression of the oppressed black American.”
A.
A technique: find accounts of Vietnam atrocities against servicemen. Reverse the terms. Read to
a conservative, he’ll reply, “that’s war,” etc. Rationalizing away. Point out to him that you had reversed
the terms.
I.
“I love you” • “I don’t hate you.” - (-) • + . (could = theta). ¶ Love = P, hate = — P , do not
hate = — ( — P ). (does not = P).
3.
Functional Identity (cf. theta technique)
A.
What separates US from USSR is formality v. informality.
B.
Song “Ghostbusters” a commercial for the movie -- TV cartoons for kids are commercials for
the products.
C.
From the teacher’s point of view, it doesn’t matter whether the student is “stupid” or thinking
about her date on Friday. The point is she doesn’t have the answer.
3.
Doublethink (see Frames).
1.
Doublethink? At times believing theta = - AND thetheta does not = -. Which is it? Can it be
both? Functional identity v. semantic identity the key distinction.
2.
NYT, 7/29/90, sect. 2: “Setting the frame + or - .” F. Bruggen tells audience that the purpose of
his enterprise is to be “‘obedient to the composer.’“ He then conducts a performance of Beethoven’s
‘Eroica’ Symphony in which the composer’s meticulously indicated tempos are all ignored.” ¶ Next
para., re: Norrington, who follows Beet’s tempos: “Having set the tempos, however, the conductor
adheres to them with dogged rigidity, contradicting every eye-witness report we have of Beethoven’s own
conducting, as well as the explicit instructions of 18th-century conducting manuals.”
3.
Fuzzy logic indicates the double standard may be legitimate.
4.
Policeman tells suspect to “shut up.” Can the suspect make a citizen’s arrest of the policeman,
who is breaking the law? (Breaking the law of the Constitution). (cf. inconsistency, double standard).
5.
Is different bedtimes for kids a “double standard”? [in the pejorative sense].
1.
Translators must consider what charge a word has: is “gringo” +, -, or theta? (Is it similar
to “honky,” or does it just mean “white man.”? [A translator who gives “honky” where white man
was intended makes a grievous, gargantuan error (theta • negative!)]
3.
Incomplete conceptions
A.
“Frame” has a negative frame in societal nomenclature. When asking students to frame
someone falsely, say “frame them falsely,” not “frame them,” which would keep alive this incomplete
conception.
4.
Presence of Iago
A.
If life is a game, then we need to create a way of zapping the Iagos — must counter their
power to frame via innuendo by counter-framing people who do that as “evil,” devaluing both their
judgment and their societal legitimacy (leading to ostracization).
6.
NYT, 3/23/89, p. C-11 (on student): “ . . . she had at least two letters right in every word.”
(good attitude). [ccr frame]
7.
When asking kids to do a computer program, start with incredibly hard example. Then say,
“don’t worry, we’re not doing that one.” Ex 2 will be framed as “easy.” (repeated in frame cat.)
8.
Education is the process of being exposed to a conceptual entity (whether by word, voice, or
legitimation), which will provide the legitimate framework within which to view subsequent reality.
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(e.g. watching spy film. X trick is performed to get entry into house. Trick happens in real life, you’re
not fooled. (obviously, much potential for paranoia and hypochondria).
9.
Using Venn Diagrams:

DOG

CAT
Hula hoops by kids.
Teacher has index cards with
words on them — kid puts where
they belong.

DOG

CAT
Meow
What has four legs and barks?
What has two legs and barks?

Bark

4 legs
Lassie

A.
a.
B.
Note: you might think initially that there could be nothing that could be both a dog and a
cat, but this omits the frame “4 legs.”
10.
We might think history becomes more accurate as time progresses (i.e. an account of life in
1865 written in 1986 more accurate than one written in 1958 because we have more knowledge now.)
This may not be true. Our frames of reference become more contemporary as time progresses, and
we begin to lose view of the frames of reference [held] by people of the past which made their
behavior logical.
11.
Capitalist/Communist class: Put four, six different class plans in six envelopes. Mix
envelopes up, have students write the following on the outside of the envelopes: Capitalism,
Communism, Socialism, Fascism, Anarchy, Monarchy, Slavery. Now, appoint seven salesmen. Each
will try to sell the class on one particular envelope. He describes contents of envelope to class.
However, he’s not allowed to read the contents of the envelope. His description is purely of the
outside category, not of the contents. Class votes for the best salesman — then they have to live by
the contents after they open the envelope. [Variation: “Theory” envelopes and “Fact” envelopes (or,
concept/execution) they are allowed to examine theory envelope capitalism, but not fact envelope
capitalism. Theory being the should, fact being the actual. They choose theory, they get fact. (Could
possibly go into FRAME).
12.
Both X and y have belief A. Why they don’t connect (why mass unity is difficult):
vi.
Arenas not conducive to the expression of certain thoughts.
vii.
Belief in the invalidity of the idea — internalization of the societal frame.
13.
Tevye, cow and daughter
14.
Bible: literal v. metaphorical interp.
15.
Claim/evidence framework v. premise/conclusion — the PC framework did us in for
thousands of years.
16.
Selection Process
A.
You may think you’re seeing a list of words, but what you’re really seeing is a selection
process.
i.
Animals
a.
cat
b.
chimp
c.
monkey
d.
dog
e.
bird
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4.
1.
2.
A.
i.
ii.
3.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.

Congruence (5654-5)
What ties in all literary techniques? Congruence! Alliteration, metaphor, onomatopoea,
Congruence in communication:
Car signal
left signal on left, not right
left always signals left, and not sometimes right.
Congruence in music
Congruence between lines A and B
Congruence along a line
Extrinsic congruence (physical) (sounds like storm)
Extrinsic congruence (metaphysical/incorporeal)
Ways of congruence
same notes
rhythm
structure
question and answer
key change
semantic congruence
between movements
other composers
other pieces by the same composer

2. This is Not a Pipe.
3. Role of the Schema1/Opposing schema can map onto the same reality (see
revenge):
2.
People have schema when they have experienced x, which is isomorphic with y, the current
experience. ¶ Each experience has several morphemes, in various domains.
3.
Hated plots that jumped around because I had schema — didn’t want to lose it.
4.
Metaphor works because we have schema.
5.
Why kids need pictures: because they need schema for understanding.
6.
Grouping = schema = CCR. (reading many different articles on 1st page of F. Wake better
than reading many diff. articles on F. Wake).
7.
An “opposing view” is another schema, opposed to the first, which also maps onto the
reality. X hits A 10 times, then stops.
1.
View 1: not okay to hit back.
2.
View 2: right to hit A goes into account, so okay to hit ex post facto.
8.
“What is the best move?” Show position with fork before and after person has learned about
the concept of a fork. Skewer — see if they can ifnd, or if they’re just looking for the fork.
9.
What is the best move? Show position with fork before and after person has learned about
the concept of a fork. Skewer — see if they can find, or if they’re just looking for the fork.
10.
I found just three wrong phone numbers. ¶ I hear, “I entered wrong numbers.” Credibility
filters re-translate everything the other person says.
12.
White Bears and Other Unwanted Thoughts, p. 111: “ . . . a mind that is empty will be notably
perturbedby a single idea . . .” (this suggests that you should tread slowly with potentially anxietyproducing ideas).
14.
It’s harder to pay attention when you don’t understand what the people are saying. ¶ Their
minds wander not only because they’re not interested, but because they can’t be interested (they
don’t understand). (“You’re losing me.”).
20.
Examples from Tbi nking Process Book.
21.
You (only) see what you’ve seen. ¶ I told Mike “HAL/IBM” example. He says that ever since
then, he notices acronyms. ¶ The kid who sees violence — what will he notice?

4. Incomprehensible Without Frame (then furnish translations)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Math calculations
Music
Computer Programming
Chapter a tour of the unChinese, etc.
understandable, understandable
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5.
Chess example
things
6.
Word puzzle
7.
Wake page
8.
Obscure poetry
9.
Waiting for Godot page
10.
Translations
11.
“These meanings elude you because you lack the frames to comprehend them.”
1.
Computer programming, music, mathematical calculations, chines, chess example, rival
hypothesis, logic. (give examples of symbolic meanings: “it’s all greek to them”)

2. Examples of Frames
3. Frame Change in Literature
1.
Christmas Carol: great frame-change story.
Jekyll/Hyde.
Midsummer Night’s Dream
Movies, silents, people afraid of character with gun.
“Who’s on First?”
Bridge Over the River Kwai.
Fiddler on the Roof.
Romeo and Juliet?
Six characters in Search of an Author
Marat/Sade

4. Framing in Language (Euphemism)
1.

Const. Amendment Prevention Dictionary

5. Advertisements
6. Misinterpretation
7. Media
1.
Frame as diversion
1.
V.voice, 4/11/89, p. 4 letter to editor re: channel one “Ted Koppel did a show suggesting that
commercials were the most controversial element about Channel One . . . it’s not the commercials
that concern me, it is the programming . . . what a wonderful opportunity to channel [student’s]
thinking ‘the right way.’
1.
- functions of movies:
A.
Commodity
B.
Political commentary
i.
Wartime propaganda
C.
Social commentary
D.
Advertising
E.
Distribute Knowledge
i.
Overt
ii.
Covert
a.
Metaphorical structures
b.
Brainwashing
2.
Gitlin
3.
Myth of Soviet Military Supremacy

9. Miscellaneous Examples
1.
Dilemma (dilemma1)
2.
Talk to them in unfamiliar language, they respect you, but don’t understand you. Talk to
them in familiar language, they understand you, but don’t respect you.
3.
Dilemma: people who agree with you, based on incorrect facts or flawed reasoning. To
correct them is to alienate them; to not correct them is to allow the flaws to go uncorrected.
4.
Frame (5640-1)
5.
Does the game provide the frame, or the frame provide the game? (“or alarm” should
possibly go off here).
2.
Function (function1 functional1)
Not “the” function but “a” function of .
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2.
Danger of Functional Identity
A.
Doctor A has 80% higher amputatiions than Dr. B, so does Dr. B. Doctor A’s reason: to
make more money. Dr. B: to play it safe. Is Dr. B really as bad as Dr. A? The end result is the same,
but intent is differnt. Both function alike [relative to the patients], but it would be wrong to identify B
with A.
4.
Functional Infinity
A.
You need to buy $100 worth of X, and you have $1000. Relative to that, you have an infinite
amount (it encompasses).
4.
Quantitative change leads to qualitative change. (quantitative1) (qualitative1)
1.
This is surprising only because we have two [artificial] categories, quantitative and
qualitative, which seem diametrically opposed.
2.
The edge is usually to the person who says “disanalogous,” because, quantititatively, there
will always be far more dissimilarities than similarities. But what counts is functional identity, not any
quantititative similarity count.
3.
Speed with which computer works = increase in quality of work you do.
4.
Temperature.
5.
Straw that breaks the camel’s back.
6.
Small quantitative differences can lead to large qualitative differences. Bench supports 400
lbs. Why chronology is important. THIS HAS IMPLICATIONS FOR REDUCTIO.
A.
On bench: 399 lb. — STABLE
B.
lb. (small qualitiative difference) = CRUSHED (Massive qualitiative difference).

Qualitative

Quantitative

Big abstraction = +

7.
5.
NYT, 6/28/92, p. H-16: “We’d rather have a comic genius like Eddie Murphy late than
another actor on time.”
2.
The presence of a measuring device establishes the frame for a particular
environment/subculture. In business: presence of statistical measurements regarding “service times,”
temperatures,”holding times,” etc. creates a frame within which people see.
1.
An unplayed violin is a paperweight.
11.
Escher Example.

3. From Where Do We Get Frames?
Introduction
16.
Eagle Electric billboard: “Perfection is not an accident.” This is not just a true remark, like
“2 + 2 = 4,” or “a fool and his money are soon parted.” Some cultural flotsam is having us attach
that meaning to their company.

1. Geography
1.
Climate
Topology

2. History
1.
2.

Immediate historical events.
Prior historical events.

4. Culture
1.
Every social act takes place in the context of permissions. Without these permissions, the act
cannot take place. (and also occurring: encouragers, discouragers, and remarks and acts which
function as same.) (active and passive permissions, etc.)
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1.
Some permissions are generated by understandings. (why fitting into the social strata creates
the illusion of freedom).
Culture is what we condone.
2.
Culture is anti-intellectual:
1.
Computer Lib, p. 59: “ . . . whether the stock market moves by two or two hundred, the
arrow showing its direction is the same size.”
2.
To survive in society you must conform with its rules to some degree. This means that you
must have a certain kind of consciousness to survive (it is good to wake up in the morning, it is good
to go to work, it is good to work for this wage, etc.). “No one gets out of here [with their
consciousness] alive.” ¶ All Americans who work for a living and buy into the American Dream
have some deeply imbedded thoughts in their minds. (It’s easier to see this similarity of consciousness
in certain professions (baseball player, bankder, construction worker, prostitute, salesman,

American
Christian
Salesman

Where's "you"?

etc.)
3.
Role of Morality in Framing
1.
Hypothesis: the stronger your morality, the more unwanted thoughts you will have. ¶ A
thought only becomes unwanted when it exists in a (—)frame. If you only had a neutral perception of
each thought, the thought would be robbed of its power (and its rememberability).

5. Media (5743).
1.
NBC News 8/25/81: “U.S. officials wanted to make sure that ‘human error’ was behind
Chernobyl, and not design flaws. Here, ‘human error’ framed as hypothesis. Fits into frame “Soviets
deceptive” — need to be checked. <== Note: desing flaws not seen as “human error.”
2.
NYT, 2/1/90, p. A13: Story on 1st McDonald’s in Russia: Customers were “calmed by
uniformed compatriots dictating that they should have a nice day.” ¶ I’m also calmed thusly by
orders from my “uniformed compatriots,” but I haven’t seen that reported in the NYT.
3.
If they pick the news to fit within a structure, then we’re seeing the structure more than the
news (it’s the structure which persists).
4.
NYT, 7/2/87, H-16: Story on Vietnam TV series “Tour of Duty.” “‘Writers keep saying,
‘Why can’t we have guys sitting around smoking a joint after a firefight, that’s what we did, that’s
how we relaxed.’ Well, we’ll deal with a story about a guy being high in battle. That may not be the
completely accurate texture of Vietnam, but it certainly gives it a recognition.” ¶ What it does is
frame the ordinary as the extra-ordinary. Should be a good chance to get in some propaganda, while
framing the series as “realistic.”

6. Education
1.
Which frame does the true/false test promulgate?
2.
Mathematics is taught (usually) divorced from its historical context. But a historical
approach might be just the thing. It might be best to let the students discover mathematical concepts
for themselves, like the original discovers did.

8. The Immediately Preceding
1.
A B C D E F __ Solve now: 2) O T T F F S S ___ (More difficult to solve after the
presentation of 1.) 3) J F M A M J J A S ___ 4) M T W T F __ . Once they get 3 or 4, 2 easier to
solve. 3 and 4 provide the frames for solution to 2, 1 doesn’t. ¶ Hypothesis: no problem can be solved
unless a corresponding problem (generally easier) has been solved in the mind first. (Easy here to see
relationship between conceptual skeleton and Frame — CCR is a “mapping on” — frame is a set of
concepts (residing in plus, minus, or ø ) which have mappability. (easy to see in mathematics,
grammar — not FB). ¶ Hypothesis: no problem can be solved with the wrong framework in place. ¶
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Hypothesis: w/only frame X in your mind, there are certain 1) problems you will never solve 2)
thoughts you will never think.
2.
Recency Effect (Physiological Factors)
1.
Rationalization: the mind
1.
forms the frame
A.
throws it under the frame “credible”
2.
Much like an oyster forms a pearl around a grain of sand. (the original thought hidden
under the layers of philosophy).
3.
Order (cf. orientation)
1.
Which has the more powerful effect?
1.
Being exposed to X first (sets frame)
2.
Being exposed to X second [last] (recency effect — what you remember).
2.
The Role of Order in Framing
1.
Note the difference in meaning from switching the order: “The size of New York is as much
a resource as an obstacle.” “The size of New York is as much an obstacle as a resource.”
2.
Order of names which appear on film credits, at announcements, etc.
3.
Montage example (Eisenstein).
3.
Everything framed in terms of what precedes it. ¶ 1001 crack babies “not so bad” because
last year there were 1000.
4.
Art objects.
5. What we are told before we are exposed to the object. 2) What we are told after we are exposed to
the object.
4.
Habituation
1.
Boredom
2.
Effects of Drugs

7. The Role of Language (language1)
5.
We get frames from 1) questions 2) comments <== tacit assumptions.
1.
General Language1
1.
“Leverage” — good example of a meaning people can be unconsciously aware of, without
knowing the word “leverage” in negotiation — two Pakistani traders can know they have it, and not
know the word.
2.
Perception is private, so language is private. Any belief that language is shared is, at least
partly, an illusion.
3.
If you only had the words “trunk,” “branch,” and “leaf,” you’d never see a “tree.” We have
a group of three people: each has a name — but there’s no name for the Gestalt. ¶ It’s not Barry
and Margaret in that room, it’s BARRYMARGARET. Each is different in the presence of the other
— communal identities.
4.
There is no law that prevents you from labeling a dog a “cat.” — stamping a box filled with
sand “fragile.” the problem w/language is that the label, by being applied, seems to carry its own
validity. For some, the label is the content. If amendment X is termed “dangerous,” for many people
it is dangerous.
5.
Two kinds of “all” statements (difference between deductive and inductive logic is the
quality of the “all” statement — is it a known or a probable?):
1.
Inductive: “all swans are . . . “
2.
Deductvie: “all the names on this list are . . . “
3.
Empirically deductive
4.
Tautologically deductive
6.
Language didn’t come handed to us on a silver platter — it was manufactured (for the
combined purposes of the race).
7.
A paradox of language: the more meaningful a term is (i.e. the more meanings that come
under its rubric), the less meaningful it is, since it calls up no one solid meaning, but an amorphous,
hazy meaning. (i.e. “President” v. “Reagan”).
8.
“Maybe” comes in different sizes.
9.
Every word is a legitimation.
10.
A word is its meaning.
11.
Words are fuzzy, but people perceive them as solid.
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12.
If you had only one word — lying — then acting would be lying.
13.
They’ve got a word for whatever they want to do.
14.
Every word you utter is an advertisement for its referent.
15.
Everything that’s referred to gets defined as real.
16.
Every word can be chopped into finer and finer distinctions.
17.
Each piece of music has its own language.
18.
Foreign words can gain prominence because of their connotations in the host language (e.g.
basta = bastard).
19.
Speculating in the strong and weak sense of the term. Speculating that the sun will rise
tomorrow and that stocks will go up tomorrow are two different things. Language is very haphazard.
20.
Language starts off unrefined — like all categories crude (too abstract). Reality always
outraces the categories. The failure to understand that is the Achilles Heel of our culture.
21.
The more moral/ethical one is, the more difficult communication becomes — because one
must always be aware of riders in analogies.
22.
Pounds of promises, ounces of results.
23.
The unfortunate thing about language is that people can say anything, and it doesn’t have to
be true.
24.
The word “little” is endearing. BK: Why is it endearing? MC: Because we have to protect
things which are little.
25.
Babies may know words to use — but may make up their own words because they don’t
know that there is a commonly accepted meaning.
26.
In calling that animal a “dog,” you are assigning a meaning (defining to the phoneme — d +
o + g. ¶ Same true with “beauty,” “justice,” though at higher level of abstraction.
27.
Heretic’s Handbook, p. 132: Man a collective being — every word you think with was
handed down to you — write down some thoughts on a piece of paper — and how many of those
words did you invent? Probably none. Someone, somewhere, labeled a concept that formerly had no
name. The concept labeled, it was now usable. We owe a great debt to these nameless ghosts from the
past, who made our thinking POSSIBLE! <== Bad part: many of the thoughts we think, and the
frames, were handed down. This can channel thought, restrict thought. ¶ You use my words, I use
yours. Great! That’s exactly the idea!
28.
Any phrase consisting of two words or more is potentially word-worthy (“guilty pleasure”,
“poorly conceived thought”, etc.).
29.
Why subjective/objective distinction so important: Two facts:
1.
Every use of a word w/subjective component devalues the word
2.
Misapplications devalue the word
A.
So:
i.
X is great
ii.
Y is great
iii.
Z is great
B.
“Great” loses meaning the more things to which applied (in addition, loses meaning if Z not
great) [Note: this does not apply to objective terms like dogs: calling 1000 collies “collies” a million
times does not devalue the word].
3.
Language, like money, is finite. If you “spend” a “great” on the Gothic Symphony, you don’t
have it for the 9th. ¶ If there is objective greatness, tben societal misapplications rob others of the

SOCIETY
10,000 uses of the word
"great" allowed
use of the term.
If A uses 5,000, that’s less for
B. If A is wrong, it also robs B.
30.
Fundamental discontinuity between language and reality is that language consists of discrete
chunks of meaning and reality is seamless. (cf. fuzzy logic)
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Reality
Language

Dumb

Ignorant/Uninformed/Confused

1.
2.
We start off with the broad categories, move to the more refined, like an outline:
3.
People who don’t understand:
4.
Dumb
5.
Ignorant
6.
Uninformed
7.
Confused
8.
Start off with one measuring cup, move more: (note: millimeters or inches — arbitrary —
not 3 oz. of water, but we see as 3 “oz.” of water.
9.
oz.
10.
16/8/4/2
11.
16/15/14/13
12.
16/15.5/15/14.5
13.
The sampling rate of people’s perception reflected in their categories. Some people 10.1,
others 4.41, etc. Sampling rate a function of
14.
Memory
15.
Existing Concepts
16.
Enables the collapsing of expansion of subheadings — provides analogies for future
expansion and collapse in other areas.
17.
Energy
18.
Will
19.
Morality
20.
Raw Intelligence
21.
Ability to think. Most learning of categories takes place from concrete to abstract. Rover +
Fido + Lassie ==> Dog.
22.
Cannot know “dog” without knowing instances of “dog.”
23.
Categories are not hard, but shift when circumstances demand change.
2.
The Inadequacy of Language
1.
Ineffable
Lack of certain words to describe existing reality.
2.
Inability to micro-categorize (cf. also abstraction)
1.
We are linguistically impverished. One word: hot. this word covers 98• and 475•. Yet you can
exist in 98• temperature, but not 475•. So the word is inaccurate to the extent that it groups as similar
phenomena which, functionally speaking, are dissimilar. We use words as stop-gaps, and then forget
they were only stop-gaps.
3.
The Tyranny of Words
1.
If we only see a screwdriver as a “weapon,” we don’t see it as a “tool.”
2.
Trial, 4/88, p. 66: “Powerless” speech: use of qualifiers (“maybe,” “perhaps,” “sort of”),
disclaimers (“Oh, I don’t know,” “I guess”), and tag words (“I think”, “I suppose”). “As might be
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expected, powerless speech lowers a witness’ perceived credibility.” <== “Fuzzy logic” = powerless
speech?
3.
NYTimes, 6/19/88, p. 12 “To say the key was a blending of live actors with animation,
mechanical special effects, optical special effects, and puppetry is like saying that the key to winning
a marathon is training hard and running fast. The words eliminate all the agony of doing it.”
4.
Language is doomed? ¶ Every category has potential subcategories, which the language
doesn’t recognize. Consequently, we’re seeing a (subcategory1) as B (subcategory2) because they fall
under rubric X. Not to understand this basic, inevitable failing of language is to fall prey to its many
traps.
5.
Using percentages as adjectives to improve meaning of words
1.
90% slave. (Island B has $100 left over from producing $1000 of value).
6.
There are many different kinds of [laws], but we don’t have the vocabulary to distinguish
between them.
7.
Metaphors seen as literal
1.
Computer “thinks,” “sees,” etc.
2.
At businessess, use of the word “we”: don’t discourage clients from paranoid thinking until
we are named the attorneys by the court. In some contexts, employees encouraged to use “we”
thinking. “You’re a part of the team.”
4.
The Role of the Category
1.
Categorization
1.
Alternative (McDonald’s a competitor of BK? (5601) (5627-8) Different ways of
categorizing X, Y, and Z.
2.
Three categories, Species, race, kingdom. Animal research people: “Oh, we’re different
species.” Nazis: “Oh, they’re a different race.”
3.
Conversation on neutering. I said, “the thought makes me sick — on animals, humans, even
me.” Heidi said, “you just said that you weren’t a human.” I explained the declension as follows:

animal
human
me

Also possible:

animal

human

me

4.
6.
Brain has default grouping — sees in terms of nees. The way we manage group effects how
fast we think. Folders orignin in terms of “documents,” “apps”, bettern than “files with three letter
names” “files with four letter names.”
7.
The driver uses a hierarchy of categories to find his space. The thinker uses a hierarchy of
categories to find his thought. (5645)
8.
Distinguish between ends and means hierarchies: Ends bad (top posits a significance frame)/
means okay (top organizes activity.
9.
In what cases are claims made of a subset true of a set? (5654)
10.
Changing classifications can change the level of intelligence:
11.
We group information in our minds differently: that’s why we’re having trouble
communicating.
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12.
X’s folder: letters. (150) Y’s folder: important letters. (3). Who will find the important letter
faster? Smart people have
A.
More folders
B.
Aliasses
C.
More files
D.
Ability to put folders within folders.
13.
Mac filing system like brain. But brain is automatic. Each file automatically creates all
possible folders, and place within every one, and links folders to other files and other folders.
14.
Limited Categories
A.
The Man Who Only Had Two Categories: Tenants complained, “Enough of the hot water!” (It
was 180•). So the landlord turned it to 80•. Tenants complained, “enough with the cold water!” So he
turned it back to 180•. This went on for months. Finally, a tenant said, “Why don’t you set the water to
‘just right.’? And the landlord said “just right? Jones thinks ‘just right’ is 110•, and Mrs. Arnold thinks
just right is 103•. None of the tenants agree on what’s ‘just right,’ so how can you set it on ‘just right.’?
15.
The role of classification
A.
Classifications of laborers
i.
Primary: miners
ii.
Secondary: machine-makers
iii.
Tertiary: users of mahcines to produce products.
16.
Classification as Question-begging: situations A and B are functionally identical -- however,
there is a factual distinction. Mr. X calls A “yook,” B “zook.” Implication: two situations should be
treated differently/are different. (Merchant v. scalper/Investing v. gambling). When you hear “there
is a distinction between . . .” ask if the distinction is fundamental/functional.
17.
General Category
A.
Ways of slotting music (some of these categories are hard, others fuzzy, e.g. electric/natural =
HARD, fast/slow = FUZZY).:
i.
Good/bad
ii.
Fast/slow
iii.
Vocal/Instrumental
iv.
Ancient/Modern
v.
Big/Small (Instrumentation)
vi.
With drums/without drums
vii.
Electric/Natural
viii.
Cold/Warm
ix.
Simple/Complex
x.
Programmatic/Non-programmatic
xi.
Jazz/Classical/Rock
xii.
Inspired/Calculated
xiii.
Tonal/Atonal
18.
Insanity via categorization: when we go from “dog” to “animal,” we invest “animal” with
the qualities of “dogs.”
19.
Asymmetricality
20.
“Do” contains “don’t,” but “don’t” doesn’t contain “do.”
21.
(See also “Things to think about”)
22.
Bridging the Gap
23.
The Achilles Heel of “higher” to “lower” communication is banalification (you refer to in the
terms they understand, which banalifies the referent: e.g. referring to Beethoven’s early, middle, and
late period as betwen similar to NY Ranger’s hockey game [see Who’s Afraid of Classical Music?, p.
48).
7.
The role of abstractions (5614)
1.
A : I like dogs.
B: So, you like animals, huh?.
A: Yes.
B: do you like Snakes?
A: No.
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B: Is a Snake an Animal?
A: Yes.
B: Then you Don’t like animals! Seems as if I caught you in a contradiction!
2. I got a 1 cent an hour a raise, but they cut my hours.
B: If they hadn’t cut your hours, would it have been adequate?
A: Well, I’m moving up.
8.
Subjective v. objective categories. “All cars are vehicles” (functional abstraction). This is
false -- not every car is a vehicle, e.g., car in a junkyard. “All dogs are mammals” = objective
classsification.
1.
A name change is a frame change.
1.
Part of framing is staging reality. Cf. Otello. Note how Iago frames reality, stages it, creates a
pseudo-reality.
A.
Examples of Frames
i.
St. Pete Times, 8/5/84, p. 4C AP story: “ . . . Lewis leaped into the air, punched both fists
skyward, circled part of the track, was handed am [sic] American (“flag” omitted) by a spectator and
continued his joyous victory jog. . .” Who owned the flag? USA Today, 8/6/84, p. 2C “Paul Tucker of
New Orleans was standing in the right placeSaturday . . . Tucker waved his flag near the track-level
railing . . . when Lewis ran to him to borrow the flag.” Times editor, same pg. “Then he reached into
the first row of seats to fetch a large American flag. It was not spontaneous. The flag belonged to Clyde
Duncan, Lewis’ former coach at the University of Houston.”
ii.
St. Pete Times, 8/5/84, p. 3D Greider column: “According to calculations by Data resources,
nondefense spending will generate 25,000 new jobs per $1 billion ($10 billion) — 4,000 more jobs than
if the money were to move through the military-industrial complex. Considering that defense
procurement will top $150 billion next year, that could mean a loss in employment for the country.
When the question of defense jobs is put that way, it appears an easy choice of priorities for politicians
— more nondefense spending means more jobs. The trouble is, the question never gets framed that way
in the political arena.
The Pentagon and the defense industry always present the budget issues as a battle for dollars between
competing systems or different regions of the country, between financing jobs in your hometown or
someone else’s . . . Faced with that dilemma, most elected representatives will always vote for the
hometown jobs.”
iii.
Out of Cage convert — random noise for one man was “to provide verisimilitude.” He found it
“comforting.”
iv.
Where you can frame an issue in terms of A or B, frame in terms of the larger issue:

Disloyal
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.
made.

Honest

Exercising First
Amendment Rights

.
One can frame an issue in terms of
rights
duties
employer’s
employee’s
To frame an issue is to decide the issue. Frame situation as A, your decision about what to do is
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xii.
Frame as justification:
xiii.
“We’re in the post-industrial age.” Convenient justification when steelworkers and
autoworkers, etc., want to know why they’re out of work. A better reason is that the factories have gone
overseas.
xiv.
McDonald’s pulled ads after massacre. “This was done out of respect for what happened.”
(5844). More likely hypothesis: didn’t want the corporate name framed in negative context. See comment
of McDonald’s operator on 5845.
xv.
What functions as frame in one context can also function as [word for that-which-is-framed] in
another context.
xvi.
(to Nazis) You persecute Jews.
B: There’s some of that going on.
or
In every society there’s persecution.
or
I won’t say it doesn’t happen, but . . .
xvii.
Misframing
xviii.
Classic misframings (seeing A as B)
xix.
Fact v. opinion
xx.
Fact v. hypothesis
xxi.
Sequitur v. non-sequitur
xxii.
Other misframings
xxiii.
Necessary/Sufficient
xxiv.
Sufficient/Necessary
xxv.
Functionally Identical/different
xxvi.
Different/functionally identical
xxvii. Strong evidence/weak evidence
xxviii. Examples:
xxix.
Important to realize that the attack should not be on “capitalism” but on “concentration of
wealth.” Frame arg. in terms of oligopoly v. democracy, not capitalism v. communism. These economic
systems (capitalism v. communism) should be seen as subsets of political systems. (5818).
xxx.
Teachers function as VALIDATORS (provide significance frame). To assign chapters 1, 2, and
6 and not 3, 4, and 5 is to mimimize the significance of the middle chapters while framing as significant
the outlying chapters. They validate experience, and invalidate other experience.
xxxi.
The Academic Frame: from Serving the Few by E. Greenberg, p. 43-49 “In the midst of
imperialist war, racial oppression, poverty, concentrated power, and alienation, political science
continues to devote its energies to role theory, systems theory, roll-call vote analysis, and other
profundities.”
B.
The driver uses a hierarchy of categories to find his space. The thinker uses a hierarchy of
categories to find his thought. (5645)
i.
Distinguish between ends and means hierarchies: Ends bad (top posits a significance frame)/
means okay (top organizes activity.
2.
Poisoning the Well
A.
A description of Y (Utopia) within an X frame does disservice to Y — imagine a Jew describing
why Judaism a great religion, under the eyes of a Nazi w/loaded rifle. the description will be somewhat
tentative. Or, a Christian discussing her religious feelings in the office. They must remain within the X
framework while explaining Y.
3.
Will attempt to frame reality negatively via use of slang, humor, name calling, etc.
4.
The Reply (Reply1)(see book Six Thinking Hats)
A.
The objection doesn’t have to be true — just plausible to the uninformed.
B.
“Minimum wage should be lowered.”
i.
Types of replies
ii.
“Why?”
iii.
Why X? How did you arrive at that?
iv.
Exaclty what % of jobs will be created with an incremental decrase of 10 cents an hour? Where
is your data?
v.
Shouldn’t people be paid what their worth?
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vi.
Full employment notion smacks of communism.
vii.
(Suggest alternative consequences) Maybe prices will be lowered/kept steady (not new hires)
viii.
Maybe adults will lose jobs.
ix.
Reductio (“Why not 25 cents an hour?”) See REDUCTIO.
C.
You should send out letters advising people what to bring.
B: They don’t read the letters.
A: We should make the letters more detailed.
B: We tried that . . . it doesn’t work . . . it just doesn’t work.
i.
Did they try it?
ii.
If they did, how was the program executed?
iii.
Were there any flaws in (answer to above) that could be corrected?
iv.
Were there any additional possibilities left out?
D.
We should do _______ .
B: It would be expensive.
A: 1) No it wouldn’t (why?) or (where’s the evidence?)
2) Is that your only objection? or “Is that your most serious objection?
3) How much more would it cost?
E.
NYT, 9/29/87, p. 1: $200 million B-1 bomber downed by a flock of birds. Story notes that “every
precaution” was taken against this eventuality. Daily News p. 26 gives a good extension of this: if plane
can be destroyed by birds during a controlled training flight, why not during a run towards the USSR?
Note, this is a better comment than “how can it evade missles if it can’t evade birds?”, due to the
disparities between the two (birds smaller, etc.).
F.
When they argue against raising the minimum wage, best reply to argument “jobs will be lost”
not “jobs won’t be” but “as many jobs will be creatd as will be lost.”
G.
Many people base their intelligence on the number of replies they have to arguments (w/out
regard to the quality of those arguments).
H.
“People have always logrolled.” — people have always speeded until we posted speed limits.
<== “But people still speed!” <== Ban limits?
I.
Const. guarantees rights. B: And the Emperor has clothes.
J.
Star Ledger, 6/23/90, p. 22: “It is illegal to burn garbage here in Livingston, but you can burn
one or a bundle of flags. . .”
i.
Why do we need to pass a law? Arrest them for burning garbage/
ii.
Compare this analogy w/can’t urinate in the river, can dump toxic chemicals. Liberal would
favor one, conservative would favor the other.
K.
Me: Yeshiva spent millions on legal fees — that could have gone to the students. Her: They’ll
be all right.
L.
The idea is to give free books to kids. The bookstore person said:
i.
“If we give them the Cat in the Hat, they won’t buy the book.” and “How does giving kids the
Cat in the Hat help the bookstore?” Wanted to distribute coupons in class, so that kids would go to the
bookstore and exchange them for books.”
ii.
Little did I know that within the first two hundred words replying to my BOM idea, I’d hear the
word “Hitler.”
M.
In the case of after-life experiences, flat-out denial (“you didn’t experience that[you’re
lying]less effective than scientific explanaation (“a chemical effect”). But this isn’t always true. In other
circumstances, flat-out denial more effective (“I could not have done that, I was at location X at the
time.”)
N.
Not “don’t shut down your research department, “ but the following. Stereophile, Sept. 90, pl.
123: “I know you’ve got to make a buck, but I think research is important for the company. Before
you shut this all down, let me take a crack at running it.”
O.
“No communism.” <== No public ownership of Grand Canyon.
i.
The world these people live in is linguistic.
ii.
The linguistic world does not map on to the real world.
P.
Gibson on GMA, 5/27/91: Conversation with gun control opponent: 1) “There were 9500
murders last year by handguns — if this bill reduced those murders by 1000,500,100, even 5, wouldn’t it
be worth it?” 2) Then asked, “Since it could have that effect, wouldn’t it be worth a try? If it didn’t
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work, we could always change the law. Wouldn’t it be worth a try?” The woman stammered and then
went on to another issue — she didnt’ answer the question.
Q.
For precision’s sake, we will sometimes have to invent a word for each meaning. B: That would
unleash a torrent of words! And we have quite enough words already. The dictionary has 300,000
words, and the average person has a working vocabulary of only 5000 — and you want to invent more
words?
R.
You’re unpatriotic (for wanting to change const.) Y: How is wanting to improve the country
unpatriotic? X: You’re an idealist. Y: What’s wrong with striving for a better society?
S.
Opposition to const. will probably proceed in this way:
i.
Const. will have no effect.
ii.
Const will have effect, but a deleterious effect.
iii.
Const. may not have deleterious effect, but there are better consts. possible. ¶ 3rd the most
dangerous. The chief and probably most effective “attack” on the new const. will be an assortment of
alternative consts. The ultimate effect will be to confuse the voter, and no change will get off the ground.
No change will come from divisive squabbling. ¶ Antidote is to focus on the criteria for a good const.,
and ask if the reform addresses the issue (pick the const. which most closely satisfies the relevant
criteria. ) If it does, and doesn’t have probable deleterious effects, the suggestion may be a good one.
T.
Traffic signals of cars; potential for abuse — wrong signal could lead to accidents.
U.
Do you think there is any substantive difference betwen “tinkering” with the Const. and
amending the Const? 2) Why do you think I want to “tinker” with the Const. as opposed to amend it?
V.
Every time const. has an amendment, the same args are raised: “it won’t do anything,” “it’s
frivolous,” “it’s unecessary,” “legislators should do the job,” etc. And every time the amendment is
passed — and the country goes on.
W.
Remote control in hotel room — has device surrounding it — remote control costs $40, device
$40: argument against device in hotel manager’s meeting — if they steal with device, you lose $80
instead of $40. Go back to the drawing board.” Should he?
X.
Best answer to const. = perfect is “which one?” The one on paper, or the one we live under?
Are you talking about the const. which puts all legislative power in the hands of Congress, or the const.
which puts legislative power into the hands of the exec., judiciary, admin. bodies, and private
individuals? If the answer is “1787 const.”, then “we don’t live under that const., so there’s no reason it
shouldn’t be amended.” If 1991 const. = perfect, then “we’re not amending that const. — we’re
amending the 1787 const.”
Y.
(Irrelevant remark.). B: Triangles have three sides, but I fail to see how that observation and
your comment are germane to this discussion.
Z.
Russian Roulette with the const.:
i.
Not calling cc russina roultette for US
ii.
Would never call cc w/that “logic”
iii.
Have you studied results of state cc’s?
iv.
That’s silly. It’s not r. roulette or any kind of roulette.
v.
Given 4T ND, it may be that const. playing RR w/US.
vi.
Reverses the model in the Preamble.
vii.
History of amends. shows more rights granted.
viii.
Would you support
ix.
strict consturction of const.
x.
repeal of Article V
xi.
Ignores realiyt of Empirical const.
AA.
“This system is the best we’ve got.” <== it’s also the worst we’ve got, because it’s all we’ve got.
BB.
Genie User, 4/30/92: “There’s nothing wrong with expressing concern over worst-case
scenarios, but I don’t see it as healthy or realistic to fixate on them.”
CC.
“There’s a shortage of unsubstantiated opinion — it’s good to see that someone is remedying
that defect.”
DD.
“The two party system is really a one-party system, and I don’t think we’re invited.” (Gerry
Moore, 4/21/92).
EE.
“Your analysis has gone to 2d base,” but it needs to reach home to achieve true legitimacy.
FF.
The Executioner’s Reply
i.
I’m innocent. B: (pulling the switch) That’s what they all say.
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GG.
(not really in this category: should go to another category) The Comparison (as a reply
technique)
i.
$20,000,000 to pass a law? For the price of passing 12 laws, we could give a book a month . . .
HH.
The vampire will tell you that to drive the stake in his heart is “dangerous.”
II.
“I see you have an open mind — I guess that explains why you’re so knowledgeable.”
JJ.
ME: 10% of the people bought a non-fiction book last year. HIM: Can you read?
KK.
McKeever: Use music in the classroom. Student: Don’t students hear enough music already?
LL.
Against gun control: you own a handgun, they own an AK-47 — are you going to get one of
those too because criminals have them?
MM.
I spent two years thinking about it — can you give it two hours?
NN.
When they say “the people are the solution,” say “sounds like yoiu’re advocating a
parliamentarian system with annual terms.”
OO.
Living const.: “you’re not talking about a cons.t, you’re talking about a rubber band.” A good
leash is made from metal, not rubber. <== If you want to cut the dog more slack, buy a longer leash.
PP.
This is a government that has wasted more money than any government in history, and they say,
‘if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.”
QQ.
Employees made $10,000 in personal long distance calls. B: We’ve always had that problem.
RR.
If the people would . . . B: If cows had wings, we’d be ducking cow patties.
SS.
Umpire league recruited from the Farsighted society. 35% of the calls were wrong. A: We need
to improve our selection process. B: It’s no use — no umpire will ever be perfect.
TT.
We need to agree. B: No we don’t.
5.
Precision in language is very important
A.
I think Wilson is a jerk.
i.
Wilson is a jerk.
ii.
A thinks Wilson is a jerk.
B.
I think Wilson is a jerk.
i.
Wilson is a jerk.
ii.
A thinks Wilson is a jerk.
a.
is the correct answer no matter how A prefaces his remark.
6.
Definition of anchor
A.
To set a frame: Poisoning the Well may be considered ngegative anchoring. Introductions at
speeches may be considered positive anchoring. Entertainment Tonight knew that audience wouldn’t
know who Jim Cameron was when Arnold S. mentioned him in an interview, so they anchored the
upcoming term in their introduction to the segment by saying “Iim Cameron directed Arnold S. in The
Terminator.
7.
Identity1 (5625) (same1) (different1) (same/different1)
A.
And Relation to Categories (5622-23)
B.
Functional Identity v. Aspect Identity (5677) (functional identity1) (cf. also analogy)
i.
A function functions as an intent or primary function depending on how people perceive the
function.
ii.
Heard on TV: “A man who will not read is no better off than a man who cannot read.”
iii.
A pack of cigarettes is different from a dollar bill — yet both can serve as a medium of
exchange.
iv.
FI to purpose X: you must carefully define your purpose. Cig. lighter FI to nose hair clipper
only if purpose defined narrowly: “eliminate nose hair: — if nose hair defined more broadly, “elim.
nose hair w/o hurting nose,” not FI.
v.
Does a govt. have the right to take your money, and burn it? No. Does it have the right to take
money, and give it to a person who manufactures a useless device? Is there any difference between the
two? Does it have the right to pay 10x for a device when the value is X? No.
vi.
If the people of the U.S. do not have the right to choose the const. they live under by majority
vote, then we live in a dictatorship. Period.
C.
Identity based on cluster of features permissible. (5686-7)
D.
No better way to preserve your identity than to remain ignorant.
E.
“Same” is an illusion because NO A is identical with B.
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F.

They identify film music with classical music, but all they hear is the

Classical
music

Film music
Instrumental
music

intersection.
G.
As far from different as you can get without being the same.
H.
Does Q = -P? (if so, does -Q = P?)¶ What is needed is a “falls under the category of” sign
instead of an “is coextensive with” sign.
J.
“Like” is a funny word. A wolf is “like” a dog; but one’s your best friend, the other wants you
for dinner.
K.
“What’s the difference between me and a lumbering ox? An ox has four legs.” Virtually any
response I give is funny, because in specifying a difference I implicitly endorse all the other similarities.
(“What’s the difference between me and a — .” “ ___ = ø .”
L.
Heard on TV: “A man who will not read is no better off than a man who cannot read.”

SAME

Atomic level

Highest level of
abstraction: "being"
SAME

DIFFERENT (world level)

When they tell you something is
M.
“same” or “different,” they frequently merely tell you the level of abstraction at which they’re perceiving
reality.
N.
A piece of a cat • a cat, but they will identify your entire cons. w/one flawed clause — the entire
test w/one wrong answer.
O.
“Same” and “different” an “as if” judgment — it’s in our minds as if it were real.
P.
The similarity ties it together, but the difference bursts it asunder.
8.
The Role of Metaphor
A.
Seeing life in terms of football -- what ifB his experience provides no congruent terms for
certain phenomena? (5651-2)
B.
Once you realize that “built a better mousetrap” etc. can be read metaphorically, your thoughts
can now go in a new direction (improving the commonplace).
C.
Interview, August ‘86, p. 106: “It’s normal for kids to like bad scary things like Godzilla,
Poltergeist II, and Motley Crue. It gives them the metaphors they are going to need in order to
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understand institutionalized cruelty and stupidity, not to mention the tools designed for global
destruction.”
D.
Metaphor does two things at once:
i.
De- anchors a term (unanchored term: references vary from situation to situation).
ii.
Illustrates taht language can be de-anchored, and meaning will still result. Metaphor is power,
and reveals power.
9.
Metaphorical reading
A.
Metaphorical reading is the key to empathy.
B.
Some people (like me) read sentences within a text re: topic X, and continually map the
sentences from domain X onto domain Y. For example, in Scahertorte Algorithm, p. 184, I read (and
substitute) “The complexity of the computer programs (society) we write (create) has gron faster than
our ability to write them correctly (deal with the problems). Of course, I don’d do this in so many
words, or using these exact words, but it’s similar. Or, on p. 185, reading about FORTRAN (“it’s not the
laast word in computing; on the contrary, it was one of the first words”), I substitute “constitution” for
FORTRAN. (and “government” for “computing.”). I’m applying the lessons of domain Y to domain X. ¶
I do this a lot. This might be one of the central lessons in thinking people can glean from these
notebooks. Pretty much anyone can discern the [true] significance of an Aesop fable, but how many can
apply the same type of analysis to everyday garden-variety prose reading? P. 187: “ . . . good writing is
easier to detect than to describe.” (maps onto “I know obscenity when I see it” remark, and lends
credibility to the remark by providing a parallel from an entirely separate domain. It functions in the
same way as does independent verification of an experiment (in science), or a test of type X which gives
the same answer as a test of type Y. (e.g. vase with date 200 ad, verified by carbon-dating and other
experiments). [Two kinds of verifications: 1) Experiment A repeated 2) Experiment A compared with
different experiment B.] ¶ Without a good deal of reading, and the right kind of thinking approach,
one cannot be exposed to this process of independent verifications, and thus one cannot fit the premises
within a hierarchy of credibiltity. [MC: (this idea) is like th e instructions (foriideas)]. ¶ With the kind of
thinking approach outlined in the previous pages, one can get a massive amount of information out of a
book, much more than is actually present. ¶ This approach also suggests an explanation for inteligence;
not a genetic ability, but an approach to thought which multiplies the significance of one’s thought-time
five-fold. It bootstraps thought.
C.
Some texts are more “mappable” than others others, and are more valuable because of this. ¶
One criteria of great art might be its “mappability” — or what can be done with a given text — the
verifications it can provide in vastly different domains.
D.
Stereophile, Feb. ‘90, p. 25: “While the pyramid is wide in the middle, it is even wider at the
base.” <== a profound remark is one which links together a number of experiences not formerly
thought of together.
10.
Grammatical structure ought to focus on conceptual linking (as opposed to form).
11.
Von Domarus1 (5625) (5630 -- note how this relates to category) (5676) (vd1)
A.
When Von Domarus works: Essential Features (5685)
B.
Von Domarus not necessarily fallacious. (5688)
C.
The fact that A and B share a feature does not mean that they are coextensive.
D.
Von Domarus built into the way we categorize reality -- the way our mind works. X eats a lamb
chop -- “he likes meat.” Leads to the following:
i.
X likes meat.
ii.
Pork is meat.
iii.
“He likes pork.” (Problem: he is Jewish).
a.
Note the role of the TYPE of language in the B part of the “A likes B” statement. B can be:
b.
Abstract
c.
Objective (communist)
d.
Subjective (funny things)
e.
Concrete
E.
Examples
i.
Businessmen work hard.
B: Jewel thieves work hard. (5686)
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F.
Fascists want to control the wealth to dominate others.
Capitalists want to control the wealth to dominate others.
Capitalists are fascists.
G.
The more complex the society, the more difficult to classify adequately -- thus, more Von
Domarus errors.
H.
The discriminating similarity is critical to avoid Von Domarus error. A insane — is B? Both A
and B breathe: not a discriminating similarity.
I.
A sees B eat beef. Thinks, “he’s a meat-eater.” The problem:

He eats beef.

Beef is meat.
VON DOMARUS
Pork is meat.

He eats pork.
But he doesn’t — VD is a lot like VD — you don’t see it — it injures you — it infects all you touch.
J.
Put in purely symbolic form, most might find the VD error valid: A is B, C is B, A is C. (Note
that if you substitute the = sign for is, it is valid. Also note how this relates to abstraction [A is a subset of
B, not identical with it]. This connects with how the brain classifies information).
K.
NYT, 1/27/91, p. E-17: “It’s like saying that since people and elephants both have ears, they can
equally enjoy Mozart . . .”
L.
Libertarian: I’m against power to the people. Totalitarian: So am I!
M.
VD in Language
i.
Thinking Process
a.
In trying to make decisions, we analogize to past.
b.
To analogize, we must see X as “the same.”
c.
We categorize — X is a musical — Y is a musical — X and Y are “the same.”
d.
We want to “something different.” — Q proposes Y — P responds, “that’s the same — a
musical.”
e.
X = Sound of Music. Y = Hair.
f.
VD insanity is BUILT-IN to the thinking process.
12.
Enthymeme1 (see SUBTEXT)
A.
“Robbing Peter to pay Paul.” Contains the enthymeme that Peter and Paul have identical
incomes (alliteration of P/both disciples).
B.
The same entheymeme presented in different frames has a powerful mind control effect (if both
A and B reduce hippies to absurdity, this creates a feeling of certainty in the mind of the viewer that the
hypothesis is correct.) Much ideological hegemony done through fiction (TV and movies). Amerika an
extreme example.
C.
You’ll find the cause and effect enth. wherever you find the word “effect” in a sentence. That
may be obvious. What’s less obvious is that C&E enth present in sentences with word “determine,”
“inspired,” etc.
D.
Note the difference in meaning between statments one and two:
i.
If you’re going to step in the arena, bring a sword.
ii.
If you’re hunting cougar, make sure your gun isn’t loaded with blanks.
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a.
2d statement has an extra meaning.
E.
Newsweek, 8/6/90, pp. 44-5: Defense Spending: “Once this wave of cutbacks hits, it will only
be a matter of time before the ripples spread. Along with defense contractors’ jobs will go those of
subcontractors, not to mention hairdressers, bartenders, and gas station attendatns who cater to workers
in the industry.”
F.
“Our education system . . .” <== We don’t have an education system.
G.
In law school, we didn’t read law (statutes), we read cases.
H.
The issue is not “what does Perot want?” — the issue is “what do we want?”
I.
The issue is not what law do you want, but what law would you enact if you were a politician
responsible for the well-being of society.
J.
Issue not “do you want it?” or “do you need it? but “will you use it?”
K.
Issue isn’t “should the const. be amended?”— issue is “what amendments should we have?”
L.
Enth.: “Grammar” exercise. Language Arts, v. 64N 2, 2/87, p. 171 “Silencing in public
schools”). “One reading teacher prepared original grammar worksheets, including items such as ‘Most
women in Puerto Rico is/are oppressed.”
M.
They haven’t faced up to the fact that . . .
i.
X is the case.
ii.
They have not recognized that X is the case.
iii.
They are cowardly or ignorant for not recognizing that X is the case.
a.
The loaded character is only revealed when we fill in the blanks with the plainly absurd.
N.
The subtext of games (game1)
i.
Gets you used to the idea that someone else makes the rules, and you play by them.
ii.
Chess
a.
Change the objective of chess — only you know it, your opponent doesn’t. Who will win the
game? If only oyou know the object of the game, you win. ¶ Every game has an implicitt object; to keep
the players playing. The magic ingredient is chance. People will indulge in the most irrational games, as
long as there is a chance they can win.
iii.
Some games teach 1) classes in terms of 2) dichotomies, such as:
a.
In-group v. out-group
b.
Winner v. loser
c.
Better v. worse
d.
Above v. below
e.
Popular v. unpopular (you learn your social standing when you’re not picked) One must learn
a cless dichotomy before one can enter a class hierarchy.
iv.
Games are symmetrical
a.
Sunday NYT magazine talked of “asymmetrical” contests (roman gladiators — net & trident v.
sword & shield).
v.
“You should have gone for a different look.” <== Metalanguage.
O.
Assumptions (assumption1 assumptions1)
i.
Causing Death and Saving Lives, p. 21 gives very valuable insight. Points to six “moral
beliefs” (i.e. major premises) that dominate discussions about when it is right or wrong to kill. Indeed,
one’s accceptance (or lack of acceptance) of these premises will frequently decide the argument before it
can be argued. These major premises function as cases (and precedent) in law — they set the
parameters.
a.
The doctrine of the sanctity of life: that killing is an intrinsic evil.
b.
Utilitarianism: greatest good for the greatest number justifies harm to individuals.
c.
End justifies means: It’s okay to do a good act with potential bad consequences.
d.
It’s wrong to do a bad act for the sake of the good consequences.
e.
There is an important moral difference between acts and omissions, say between killing and
“not striving to keep alive,” etc.
f.
Being alive/conscious/human is intrinsically valuable.
ii.
The tyranny of tacit assumption — “our system” — as if it were a mountain, neither created by
us nor removable by us.
13.
Argument by Abstraction (cf. also fuzzy logic)
A.
The Nature of Abstraction
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i.
Without abstractions, the world would make no sense. You wouldn’t see a “computer,” but a
“screen”: and not a “screen,” but a “piece of glass surrounded by plsastic”; and not ____ , but a “hard
transparent surface circumscribed by a hard white substance,” and not ____, but the raw sensory
perception known as “mish-mosh.” the farterh you get from subjective sense, the more elusive meaning
becomes.
ii.
History is history, except where the abstraction ability is present. A commits a crime at T!: “He
is a crook.” At Tn, “A is a crook.” Even though the defining act took place fifty years ago.
iii.
Practically all words are abstractions. ¶ Good way to discover more/less abstract is Venn
diagramming.R
iv.
One can increase the heinousness of a crime with the abstraction.
v.
The abstraction, improperly used, is an enemy of reason. “We are not pleased with the quality
of your work.” ¶ X puts in staple at an angle: “Here at our firm, we believe in perfection. This shows
you don’t care about your work.” Insist of examples — refuse to accept the use of abstractions. (Couple
the tendency to let loose with unachored abstractions w/the need for self-justification, and you get a
potent formula for wild irrationality.
vi.
A good rule to use re: abstractions — use the least expanisve term necessary (i.e. “collie”
instead of “dog”). And possibly use an objective term instead of functional (“dog” for “pet”).
vii.
Blue marble: at the core of abstraction-leaping (von domarus too?). Possible link between
analogy and statistics. 1)blue2)blue “theres another blue. ==> 1)sloppy once2)sloppy twice (“he is
sloppy”).
B.
Your salesmen travel?
B: Yes.
A: Is driving on the highway potentially fatal?
B: Yes.
A: You mean you are exposing your employees to potentially fatal conditions just to make money?
C.
Is what’s good for the economy good for America?
A: Yes.
B: If I let the salesmen travel, will the economy grow?
A: Yes.
B: If I don’t let them travel, the economy will falter, and that will be bad for America, yes?
D.
“It’s my gun, and I can do what I want with my property.”
E.
A wants to use B’s life preserver to save drowning kid, B refuses, saying “it’s my property.”
F.
“Risk” : A takes risk with 100% of his capital, B takes risk with 1 percent of his capital. Are
they taking the same risk? RCA lost $500 million on its videodisc. What risk did it take?
G.
Vagueness
H.
Discover, June ‘85, p. 27: “Venture capitalists plunge into start-up companies despite the
failure of new businesses . . . you hear this silly argument that ‘the odds don’t apply to me.’” This
“argument” is not necessarily silly. Assume that we are going to open a videostore, and the failure rate
for new businessis is 80%, but the failure rate for new videostores is 30%. A new bookstore is a new
business, but should we predict the chances of success based on the success rate of all new businesses,
or just new videostores? How the problem is framed is very important. (The role of abstraction in
decisionmaking.
I.
Children shouldn’t watch television.
B: You don’t want your kid to watch Sesame Street?
J.
The real problem with negative incidents (for certain mindsets) is that they provide a base for
magnifiers: i.e., the “what if” thoughts, “why” thoughts, and “it’s unfair” thoughts which accompany
these incidents. (These incidents also provide a base for others to launch abstractions from: “He’s a
loser.,” “he’s a jerk,” “he’s incompetent,” etc. In a certain milieu, all 1X incidents are 10X incidents.
And another phenomenon: a 1x incident which occurs contigously with another 1x incident has a
geometric effect. Really deadly.) ¶ In the wrong mind, a 1X event can become a 10X event.
K.
B did not do X. (A; You did X. B: I did not. A: (to C) 1) B can’t take criticism. 2) B is
argumentative. 3) B refuses to acknowledge his imperfections — he has a bad attitude.
L.
If you want people to climb the ladder of abstraction on individual issues, you’d best see that
they are educated to consistently climb the ladder of abstraction.
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Sentient Being

Animal

We want people to see
animals as sentient beings.
But if they haven't been
educated beforehand, this
is very difficult to do.

Dog
M.
m.
N.
Evidence of abstraction: Day of outrage (I heard this re: MLK).-- year of outrage (then said,
“Why not a year of outrage, and then some seconds later) -- “life of outrage.” My mind was moving up
through the ladder of abstraction. Some people will go down the ladder of abstraction.
O.
The way you state the facts will determine your hypothesis. You give a mint to Rover (a Beagle).
It gags. What lessons do you learn? :
i.
Don’t give mints to Rover.
ii.
Don’t give mints to Beagles.
iii.
Don’t give candy to Rover.
iv.
Don’t give candy to Beagles.
v.
Don’t give mints to Dogs.
vi.
Don’t give candy to Dogs.
vii.
Don’t give mints to Animals.
viii.
Don’t give candy to Animals.
ix.
Don’t eat mints at all — anybody. Get rid of mints.
P.
Some people’s thought process:
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Person
A (makes mistake)
B Abstraction (thought of as possibility)
(If he can't do this right, maybe he can't
do X right)
[Confirming instance] (Sometimes)
Possibility

Actuality

Abstraction (thought of as actuality)
(He can't do X right)

Abstraction
(we can't trust him to do this)

Abstraction
(we
can't trust him to do anything)
q.

Q.
R.
Some people’s abstractions become premises: 1) Fallacious abstractions formed (formed as
hypotheses). 2) Hypotheses become premises. ¶ The process is two-step. The abstractions are formed
easily, because they start off as mere hypotheses. But then the possibility becomes actual, sometimes
spontaneously, sometimes triggered by the presence of a “confirming” instance. (i.e. fits in the slot).
S.
The more we attentuate our abstractions, the less meaningful the words “like” and “same”
become.
T.
“Everyone has an equal chance.” Maybe, but suppose its’ one chance in 1000?
U.
Amplification of the abstraction: a “chance”: 1% 100%?
V.
“I’m organizing the documents.” An abstraction which hides the truth. He’s a) putting them in
serial order and b) checking what we have with what we’re supposed to get. I can help with A & B, but
only one of us needs to “organize.”
W.
Every media event is a window — it opens briefly, then closes. Only in that time frame do you
have the public will to change the laws (Steinberg case). You don’t have the jury vote four years after it’s
seen the evidence. B: But we don’t wan’t the jury making snap decisions!
X.
Save lives, jobs.
Y.
Heard at work — after interview, X got letter from interviewee. Said, “she knows the right
things to do. She sent me a letter after the interview. ¶ So, even if the letter wasn’t flattering (which it
probably was), she gets a positive charge from the massive abstraction formed (“she knows the right
things to do.”)
Z.
“Capitalism” is like the word “dog.” Are we talking about dachshunds, poodles, or dobermans?
¶ Maybe we have pit bull capitalism, when what we really want is labrador capitalism.
AA.
We should give antiobiotics to those with bacterial infections. B: That’s discrimination — we
should give antibiotics to everybody.
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BB.
“Giving them what they want” not necessarily bad/good. Who’s “they”? An audience of
Einstein’s, or of Jesse Helm’s?
CC.
From commentary on Art of Human Computer Interface: Abstractions should be used as a
springboard, not as a boundary.
DD.
NYT, 3/3/91, p. 4-F: Arg by abstraction:. Not actually stated in the article, but Calif. winemaker
could say “the French age their wines underground — we age our wines underground.” But
underground in France is:
i.
Much deeper
ii.
surrounded by granite
iii.
much cooler temperatures (calif. caves near hot springs, and stone structures are warmer)
iv.
more moisture in Calif; greater chance mold will form
EE.
I have a system. It’s going to cure the excesses of democracy. Will you vote for it? B: Sure. A:
Congratulations! You’ve just approved the Soviet Constitution.
FF.
“Excess of democracy” a great fear-creator due to people’s tendencies to see themselves only in
the minority position — to a black, “excess of democracy” is segregation laws. To a Jew, an “excess of
democracy” is Christian prayer in schools; to a pro-choice person person, an “excess of democracy” is
anit-abortion laws; to the ultra-rich, an “excess of democracy” is an increase in their taxes. Thus, a
consensus can be built among every minority in society, chich will eventually cover 100% of the voters.
GG.
Will cure “excess of democracy.”
i.
What is an excess of democracy?
ii.
Will it do it?
iii.
What else will it do. (In USSR, is the presence of a copying machine an “excess of
democracy?”).
HH.
“This system is good because it prevents an excess of democracy.” By “excess of democracy,”
A means:
i.
laws against slavery
ii.
laws mandating segregation
iii.
laws prohibiting 40 hr. work weeks w/o overtime
iv.
don’t know
v.
If the answer is 4, you cannot support. You cannot agree, nor disagree, for that matter.
II.
“Excess of democracy” — one man’s shortage is another man’s surplus.
JJ.
No one would sign a contract w/o a) reading b) understanding the impact (even though X says,
“it’s a fair deal) — yet we’ll accept a const. because X says “it prevents an excess of democracy.”
KK.
“Spent $20 to see X. He is funny.” (Skelton/Youngman/Carlin?)
LL.
Traffic signals on cars — potential for abuse — wrong signal could lead to accidents.
MM.
Stability only a virtue if it’s good (refrigerator — 50 years old — too small, only cools to 40• —
but impossible to move out of house — an antique — people have affection for it — a family heirloom.)
NN.
Fourplex: alternates films, shows 8 films, no traffic. Sixplex: no alternation, big traffic jam —
which would you rather go to? can’t just judge on the number of theaters.
OO.
Argument by Thesaurus: pulling out a bunch of words from a book and applying it to a
position.
PP.
The more you study, the more you know. The more you know, the more you forget. The more
you forget, the less you know. So why study?
QQ.
When I read Madison “if majority be united by a common interest, the rights of the minority
will be insecure,” I get no meaning. Does he mean that the majority of the people are against John
Gacy, and that Gacy’s rights will be insecure? Then I say “good.” Does he mean that the majority is
against toxic waste dumping, and the “right” of a company to dump effluent into a river is “insecure”?
Then I say, “the more insecure, the better.”
RR.
Axioms
i.
Suppose there were drug X, and suppose that every great achievement happened after the
consumption of drug X.
a.
Beet. 9, disc. of theory of relativity, Hamlet, F. Wake, Pieta
ii.
Wouldn’t we want everone to have access to drug X? Or would we a) ban b) limit to selected
few. Why would you ban it? “People shouldn’t use drugs.” ¶ Makes a fetish of the axiom. The Achilles
Heel of axioms is that they live on long after their justification has been extinguished. Like signposts to
H. Johnson’s, after HJ has closed, and newer restaurants have been opened on the other fork.
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SS.
Would our “free-market” advocates advise Midas to hug his daughter? Their arguments:
i.
He has a right to do it.
ii.
He has a right to increase his wealth.
iii.
We shouldn’t pass a law to stop Midas.
TT.
Some people make a fetish of abstractions, and are ruled by them long after their reason for
being has passed. “Property owner owns from X ft. below to the skies above.” What to do with
airplanes? When we change the law, do we diminish the value of his property? ¶ Those who insist on
compensation from government is devalued don’t insist on a tax from government when the value of
their property is increased. Logically, a goverment should be able to tax all the profits on a piece of land
that is sold for 10x the purchase price once the freeway is announced.
UU.
They claim the people will abuse their freedom, so pin ‘em down. they claim businesses will
thrive under freedom, so let ‘em loose. ¶ But businesses are people! And people run businesses. <==
These sort of inconsistencies force the evil ones to make more and more pedantic distinctions, until the
point of absurdity is reached (what 75% of the people think is absurd).
VV.
Superb thing about Paradise Island example is that it helps focus — would you move there —
no — and the answer to all the following questions.
i.
Does it matter that you may live in a comfortable house?
ii.
Does it matter that you may be happy there?
iii.
Does it matter that Simon took risks?
iv.
Does it matter that Simon worked his way up?
v.
Does it matter that Simon has the right to do it?
vi.
Does it matter that you can ‘move up’?
vii.
Does it matter that you have ‘Freedom of Speech’?
viii.
Does it matter that the island is the most productive?
ix.
Does it matter that you have the right to vote?
x.
Does it matter that you can make a difference?
xi.
Does it matter that it has very few laws?
xii.
Does it matter that it is ‘the best island in the ocean.’
xiii.
Does it matter that Simon should be rewarded for the risks he took?
xiv.
Does it matter that Simon’s actions are perfectly constitutional.
xv.
Does it matter that it is the “Paradise Island way?”
xvi.
Does it matter that it’s the way it’s always been?
xvii.
Does it matter that it’s ‘the system’?
xviii.
Does it matter that ‘it’s not perfect, but the best we have?”
xix.
All these “reasons,” formerly so compellin in our world, seem utterly void of legitimacy in this
hypothetical. ¶ Ain’t it magical?
WW.
Arg. by abstraction: “Here’s a liquid.” Will you drink it? (after all, you can’t live without
taking in liquids).
XX.
Since all laws restrict minorities, the construction “stops laws which restrict minorities” does
not emerge as analytically useful tool.
YY.
Constitutional fallacies: classification (8161)
ZZ.
Why would you support a document you disagreed with? You would if the terms were abstract
— 96% would agree — yet only 12% would like the implementation. ¶ That which unifies on this basis
destroys. Flaw in humanity is that they can only agree on the wors provisions (abstractions with + spin).
We can only get a consensus on the things on which we couldn’t get a consensus.
AAA. “Too many laws.”
BBB. “Compromise.”
CCC. Const. “evolves.”
DDD. Reason, June ‘90, p. 36: “ . . . on the relative scale of miniscule cancer risks, food itself is more
‘dangerous’ than man-made pesticides.”
i.
Rather than go into a lengthy exposition of all the research data, one might ask him, ‘which
would you rather have for a bedtime snack: 4 ozs. of chocolate chip cookies, or 4 ozs. of dioxin?”
EEE. “People should pay for the services they want.” <== People who own prop. should pay for
defense police, etc. — why should I pay for defense if I have no property to defend?
FFF. How do you strictly interpret “from time to time,” or broadly interpret “two years.”?
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GGG. Living in apartments built before TVs and stereos — thin walls — structure not designed for
reality. ¶ TV and stereo issue — people on both sides — good example of conflicting rights — “I want
to do what I want with my property.” — Abstraction carries too heavy a load — falls apart at the seams.
HHH. Every abstraction is a pit.
III.
Inefficiency “creates jobs.”
JJJ.
When you say “I like dogs,” and they put a pit bull in your lap, that’s when you realize the
problem with abstraction.
KKK. Problem not “majority” but unjust majority.
LLL.
He uses abstractions to justify his abstractions.

European
Londener
"Europeans drive on the left."

Attributing to a class
the attributes of a subclass

MMM.
NNN. We use one word — abortion — to describe abortions after 1 and after 9 months.
OOO. (abstraction1)
PPP.
“We increased sales.” (look for the numbers Next examples.
QQQ. Concrete is the mortar of abstraction — we build abstractions with the concrete.
RRR. cf. local v. global.
SSS.
Abstract/Specific
i.
UP: Dog ==> Animal
ii.
DOWN: Dog ==> Lassie
iii.
IN-BETWEEN: Collie.
TTT.
Parameters for abstractions
i.
[D]Crazy32
a.
The D, a letter, indicates a qualitatively different degree of craziness (“cute,” not like Son of
Sam). The 32 indicates quantitative craziness 1 = Not very crazy, 100 = extra crazy).
UUU. Abstract term: rough sandpaper. Specific term: fine

Animal
Dog
Collie
Collie
Type

sandpaper.
VVV. The role of abstractions (5614)
i.
Examples

Time
This must be the motion (global
focus to local focus)
In conveying
understanding —
because we
understand in terms
Fido
of similarities —
from known to
unknown (companion
of new to old)
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a.
A : I like dogs.
B: So, you like animals, huh?.
A: Yes.
B: do you like Snakes?
A: No.
B: Is a Snake an Animal?
A: Yes.
B: Then you Don’t like animals! Seems as if I caught you in a contradiction!
b.
I got a 1 cent an hour a raise, but they cut my hours.
B: If they hadn’t cut your hours, would it have been adequate?
A: Well, I’m moving up.
WWW. Fuzzy Logic1 (cf. also abstraction)
i.
A majority is never an homogenized mass. On day 1, a majority consists of A, B, and C. On day
2, C, D, and E. On day 3, A, C, and E.
ii.
Baldness
a.
Bald
b.
Cold
c.
Balding
d.
Temperature
e.
Not Bald
f.
Hot
g.
We can use percentages in words — we have 75% freedom, 68% rights, 10• power — but what
ought to be the proper mixture? That which attains the ends.
iii.
The people have power — is this 1% power? 10%? — it’s not 100%, because that’s democracy
— and no bill of rights.
iv.
The day you allocate land to everyone is the day you move from (doberman) capitalism to
(collie) capitalism.
v.
If 100 white jellybeans, no red. “If you pull out white, you win a buck.” Pull out red, you lose.”
Is this a gamble? No. Now one red. Gamble now? Perhaps — but only a 1% gamble.
a.
Every word should be specified with degrees.
b.
Gamble1 = 1% gamble.
c.
Gamble5 = 5% gamble.
d.
Gamble99 = 99% gamble.
vi.
Imprecise language makes us make some stupid decisions.
14.
The Role of the Concept1
A.
General Concept
i.
To illustrate the necessity of concepts, give an elementary chess problem, e.g. how to take x’s
Queen.

R
ii.
iii.
Answer is for R to move to indicated square. But show you can teach even a non-chessplaying
person how to solve the problem by teaching them the concepts necessaryt to solve the problem with a
related example.
iv.
Minds that survey a small domain — few concepts, few emotions — prisoners of their inability
to conceive the alternative.
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N

K
R

Can give a directly analogous
problem, and can then move in
a more attentuate direction.
The problem illustrates the nature of
problem-solving; situations change,
but not the principles.

Can turn this problem
on the vertical axis to
avoid the charge of
"giving the answer
away"

v.
vi.
It’s not just the quantity of concepts, but the quality of concepts.
vii.
Before you can teach the concept metaphor, what are the base concepts?
a.
Comparison
b.
Identity
B.
Intensional
i.
Mental (creative thought)
ii.
Verbal (communicated via language)
C.
Extensional
i.
Visual
ii.
Aural (sans language)
iii.
Taste
iv.
Smell
v.
Touch
D.
Some concepts useful in interpreting fact-patterns from the legal persepctive
i.
Knowledge
ii.
Intent
iii.
Mitigation
iv.
Exacerbation
v.
Evidence
vi.
Causation
vii.
When you see facts: is this good evidence? Does the act exacerbate the crime? Did he have
intent? In fact-patterns, facct-set A goes to prove causation — fact-set B goes to prove intent — fact set
C is evidence for a major premise. Analysis of fact-patterns is shuttling a set of facts into different
categories for the purpose of determination of guilt, etc.
E.
“America” and “capitalism” are not entities — they are [nothing more than] concepts. They are
master concepts [designed to] project an illusion of unity.
F.
Concepts as building blocks
ii.
Why do you give design problems to a designer, rather than a physicist? Because the designer
has the concepts in his/her brain that will allow him/her to solve the problem — the physicist doesn’t. ¶
The first step is coming up with ideas to solve problems is having the concepts in your haed that are
necessary to solve the problem (every problem has its solution — every solution has a necessary
conceptual substrate.) ¶ The most important concepts in your head are the concepts which tell you
which are the most important concepts. ¶ That’s where art comes in.
G.
Ephemeral Concepts
i.
Right now we have a concept: 2000-as-representation-of-the-future. this concept won’t be
around in 10 years.
H.
Concepts as building blocks
i.
Without the categories legitimate/illegitimate, how could X be framed as either? 1st step in
legitimizing X is convincing the populace that things are to be legitimated.
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ii.
Why do you give design problems to a designer, rather than a physicist? Because the designer
has the concepts in his/her brain that will allow him/her to solve the problem — the physicist doesn’t. ¶
The first step is coming up with ideas to solve problems is having the concepts in your haed that are
necessary to solve the problem (every problem has its solution — every solution has a necessary
conceptual substrate.) ¶ The most important concepts in your head are the concepts which tell you
which are the most important concepts. ¶ That’s where art comes in.
I.
Structuring Concepts
i.
One idea sets the stage for another (e.g. before you can get at the issue of RESPONSIBILITY,
you must first get past the issue of CAPACITY.
ii.
Ayn Rand, BVC, uphill/downhill metaphor, leaving party early (because it will end), arranging
desk chairs on the Titanic.
iii.
The poem “If” by Rudyard Kipling difficult to read because the structuring concept is contained
at the end of the poem (“you’ll be a man, my son.”). As we need structure for a poem to be meaningful,
so does a person need a role model to structure his life so as to make it meaningful.
a.
Rambo films structure the life of young males. Flashdance acts to structure the life of young
women.
b.
Continuum/Hammock Principles -- Fallacy is applying continuum principle to a hammock
situation. (5752)
c.
A continuum may be seen horizontally or vertically. Vertical orientation: person A is BETTER
than person B. Horizontal orientation: no one person is better -- people just different. Kohlberg’s moral
categories are seen through vertical scrim.
iv.
People can see anti-American activity in terms of only one concept: communism. Unfortunately,
they lack the concepts neocapitalism, fascism, totalitarianism, etc. This means that neocapitalist activity
is not seen as un-American.
v.
One can’t appreciate the signifcance of Watt’s flipping the buffalow from left to right unless
one knows/has access to concepts AND significance of concepts “right/left” wing. To further appreciate
significance, one must have access to the concepts enthymeme/subtext.
vi.
In chess one cannot win without an OBJECTIVE. The objective serves the same function as the
hypothesis. It narrows perception, and enables the mind to think critically on an ISSUE. Without an
objective, the mind wouldn’t know where to begin to think. (see continuation at 5800-1)
J.
Repertoire of Concepts. Conceptual repertorire. Brain = instrument, idea = music.
K.
One concept is necessary for another. One can’t appreciate the significance of Watt’s flipping
the buffalo from left to right unless one (knows/has access to) concepts AND significance of concepts
“right/left” wing. To further appreciate significance, one must have access to theconcept of enthymeme.
L.
Dangerous Concepts
i.
Relativity
a.
The tyranny of relativism:
b.
Slave A is happy: he’s treated better than slave B.
c.
Any art is just as good as any other art.
ii.
Balance
a.
When discussing a person who is objectively good OR evil (predominantly), a “balanced” view
(i.e. both sides have a point) serves the interests of EVIL. Where the pwerson (and/or)issue is evil, it
gives evil a legitimacy it doesn’t deserve. When discussing good, it brings down the good and suggests
that the good maybe isn’t. Furthermore, it levels off A and B, and makes both appear equally rational.
15.
Danger words (see dangerous concepts) (dangerous1) (danger1)
A.
These words are dangerous because powerful — like electricity.
B.
Either/Or (Some dichotomies contain built-in value judgments [dominant/submissive
immature/mature] See 5585) (or just or)
i.
Should every “or” statement be followed by “or both, or neither.”?
ii.
Statement true or untrue? Or is it so ambiguous it could be either or depending on the context?
C.
Can (can1) (could1) (cf. Las Vegas fallacy)
i.
You can win, but he does win.
ii.
Everything that can happen under new const. can happen under the old const.
iii.
Word covers every probability from 1/infinity to infinity/1. Only possibility it doesn’t cover is 0.
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iv.
Race around a track — all the runners start off along a parallel line
They
run over 1000 races — study the statistics — note that the inside lane runner wins 21% of the time, and
the outside lane runner wins only 7% of the time. ¶ X suggests staggering the lanes — and Y replies,
“Why? The outside runner winds 7% of the time — this proves that you can win.”
v.
Slavery could be justified with a “can” test: i.e., don’t pass test, you become a slave. Complain?
You should have studied harder.”
vi.
Great response to the “can” argument — limit the power of the supreme court to overrule the
unanimous decision — increase juries to 24, regquire unanimous verdicts — president can veto, but only
if 4/5 of the Senate give him the power on that particular bill. ¶ The “can” conception doesn’t recognize
the [validity ]of a [too-high] threshold. Raise barriers to law school to 3.7, 1450 on LSATs.
vii.
That people can abuse their power doesn’t bother him — as long as the people can defeat the
representative.
viii.
Plausibility of occurrence 2) extent of detriment if it occurs.
ix.
The word “can” makes mountains of molehills, and molehills of mountains.
x.
What does the word “can” signify if people never do?
xi.
They’ve built an empire on “can.”
xii.
“Could” and “if” are the politics of hope.
xiii.
Both typewriter and computer can produce a manuscript. Should the author buy the typewriter
because it’s cheaper?
xiv.
Don’t bet on “can.”
xv.
Quantify your “coulds.”
xvi.
Why “take a chance” on politicians when you can put it in writing?
xvii.
Seatbelt: “can” live in crash without one. “Can” is truly the symptom of a decayed mind.
xviii.
Not “can” he get a job?” but “what conditions need to be present before getting a job is
possible?” and “have those conditions been met?”. [Necessary conditions: Job available, has training
necc. for job, knows of job, they want to hire him. Sufficient conditions: he is offered job.]<== Some
people see this, see necc. as suff. condition, say “why isn’t he working?” It’s his fault.
xix.
Dialogue
a.
We should have elections.
b.
No we shouldn’t.
c.
Why?
d.
Because a terrible thing could happen: Charles Manson could run agains J. Dahmer, and one
of them would take office.
e.
Well, that certainly would be a terrible outcome; however, it is an absurd contingency.
f.
Absurd? Are you aware of any law of physics preventing that contingency?
g.
No.
h.
Then it could happen.
i.
Certainly.
j.
And the policy you’re advocating could lead to a terrible outcome.
k.
Yes, I suppose it “could.”
l.
Quod Erat Demonstrandum.
m.
Then what do you suggest?
n.
Direct democracy — direct legislation by the people.
o.
But a republic is more cost-effective!
p.
No, a republic is the LAZY MAN’S WAY OUT. Everyone should inform themselves re: every
law.
q.
You know B, you really give compelling arguments for your views.
r.
I try.
D.
Let: a question begging-term: implies that the power given or granted is authorized, necessary,
deserved “This bill is good because it lets the army put people in internment camps.”
E.
Should
F.
Will
Just/Only
“I’m just a waitress.”
G.
Will Not
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H.
If
i.
“If there were no such thing as a PD, your ‘if’ would be valid.” (“There’s an if which
circumscribes your if.”).
I.
Is
J.
Cause
i.
“The” cause — “factor” better (a factor seems more natural than the cause.
K.
Opposite
i.
The X people want it, the Y people want it. Flip
a.
“The Y people want it, the X people want it.”
b.
“The -X people want it, the Y people want it.”
c.
“The -X people want it, the -Y people want it.”
d.
Which is the “opposite?”
L.
Too
i.
“The risk is too great.”
M.
The
i.
Yesterday, Mike said, “the moral of fable re: unbinding sheaves of sticks to break them was
“unite and be strong.” I thought it was “break down a complex problem to solve it.”
ii.
Improving the text: p. 284 (8988)
a.
“The five major components of content reading are . . .”
b.
Strike “the”
c.
Strike “major” and cap “five”
iii.
“The” is not always a flag word. “The” ocean different from “the” reason. (carries the one and
only one enth., other doesn’t). <==?
N.
No
i.
No = nothing = invisible.
O.
Recognize
i.
2+2=4. B: I am glad you recognize that 2+2=4.
a.
Max Bruch was the world’s greatest composer. B: I am glad you recognize that Max Bruch
was the world’s greatest composer.
ii.
In the first example, the response is legitimate. Not in the 2d. Response carries two meanings:
1) Mr. X belives Y. 2) Y is true. Loaded term, loaded with meaning.
P.
Make/Find
i.
When you find a contradiction, look for a distinction. <== Not make a, find the.
Q.
Which
i.
Another “one and only one” word (e.g. “which is the right answer?” <=== None might be.).
R.
Best
i.
Replace “best” in your mind with “excellent.”
S.
Wimp words (?)
i.
Increased
ii.
Significant
iii.
More
T.
Why
i.
When used as “the.”
a.
Information theory: why surprise gives you more meaning. <== Here “why” functions as “the.”
Better: “One reason” surprise gives you more meaning.
U.
Five worst: The, is, can, won’t, or.
V.
May
i.
Subjective/not objective fallacy: “Pork barrel to you may be a needed jobs program in my
distict. Reformulate ==> “May” ==>“Is”. ¶ “2+2=4 to you may be 2+2=5 to me.” <== The “may” or
“just may” or “just may be.” ¶ A dictatorship may just be the kind of govt. we need.” <== When
formulated as “is,” the need for evidence is apparent. That need for evidence does not disappear when
we revert to “may.” (the need just seems less stron with “may.”
ii.
They buy lottery tickets bvecause they “may” win, and they vote for incumbents because they
“may” balance the budget. ¶ It’s the thought process of losers.
W.
Sure
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i.
How sure are you that bill X (for convention) will get us a better const. 10%? 20% 50%?
Where is your evidence?
X.
They/We
Y.
Problem words
i.
More/less
ii.
Increased/decreased
iii.
Significantly/tended to
a.
Always true that what is true of X also true of antonyms?
Z.
What to Think When Confronted With the Above words.
i.
When you read ___, think ____
a.
Is: where is the evidence”?
b.
The: is this the only alternative/example?
c.
Too: What is the evidence/criteria?
d.
Can: is this relevant?
e.
Will: evidence?
AA.
Reformulations (reformulate1)
i.
“lets/allows” = gives the power to
ii.
“can” = formulate as probability statement “The chances of X doing Y are __ %.
iii.
“I think” ==> x asserts that
iv.
“only” ==> evidence? “The only ____ . My evidenc for this is ____ .”
v.
Essential = follow “my evidence” for this is _____ .
vi.
“Wise” = I believe this because _____ . My criteria for “wise” is _____.
vii.
(List words which need “my evidence for this” as a follow up.
viii.
His tool to ==> He wasgiven the power to.
ix.
“Practical” ==> “My criteria is ____ . It is more practical than __, ___, ____. To me, practical
is a more important value than ____ .
x.
“It’s wonderful, the best ever. Not the best ever, but the best so foar. I love it. I’m happy with it.
I’m satisfied. It allows us to vote.”
xi.
Reformulate “probably” statements into “certainty” statements, if the probability level is given.
Anything over 99.9% deserves to go into our mind as “certain.”
xii.
“Nearly perfect” just another way of stating “imperfect.”
xiii.
“The court has not hesitated to prevent abuse of power by a branch.” Always? Or sometimes?
Reformulate to eliminate ambiguties.
16.
Loaded Term (see also question-begging term) (danger1) (dangerous1)
A.
Constitutional amendment prevention dictionary.
B.
The Power of the loaded term: NYT, 7/5/92, p. L-16: “The New York Times/CBS News poll
asked a question in May about the level of spending for ‘assistance’ to the poor,’ and two-thirds of th
epublic said it was ‘too little.’ == > That question was immediately re-asked, with one small change; the
word ‘welfare’ was substitued for ‘assistance to the poor.’ Only 23 percent said the nation was spending
‘too little’ on Welfare.
C.
Using loaded terms as a substitute for reasoned analysis is the sign of a weak mind.
D.
The words that have the most persuasive value are those:
i.
the least grounded in evidence:
ii.
Most meaningless
iii.
Positive/Negative spin
E.
Examples
i.
“You don’t know an improved educational system will bring about a great society. Therefore,
we should not go to this new system.”
ii.
“Oh, so you want to impose your system on people.”
iii.
“How can you say your way is better. Who are you to decide?”
iv.
“Things are fine the way they are. Nothing is wrong.”
v.
“Things will never change. It’s human nature.”
vi.
The press presents a “balanced view.” But the view is held by 99% of a sample population,
view Y is held by 1%.
F.
JUST (“You’re just trying to convince me”)
G.
RECOGNIZE
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H.
ADMIT
I.
ACKNOWLEDGE
J.
CAN
K.
COULD
L.
CHANCE
i.
Hidden Injuries of Class, p. 153 : “ . . . six foremen’s positions became open over the course of
some years for 3000 workers . . .” If X is occupied, you have 0 chance in 10 to occupy that slot. Looked
at another way, you may have 1 chance in 10, but it could be 20 years before you get that chance.
M.
WORST
N.
BEST
O.
MOST
P.
SHOULD
i.
Maybe we “should” do it, but the const. doesn’t authorize us to do what we “should” do, but
only what it authorizes.
Q.
“We raised the minimum wage.” True: however, the rate adjusted for inflation is actually a
decrease.
17.
Analogies set the frame.
18.
Metaphors We Live By
A.
When language functions as a game, is “language is a game” a metaphor?
B.
A person schooled in the language of wines would call the leftover particles in coffee sediment..
2.
Role of the Thought Process
1.
Thinking predominantly bivalent
A.
Reality tertirary [or polyary] [note that the “or” connector forces a bivalent frame on reality]
(black/white/gray), but the thought process is binary. [on/off, plus/minus, good/evil].
3.
*.
Their comments are negative because their frames didn’t come up with the idea.
4.
Attitude
1.
If you see yourself as predominantly situated in a physical space, you are more apt to be
narrow-minded than one who sees himself in an intellectual, ever-shifting space. (The thinker, or
“day-dreamer.” If you are on the subway and are conscious of time, you’re not thinking. When
you’re really concentrating, time flies by). This is because memory and thought are re-generated and
triggered by the presence of the outside world. No new thoughts; just an everyday recapitulation of
th old thoughts.
5.
Ways of thinking:
1.
Up (Animal to Dog) [Convergent]
2.
Down (Dog to Collie) [Divergent]

Animal
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Dog

Cat [Up/Down]

Up X/Down X [number of times]
Lateral (Dog to Cat)
Analogic [Handsome to Pretty]
Opposition [Ugly to Handsome, Pretty]
Aspect [Dog to Fur, to Friendly]

Friendly
9.

Dog

Metaphor is up/down in
a non-objective way.
Mary
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Animal

Ugly

Dog

Cat

We don't see this
as metaphor:
A: Think of
animals.
B: Dogs, cats . . .

10.

Dog

Mary*

We see this as metaphor:
A: Think of animals.
B: Dogs, Mary, . . .

*This is somewhat different from metaphor
in that Mary is not a dog, but ugly like a dog —
she's not identical with a dog, like a metaphor.
Dog

Ugly

Mary
Dog
Metaphor

Mary
Here Mary is a subset
of the essential factor
of dog.

11.
6.
Analogize to Past Experience
1.
Using past experience to put present events into perspective (cf. using concepts like
multitasking for present problems)
2.
To those who think it strange that Rockefeller would support Soviets -- notice -- many
businessmen give contributions to both Democrats and Republicans -- they want a party no matter
who is in power.
3.
Drawing analogies from games
A.
Chess
i.
Aspects of Chess
a.
The rules of chess
b.
The stretegy of chess (and tactics)
c.
The bailty to visualize (see ahead)
d.
The situation
e.
To win in chess, you must know the rules. But simply knowing the rules isn’t enough. You must
know the strategic and tactical rules. You must also be able to visualize future events. and, you must also
have a situation which presents you with an opporunity. the less advantageous the situation, the
moreyou’ll need to outsmart your opponents. (I’m not talking about chess here. I’m talking about the
fight against animal research.).
7.
Essential Information
1.
Myths (myth1)/Mythology (mythology1)
A.
Procrustes
i.
Procrustes and the Const.: trying to fit a 1991 situation into a 1787 document. “Stretching” a
fact to fit into a law, and shrinking it.
B.
Theseus and the Minotaur
i.
Idea books help preserve the old frames, and you can remove the fear of moving forward.
ii.
Idea notebooks originated as chronicle of most significant thoughts that came away, internal or
external.
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C.
Ulysses and the Sirens
D.
Antaeus
E.
Paradox of the Kite
i.
Some people won’t climb mountians withut that rope.
F.
Sysyphus
G.
Fox and Grapes
i.
Fox ate sour grapes, said they were ripe (because of effort expended).
H.
Plato’s Cave
I.
Emperor Who Had No Clothes:
i.
The Emperor has no checks and balances.
ii.
The people looked down — and imagined clothes that never were. <== Their vision of what the
Emperor wore corresponded with what they wanted him to wear.
iii.
People in the crowd:
a.
Some had sunglasses.
b.
Some were blind.
c.
Some had their heads down.
d.
Some saw what they wanted to see.
e.
Some say reality, but said what they were supposed to say.
J.
Three types of mythology (this doesn’t really fit in this category).
i.
What people believed framers believed
ii.
What const. says framers believed
iii.
What people believe that isn’t true.
2.
Fables
A.
Fox and the Grapes
3.
Master Analogies
A.
Tragedy of the Commons (see analogy)
i.
farmers, each have ten cows. Each farmer notices that the common pasture has room for 10
more cows. Each farmer buys 10, sticks ‘em on the pasture. The overabundance of cows leads to the
elimination of the pasture, and all the cows die of starvation.
B.
Prisoner’s Dilemma
C.
QWERTY
D.
Chicken and Egg
4.
Realization of the importance of knowledge (knowledge1)
A.
Filters against Folly states that knowledge is plus-sum.
5.
Knowledge of the way the world really is (the nature of reality):
A.
From WSJ, 8/1/86, p. 1: “Kicking off his anti-drug campaign, Reagan hails the Bank of Boston
for civic-mindedness for its anti-drug P.R. program. Left unmentioned: the bank’s guilty plea last year
to a felony charge of failing to report $1.22 billion in large cash transactions, violating a law designed to
snare laundered drug money.”
B.
You Can Win at Office Politics, p. 99: “Neither side’s attorneys ask the one pertinent question:
does management recommend or condone the practice of re-serving ‘un-touched’ rolls and butter? Wny
don’t they ask the main point? Management doesn’t want to admit a conspiracy to break the law. And
the union doesn’t want to admit that all of its members . . . are doing it, too — they could all be fired.”
C.
We discover the rules of the game as the situations come up.
D.
NYTimes, 9/30/86, p. C-9: “Anybody who is knowledgeable enough to be critical is by
definition a supporter . . . they are co-opted by the system.” “ . . . space agency officials would ‘agonize’
over whether to launch a shuttle because booster seals had eroded on the previous flight. But then if they
decided to launch and the flight succeeded, they lowered their standards on the next flight, he said,
because they ‘got away with it the last time. ¶ [Feynmen] described thge process as ‘a kind of Russian
Roulette,’ or a perpetual movement heading for trouble.’” “‘They had put the whole future of the space
program on the shuttle,” Dr. Roland said. “There was no way out. Overwhelming problems were just
denied. It wasn’t conscious deception. Theywere kidding themselves as much as anybody else.”
6.
General Essential Information
A.
Symbols are meaningless. We see the “other side” of the symbol, not the symbol. But we think
we see the symbol. ¶ By definition, something meaningless has no meaning. How can we perceive
something with no meaning? It is nothingness which appears as somethingness. The meaning we see
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when looking at the symbol is not the symbol, but the meaning attached to the symbol. We see the
meaning, not the symbol. ¶ A symbol is a gateway to meaning. Unfortunately, there are often tow or
more paths behind the gate. A goes down A, B down B. But they think they’re going down the path.
B.
The law of the copying machine: who goes first? 1 copy vs. 10,000.
C.
The Subjectivity of the Frame
i.
For the poor, a “hassle” is a “crisis.”
ii.
Duality of the Frame
a.
Half-empty, half-full.
b.
The contempt the con-man feels for his mark fuels his life work. It is both an effect and cause
of his activities.
c.
Every giving implies a not-giving (giving for A = not-giving for B).
iii.
Relativity of the Frame
a.
(trying to open lock) This is complicated. (BUT only because he doesn’t know the combination).
(changing society is complicated only to the person who doesn’t think about the problem).
b.
I was amazed by a Quicktime movie on the Mac, which, if I saw on TV, I would think boring
and crude.
8.
Nightline, 9/21/93 Show on Yeltsin dissolving parliament.
1.
“Surgical action by elite forces . . .”
2.
“Yeltsin has taken an extraordinary extraconstitutional step.” (ex CIA chief Gates).
9.
Metaphors We Live By
1.
When language functions as a game, is “language is a game” a metaphor?
2.
A person schooled in the language of wines would call the leftover particles in coffee
sediment..
10.
Doublespeak
11.
Questionable statements
1.
“That Americans are against the ACLU is prima facie evidence that Americans do not
understand the Constittuion.” (5745)
12.
More Disinformation (disinformation1)
1.
One of the tricks in war is to give the enemy false information (e.g. transmit messages in a
code the enemy can break). ¶ Same trick works with fiction — gives mass populace false premises,
significance frames, probabilities — their minds are disarmed.
2.
Boy Who Didn’t Cry Wolf — boy was in valley with 10 other boys — cried “wolf” three
times, eventually no one came. then a wolf attacked boy B — he cried “wolf,” and no one came —
“just those kids playing again. A’s right to unlimited speech precludes B’s.
3.
Want to convince people that disinformation is bad: second boy who cried wolf, etc. “How
about the man who gets up in a theatre between the acts and mistakenly informs the audience that
they are locked?” This analogy is good because it maps on to another analogy, and lends credibility.
13.
Metaphors We Live By (find other examples in book)
1.
If argument is war, then “admitting a mistake” becomes “giving in” — and if “giving in” is
less palatable, it’s less likely you’ll do it.
1.
Changes of style. “Fight for Christianity” = + . “Fight communism” = - . “Fight for
democracy” = + .

9. Thinking Processes, Faulty or Otherwise
1.
Association
1.
How does mentioning Smartcom II lead to me fiding out that the husband of the woman I
was talking to was Jimi Hendrix’s manager?
1.
Smartcom II made by Hayes
2.
Hayes based in Atlanta
3.
“I lived in Atlanta”
4.
“Atlanta is a neat city.”
5.
“It even has communes.”
6.
“I lived in a commune.”
7.
“I went to Woodstock.”
8.
“I sat on stage with Jimi Hendrix.”
9.
“My husband was Jimi Hendrix’s manager.”
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2.
Things in common with X: car: (bicycle, bus, taxi). Hypothesis; in general, our first
suggestions will be more concrete/objective similarities — our later suggestions will be more abstract,
functional. (Could be that the history/state of the world is purely (?), a function of the way our brain
processes information.) (Because we think dysfunctionally (linking A with B inappropriately), X
historical event is more likely to occur.
2.
Rival hypotheses (rival hypothesis1) (see also “missed possibility”)
1.
Experience can limit the ability to form hypotheses. (5613)
2.
You know you’re thinking inductively when there’s an alternative explanation/possibility:
Light burns out. Explanation: bulb is out. Alternative explanation? Yes -- fuse is out.
3.
“X is insane.” Is he? A puts down a glass of wine on the counter, forcefully, and says to the
waitress “Read it and weep.” Makes no sense, unless seen in the context of a lawyer slamming down
a document on the table, and saying “read it and weep.” Waitress thought A was nuts. A’s mistake
was in assuming that in talking on that level of abstraction, he would be understood. Like the mistake
physicists make — thinks others understand his nomenclature.
4.
Book Rival Hypotheses can be used in this way: classify hypotheses according to type — and
then present in order of difficulty (easy ==> hard). People can use the concepts they learn on easy
ones and apply to difficult ones. ¶ Also use the book to generate a method for solving problems: a
checklist for each experiment (conditions all must satisfy). ¶ Your job isn’t really complete until you
can devise a rival experiment which diminishes to zero the number of plausible hypotheses which
explain a result. ¶ Book points out that “more than half” in a taste test can refer to 51% or 99% .
Vagueness is a fatal flaw in studies (“higher,” “more,” etc.).
5.
Man at club sees Irene (who is Chinese): “Are you guests here?” Two possible hypotheses:
1) He asked that question due to the presence of Irene (he’s prejudiced. 2) He asked the question to
Irene because she was the nearest one.
6.
Segmenting of week into work/weekend may be a sociological phenomenon, and not due to
any economic conspiracy. it may be one way a society creates meaning for itself.
7.
Rival Hypotheses, pp. 43-4, #25: Interesting study. Cabs equipped with light systems had half
the injuries as control cabs. But even if rival hypothesis (cabbies in iquipped cars drove more
carefully) is true, does that mean we shouldn’t equip the cars?
8.
A way to teach people w/book Rival Hypotheses. Take author’s capsulization of study, and
underline four or five areas which deserve deeper thought, one or two of which will turn out to be the
weak part of the study. Makes the student’s task less overwhelming.
9.
Along with book Rival Hyp, an equally useful book would be legitimate conclusitons. (see
6222) In 1st article in the former book, discusses newspaper story re: youngest candidates winning in
local election. The conclusion drawn in the article was that “elderly people might think twice before
funnin for elective offices.” The actual conclusion (if a conclusion could be drawn from the story
would be “elderly people in kNowx county [where elections were held] should think twice before
running for local elections.”
10.
That hypothesis is nothing more than a function of your limited knowledge.
11.
That hypothesis and the facts are divergent.
12.
You try to move a rock: it doesn’t move. Two possible thoughts:
1.
I cannot move this rock.
2.
I have not put enough effort to move this rock.
13.
I said a word, MC repeated, I said a different word, MC repeated: after five repetitions of
this series, MC stopped. Hypotheses:
1.
She stopped because word X took her out of that frame of mind.
2.
She was ready to stop anyway (time elapse).
3.
Any five word series, she’d stop.
4.
Some other event in the room.
5.
Combinations of the above, + x.
14.
How a hypothesis gets in the way:
1.
Door wouldn’t close all the way: formed hypothesis, “winter = cold = door expansion.”
Concluded, must wait until after winter.” Stopped searching for a solution. Margaret noticed this
morning that screws had gotten loose. After I tightened them, doors worked fine.
15.
No mail today:
1.
no mail today
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2.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
3.
4.
5.
6.

mailman didn’t come
sick
holiday
quit
robbed
accident
new mailman made mistake
mail delivered, but to wrong address
someone stole
(each has different plausibility weight — and depending on time of day, plausibility

Mailman

Yes
wrong
address

No

sick

holiday

shifts).
16.
Can a dog think? (Dog always 1 bark for “yes,” 2 for “no.” We perceive — is this the only
hypothesis which explains?
1.
Man: Does 2 + 2 = 4?
2.
Dog: Bark.
3.
Man: = 5?
4.
Dog: Bark, bark.
5. 3 + 3 =6?
6. Bark.
7.
Man: =7?
8.
Dog: Bark, bark.
17.
Display in drugstore: Ibuprofen in yellow and blue boxes: Yellow, Blue (suppose these sell at
50% faster rate: is it color?). Not necessarily: several variables:
1.
Left vs. right position
2.
Lighting in store
3.
Environment in store
4.
Position of display
5.
Time of year (season)
A.
[yellow might sell better in summer]
3.
High Level v. Low Level thinking
1.
Low level thinking:
1.
Chunking Ambiguity
A.
Any given three-term phrase has chunking ambiguity. Low-level thinkers spot this instantly,
helps trouble-shoot flawed discourse. (Communication mistake — interpreting (ab)c when a(bc) was
intended. volume bit map (VB)M or (V)BM.
2.
Resorting Divisions
A.
1st division:
i.
— don’t ______ .
ii.
— DO _____.
iii.
— DO ______
iv.
— don’t _____ .
B.
BECOMES
C.
2d division
i.
Don’t
ii.
DO
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iii.

— ______

iv.

— _______

2.
A genius is a low-level thinker — thinks with the basic building blocks of thought — the
machine language of thought.
3.
Thinking predominantly bivalent
1.
Reality tertirary [or polyary] [note that the “or” connector forces a bivalent frame on
reality] (black/white/gray), but the thought process is binary. [on/off, plus/minus, good/evil].
4.
What’s the most radical thought you have had? 2) What’s the most radical thought a
person could have? Note that this second question really reveals the answer to 1; there should be no
discrepancy between the two answers.
5.
Daily News, 3/19/88, p. 13 “I have one question for William Kuntsler, who makes the
outrageous claim that his client Larry Davis was the target of a ‘hit squad’ of the NYPD. When you
need help, Mr. Kuntsler, which number will you be dialing first — Larry Davis’ or 911?”
6.
How Ideas Are Created
1.
You don’t will ideas, you have ideas.
2.
As a student in high school, I was always wondering, when presented with a formula, how
the formula was discovered.
3.
Bisociation
A.
At its most primitive level, bisociation is the linking of old concepts to form a new concept.
These concepts then a) provide frameworks which limit/expand our thoughts b)act as the foundation for
new concepts.
B.
Ideas come from clash of warm and hot concepts (5635-6)
C.
Some ideas inspire others/spoke and hub concept -- some ideas have more “spokes,”
consequently, more chances to form new ideas.
D.
Massless ping-pong balls v. marbles. Imagine two massless ping-pong balls floating in space.
When they pass through each other, a third ping-pong ball is created. Ways of increasing ideas (pingpong balls):
i.
Increase quantity of balls.
a.
Increase “quality” of balls. (some balls give off two)
b.
Increase motion of balls.
c.
Set up systems which guarantee collisions.
d.
Structures from ping-pong balls of complexity
ii.
Also available: marbles which strikeeach other and make a lot of noise, but produce no new
marbles. ¶ Marbles = trivia. ¶ Ping-pong balls = significa. ¶ Worst, idea you could have is that “mass is
good, weight is good, noise is good” — you’d collect marbles instead of ping-pong balls.
7.
Links
1.
In this outline, is the following idea: “Our interpretations are our frames.” This idea links
two key ideas in this outline: FRAME/INTERPRETATION. This idea is a bridge idea in the web of
ideas. Other possible links: FRAME/ANALOGY, FRAME/LOGIC, ANALOGY/METAPHOR, etc.
The Role of Framing in Statistical Analysis
4.
Discover, June ‘85, p. 27: “Venture capitalists plunge into start-up companies despite the
failure of new businesses . . . you hear this silly argument that ‘the odds don’t apply to me.’” This
“argument” is not necessarily silly. Assume that we are going to open a videostore, and the failure
rate for new businessis is 80%, but the failure rate for new videostores is 30%. A new bookstore is a
new business, but should we predict the chances of success based on the success rate of all new
businesses, or just new videostores? How the problem is framed is very important. (The role of
abstraction in decisionmaking.
8.
The Role of the Assumption
A.
NYT, 1986: “Two people bet on the toss of a coin, agreeing that the first to win six tosses gets
the entire stake. However, the wage is unexpectedly interrupted after one person has won five tosses
and the other three. How should the pot be divided? The significance of the problem is that the
answer depends on nonmathematical considerations. For example, since one person is ahead and the
bet is all-or-nothing, it could be argued that he should receive all the money. Or, since the score is
five to three, perhaps the pot should be split in that proportion. On the other hand, given the nature
of the initial bet, wouldn’t it be fairer to calculate the probability of one or the other winning six
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times had the tosses continued, in which the case the winner would receive seven-eighths of the pot?
Other equally plausible assumptions lead to yet other divisions of the money. the problem illustrates
the limitations of mathematical analysis. Once the rules have benn specified, one can derive a formal
mathematical solution, but the decision of which rules to follow is beyond the scope of mathematics.”
5.
The Role of Interpretation (interpretation1 [cf. Rival Hypotheses]
1.
Problem with the breakfast plate scenario — can’t always guage intended meaning from
consonant interpretation. ¶ In Sgt. Pepper’s, line “4000 holes in Blackburn Lancashire.” One
interpretation: refers to junkie’s needlemarks. This interpretation is consonant with the
interpretation on the rest of the album. But the actual quotation was taken from a newspaper article
referring to the holes in the road.
2.
Hidden Game of Baseball an excellent book for all to read — pp. 22-7. Do an excellent
analysis of why it’s hard to pick “the best hitter.” There are many different measurements of hitting
— debate can swirl about which is the “best.” ¶ This problem is rampant in law, where Judge A will
cite 1,2, and 3 as controlling, and B will cite 4,5, and 6 as controlling.
3.
I thought a recent TA brochure a model of explanation: why service is so poor. MC said,
“they start out with all these excuses.” (sets up double-bind. If they don’t communciate, they’re “not
communicating.” If they do, they’re “making excuses.”)
4.
Yesterday, Mike said “the” moral re: unbundling sheaves of sticks to break them was “unite
and be strong.” I thought it was “break down a complex problem to solve it.”
5.
Are they taking you too literally, or are they extending your metaphor? ¶ If you’re 1/2
intelligent, you may be criticizing them for the former when they’re doing the latter. If they’re 1/4
intelligent, they may think you know what you’re talking about adn not use the technique anymore
(you put a negative charge on it).
6.
Our interpretations are our frames.
7.
Step furtively into the territory of the inauthentic.
1.
Hesitate before you do something inauthentic; deliberate.
2.
Hesitate before associating with inauthentic people.
8.
Boy with finger in dike: Hole = potential reform. Current situation = status quo. ¶ Boy a
hero by nipping the bud of reform.
9.
Last night, while watching Ring (Der Walkure), I thought that GBS’ “interpretation” was
probably the only interpretation he was capable of conceiving given his frame of mind. Not to say his
conception was inaccurate; only that he was the right person for the job. ¶ We think “Oh, how smart
X was — how did he see it?” — and yet it was all he could see. Yet, of the thousands of people who
saw it, only he could correctly discern its meaning. Good interpretation is less an intellectual feat
than it is a meeting of the minds. We ask, “how do they see all these things in film, theater, etc.?” But
when we examine closely, each “they” is seeing only that which he can see. ¶ Imagine a film in
Russian, German, Italian, French, Swahili, etc. Over 50 different languages, none of which you
speak. You are seeing the film in a room with fifty people, each of whom speak one and only one
language spoken in the film. When you ask each what occurred in the film, each will explain that
part of the film he (and only heunderstood), and only that part of the film. You are impressed by
their “intelligence,” when you ought to be impressed that there was such a perfect fit between these
two disparate mental frameworks. ¶ Under this view, the world consists of artists putting out
“artworks” (signs of progress). These “artworks” function as signposts of consciousness to the
upcoming artists (“you’re on the right track”), in much the same way as the guides strewn about in
Journey to the Center of the Earth.
10.
“Don’t give them your bad history.” Possible interpretations:
1.
Don’t give instructions or advice on things you’ve done that failed.
2.
Don’t tell them your life story.
3.
Don’t subject them to the same history you experienced as negative.
4.
Bad history = virus
A.
Social bad history
B.
Private bad history (what people do to you)
i.
As a member of race, class, yourself vs. the social self.
C.
Mental bad history (your thoughts)
11.
I had written on folder, ““house, not time.” (try to get a thought out of that). “They want to
own houses; I want to own my time.”
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12.
The worst (and best) typos are the ones that make sense.
13.
NYT, 6/24/90, p. 22: (Semiotics) “So many peole don’t pay that I would feel kind of stupid
putting anything into the black box,” said a rider last week at 145th and Broadway where an
estimated 38% of the passengers did not pay the fare in April.” <== A New Yorker reads this
differently from an Atlantan, etc. 145th Street is Harlem; and this fact maps onto the (white) belief
that black people are crooks.
14.
When people leave from a meeting, others leave:
1.
they gave them permission?
2.
they gave them an idea?
15.
“The music restores a balance.” (Meaning: AC/DC tape (“Back in Black”) very therapeutic

The music

Mood

to me in the mood I’m in — pre-SPR exit).
16.
American Record Guide, January/February ‘90, p. 84: “ . . . the pieces practically have the
interpretation built in . . .”
17.
“Bolt the parameters of your insensitivity.” (Lock down your insensitivity; don’t become
more insensitive).
18.
“Floors have a way of becoming ceilings.” (Goals can be seen as sufficient, as opposed to
necessary; final destination, rather than a rung).
19.
Ahab went after the White Whale (symbol of beauty) — he killed it — but in doing so, he
bound himself to it with the ropes on the harpoons — 1st a leg caught, then an arm, then another leg
— and they both went down.
20.
Keep the nose to the grindstone too long, 1st thing that goes is the nose. Next follows the face
— then the brain. (1st goes the ability to follow your nose [explore], then your personality, then your
ability to think).
21.
On Ten Dollar Bill: from Hamilton’s perspective, he’s facing RIGHT.
22.
It’s not enough to have an engine; you must also have a gas tank.
23.
“He never had the actor’s nightmare.”
1.
He never did anything that would put him in that frame of mind.
2.
He was always prepared.
24.
Rosebud
1.
Childhood
2.
What Kane was playing with when he was taken away from his parents — and forced to
leave sled in the snow.
3.
“I think it would be fun to run a newspaper.”
4.
Msassive drives result from small things.
25.
Comparison Interp.
1.
If this is the reality:
A.
Stock goes up in July.
B.
Look in paper, get job immediately.
C.
Find 20 dollar bill on the sidewalk
2.
And this is the proverb:
A.
“Lightning strikes twice in the same place.”
i.
Then what does the proverb mean?
ii.
Can switch reality & proverbs. (But not all proverbs match the reality).
26.
Misinterpretation
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1.
Louis said it was okay.
B: (to C) Louis told A it was okay. ¶ WRONG! A says Louis said it was okay.
2.
Let’s pretend history never happened. Y: Would that be constructive? History teaches us
things.
3.
Horse and Buggy driver (referring to mule): “I work harder than he works.” ¶ Mule wors 5
days, 8 hrs. a day. Man works seven days. Difference:
A.
Man sits down, mule pulls wagon.
B.
Man can drink whenever he wants.
C.
Mule has bit in mouth.
4.
(smells shampoo) Did you take a shower this morning? B: Of course! (Does he think I’m a
pig?)
5.
Do I remind you more of Arnold Schwarzenegger or Lou Ferrigno? B: You remind me of
Schwarzenegger. A: (to C) B says I remind him of Schwarzenegger.

Literal
frame
Literal
frame
applied
when

Contextual
frame

should be
applied

A.
a.
6.
May be easier to conceive of the concept “flow chart” with this approach. (Also makes it
easy to see nature of necessary and sufficient).
A.
SCREWING NAIL IN BOARD
i.
SCREWDRIVER (Yes/No)
ii.
SCREW? (Yes/No)
iii.
BOARD? (Yes/No)
iv.
TURNER? (Yes/No)
B.
Education

Building confidence
with many small successes

*

EDUCATION
PRE-DIAGNOSTICS *
PRACTICE
BACKGROUND BUILDING
POST-DIAGNOSTICS
(Evaluation)
CHUNKING
CLOSURE
SPIRALING
i.
C.

MODELING
Levels of conflict:
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vs. boss

vs. the rival
vs. the atheist
vs. self

vs. nature
vs. X (at work)

Company X vs. Company Y

D.

County A vs. Country B

7.
Otiose (5580) Frames more distanced from reality.
A.
People think in an otiose manner -- they think about what they are saying, and frequently
assume that people are seeing what they said in the same light. (See dialogue, discussion 5750).
7.
The framing of facts:
1.
Rover
1.
The way in which you see reality as a set of facts can really effect your conclusions:
A.
“I gave a mint to Rover. It gagged.”
B.
“I gave a green mint on July 1 at 8:30 pm to Rover after it had eaten two bowls of food. It
gagged.” (Note: every set of facts is incomplete. Thus, always the potential to correct a conclusion if you
revise the fact pattern to more accurately reflect reality.)
2.
Conclusion from A:
A.
Don’t give mints to Rover.
3.
Conclusion from B:
A.
Don’t give mints to Rover on July 1 after .... etc.
4.
The way you state facts will effect your hypothesis.

10. Psychological Impediments as Framing Devices
Ego Defense Mechanisms
Rationalization
Projection
Reaction Formation
Reduction of Cognitive Dissonance
1.
The Hypothesis Projection (5597)
1.
Our reactions to the behaviors of others are to a very large extent a result of the hypotheses
we form about these behaviors. At McDonald’s, I tell a person to do act A. He doesn’t. Possible
hypotheses:
1.
He’s lazy (frames person as -)
2.
Arrogant
3.
Didn’t hear me.
4.
Was doing something else.
2.
Otiose (5580) Frames more distanced from reality.
1.
People think in an otiose manner -- they think about what they are saying, and frequently
assume that people are seeing what they said in the same light. (See dialogue, discussion 5750).
Overconfidence
H.
When someone tells you that they are 99% sure of something, they are saying that in a bet
on the issue, they will pay you 99 dollars if they are wrong, and you pay them one dollar if they are
right. ¶ When they are 99% sure, they should give you 99 to 1 odds in a bet. ¶ Box with 100
marbles: 99 white, 1 blue. “I am 99% sure I will pull out white marble.” ¶ To find out how really
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sure they are, ask them what odds they’ll give you. If they give you 2 to 1 odds, they are 66% sure (66
is double — 1 to 1 = 50%). 66 is double 1 to 1 = 50%. 33 ==> 66/33 = 2/1. (When you frame in this
way, and then watch people back off their original prediction, you see that people almost consistently
overestimate (are overconfident).
i.
to 1 = 66%
ii.
to 1 = 75% sure
iii.
to 1 = 80% sure
iv.
to 1 = 83% sure
v.
to 1 = 90% sure
vi.
to 1 = 99% sure
vii.
Sky’s the limit = 100% sure
3.
Emotional Well-being
1.
Attitude
1.
Attitudes to the bonehead remarks in early ideas in ideabooks: 1) “A poor thinker” “A bad
writer” 2) Aah — so someone can come up with a bonehead remark and still think good thoughts
later.
2.
What separates fact from hypothesis (subjectively) is attitude. Hypothesis is proposition +
maybe frame.

11. Behavior
1.
Posturing leads to fighting. The posture sets a frame — A postures as aggressor ==> if B
accepts the frame, B will be the aggressor. So A has to increase his aggressive actions, to increase the
probability that his frame will be accepted. but if B counters, they’re eventually led into direct
physical contact.

Frames Emerge from Fact-Patterns
3.

Compile a set of facts. What is the frame?

12. Other Causes
1.
2.
1.
2.

4

Drugs, travel, films: there is an appeal in being disoriented.
When you’re insulated:
You don’t catch the plague.
It’s easy to see when others have caught it.

5  06 103  21
3. Value Frames
1. Good/Bad
B

A

Concepts
A&B

LN
A

B
Does this path result because of
the frame, or is it the frame?

B

Frame

1. Mind Paths:
A connects with
LN, misses B entirely. ¶ But a framework is a habitual path. See lines of unemployed black
people, think “they’re lazy.” Concept A (reality) always connects with concept LN
(interpretation). ¶ With opposition frame in place, hear “white,” think “black.” Hear “tall,”
think “short.” [x] (to get people in this frame, you don’t have to say “think oppositions.”
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Just precede with “big/little,” “fat//skinny,” “short/tall.” Then say “white.” You’ll hear
black. This doesn’t just work with opposition.” Go “leaf/green,” “firetruck/red,” “sky/
____,” you’ll get “blue.” Go big/pig, dog/hog, sky/ ____, you might get rye, fly, etc. Notice
that this activity itself takes place within a frame. ¶ The frame of “it’s good to give the right
answer” or “I’m smart for giving the right answer.” In a hostile frame, might say “sky/ ___
How the hell should I know?” Note that X is not more free inthis frame — he just “serves a
different master” (if we are mastered by our
Desire to give right answer
white
and
black
Opposition frame
frames).
(continued from [x])
Not very creative. With the abstraction frame in place, hear “white,” think “color.” With the
exampel frame in place, hear “white,” think “snow,” hear “tall,” think “Goliath.” With
association frame, hear “white,” think “snow.” ¶ Possible paths:
white
opposition
black

abstraction

example

color
snow

1. a.
1. Exercie for students Give word — say, “go vertical up, go vertical down, go
horizontal.”
A.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.

Cat
Up = animal
Down = siamese
Horizontal = Dog (?)
Opposition = Dog (?)
Rhyme
Alliteration
Aspect (objective)
Aspect (subjective)
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Legitimate/Illegitimate
i. Without the categories legitimate/illegitimate, how could X be framed as either?
1st step in legitimizing X is convincing the populace that things are to be legitimated.
Credible/Not Credible
New/Old
Why do we like “new” things?
2. True/False
3. Significance frame
1. “You’re blowing this way out of proportion.” Translation: your signifcance frame
is different from mine.
2. “Making mountain out of a molehill.”
4. Beautiful/Ugly
5. Aesthetic value frame
6. Teleological value frame
1. What we call “morality” is framing. Reality A, B, and C: within value system X,
“good.” Within value system Y, “bad.” Understand that Y and X are not both seeing
A, B, C, D, E, and F. Rather, X is seeing +, +, +, -, - , -, and Y is seeing -, - , -, +, +,
+. Figuratively, Y is seeing

, and X is seeing

. Note: not necessaryitly true that they are seeing opposite
worlds — the value systems are too subtle and complex. “Different” is more accurate.
11. Best/Worst; Frames of reference:
1. Our past v. our present
2. Our country v. other countries
3. Our present vs. the possible
4. Objective (identical to C)
13. Positives can be seen as negatives: 1) “I’ll occupy this unoccupied land. No one else is
using it. 2) “He’s trying to take over my turf.” 1 focuses on present use; 2 focuses on future
use.
14. - Frame comments invariably have two or more of the following features: (there is an
argument section here — this can go there).
1. No specificity.
2. No evidence.
3. Tunnel-vision.
4. Predicated on false assumptions.
5. Irrelevance.
6. Short-term bias. (Run all replies through this matrix).
-

3,$ 
1. Why is the NYT more persuasive than the National Enquierer? Same article in both, one
would have higher credibility. Is it just track record? Or something in the style, fonts, etc.?
(local credibility and global credibility from style).
2. Perceived as authority/legitimate are the language framers — those who define behavior
are given power by those who do not have the ability to so frame — they realize their
weakness and realize that without the neologists, they would be powerless — the neologists
are at the top of the social strata.
3. The primary framers; the ones who define which frames are legitimate.
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2

  
1. Why teenagers don’t like Beethoven.
2. Enthymeme/Subtext/Assumption
3. Academic Frame

7

3   $ 
1. Other frames: Just/unjust, loyalty/treason, selfish/generous, virtue/vice, guilty/innoncent,
reputable/disreputable, right/wrong, respect/disrespect, decency/indecency,
temperate/intemperate, legal/illegal, Biological, cultural, political, geographical, economic,
psychological, social.

  $ 
4. Fact/Opinion (opinion1)
1. In fact frame, there is X (fact), and - X (non-fact [false statement]. People in
opinion frame will see -X as opionion, when it is not that frame at all.
2. They give opinions, I give facts. “It is a fact that Hamilton said . . .”
3. Opinions built on opinions built on opinions. A pretty shaky conceptual edifice.
(Why a process is necessary for taking in information).
4. Converting opinions to facts:
1.
Can you convert an opinion to a fact by removing a superlative? “Pollution is our most
serious problem.” <== Could this be converted into a fact with studies?
A.
Pollution is a serious problem.” <== Fact?
B.
Pollution is one of the top five serious problems.
C.
Pollution is a problem.
2.
Perhaps a better exercise is to rank sentences in order of factual ==> opinion. A would be be
first, Z last.
A.
“There are good poeple in the world.”
B.
Sam is a good person.” Fact? Opinion?

5. Ontological value frames
5. Gullibility frame: why do some people believe that pro wrestling is real?
12. Seeing hypotheses as facts (hypothesis/fact1)
1. The creative mind comes up w/so many ypotheses that it is no longer able to
separate hypothesis from fact — begin to build hypotheses on hypotheses — need a
reality check.
2. At Computer Era job, thought GPD’s meant “Goals per day.” (someone told me
this). This hypothesis went in my mind as fact, and thus stopped me from searching
for the real answer (“gross profit dollars”). [Mind doesn’t like doubt — has to hold X
in two categories — this takes energy — mind tries to conserve energy by shoving in
“true” or “false” — mind lacks 3rd category, “hypothesis.”] [A whole course could
be devoted to teaching students the difference between facts and hypotheses].
3. Subjectivity v. Objectivity (subjectivity1 objectivity1 subjective1 objective1)
1. Problem with the subjectivity of perception argument:
But only this
is true.

2.

A) It is moving toward me.
B) I am moving toward it.
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3. In arguing w/Bob Manson today re: the objectivity of goodness, I pointed out that
A’s perception of redness is not necessarily B’s perception of redness. This was a
mistatke, because it goes against the idea of an objective redness. What I meant to say
was that there is an objective redness, but that we can’t be sure that when A and B
are perceiving a “red,” then they are both perceiving the same thing.
4. The meaning of a symbol is the collective experience a person has in relation to
that symbol. ¶ A goes to movie, at which friend dies — the meaning of the film
forever re-defined for A.
1. A makes fun of B’s X. B makes fun of A’s Y (swastikas). ¶ A is upset. He thinks
B’s “attack” is unfair. He really thinks this. Why? Because he sees a swastika as
neutral. B sees swastika as negative. So B does [swastika] to A. “Wait!” says B. “I
did [neutral] to you, you do [negative] to me!” But the reality was different. ¶ Much
communication breakdown takes place with frames.
5. Moralities of Everyday Life, pp. 209-11 (points out the subjectivity of objectivity,
and the objectivity of subjectivity). Subjective (feeling: “I have heartburn”): for you, a
fact — objectively true. Objective (numbers): “A hit 30 home runs, so he’s a great
ballplayer.”
6. A man with no nerves in his arm could stick his hand into a pool of absolute 0
liquid, and declare “I feel no cold. Hence, your perception of this liquid as ‘cold’ is a
purely subjective phenomenon.” Yet we can see he is merely failing to perceive the
subjective side of cold, and in so doing is failing to perceive the objective side of cold
(he couldn’t give us a hint of its temperature). [the subjective side of language is what
we think it means — the objective side of language is what it does (and can) mean.
[positively a form of objectivity].
7. In the wrong environment, strength is an Achilles Heel. (Dr. No, iron hand).
8. Whether in Paris, London, or Rome, the dog still tugs at the leash.
9. Ambiguity of the term “speculation”: “Stress accelerates the agin process.” ¶ A
says this, not knowing it to be true. Assume it was. Is A speculating? ¶ Subjecitve v.
objective speculation.
10. Greatness not just the Rite of Spring, but:
A.
the Rite of Spring performed live
B.
in Carnegie Hall
C.
by Atlanta
D.
on April 4, 1990
E.
in seat BB122 (and not seat E12, which had a page-turning gum-unwrapping necklacespinning whisperer)
F.
heard by BK
G.
who had been exposed to X, Y, and Z, and so in mood Q
H.
(How private an experience is!).
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11. Woman in room with men b) Man in room with men.
A

B

x x xO
x
x
x x
x

x x x
x
x
x x
x

x

surrounded
by identity

surrounded
by difference
M

M

M

M

12. Environment:

You assume that this is the same for man and
=

=

=

=

°
°

°
°

To M, this
To W, this is
is the
the environment
. You think that they are in the
woman: but watch: environment
same environment, but they are really in opposite environments.
13. Stereophile, p. 45 (11/90): Objective v. Subjective analysis: Amp A reproduces 8
instruments; B, 15. Like Camera A out of focus, B in focus. Would you trust a
measuring device, or your own senses? ¶ Scotch A v. Glenfiddich — chemical
analysis says “identical.” “They were amused that he insisted on accepting obviously
flawed measurments over the evidence of his senses.
14. Subjectivist fallacy: X w/red sunglasses — sees white paper — says “it is red.”
15. Conflict: “It’s objective — everyone thinks its hot.” “The fact that every kid
believes in Santa Claus doesn’t make it so.”
16. Somewhere in the middle of the continuum subjectivity slips over into objectivity.
4. Pathways
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1.

GEB, p. 370. Very important diagram, because it very clearly illustrates how concepts

Without this concept,
the other two cannot
be connected.
Without communication

function as links to pathways.
between the concepts, there is no meaning (no connection, no electrical flow). Must have noun
concepts and verb concepts. 2 and 3 = noun concepts, + and = are verb concepts.

2

+

3

=

5 . Once you have the noun concepts, and the verb

(connector) concepts, the mind can begin to work. Imagine the mind as a road, with manholes on the
road. Concepts are manhole covers. Cars can travel on roads with manhole covers — not with holes!
Concepts fill the gaps in the brain — provide a stepping stone for meanings to flow.

More concepts

More connection paths

More intellectual development
2.

Potential:

But this mind is
dead -- each
blank area a
maze
3.
4.

Developed:

2

+

3

=

5

Now mind can at least do addition. How
5.
limited is our educational system? Think of all the concepts — not just the atoms (words), but linked
concepts — phrases, paragraphs, etc. Of this vast number of concepts, millions, we can list on our
hands the ones schools focus on: addition, subtraction, etc. Limited concepts = limited minds!

5. Capitalist/Communist class: Put four, six different class plans in six envelopes.
Mix envelopes up, have students write the following on the outside of the envelopes:
Capitalism, Communism, Socialism, Fascism, Anarchy, Monarchy, Slavery. Now,
appoint seven salesmen. Each will try to sell the class on one particular envelope. He
describes contents of envelope to class. However, he’s not allowed to read the
contents of the envelope. His description is purely of the outside category, not of the
contents. Class votes for the best salesman — then they have to live by the contents
after they open the envelope. [Variation: “Theory” envelopes and “Fact” envelopes
(or, concept/execution) they are allowed to examine theory envelope capitalism, but
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not fact envelope capitalism. Theory being the should, fact being the actual. They
choose theory, they get fact. (Could possibly go into FRAME).
7. Resident v. Visitor (resident1)
1. When I walk to the living room after Margaret has been in the living room, I see
that the window needs to be shut. But when I have been in the living room for 2
hours, I leave without shutting the window.
2. Most people go from residents to visitors. Some don’t (they’re permanent
visitors[outsiders]).
3. Not necessarily geographical — can also be intellectual, etc. (e.g. proofreading).
4. The new guy is the one most likely to make an objective appraisal. But he’s the
one with the least power to make that appriasal.
5. Art of Human Computer Interface, p. 195: McLuhan: “I don’t know who
discovered water, but it wasn’t a fish.”
8. Performer/Audience (audience1)
1. Dominant metaphor today is performer& audience — it captures and transforms
the meaning of conversation.
2. Presentation of Self in Everyday Life.
8

$  $ 
1. “On September 12, X died.” Focus on date. “X died on September 12.” Focus on X..
“On this date in history.” (Focus in italics). “The Declaration was signed on July 4.” “John
walked away from Mary.” “Mary saw John walk away.” Also known as point-of-view.. You
can frame events by consistently referring to X as subject, Y as object, and not vice versa.
“The husband came in, saw his wife making dinner, and sat down on the couch.” “The wife,
making dinner, heard her husband come in and saw him sit down on the couch.”

-9

$ !   
1. Computer textbook prose exists w/in a subjectivist frame (and concomitant enthymemes).
Engineers get a way of looking at the world w/their knowledge.
4. Frames as Orienters
1. Orientation
1.
Value-Oriented (Vertical)
1.
Positive
2.
Neutral
3.
Negative
4.
Up/Down
5.
In/Out
6.
Good/Bad
2.
Discourse-Oriented (Horizontal)
1.
Academic
2.
Base
3.
Poetic (framing of the frame [language framed to add credibility to the charge]).
3.
Dominance/submission usually seen in terms of vertical orientaion (not horizontal, like lock
and key).
5.
Rober Ebert 1990 Book, p. 61: Betrayal reverse chronology great counter-framing device.
“Even their joy is painful to see.”

2. A “balancing” test can balance
1.
2.
3.
4.

Employer’s rights v. employee’s
“ duties v. “
Employee’s interests v. society’s
Honesty v. efficiency
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3. USA Today, 8/10/84, p. B-1: “Consumers ultimately should benefit if General
Motors Corp. capitalizes on big cost advantages of making more cars for the USA at
its Canadian plants.” Using cheap foreign labor is good when focusing on
consumption.
4. NYT, 8/10/84: Mondale” “Mr. Reagan will raise taxes, and so will I.” Very
important here not to say “I’ll raise taxes, but so will Mr. Reagan.” In Mondale’s
version, he is following the precedent, lending validity.
5. Man (see Man in terms of X — X can be contrasted with not-X. You have the
dichotomy X and not-X, but why don’t you see in terms of Y?
1.
1.
2.
2.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.

Morality
Angel
Devil
Emotion
Calculator
Reactor
Courage
Brave
Cowardly

6. Cheater/Husband: When do we see as aspect, and when do we see as object? “He
cheats sometimes.” (Aspect: verb, adjective). “That cheater better give me a divorce.”
(noun). Our system of grammar is as affected by emotion as anything — over time, an
adjective becomes a noun, and vice versa.
7. All or None
1.
American Lawyer, 3/90, p. 50: Legalization of drugs. “The point is that when Judge Sweet
says, “Are we going to ban rad meat because it causes heart attacks?” we ought to say that there is
not one all-encompassing principle at work in our society that says we allow everything or we allow
nothing. Rather, there is a continuum, a line, and a place where we draw the line. We will draw the
line between products we will tolerate freely and leave for people to make their own decisions about
(like red meat), products we will tolerate with some controls on who can buy them and how they can
be marketed (cigarettes, prescription drubs, cars and guns someday, one hopes), and procuts we
won’t tolerate at all, with the line-drawing based on weighing the costs and the benefits of that
products and how likely it is that those using the products will be able to make reational decisions
about it and will not victimize others if they make the wrong decision.”
1.
Seeing-As
A.
Duck/Rabbit
B.
See the constituion as a first draft.

8. Context (context1)
1.

Contexts delineate the continuum.
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not child
abuse

definitely child abuse

saying "hello" to kid

2.

b.

whipping kid

hitting kid

virtually no
In this region, context
is used to define abuse/not abuse
In the outer regions,
no context can change the
meaning of the act from
abuse to not-abuse,
You can hypothetically
or vice-versa
postulate context, but
in the real world,
there isn't any
Lion
Androcles and the Lion
Friend
(subjective)
Animal (objective)

3.

Contexts create pathways:

Much fruit here — millions
of possible connections.

9. Anchoring
1.
Definition of anchor
1.
To set a frame: Poisoning the Well may be considered ngegative anchoring. Introductions at
speeches may be considered positive anchoring. Entertainment Tonight knew that audience
wouldn’t know who Jim Cameron was when Arnold S. mentioned him in an interview, so they
anchored the upcoming term in their introduction to the segment by saying “Iim Cameron directed
Arnold S. in The Terminator.
2.
Good frame analysis tool — pick the middle panel from a Sunday comic — present it to
someone — ask them if they understand it — if they don’t, why not? — see what concepts are in the
previous frame that allows understanding (what facts need to be known for understanding to occur).
This should be a science — why aren’t educators doing this?
2.
Anchoring Concepts
1.
Six Thinking Hats, p. 154: “In scholl mathematics you work out a sum and get the answer.
YOu move on to the next sum. There is no point in spending more time on the firs t sum because if
you have the right answer you cannot get a better one. (new para) Many people carry that idiom
over into their thinking in later life. As soon as they have an answer to a problem, they stop thinking.
They are satisfied with the first answer that comes along.”
2.
Anchoring allows knowledge. Imagine playing a game “knowing” the rules, but not knowing
the object of the game. Can this be done?
3.
A sentence can provide an anchor that makes understanding possible. Take the following:
“People are afraid of wings because they don’t have parachutes. Give them parachutes, and they’ll
take the wings.” Sentence: “why logic is important.” Also: OTTFFSS example.
3.
They broadcast the frames of the establishment.
4.
DeAnchoring Frames
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1.
“Debugger” can be used to learn. “Comment” feature can be used to prevent a line of code
from executing.
2.
Bureaucracy breaks frame only at obvious threats. Their need to agree before acting is their
Achilles Heel — don’t throw away your ace — subtlety is your biggest asset.
3.
An insight that appears dramatic coming from viewpoint A (Analogic to a horror movie:
Body Snatchers) may seem pedestrian coming from viewpoint B (sociology training).
4.
Links
A.
In this outline, is the following idea: “Our interpretations are our frames.” This idea links
two key ideas in this outline: FRAME/INTERPRETATION. This idea is a bridge idea in the web of
ideas. Other possible links: FRAME/ANALOGY, FRAME/LOGIC, ANALOGY/METAPHOR, etc.
5.
Heretic’s Handbook, p. 132: Man a collective being — every word you think with was
handed down to you — write down some thoughts on a piece of paper — and how many of those
words did you invent? Probably none. Someone, somewhere, labeled a concept that formerly had no
name. The concept labeled, it was now usable. We owe a great debt to these nameless ghosts from the
past, who made our thinking POSSIBLE! <== Bad part: many of the thoughts we think, and the
frames, were handed down. This can channel thought, restrict thought. ¶ You use my words, I use
yours. Great! That’s exactly the idea!
6.
Our interpretations are our frames.
7.
Last night, while watching Ring (Der Walkure), I thought that GBS’ “interpretation” was
probably the only interpretation he was capable of conceiving given his frame of mind. Not to say his
conception was inaccurate; only that he was the right person for the job. ¶ We think “Oh, how smart
X was — how did he see it?” — and yet it was all he could see. Yet, of the thousands of people who
saw it, only he could correctly discern its meaning. Good interpretation is less an intellectual feat
than it is a meeting of the minds. We ask, “how do they see all these things in film, theater, etc.?” But
when we examine closely, each “they” is seeing only that which he can see. ¶ Imagine a film in
Russian, German, Italian, French, Swahili, etc. Over 50 different languages, none of which you
speak. You are seeing the film in a room with fifty people, each of whom speak one and only one
language spoken in the film. When you ask each what occurred in the film, each will explain that
part of the film he (and only heunderstood), and only that part of the film. You are impressed by
their “intelligence,” when you ought to be impressed that there was such a perfect fit between these
two disparate mental frameworks. ¶ Under this view, the world consists of artists putting out
“artworks” (signs of progress). These “artworks” function as signposts of consciousness to the
upcoming artists (“you’re on the right track”), in much the same way as the guides strewn about in
Journey to the Center of the Earth.

Role of the frame in memory
19. Memory doesn’t take place until a framework is set. That’s why X has to say
things over and over — because there’s no foundation. ¶ Memory is easier in the
latter part of a field.
2.
,

Framebound
4     
1. Framebound: a boundary beyond which you cannot think.
the set of possible thoughts
cannot leave

1.

a.

When framebound, they stay there,
and cannot be budged from their
idea space
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2. “Framebound means that you’re unable to move from one significant mode of perception
to another. You can’t perceive reality in a certain way.”
3. FB barometer: if you are not reading at least two books a month, or have read less than
500 books in your life, you are undoubtedly FB. The less you read, the more FB you are.
4. Right framework v. Wrong framework re: a particular purpose. Purpose = accuracy.
1. Right framework = clock analogy.
2. Wrong framework = east/west. Application: telling people where to turn
loudness on stereo.
1.
2.

Provides 12 levels of gradation.
at best (ne, se, nw, sw, etc.) See also Fahrenheit v. Centegrade, meters v. yards.

the set of
possible thoughts
x

z

y

bisociated thoughts

F1
F2
5. xix.
specialization is readily apparent.
A

For you to think Z, you must experience
thought Y (for bisociation to occur —
but you can't in F1)
The danger of

  
Nature of Reality
2. Dilemma of the first decision: 1) made with the least information 2)
structures subsequent decisions.
1.

Decisions w/in decisions:

Decision to tackle
Decision to play football

Anti-intellectual decision
1.
a.
2.
Decisions are frames: the decision to put yourself in a specific mental space (if you decide to put
yourself into an Italian restaurant, the range of choices open to you are lasagna, etc.) Decision to put
yourself in mental space X means that the range of thoughts open to you are limited.

1. Cultural Causes
5. Medium is the Message
1.
Fast-paced cinema a great mind-control device: puts people in fast frame of mind: they can’t
concentrate on “difficult” concepts because their mind is waiting for information to speed by: mind in
hyper-drive: expecting duck to go by at 100 mph, so puts hand out to grab many times per second —
eventually, the mind gets frustrated.

Fashion (clothes)
Sports
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3.
Does the game provide the frame, or the frame provide the game? (“or alarm” should possibly go
off here).

Music
Styles of Acting
1. DOET, p. 86: cultural information creates grooves. But grooves are also
paths away from something.
2. Psychological Causes
3. Thinking Process
1.
Hypothesis: all conversations lead to the center. ¶ Two M.D’s, beginning in a conversation, will
eventually turn to medicine as a topic. Some category is the bridge. ¶ The center is a magnet which pulls
all thoughts toward it. (When people with incompatible interests talk, there is an initial attempt to talk in
the other person’s frames. This is too difficult. After a while, each struggles to pull the center of the
conversation into his/her framework of understanding significance.
2.
In X frame of mind, thinking frames (subframes) kick in. Abstraction, example, association (and
associate with prior thought), etc.

white
green
red

color
snow
firetruck
leaf

1.
2.
All will head here, where the abstractions are kept, bypassing other concepts. Good golly Miss
Molly! (7509)
3.
Some people can’t think certain thoughts. Within frame X, you can’t think thought Y.
Cognitive deficiencies
2.
Generally (?), the less imagination you have, the more framebound you’ll be. Thought too much
imagination coupled with hypothesis = fact leads to FB.
1.
The more ignorant you are, the more FB you will be.

Affective
1.
2.
3.
4.

People are framebound in part because they’re egobound.
Childhood experiences.
Emotional needs.
Stress in work environment.

Daydreaming/Lack of interest in the significant
1.
Difficult not to be FB when we think in frames: being in the right frame for decision x, of 100q
possible frames, not likely. ¶ thinking, “what’s for dinner?” when it’s your turn to move in chess.

4. Frames Protect Themselves
1. Enthymeme
4.
He put a charge on it — but it’s not holding the charge. [<== GLOBAL] [LOCAL==>
McKeever — + spin on a so-so lesson].

8

 /*
1. Hypothesis Examples
2. Language Examples
2. “Communism”: nose rags experiment.
3. “This is not a pipe.” Huh? But he’s right.
4. (anti-FB) Rose by any other name smells as sweet.
3. Real Life Examples
2. MC was by sink with knife in sink that needed to be cleaned. I threw a paper
towel into the sink. She said, “What’s that doing in there?”, seeing it as “trash.”
(due to the way I threw it into the sink.). But I threw it there so she could use it
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to clean the knife. <== If it was “trash,” I did a hostile thing. If it was a
“cleaning tool,” I did a kind thing. Thus, I am “good” or “bad” depeniding on
how well Margaret can perceive reality. (She perceives well, I’m good — she
perceives poorly, I’m bad). I’m a prisoner of her perception.
3. We were hot in room. Didn’t think we had air conditioning. Went to get fan,
ran into Elaine, told her it was hot. She said did we have AC — if I didn’t run
into her, we would have been hot for two months. ¶ Why didn’t we know we
had AC? Because heat came out of the vents in the winter, and we thought they
were “heating vents.” Also, “the dummies in the building didn’t provide for
proper ventilation.”
1.
2.

“It’s not us.”
“Elevators don’t work.”

4. Beggar looks like his grandfather. Image overrides his other attitude.
GRANDFATHER = +10, DON’T GIVE = +6.
1.
10/11/93, Entertainment Tonight: Winona Ryder contributes $200,000 ($225,000?) in reward
money for kidnap victim after she sees videotape of child in play, who reminds her of her.

7. If someone says “the tachyon goes faster than light,” you’d think “okay.” But if
you first learned, “nothing goes faster than light,” you’d think “that’s impossible.”
The preceding notions make acceptance of the new more difficult.
8. The Scieence of Computing, p. 24: “When using flowcharts it is easy to
succumb to the temptation to employ many ‘go to’s,’ since these are depicted
simply as arows just like those that would represent ‘while’ loops or conditional
statements. thus, this abuse of the medium of flowcharts has also caused many
researchers to recommend that they be used with caution.”
10. Prisoner’s Dilemma/Individualist Frame (fishermen)
12. Bad interpretation of musical pieces.
13. Apathy • Action
1.
If you don’t do B, 1000 people die. If you do B, 100 (diff.) people die. ¶ Because people see
action as worse than inaction, if outcomes are not certain, they will choose the former.

15. Debate turns an exercise (arguing for any point of view) into an agenda.
18. People who take things the wrong way.
1.
2.

BK: You’re a Type A personality.
Marina: (hurt) Gee, Barry, that’s really nice ofyou to say that.

20. Questions indicating FB:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Did I say that?
Why did I do that?
What was I thinking about?
How could I have said that.

22. Calling record, film “product.”
23. Man hates noise. Deal: a) quiet $600 Astoria apartment. B) Noisy $600,000
Manhattan apartment. He takes A. But if he took B, he could sell it, and buy a
better A.
24. “Why don’t you move to Russia?”
26. Brainwashing
27. Strategy of Conflict, p. 94: “ . . . most people, asked just to pick a number, will
pick numbers like 3,7,13,100,1, and 1. But when asked to pick the same number the
others iwll pick when the others are equally interested in picking the same number,
and everyone knows that everyone else is trying, the motivation is differetn. The
preponderant choic is the number one.
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4. Thinking Examples
2. (peripheral) Von Domarus
3. (periph) Logical fallacy
4. FB: tu quoque, special pleading. ¶ Excellent example: which frame to apply.
Alternating gives positive or negative charge to the reality.
5. Judgment and Reasoning Under Uncertainty examples
1.
x 7 x 6 . . . x 1 — students estimated higher. 1 x 2 x 3 . . . x 8 — students estimated lower. ¶ The
“thoughts from” reading this experiment could be;
1.
So what?
A.
Wow?
B.
I wonder what would happen if . . .
2.
Problem: how to get people out of F1 and into F2 and F3.

6. Seeing forest when you should see trees, and vv.
5. Miscellaneous Examples
1. The lamb was paranoid. It seemed there were all these creatures called
“wolves” — and thye obviously were conspiring to get HIM!
2. Can have any wish. B: (needs $10,000) I wish for $10,000.
3. DOET, 1st para.
4. Believing that X is true when it’s not is a sure sign of FB.
5. Excellent example that people are in frame X is to point outthat people will
highlight text differently in an article/book. If two people highlight an article in
exactly the same way, we may say that at that moment they are residing in the
same frame. ¶ Could point this out in text w/examples. Show unhighlighted text
— ask reader to highlight vis a vis significance — then to compare text with my
version of the highlighted text — and see the difference. ¶ Might have liest of
statements — circle all you think are true — compare with my list. ¶ After this,
w/statements re: + or - of flagburners, story: The Flagburner — X will read
differently from Y. They will remember different facts in the stories (questions
after story: what will you remember? These are the facts you will work with).
6. You’re not spending $1 billion, you’re saving $500 billion. Looking on an
investment as an expense is a fast way to go to the poorhouse.
7. Iago effect (Iago1)
1.
Competing chains refer to McDonald’s “McLean Deluxe” as a “seaweed pie”: 1) Why do they do
this? 2) Why would term “seaweed pie” reduce sales of this burger?

8. Roger Ebert 1990 book, p. 51. Quote from Badlands: “I killed them because
they was bounty hunters who wanted the reward money. If they was policemen,
just being paid for doing their job, that would have been different.” (It may be
worthwhile to tape this film and cull the dialogue for these examples of
outrageous thinking: find book written by James Reinhardt).
9. A man without a plan is not a man. But with a plan, potentially FB.
10. Genre “theory” elevates commercial expediency to the status of aesthetic
underpinning.
11. Some boarded the Titanic becuase of its fine woodwork and leather
upholstery; the curious thing is that they refused to disembark of the smae
reason. <== an analogy only carries you to a certain place. When you reach that
place, get off. Some people ride the analogy to a place it wasn’t designed to go
(like taking a limousine to a demolition derby).
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12. As the Titanic sinks into the murky depths, some will be guarding their
jewels from the looters.
13. Those permanently in the warrior phase don’t listen; they oppose. ¶ They
listen not to learn, but to parry. To them, a reply is a “move.”
14. Aesthetic frame where scientific frame needed (speakers by hard disk).
15. Chess problem harder to solve if told solution involves pin when it involves
fork. <== But in FB, my using as example would not be effective because I’ve
warned them. Reveals implicit assumption “This is legitimate.” in regular chess
books.
This is
legitimate

1.

This is
ersatz

a.

16. To discuss IDEA ideas in FB would be to anchor them w/in the frame of
“Framebound” — precisely the opposite of the way the ideas should be read.
17. More difficult to write good manual than design program — why? —
conceptual and economic environment sets the level of difficulty.
18. Planbound: Very similar to FB — never leaving the plan.
19. Teach creation of BOR with apartment problem — A and B, A with stereo, B
wants to sleep. Analysis in terms of “rights” fails — better to use accomodation
of interests. B wants to sleep past 11, A wants to play stereo. After 11,
headphones for A. Before, can play loudly once or twice a week, average level
not.
20. You should either eat meat or not eat meat. B: Why be so dogmatic? Do
what you can. A: You’re “wimpy” if you just “do what you can.”
wimpy (x)
do what you can (y)
1.
2.
FB when Y is illegetimately seen as a subset of “X”. (thinking something as “wimpy” when it
better seen as “reasonable.”

21. (statement) B: I disagree. [This repeats 4x] A: (thinking) He is always
disagreeing with me. ¶ But that’s because A is always talking first. If B talked
first, B would also be disagreeing with A.

1.
3.
,

Pendulum example.

Counterframing
" #' 6     7 "
1. Writing Techniques
1. Outlining
1.
After having extensively outlined, for the 1st time heard Mozard Piano (sonata) Uchida: in
terms of phrases (8th movement, KV 310?).
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2.

Methods of outlining

2. Get More Facts
1.

The more facts you have, the more accurate are your frames.

1. Plausibility criterion: “antidote” for FB?
2. Rules for beginning writers
A.
You don’t need to start at the beginning. (the contrary in the significance frame of the beginner as
a “true” remark would be debilitating (“you have to start at the beginning”).
B.
Write small essays, paragraphs, and integrate them.
C.
Read a lot about your subject for ideas.
D.
Work, then relax — keep it fresh.
E.
Go back to your material two weeks later and revise with a fresh eye.

3. Change Analogies
1.
Frame-shift via analogy: NYT, 8/19/90, F-5. “Mr. Sedelmaier concedes an element of
meaness in some of his work. But, he said, ‘I hear the same criticism of Chaplin. I’ll stand in that
company.” (Note: he won’t say, “I heard the same criticism of Atilla the Hun. I’ll stand in that
company.”

4. Write It Down/Trace One’s Train of Thought
5. Use of Quotation Marks/Brackets
1.
The Quotation Mark
1.
And its use as a framing device. “I love you” diff. from “I ‘love’ you.” Quotation mark thinking a
valuable tool(bracketing).

2. Speaking Techniques
1. Shift Language Used To Describe
1.
Reframing
E.
Story about Man Aattempting to convince Man B, unsuccessfully. Possible titles (every
frame is a possible hypothesis/aspect):
i.
The Unsuccessful Teacher
ii.
The Unsuccessful Student
iii.
The Unsuccessful Writer
iv.
The Unsuccessful Reader
1.
On June 22, 1984, the networks broadcast a story on a man who was not allowed to pull himself
off a respirator. ABC said his wife was “disappointed.” CBS said she was “dismayed.”
2.
You’re not advocating radical changes, you’re advocating sweeping changes. Or signifcant or
dramatic changes.
Real battle not between capitlaists and communists, but betwe two groups of capitalists: big business and
small business. Big error in framing the conflict.
3.
USA Today, 8/10/84, p. B-1: “Consumers ultimately should benefit if General Motors Corp.
capitalizes on big cost advantages of making more cars for the USA at its Canadian plants.” Using cheap
foreign labor is good when focusing on consumption.
X: The CIA is responsible for death squad murders. Y: The world isn’t perfect. or Life is unfair.
3.
USA Today, 12/27/89, p. 1: Psychologist John Norcross: “ . . . a lapse is not a relapse.”
4.
St. Pete Times, 10/30/85 (5986) p. 3A Defense files found in prison. Possible replies: (cf.
reframing)
1.
MINUS “There could be a danger to our national security.”
2.
NEUTRAL “We could find no evidence that reflected a major national security leak.” “We have
no indication now that there was any damage to our national security.” [These latter two were actually
said].
1.
We need to move slowly — and build on our legitimacy. B: You’re co-opting the more
progressive approach.
4.
NYPost, 12/14/87 Man kills mugger. Editorial on front page asks subway “samaritan” to
surrender. ¶ How come he’s not a “vigilante”?
Contrast Beardsley’s and Copis’ view of inflammatory language (pp. 136-7, Practical Logic, with Orwell’s
and H. Rawson’s views [Dictionary of Eupehmisms).
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Situation. A man is about to tip a waitress. He asks her, “How much should I give you?” She barks back,
“Don’t play God with me. Do what you want.” The Waitress’ reply seems nasty, but read the context.
(Working, p. 295).
Told in court, the witness would get two “sides” of the story. One, the version filtered through the
abstractions of the man (the version which leaves out the facts). Two, the version by the waitress — the
version with the concrete details.
5.
You will not be “giving more power to the legislature,” you will be “returning the power to the
legislature that was once theirs.”
6.
“Hidden” curriculum vs. “implicit” currriculum.
7.
Seeing in terms of “claims” and “evidence” better than “premise” and “conclusion.” This focuses
attention on establishing the truth of claims, instead of drawing implications from claims. Of course, both
are important, but claims must be established as true first.
A.
Claim -------- establish truth -------- draw implication
B.
For a claim, these three things must be established:
i.
Meaning
ii.
Relevance1
a.
Relevant/Irrelevant game, played in logic class — people who make irrelevant remarks are put
out of the game — last person left is the winner.
b.
Irrelevance (irrelevant1)
c.
Gramophone, July ‘89, p. 171 Cadenzas by soloist: “ . . . I might have criticized them for
excessive length were it not that the one original Bocchereni cadenza that has come down to us is
practically the longest of all.” (what difference does this latter point make?)
d.
Re: 19th century ideas being bad because they are from the 19th Century. (His conception was
19th Century: Marbury v. Madison judicial review). (I think he was referring to strict consttruction),
e.
Is it your contention that every idea conceived in the 19th Century is invalid?
f.
Then how can your observation regarding the temporal genesis of this provision possibly be
relevant?
g.
NOTE THE INCONSISTENCY IF YOU STATE THAT CONST. IS OBSOLETE BECAUSE IT
WAS WRITTEN IN 18TH CENTURY.
h.
The validity of a political axiom is not chronology dependent.
iii.
Signficant
C.
Evidence is more valuable than gold. Evidence proves points, and points make the world run.
8.
I did it, but it’s not “what I do.”
9.
BK: Is Hussein a “sexist” fore releasing women hostages? MC: No, a “gentleman.”
10.
In an art gallery: BK: Which way is West? Her: The person? BK: The direction.
11.
You’re not “experimenting” with a new teaching method, you’re “working out” a new teaching
method.
12.
Pat Buchanan on TV today said “rename SDI Patriot 2.”
13.
Glass half-empty, half-full.
14.
History can be merely a re-framing — this was the Tom relationship. Now we have the Jerry.
History can be a weapon. If we change the Master & Servant category in law books to labor relations, the
“old” MS category becomes “old.” (i.e. “history”). “Oh, that’s the way we used to see it.” Nothing like
being there for impact — so history removes the “there.”
15.
I see as contradiction what could be seen as change of mind.
16.
T Tribune 8/24/86, p. 8-C: “She thought ‘legal’ meant okay.”
17.
Conflicting frames in the same paper, same day: St. Pete Times, 8/24/86, p. 8C: “Still, the Bucs
had some 200-watt numbers in the first two quarters. DeBerg completed 6 of 19 passes for 122 yards . . . “
P. 1C “There were still problems Saturday. DeBerg finished the half only 6-for-18 for 122 yards and his
two interceptions.”
18.
Before Computer Era, I saw SPR as “boring.” Now I see it as “relaxed.”
19.
A hypothesis: What we see as an actuality for the USSR, we don’t even see as a possibility for the
U.S. USSR: hypothesis (no freedom of press) = actuality.) US = impossibility. But logically, we should see
as hypothesis in both cases. The power of logic is that it brings all statements into the middle frame, while
the average person puts statements into either/or true/false:
20.
Education --> no frame shifts when reading: “there’s only one way to perceive.” Institutional
frame.
21.
Southerners see anti-smog movie as “government control.” Northerners, who breathe the smog,
perceive it as cleaning up the air.
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22.
If you want to retaliate against terrorists, say “we won’t allow these terrorists to get away with
this.” If you don’t, say “we won’t allow these terrorists to disturb the peace.”
23.
Reagan nominee Ginsburg smoked pot: we know what conservatives would say had a liberal
justice been appointed: now let’s hear what they say when a conservative is appointed — Daily News,
11/6/87, p. 3: Conservative Daniel Casey: “It really shouldn’t come as a surprise considering the era he
comes out of,” he said of Ginsburg, who attended college in the 60’s. ‘It probably would have been an
anomaly if he had not at least experimented with it.” Meese: “ . . . (Meese) applauded the appeals court
judge for his ‘forthright statement’ about using marijuana. ¶ ‘His action, taken during his younger days,
was a mistake,’ Meese said. ‘It certainly does not affect his qualifications to sit on the Supreme Court, and
he should be confirmed expeditiously . . .”
24.
Not conspiracy — consensus.
25.
Not “do experiments on humans” but “do studies on humans.”
26.
For some people, negative is negative — for others, negative is neutral. (A makes a “negative”
remark. Commnet: “he’s so negative.” But A is just telling it like he sees it).
27.
It may be less helpfult to view the rich as a class and more as a coalittion, which unites or divides
depending on which issue/purpose is before it.
28.
Should we ban cruelty-to-animal laws if we eat meat? Are we “hypocrites” if we don’t pass those
laws? ¶ Any ad hominem arg. can be met with an ad hominem, if the arguer is skillful enough.
29.
Girl: “I met a guy today.” (if she likes the guy). “A guy was bugging me today.” (and if she
doesn’t).
30.
Animal researchers talk about “saving lives” w/their two billion dollars a year in animal research
— but if they really cared about saving lives, they’d give the $2 billion to give medical care for the babies
who can’t get it — to the starving people — to stop abused children, etc. ¶ If they really cared about
saving lives, they’d put 95% of the money into the experiments which actually do save lives, instead of
10% (see inconsistent). ¶ When they say “put money into animal research because it saves lives, “ focus
on “saving lives.” Should we spend money on “X” which saves lives or animal research which doesn’t
save lives? ¶ When they answer a hypothetical in the only way they can derive some general principles:
the “why” behind the answer — then extend to the class of actual cases functionally identical.
31.
National Law Journal, 3/21/88, p. S-19 (criminal lawyer): “Terminology is vital in dealing with
these jurors. ‘You do not represent the ‘defendant’, you represent the ‘accused’ . . . ‘The person who is
representing the government is not the ‘government,’ he’s the ‘prosecutor.’”
32.
“Stealing” something permanently unutilized is merely an efficinet reallocation of resources.
33.
A Guide to Orchestral Music, p. 452, Varese: “An artist is never ahead of his time, but most
people are behind their own time.”
34.
One man’s burden is another man’s opportunity.
35.
To Mother Theresa: “You’re too predictable — you should be more spontaneous. “Predictable”
an empty formulation when it applies equally well to Gandhi, Hitler, Einstein, and Son of Sam.
36.
You’re not going to “change” the political process — you’re going to “modify” it.
37.
It doesn’t toss out the const., it builds on the const. (updates the const.), makes those changes
necessary.
38.
Const. needs to be updated, not amended.
39.
You hav en’t “created a new branch of governmennt” — you’ve consolidated existing and
diffused powers into clear lines of accountability.”
40.
You say, “I want to increase efficiency.” they say, “he wants to water down the
Constitution.”
41.
The Constitution isn’t “complicated,” it’s “involved.”
42.
What is the difference between “editing” and “censoring”?
43.
If 99 people pass a rule that negatively impacts 1, that’s tyranny. But if 1 person passes a
rule that has a negative impact on 99, that’s liberty.
44.
It’s the “taxpayers” vs. “the majority.” Which frame will win? (choose the frame people
identify with — to create likeness). (T = everyone identifies with M = people see themselves on the
other side of the issue).
45.
I’m not “rocking the boat,” I’m “plugging a leak.”
46.
Odyssey, p. 312 (317?) “ . . . his vision so pure . . .” Zealot? Dogmatist?
47.
Taxpayers: not only the breadwinners, the breadmakers.
48.
Murphy: “I came in second.” Interviewer: You lost the Gong Show. He corrected her: “I
didn’t lose — I came in second. “Came in second” heard as “lost.” 4/30/93 E interview.
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49.
Not “crap” threshhold: threshhold of pain.
50.
If it’s not obeyed, it’s not a const. — it’s a souvenir, an historical artifact.
51.
You’re not “rewriting the const.”; you’re putting teeth in the const.
52.
X obsessed with violin: A: You’re close-minded. B: I’m anchoring.
53.
If you hold true to the principles while changing their implementation, are you a
“conservative” or a “liberal”?
54.
We need to improve things. B: If you’re not happy here, why not get another job? 2) You
are constantly complaining. You don’t fit in.
55.
Mom bossed around: “You’re weak.” “I love too much.”
56.
To avoid discouragement, frame negative experiences in the narrowest possible way. Y can
reframe “date” as “1st date” and prevent a negative generalization by containing the meaning to a narrower
category. Thus, a bad “1st date” is just that. A bad “date” can allow the hypothesis “this date will be bad,
because the other date I had was bad.” But more difficult to think “this second date will be bad because the
first date was bad.”

COMMUNIST (primary frame)

—
"Decadent
import"

+
"Proletarian
expression"

ANTICOMMUNIST

re: "decadent import"
comment: "You'd
expect that view
from a communist."

Note: of the two possible replies to
"decadent import," the most effective is
the one which remains in the primary
framework.

Why? Second
58.
v.
reply has two hurdles:
A.
attacts the comment
B.
attacks the primary frame
59.
Allows the person to form the hypothesis “decadent anticommunist” and “attack” the primary
framework of the “attacker.” The first reply is far more effective — throws the legitimacy of the first
argument into ambiguity — and removes the authority of the remark by positing an equally powerful view.
“Attacker’s” credibility cannot be attacked — attention focuses on the remark. Note that these views are
not comments on jazz — they do not tell us anything about the reality of jazz— they do tell us the
philosphic disposition of the speaker. “Jazz” is the concept by which we discover this disposition.”
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CAPITALIST (American version)

+
"Own
your
own
business."

—
"Workers
should
own the
means of
production."

60.
MOTORCYCLE HELMETS

+
"Helmets/
seatbelts
safer."

—
"Helmets/
seatbelts
less safe."

"You have no right
to make me wear
a helmet."

Best argument: stays within the
primary frame.

61.
viii.
62.
The two phrases are semantically identical!
63.
Frame-shift necessary for progress:
A.
McLuhan: “I don’t know who discovered water, but it wasn’t a fish.”
64.
Argument Strategies
A.
Reformulate their remarks, which will be imbedded with frames “favorable” to their pt. of view.
Then ask questions. ¶ In conversation, when faced with a diatribe, ask “could you repeat that?” Bisect.
Take one point at a time. Reformulate. Quiz. BRDI
i.
Bisect
a.
Break down
b.
Pull out sentence from paragraph
ii.
Reformulate
a.
An essential “check and balance’
iii.
Dissect
a.
Evidence?
b.
Rival Hyp?
c.
Other facts?
d.
Probability?
e.
Point out Abstraction
iv.
Inquire
a.
Evidence?
b.
Content abstractions
c.
Hypotheticas
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d.
Evaluation
65.
Deeducation + reeducation = 0 (?) [null state?] OR education (?) Parentheses around question
marks to distinguish between the two frames possible: 1)education? (not real education) 2) education (?)
(I’m not sure if the answer is education or 0.) One of those ideas where a subsidiary aspect turns out to be
primary, and what was formerly seen as primary becomes an illustration, an example, a starting-point, the
skeleton, fodder, etc.
66.
Breaking Frame (5729-30)
A.
Professor Twist: “Crocodile”
B.
Changing the Subject.

breaks frame
"can do anything"
C.
D.
Frame Shift
i.
Dick Tracy: scene — DT jr. 1st thought, “syrupy, sentimenal.” Then thought of Class Act (writing
book dedicated to me). Emotion welled up — and then thought scene “realistic.”
67.
You might think “infinity = zero” impossible, until you hear the word “space.”
68.
All in a cage pushing in different directions: freedom is not necessarily liberating.
69.
Your primary location is a mental one. Saying “I want to go to Quebec” like saying “I want to
situate Tampa within Utah.”
70.
That a time bomb takes 190 years to go off doesn’t mean it’s not a time bomb.
71.
Use Good Questions (question1 questioning1 questions1)
A.
Questions have at least two functions:
i.
Tools for getting information.
ii.
Questions SET THE FRAME. (the most important function) Enthymeme is the tool of framesetting questions.
a.
To demand a yes or no answer to a question that demands a balancing approach is to preclude
the proper way of viewing the world’s problems. (“Should a drug that benefits 99 percent of the people but
injures 1 percent be banned from the market?”) Note the role of abstraction here. (5704-5)
B.
Good Questions1 (get questions from 6597-99) (See also work already done in this area: check the
archive on Syquest).
i.
If our nation is truly “a nation under God,” then shouldn’t we (logically) say “amen” after saying
the pledge of allegiance?
ii.
If Agenda A, B, C, D, E, and F is necessary for a good society, and party X advocates A, B, and C,
and party Y advocates D, E, and F, how can the right combination ever be put into place?
iii.
The following statement was made in one of the following years (we don’t know which): 1951,
1958, 1961, 1966, 1972,1979,1981, and 1988.: “The U.S Dept. of Defense needs $300 billion. If it doesn’t
get it, the Russians will know we’re weak and take over.” Is the amount overstated, understated, or exactly
right?
iv.
What would it take to convince you?
v.
What does that say to you?
vi.
“Are you viewing that hypothesis as a fact?”
a.
“It seems to me . . . “
Openers
b.
“Maybe.”
c.
“I don’t think it’s likely that . . . “
d.
“I doubt you’ve shown . . . “
e.
“That’s a likely/unlikely/interesting hypothesis.”
f.
“That’s not likely.”
g.
“I hadn’t considered that before.”
h.
“Those are the risks — now what do you think are the possible benefits?”
i.
“I’m not sure you can draw that analogy.”
j.
“That’s a separate issue.”
k.
“What do you mean?”
l.
“How do you know?”
m.
“Are you sure?”
n.
“Have you examined the alternative?”
Analyze your conversation
o.
“I’m not sure.”
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p.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.
v.
w.
x.
y.
z.
aa.
bb.
cc.
dd.
ee.
ff.
gg.

“I think so.”
“I don’t think so.”
“Perhaps.”
Put statements after the
“Probably.”
comment that would
“Possibly.”
inspire the reply.
“That’s impossible.”
“I could be wrong.”
“I haven’t analyzed it that closely.”
“I doubt it.”
“That’s different.”
“The two circumstances are functionally identical.”
“That’s not a necessary factor.”
“That’s not a sufficient factor.”
“That’s neither necessary nor sufficient.”
“But what would you do in this circumstance?”
“Let me give you an example.”
“Suppose that . . . “
“Let me give you a hypothetical.”

hh.
ii.
jj.
kk.
ll.

Why?
“You can’t create a better society.”
“That’s impossible.”
“You have to do this by hand: you can’t use the computer.”
“We’re never to get a fax machine for our house.”

mm.
nn.
oo.
pp.
qq.
rr.
ss.
tt.
uu.
vv.
ww.

“In light of the fact that . . .”
“To a certain extent . . . “
“You’re begging the question.”
“You’re equivocating.”
“That hasn’t been demonstrated.”
“Look at it from this point of view . . . “
“You’re confusing effects with causes.”
“That doesn’t answer the question.”
“I’ve got to think about that.”
“That has possibilities . . . “
“Is it really true that . . . “

xx.
yy.
zz.
aaa.
bbb.
ccc.

What’s your evidence?
“America is the best country.”
“UFO’s exist.”
“The death penalty does not deter criminals.”
“Marijuana is a useless drug.”
“The Yanks will win the World Series this year.”

ddd.
eee.
fff.
ggg.
hhh.
iii.

“There may be another way to interpret that evidence.”
“Why not?”
“Any other reason?”
“What makes it ______ “
“How?”
“Don’t you think that . . . “

jjj.
kkk.
lll.
mmm.
nnn.
ooo.

So?
“I’ve never heard that.”
“How can I trust your judgment? You never finished college.”
“It can’t be a good movie. Both Siskel and Ebert hated it.”
Note that “so” is best applied when “never” statements are used
with skimpy(or no)evidence.

ppp.

“No one has demonstrated that conclusively.”
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qqq.
“Some experiments have shown that . . . “
rrr.
“You haven’t convinced me that . . . “
sss.
“You’ve misinterpreted what I said.”
ttt.
“How does that follow?”
uuu.
“I’m inclined to say that . . . “
vvv.
“Those experiments are flawed . . . “
www. “How are they flawed?”
xxx. poorly done
yyy. disanalogous
zzz. never replicated
aaaa. contrary studies
bbbb. “Is there another hypothesis?”
cccc.
“It may be the case that . . . “
dddd. “What makes you say that?”
eeee.
“I’d like to think that isn’t true.”
ffff.
“You left out . . . “
gggg. “Not necessarily.”
hhhh. “If . . . then.”
iiii.
“But for . . . “
jjjj.
“How about this . . . “
kkkk.

The Set of Suspect Remarks(not to say that they’re irrational in every instance)

llll.
“America is number One.”
Closers
mmmm. “We’ll never do X . . . “
nnnn. “That would be too expensive.”
oooo. “What about you?”
pppp. “But you . . . “
qqqq. “They’ll be allright.”
rrrr.
“They’ll get used to it.”
ssss.
“What are you doing about it?” (the “you” remarks)
tttt.
“If you don’t like it, leave.”
uuuu. “What is the most serious criticism you have?”
vvvv.
“We don’t have the budget for it.”
wwww. Sometimes they don’t. Sometimes they have decided to spend the existing money on some less
justified purpose.
C.
Questions -- HOW to ask questions.
D.
Socratic Method
i.
To those that claim “animals don’t feel pain,” ask “do dogs see?” Ask how they know. “Do dogs
have a preference for one food over another?” Aks how they know. Apply to pain.
E.
Submerged questions
i.
Questions which have occurred to your, perhaps not broought to the surface, and buried in the
subconscious.
a.
Why is there no Channel One on the TV dial?
F.
General Questions
i.
Don’t give liars the opportunity to lie. (a potential hazard with the socratic method).
ii.
Questions borne of enthusiasm.
72.
Create new ways of looking at the world:
A.
Concept of thevalue unit: Assume that a loaf of bread in 1974 may be had for $50. Assume that a
dollar = 1000 value units. If bread in 1984 is $1.00, a dollar is 500 value units, vis a vis bread.
B.
The fourth dimension may be seen as the space within which a three-dimensional solid is found.
The fifth dimension would be a four-dimensional structure located within a structure. (5944)
C.
Man dreaming “real” dreams -- has guide in the dream. Man poses question to guide: “Which one
of us is going to wake up?” Implication is that film is a dream, but we don’t know whose.
D.
Ad Age, 11/18/85, p. 45 (5995) Discusses fine-mesh v. wire-mesh mind. Poet (wire): sees as
significant (notices) 50% of reality. Accountant (fine): lets little information in mind — sees as significant
(notices) only 1% of reality. In case of accountant, “for sale” sighs, stock market news, etc. (cf.
EXPLORER/DETECTIVE). Result re: creativity — if creativity is the mind making connections, then
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obviously the poet will make more connectiions, because there’s more to be connected. For ideological
hegemony, train for the techical. Result
—> fewer acts will be seen as signifcant, less creativity. So — answer to question — how do you destroy
the imagination? Answer —> Create schools of technical focus, and specialization (narrow the fields of
significance).
73.
Thinking Techniques
A.
Flipping
i.
Congress should ==> should Congress?
B.
Term-shifting
i.
Congress should ==> States should, Cong. shouldn’t
C.
Frame-shifting
i.
If provision were in Soviet const., If Soviet prov. were in american const, if Soviet const. were put
in America
D.
Analogizing
i.
Congress does X. ==> Rome did X, and Y occurred.
E.
Reductio Ad Absurdum
i.
years ==> What about 8 years?
F.
Counterexamples
i.
X does Y ==> X didn’t do Y here, X also did Z, so does Z.
ii.
Two 19th Century conceptions
a.
All men are created equal
b.
Slavery should be allowed
c.
The fact that a conception had its genesis in the 18th century (or any century) does not in and of
itself mean that it is true or false.
G.
Anchoring Abstractions
i.
Giving examples, define terms
H.
Side effects
I.
Plausibility Criterion
i.
“Reasonable man” standard — 2 + 2 = 4 “Does 2 + 2 = 4?” A waste of time.
J.
Analysis re: criteria
K.
Chunking
L.
Break down into simpler problem.
M.
General
i.
Inversion (shifting)
ii.
Reduction (simplifiying)
iii.
Chunking (grouping)
N.
Other Thinking Techniques
i.
Negotiation
ii.
Critical Thinking
iii.
Strategy/Problem-Solving Techniques
iv.
Decoding
v.
Pattern recognition/Eleusis (very important!)
74.
Analogy1 (cf. also functional identity)
A.
Analogies are bridges to different frames of reference.
B.
Abstractions are the distilled essence of analogies.
C.
Analogy is the soul of argument.
D.
When cuban revolution occurred, people left. Does this mean CR bad? (Answer the question).
American rev., people left. Does this mean AR bad? (5735)
1.
Is will like a muscle, or like a bank account? (In A, you use, you exercise; in B, you use, you
deplete).
E.
To those who think it strange that Rockefeller would support Soviets -- note: many businessmen
give contributios to both dems and repubs.
F.
Annual term has Achilles Heel of local interest, but solution is not to lop off the foot, but to get a
special shoe.
G.
Analogy is powerful because it shifts the foundation of mapping. The nuclear analogy on 6652
gives people a new structure on which to map their thoughts — w/out those structures, their incipient
thoughts have nothing to hand onto, and they evaporate as soon as conceived. ¶ Analogies structure
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thought by legitimizing the new ideas. Because a parallel for the thought exists in domain X, the idea gains
significance, and so is retained, not shuttled off to the refuse pile of the improbable.
H.
Sachertorte Algorithm, pp. 206-14: good writing using analogy to structure the argument.
I.
Hypothesis ==> Experiment (testing the analogy).
J.
Slippery slope actually a subset of faulty analogy.
K.
Examples
i.
Tribune, 8.11.84, p. 3-E Bob Guccione “People say to me, ‘Why didn’t youwait two months until
her reign as Miss America is over, rather than destroy her career?” he said. ‘My answer is, why didn’t the
Washington Post wait until Nixon was out of office before exposing his fradulent activities in Watergate?”
ii.
The molecules had an argument. “We’re part of a conscious body.” “No evidence” say the other
molecules — could all have arisen randomly.” ¶ Of course! But it could still have a consciousness.
iii.
If you are hungry, would you rather have ten wax apples, or one real apple?
iv.
“Laws should be hard to pass.” The new American car. The steering wheel only an athlete can
steer. The gas and brakd pedals which require 10 lb. per square inch of pressure. The gears which can
barely be shifted.
v.
The cases are vessels; the judge is the one who puts water in the vessels.

Judge pours water
into this vessel
vi.
vii.
As you’re pouring water into the vessel, say, “I find the reasoning of this case most persuasive,
and the most on point factually, etc.”
viii.
On a car two factors are important: stability and change. When you aim the steering wheel
straight, you want to go straight, not veer to the left. You also want to be able to move the steering wheel
whenever you hit a curve, and you want the car to turn when you move the wheel, not five seconds
afterward. ¶ The betst cars are verystable and very responsive.
ix.
Congress Investigates, p. 2601: “The lambs have been sheared and it takes time to grow more
wool.”
x.
Some people see their records as friends. To suggest to them that they listen to other things is to
suggest to them that they get new friends. But they like their friends!
xi.
Tried key in lock, didn’t fit — tried another lock, didn’t fit — he said, “this key’s no good,” and
threw the key away.
xii.
Hath not a dog eyes?
xiii.
Two boys. A sells lemonade, B sells Dantino, a tasteless drink, which, consumed on a daily basis,
results in a 50 pt. IQ increase over two years. Virtually all of the neighborhood goes for the lemonade
stand; Dantino is a bust. Should the city step in and regulate the lemondade stand out of business? ¶ If
we say “no,” we place a higher value on the right of X to make money, and the right of society to consume
pleasurable foods, than on the potenttial of the ultimate better society.
xiv.
In a dark room, light wins.
xv.
Record Shelf Guide, p. 5: The sound of the harpsichord reminded Beecham of “a pair of skeletons
copulating on a corrugated tin roof.”
xvi.
Brilliant metaphor for the economic system: the cartoon character who walks off cliff into air —
when he realizes he’s out there, he falls.
xvii.
Car: political system analogy. You have a volkswagen. I propose a new car. You say, what will
your car have in it?” I pull out my 12-cylinder engine — you say “that won’t run in my Volkswagen.” Of
course not. The engine isn’t the only thing we’re going to change.
xviii.
Analogy between great classical music and great rock music. ¶ Two mansions, both equally large
on the inside — however, one has one door with a very narrow entrance, the other has several doors with
wide entrances (accessible melody, naturally appealing rihtym, diatonic, relates to immediate concerns,
what everyone else is listening to, uncomplicated, etc.). ¶ It’s more difficult to get into the first mansion,
but that doesn’t mean it’s any less worthy. ¶ the same could perhaps be siad of any two pieces of music,
one accessible, one inaccessible.
xix.
Is cake not dessert because someone else eats filte mignon as dessert? Or salad not an appetizer
because the French eat it last? (refers to art)
xx.
Street News, Jan. ‘90,. p. 4: Kathleen Di Chiara: “You know, everyone’s trying to pull these
babies out of the water, but maybe we should go upstream and find out who’s throwing them in.
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xxi.
You experience novocaine differently depending on your presence at a dentist’s office or a feast.
xxii.
Ladder A goes three feet and stops. Ladder B goes to the top of the building. X points to the first
rung on A and B and says, “A is as good as B.” ¶ The quality of the rungs may be the same, but where do
the rungs go?
xxiii.
(this idea is a link with FRAME) VLS, 10/89, p. 25: ‘Right-wing’ author suggests education for
elective officeholders: ‘The public would now be able to select its candidates from among people certified
as qualified . . .” Author of article continues: “or, as the founding ford put it, ‘You can have any color you
want, as long as it’s black.’” One could use this analogy against training for neurologies, attorneys, etc.
Rather interesting view on professionalization. Author refers to idea as a “repellent prescription” says
candidates carry “symbolic” weight that can override traditional “qualifications” (e.g. Koch, and
Dinkins)> ¶ Of course (current) voters will vote for candidates on the basis of symbolism, personality,
etc. but that’ sno reason not to educate the candidates about how to do their job.
xxiv.
Fighting for the right to pamphlet is like fighting for the right to use BB guns in full-fledged
combat.
xxv.
Democrat: Republican:: Good cop: bad cop.
xxvi.
It’s a principle in the theatre to project to the last row: similarly, the orator should speak to the
least knowledgeable person (the most knowledgeable will find his actions exaggerated, unnecessary).
xxvii. “I think . . .” Their mental process is to thinking what crawling is to running a marathon.
xxviii. A Hyundai may be better than a Yugo — but that doesn’t mean it’s the car you want to drive the
rest of your life.
xxix.
Political analogies
a.
Publisher who gives editor 8 yr. term: NYT becomes Weekly World News.
b.
Would you refuse $30,000 a year job simply becuase you make $20,000, and that’s
c.
more than you made last year?
d.
more than any of your neighbors make?
e.
Not add rooms to house with additional children because:
f.
you added a room 10 years ago?
g.
your neighbors haven’t added any rooms
h.
One neighbor has a worse ratio of rooms to kids than you
i.
you have the best room to kid ratio.
j.
Const. can produce great society no better than 12 tone system can produce great music. (limits
the kind of music that can be produced).
k.
Legislators are to society what doctors are to individuals — yet we impose a 200 year old protocol
on them.
xxx.
Workarounds: when X won’t sell his property, developers will build around it. Same thing
happens with const.
xxxi.
It’s degrading to have to demonstrate for rights (“if you want your supper, you’re going to have
to sing for it first”).
xxxii. (cf. also Titanic)
xxxiii. Saying there’s a fine line between punishment and revenge is like saying that there’s a fine line
between animals and dogs. <== analogies give us concepts (like words) — all words borne of analogy.

Observation

a.

Dog 1, Dog 2

Analogy

(implicit conception ("1 like 2")

Word

recognition of conception ("dog")
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xxxiv. Master Analogies in Const. Analysis
a.
Cruise ship/direction
b.
Corporation w/employees
c.
Titanic (stability)
xxxv.
Imagine loudspeakers in the streets: which is the best?
a.
Control of loudspeakers by dictatorial govt.
b.
Control of loudspeakers by one political party only.
c.
Control by one man, who is either given them by govt., or has purchased them.
d.
Time-sharing of loudspeakers, where majority votes on who gets what time.
e.
Time-sharing, where body appointed by majority decides.
f.
Demolition of the loudspeakers.
xxxvi. Using the mind to watch football like running Pong on a Cray Supercomputer — but much worse.
xxxvii. Phillipines voted on Const.:
a.
Are the voters in America less intelligent than the voters of the Phillipines?
b.
Do the voters in America have less rights than those of the Phillipines?
c.
If the Phillipines voted on their Const., shouldn’t Americans get to vote on their const?
xxxviii. If you said “my criteria for the building materials of a house is glue and ice cream sticks,” and I
build one for you, and then you said, “I won’t move in,” and I ask why, “and you say “that doesn’t model
the real world,” I go “so what”?
xxxix. Paradise Island does for rationalizations what raid does for roaches.
xl.
As the sun is to the vampire, so the hypothetical is to the “conservative,” See him dodge it at
every turn.
xli.
Abortion a political “football.” Everyone watches it. But it’s what’s going on outside the stadium
that counts.
xlii.
A horse and buggy government for an Indy 500 society.
xliii.
Psychologists don’t get angry at patients.
xliv.
If your car has eight cylinders, you don’t slow it down by removing the wheels.
xlv.
They’re using a thermometer to measure distance.
xlvi.
Some people think that if a boulder is rolling down a mountain, it needs an extra push.
xlvii.
kinds of theft:
a.
Desert (hold-up)
b.
Desert ($100,000 for water [contract[)
c.
Desert (to get to water, must pay $100,000 for easement [property]).
xlviii. America is like a 747 chained to the ground, engines pushing at full steam.
xlix.
Paradox of the Kite: let the string go, it falls.
l.
A pearl starts with a grain of sand.
li.
Story of the Quicksand
a.
QUICKSAND IS NATURE’S WAY OF WEEDING OUT POOR THINKERS.
b.
People in quicksand: refuse to grab the rope because they think the rope will break.
c.
Rejecting a rope of velvet because they don’t like the material.
d.
Preferred a chain.
e.
Did what the other people did.
f.
Grabbed the rope.
g.
“We’re not on quicksand — we’re on solid ground.”
h.
Grabbed the rope — about to be pulled to safety, but then discovered something horrible — his
ankle was chained to eveyone else’s. The weight of their ignorance pulled him off the rope, and into the
quicksand.
i.
“I have a right not to grab the rope.”
j.
“It won’t work.”
k.
“We’re sinking anyway.”
l.
“No energy.”/”I’m too tired.”
m.
I don’t understand why I have to grab it.
n.
“I don’t need to grab the rope, because I knew someone who didn’t grab the rope, and they lived.”
o.
“Those people are crazy.” (but doesn’t grab the rope either).
p.
“How do I know that’s a rope.” How do I know that there isn’t poison on the rope? How do I
know what I’m going to be pulled too? Prove that’s a rope.” (they provide proof, but he has on
sunglassees: “you haven’t proved it yet.”
q.
“Prove I’m in quicksand.”
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r.
Going to die anyway.
s.
“Pray to God. He’ll save us.”
t.
Asleep.
u.
“My grandparents didn’t grab any rope, and they didn’t die in quicksand.”
v.
Depressed about being in quicksand — sobbing — never looked up at rope.
w.
“I don’t want to go on living — my clothes are drenched in quicksand.”
x.
Knew a technique you could use that would let you live under quicksand. “Sure” it would work.
y.
I don’t need to grab the rope, because someone will come along and pull us out.
z.
You must be insane.
aa.
That’s the lazy way out.
bb.
“We have made the decision not to consider the rope at this time.”
cc.
“If I grab the rope, I’ll drown.”
dd.
Help me throw this rope. B: I got out w/o rope, they should too.
ee.
“I can get out of quicksand without a rope.” <== People up to their necks in quicksand will see
that rope with a new perspective.
ff.
“I’m going to sink anyway, why grab the rope?”
lii.
The Boulder on the Pit: 100 people in pit — 80 required to move off.
a.
1st 25 said, “no way we can move it,” so didn’t even try.
b.
Next 70 said, “we don’t have enough people to move it, so there’s no point in trying.”
c.
struggled valiantly to move boulder off the pit.
liii.
You’re driving a Model T in the Indy 500, and you wonder why you never win any races.
liv.
mph society, 200 mph society.
lv.
You’ve not only thrown the baby out with the bathwater, you’ve thrown out the brother and sister.
lvi.
Analogies are brittle.
lvii.
You’re defending unicorns against the invasion of Loch Ness monsters.
lviii.
Had $10,000 instead of buying a burglar alarm, bought a video system — crooks still would rob
her blind, but she was able to catch 1 out of every 10, and every time she caught one, she’d say, “the
system works.”
lix.
Some topics are inappropriate to the message. Like watching Gone with the Wind on a 1 inch TV,
or yelling out Sartre’s Being and Nothingess in a discotheque.
lx.
Trying to deal with these people is like trying to shoot mosquitoes with a BB gun.
lxi.
Al Date: 5/23/92, Genie: “Even rats in a maze will stop going down the path that yields no
cheese.”
lxii.
We came into the world in the middle game.
lxiii.
They’re giving you bones, but you’re paying for steak.
lxiv.
They tell you to pick up the check, but they don’t let you order from the menu.
lxv.
This isn’t cutting off your nose to spite your face — it’s cutting off your neck to spite your face.
lxvi.
The Constitution is no endangered species — it’s extinct.
lxvii.
You wouldn’t want an untrained person representing you in court, but you want an untrained
person representing you and 350,000 other people in a legislature?
lxviii. Plate analogy:
a.
Teacher spins plates, keeps them u (different issues). Cannot spin 20 plates — there is a limit.
lxix.
analogy1
lxx.
Don’t drive in the fast lane — unless you’re in a Porsche.
lxxi.
Town had disease, wall around town. Media reported, “wall keeps out invaders” — but the
people knocking at the gates were doctors.
lxxii.
Crutch slows you down when you are well — speeds you up when you are sick.
lxxiii. Categories: In dark room — want to make painting by punching holes in wall; with a tool 1 ft by 1
ft, can only construct the crudest shapes. Five categories allow a truer represenation of reality.
L.
Layered Analogy
i.
You want to prove A’s position (“prove why we need X is untenable”)absurd. You know what his
reply will be, so you build it into your analogy.
a.
You say there’s no connection between corporations and government. Let me give you a
dialogue.”
b.
We need electricity.
c.
B What problem does that solve, and how does it solve it?
d.
To me this is questions is not appropriate. Lret me give you an analogy: D: We need a plumbing
system. E: What problem does that solve, and how does it solve it?” See the absurdity of your question?
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e.
I don’t get the connection. We’r etalking about two different systems here, plumbing and
electricity — they have nothing in common. (Could also probably layer 3 times, if I were smart enough).
f.
NOTE: You can layer the dialogue as follows:
g.
You said “How does the Constitution solve our problems?” Let me tell you the following story to
illustrate. [Dialogue] B: That’s all well and good, but I don’t see the connection between your dialogue
and our situation.
M.
Linked analogy
i.
“Fame is as unimportant to a rock as a rock is to your ears.” <== A is to B as B is to C.
a.
Finger is to hand as hand is to arm.
ii.
Non-linked
a.
Finger is to hand as toe is to foot.
N.
Bad Analogies
i.
One can illuminate with bad analogies: all documents stamped confidential — don’t know which
really are or aren’t — “like labeling all animals ‘cat’” — bad analogy because we can tell cat just by
looking, where we can’t tell confidentiality just by looking. (opponents certainly won’t want to reply by
saying analogy was good).
ii.
Fanfare, JF ‘91, p. 432: “ . . . one of my colleagues found it necessary a few issues back to list the
components in his new stereo system. I cannot recall many art critics who felt compelled to describe their
new bifocals . . .”
iii.
Pandora’s Box Const. conv. Analogy flawed:
a.
Box opaque: <== It’s clear — you can see through it before you open it.
b.
Have to take everything <== Can pick and choose.
c.
Once out, it stays out <== Can put back in.
O.
CounterAnalogy (counter-analogy)
i.
We were discussing the order in which to show Hairspray and Hair. Me: Show “Hair” first, main
course, then dessert. MC: Show Hairspray first, then main feature. ¶ Perhaps analogies are so impressive
because the counter-analogies aren’t readily available to our consciousness.
ii.
Prepare kid for pain by making childhood painful. analogy: innoculation. B: Carcinogens in
youth don’t “prepare” people for adult carcinogen exposure.
iii.
Easy reply to “if you hate animal research, why take drugs?” Ask, “research on humans?”
“No” “Would you take a drub exp. w/humans?” “No.” “Then stop taking drugs.”
iv.
Should Genie be free to intercept electronic mail, and refuse to send?
a.
Corp. analogy: “yes, it is their ‘press,” and they have the right to “print” whatever they want to.
b.
Postal analogy. U.S. govt. can’t refuse to deliver mail unless authorized by law (obscenity). This
would be like post office refusing to deliver a letter because they don’t agree with the content. (or phone
co. monitoring phone calls, and refusing to pull the plug]. ¶ People who use analogy will force govt.
intervention on business — becausepoeple won’t stand for it. ¶ Apply this arg. to broadcasting,
newspapers — refusal to print x.
75.
Stereophile, 12/90, p. 21: Letter to the editor. “It is a common but erroneous belief that plastic is
evil and paper is good. The facts are we are burying far more paper than plastic — and the paper does not
disappear through decomposition. The landfills are so well sealed that the garbage is preserved for decades.
Possibly many decades. So, those plastic shipping wrappers aren’t so bad after all.” Reply: A is bad, but B
is as bad as A; ergo, A is good?”
76.
Fact v. Opinion (opinion1)
A.
Must reason from facts, not opinions:
i.
X is the best. B: X is the worst. ¶ If this is as far as A and B get, it’s stalemate. No progress. The
important thing in reasoning is to get somewhere. And you only get somewhere when you reason from
facts.
B.
Part of the problem of classifying statement as fact or opinion is the ambiguity of the terms in the
statement.
i.
Different brands of aspirin are essentially the same.
a.
Small cars are not as safe as large cars.
ii.
Another problem is unsupported statements which are factual in character.
a.
Wild animals will not attack you if you do not run.
b.
Not opinion in the sense that “America is the best country” is opinion (because testable).
iii.
Validity classification.
a.
Testable supported.
b.
Testable unsupported.
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c.
Untestable [supported by subjectvie measurement]
d.
Untestable, unsupported.
e.
Or this:
f.
Democracy is the best form of governmenbt
g.
Unspecified parameters might be true.
h.
With reference to particular axuins
i.
In specific contexts
j.
Axiom: govt must come from the people.
k.
Context: small village.
77.
Flippability of facts (5615)
A.
The same fact can support a conservative or liberal position: Fact: 1200¤ incinerator (low
termparature relative to other incinerators — most incinerators at 1800 degrees — incinerators have to be
identical) in Chicago has produced lowest dioxin emission rates. Thus, no correlation between temperature
and emission of dioxin. [this though while reading p. 92 of a deposition, and not knowing on whose side
the speaker was on]
i.
+ Conservative Position
a.
Liberal: Your incinerator is only 1200 degrees.
b.
Conservative: (cites above fact)
ii.
+ Liberal Position
a.
Conservative: (owner of 1800 degrees incin.) Our incinerator burns at the highest temperature
of any incinerator.
b.
Liberal: (cites above fact)
B.
Examples:
i.
Executive who is against pollution -- good for leftist cause in context A, but not context B. (5690)
ii.
Arguments used to justify oil mergers (“consolidation = efficiency”) can be used to justify
nationalization of the oil companies.
iii.
Smoker says, “don’t smoke cigarettes.” Two ways of looking at this:
a.
But you smoke!
b.
You smoke, so you must have a reaon/know what you’re talking about.
iv.
Argument that U.S. great because of Const. of little substance, because Const. has been heavily
rewritten (e.g. Fair use, bill of rights exclusions, ext. of BOR to states, etc.). This growth, if attributable at
all, could be attributed to these changes.
C.
Lower tax: people will work harder because they get to keep more of their paycheck after taxes -raise tax: people will work harder to maintain their prior standard of living -- also, lowering taxes just as
likely to encourage people to substitute leisure for work.
D.
Three reasons why behaviorism is seen as liberal
i.
Provides rationale for humane treatment of criminals (“society is at fault”)
ii.
Helps us think more kindly of animals.
iii.
Purports to cure illnesses of society.
E.
Good arguers avoid highly flippable facts.
A fact which is helpful to you in one argument can be used agins you in another:
Mom: Elyse woouldn’t argue with her mom. Gary: Elyse does argue with her mom.
(Imgag.) Mom: See other girls. Gary: Elyze is perfect. Mom: I thought you said she argued with her mom?
F.
Facts, when not set in a context by the media, are put in context by the interpreter. A fact seen to
justify socialism may actually justify partnership capitalism (i.e. an anti-corporate capitalist fact).
G.
“Woman’s place is in the home.” Conxervative now — perhaps 20 years in the future it will be
seen under the “Communist” frame (“woman’s place was in the home, but capitalists wanted her in the
factory.”)
H.
Two views to knowledge:
i.
All knowledge is good — all grist for the mill.
ii.
Some knowledge is bad — pollutes.
I.
BK: I picked the right girl when I married you.
MC: How many girls did you have to choose from?
I read her initial comment as a reflection on me, but she saw it as a reflection on her (MC: I guess I wasn’t
feeling good about myself — now I’ll say ‘of course you did’ — it depends on my frame of mind.)
J.
People who criticize every move (e.g. U.S. hates Russia, U.S. likes Russia) are not necessarily
being overly critical. One could give a blind man instructions, continually saying “go to the right” when
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he’s proceding leftward, and “go to the left” when he’s proceeding rightward. It appears to be constant
criticism (“can’t I do anything right?”), but it’s main purpose is to focus the behavior.
K.
Groupthink can be seen as a reaction against the counter-tendency of unfettered criticism. Can’t
these guys do anything right?
i.
Socialthink a form of groupthink — in this case, the group is “society.” Crain’s New York
Business, p. 44: Bankers all assume real estate going up when lending to Trump. Would market go against
the tide? (or groupthink a form of socialthink — note the frame implicit in the sentence).
L.
Flipping the “punishment deters crime” argument: we’ve increased the number of jails the means
of enformcement etc. Yet crime has increased. so if punishment does deter crime this means that the
conditions which create crime are getting worse and worse. (the underlying conditions create crime faster
than punishments can deter it. ) The belief that punishment deters crime serves to boost the plausibility of
the belief that crime is created by economic consitions. ¶ If punishment increases and crime increases,
then one of two things is true: 1) Punishment doesn’t deter crime (in which case increasing the punisment
is ineffectual. 2) Punishment does deter crime (but we could have stopped the crime by changing the
economic conditions).
M.
On a curved road, “stability” means you’ll drive into a tree. (MC: But conformity means a safe
ride) — in this latter case, conformity is non-stability.
N.
“Hey, I didn’t make the rules.” <== No, you didn’t make the rules.
O.
The Achilles Heel of ideological hegemony is the potential re-alignment of conceptual bonds. ¶
For example, individualism, a potential negative (“anyone can do it”) can be used as a positive (“anyone
can change the system”). ¶ Don’t destroy the concepts — re-align them.
P.
Our typical view of “out-of-control” is a speeding car with no brakes hurtling along a curved road.
Butr a tank which blindly lumbers along a road without seeing the pit ahead is equally “out-of-control.” ¶
You can be out of control by going too slow as well as too fast.
Q.
A good approach in legal research is to take a fact pattern from another state in the Decennial
Digest, nd decide how it would come out in your state.
R.
“Conservatives” use misdiagnosis as a reason to avoid euthanasia, but won’t in death penalty
cases. (see incosistent)
S.
How the evil ones can make the right decisions: religion condemns revelry because it focuses
attention away from the leader and the rules. Yet if there is an objective good, these same stricutures would
be legitimate (decreases competition from the banal).
T.
The + side of “kidding” is that people are recognized as individuals as opposed a mere economic
unit. Saying “I’ll indulge in a game with you, and we’ll ignore this real-world reality.” Problem is there’s a
better game.
U.
The flip side of equality: one law for the lion and one for the lamb is oppression. (might makes
right, i.e. “social darwinism,” “capitalism.”).
V.
If an ad for Las Vegas said “Kings” (picture of Sinatra), “Queens” (picture of chorus girls), and
“Clubs” (picture of nightlubs), but no picture of “Spades,” would this be a racist ad? (Based on ad in
People, 12/5/88, p. 192 (had “Jokers” [Rickles]). (no spades in — of course, here we’re damned if we do
and damned if we don’t). (you can see the whole thought process work of the ad agency in this ad).
W.
Candy bar before exercise: “have to pay for what you get.” Exercise before candy bar: “You get
rewarded for hard work.”
i.
Two ways of flipping:
a.
Flip the words
b.
Flip the meaning of the term
X.
“U.S. the wealthiest country.” “True — so by world standards, why are you worried about losing
wealth from change, since if you fall you’ll be even with the others?”
Y.
Democracy = responsibility. Give people responsibility. Same argument conservatives use against
paternalism.
Z.
What’s remarkable not that the Const. has lasted 200 years, but that we’ve put up with it for 200
years! Less a testament to its stability than our stupidity.
AA.
Not “what’s the compromise document for America,” but “what’s right for America.”
BB.
Reply to “U.S. = wealthy” args.: the sputtering Ferrari looks good, but needs a tune-up.
CC.
“Our country is great; unique political system.” “It’s unlikely another country could afford our
political system.”
DD.
Dems attack repubs, vice versa. 3 possibilities:
i.
They’re both lying: boot both out.
ii.
They’re mistaken: not qualified to make judgments. Boot out.
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iii.
They’re right: boot ‘em out.
EE.
Turn the fear around — empirical const. — “you are not protected by this const.”
FF.
It is disrespect for the car (const.) to not give it a tune-up when it needs it; it shows you don’t care.
GG.
Bicameralism + long terms doesn’t mean you get less govt., it means you get unaccountable govt.
HH.
I’m not proposing we amend the const. — I’m proposing we have a const.
II.
The good news is the bad news — we haven’t scratched the surface.
JJ.
“We need deficits to break the back of recession.” <== but we rob future generations of their
ability to “break the back of recession.”
78.
Reductio1 Ad Absurdum (5671) (reductio ad absurdum1)
A.
cf. Qualitiative v. quantititative distinction.
B.
Potentiall a confusing term. Sometimes you increase to absurdity.
C.
One horse takes four hours to make a journey — will two horses make it in two hours? Reductio:
four horses, no hours. Shows B to be false by revealing that it leads to a false prediction.
D.
“But they’re animals!” The animal abusers (scientists?), justify their conduct with this remark. But
since “humans” are also animals, this would be functionally identical to a cocker spaniel scientist
experimenting on dachshunds with the justification, “but they’re dogs!”
E.
Jesse Helms, et al believe that to raise the minumum wage is to “knock out the bottom rung of the
ladder” into the job market. I wonder if he’d make the same argument for executives — more jobs for
executives. Two reductio approaches:
i.
Why not $.25 an hour?
ii.
Why not lower executive salaries?
F.
Bad ideas valuable as reducto. Reductio ad absurdum a valuable tool — teaches more vividly than
lecture. The recognition of the bad as bad functions as vaccination. If there were a set of conceptions which
gave people the ability to get at the meta-conceptions, it would be imperative to publish them.
G.
You can focus an animal rights discussion easily by obliterating the bogus remark that “animals
have no rights” with the reductio: “Should there be cruelty-to-animal laws?” If yes, admits animals have
rights. (then ask him why animals have rights). If no, throw out lots of horrible examples about what
would (and does) occur without these laws. Point out that you don’t think animals share all rights with
humans, by virtue of animals’ incapaciites (i.e., animals don’t have the right to vote, right to speech). Now
the argument is what rights should the animal have.
H.
Those people who think owners should get all the bucks because of the rish they incurred should
go to their bosses and demand a pay cut.
I.
If someone offered you a Ferrari, would you refuse it because you didn’t know how to drive it, or
would you take it and learn how to drive it?
J.
If a hospital insists its doctors use an inadequate procedure X, raising the salaries of doctors will
not help the patients. (note the similarity to analogy here).
K.
In a society whee X has total control of the media, the 1st Amendment (speech/press) is a license
to brainwash.
L.
Other side has nuclear weapons, tanks, napalm, cruise missiles. You have a pistol. ¶ “don’t blame
us if you don’t exercise your right to fight.”
M.
WSJ, 4/27/88, p. 29: On VCR frame-by-frame feature: “ . . . useful, no doubt, for the viewer who
wants to study the directorial nuances of the Flintstones.” A brainless comment — reductio ad absurdum
reduced to absurdity.
N.
Where dissemblers congregate, unleash the credibility-destroyer, the reductio. ¶ A claims a 3dba
increase in traffic noise is “imperceptible.” You wish to test him, doing an A/B test. He denies the
difference. But if you give him a 6dba difference, and he denies it, he destroys his credibility, because he
can’t hear a difference, where it has been demonstrated that 99.9% of people can hear a difference.
O.
Daily News, 2/8/90, p. 37: Letter to editor: “If it’s legal for beggars to beg in subways, is it legal
for them to beg in courtrooms.?”
P.
Lock-step steering wheel — great if car goes 20mph, tops (prevents swerves). At 60mph, though,
lock-step is a disaster.
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Q.

Reduction only permissible when not below the threshhold of functional

100Þ
x
Reductio permissible in this area

32Þ
Not here — "qualitative difference
leads to quantitative difference."
0Þ
identity.
i.
Frame Clash (5730)
a.
I would accept as a general proposition “the smallness of the chance of harm must be weighted
against the gravity of the harm” in case of weak cement supports in school building, but not in case of
democratic voting where there is a small chance that voters will send blacks back to Africa. Why not?
Because each balancing test must take into account phenomenae outside the frame. In the latter case there
is countervailing harm from NOT having democratic voting.
b.
If you define reality as “that which persists,” then the ideals is more real than the real — because
the “real” is constantly fluctuating, and is, in fact, more ephemeral.
79.
This const. was never designed to, and does not, protect “minorities” in the sense in which most
people imagine. Minorities may receive protection, but forpolitical reasons (rioting otherwise, etc.). Const.
gives no rights (?) that aren’t fought for.
80.
It doesn’t matter wheter you call them an Emperor, a czar, a dictator, a President, an
oligarch, an aristocrat, or an “owner” (where X owns ABC): as G. Stein said, a tyrant is a tyrant is a
tyrant. ¶ Note: the defin. of tyranny is one, or the few ruling the many. No mention of wheterh the
rules are good or bad — they’re assumed to be bad.
81.
You can see me as opposed to the way things are, or in favor of the way things ought to be.
82.
You own the business. There’s nothing “radical” about changing the rules under which it operates
— it’s a perfectly normal and reasonable thing to do. ¶ Hence, it is impossible for societal change agreed
on by the majority to be “radical.”
83.
Heard at work: “there’s no victims — only volunteers.”
84.
When someone diagrams this way:

A.
B.

(see forces in motion, p. 242)
they may be doing nothing more than disallowing this:

i.

A

a.

B

C.

that is, hierarchy (vs. connectedness/non-hierarchy as symbolized above)
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85.
“Hidden” curriculum vs. “implicit” currriculum.
86.
NYT, 4/25/93, p. F-7: “ . . . eliminating doors and walls anddesigning offices around patterns
of communication, not their occupant’s status.” <== When introducing this, not “let’s alter
hierarchy,” but “let’s see if we can challenge ourselves to accept some new ideas. Why not . . .”
87.
NYT: 2/21/93 H-33 M. Jackson: “ . . . the shocking (he’s fighting a skin disease) to the
expected (yes, his father beat him), to the trivial (no, he didn’t fake the moonwalk). <== ALL trivial.
88.
Reframing II
A.
Who is ‘weak’? The one who adapts to unpleasant reality, or the one annoyed by it? A: You
can’t take it — you’re weak. B: You just go along with it — you’re weak.
B.
On June 22, 1984, the networks broadcast a story on a man who was not allowed to pull himself
off a respirator. ABC said his wife was “disappointed.” CBS said she was “dismayed.”
C.
For the inexperienced filmgoer, the dominant frame of reference is the review. For the rest, the
dominant frame of reference is other films, and even the possible.
i.
The Framing Power of Euphemism•
D.
From “they” need to change things to “we” need to change things.
E.
To characterize as an “insider” is to assume what needs to be proven.
F.
Seeing in terms of “claims” and “evidence” better than “premise” and “conclusion.” This focuses
attention on establishing the truth of claims, instead of drawing implications from claims. Of course, both
are important, but claims must be established as true first.
i.
Claim -------- establish truth -------- draw implication
ii.
For a claim, these three things must be established:
a.
Meaning
b.
Relevance1
c.
Relevant/Irrelevant game, played in logic class — people who make irrelevant remarks are put
out of the game — last person left is the winner.
d.
Irrelevance (irrelevant1)
e.
Gramophone, July ‘89, p. 171 Cadenzas by soloist: “ . . . I might have criticized them for
excessive length were it not that the one original Bocchereni cadenza that has come down to us is
practically the longest of all.” (what difference does this latter point make?)
f.
Re: 19th century ideas being bad because they are from the 19th Century. (His conception was
19th Century: Marbury v. Madison judicial review). (I think he was referring to strict consttruction),
g.
Is it your contention that every idea conceived in the 19th Century is invalid?
h.
Then how can your observation regarding the temporal genesis of this provision possibly be
relevant?
i.
NOTE THE INCONSISTENCY IF YOU STATE THAT CONST. IS OBSOLETE BECAUSE IT
WAS WRITTEN IN 18TH CENTURY.
j.
The validity of a political axiom is not chronology dependent.
k.
Signficant
iii.
Evidence is more valuable than gold. Evidence proves points, and points make the world run.
2.
Use of Certain Words Like “Maybe,” “possibly,” etc.

2. Use Questions
1.
1.
2.
3.
frame?
A.
i.
ii.
iii.
2.

When fact A frames X (philosophy/entity/person) as bad/good, ask these questions:
Is the fact true?
Have facts been omitted which would shift the frame?
If fact is true, and frames properly re: the fact, is this fact significant enough to change the main
Example
Did A hit B?
What happened before A hitB? (What were the surrounding circumstances?)
What is the significance of this action in the context of his prior deeds?
Reframe factual statements as questions “X is the case.” “Is X the case?”

3. Thinking Techniques
1. The Chip, p. 57 “In this concentrated, single-minded focus on the question at
hand, the problem solver must also tune out all the obvious solutions.”
2. Use of CCR
3. Discover Hidden Aspects
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1. Pop-pop showed me how to escape being FB by showing me that you could
use any device, properly shaped, to perform task X (e.g. schrewdriver to open
paint can).
8

! 
1. Revise Expectations
1. How to deal with things that bother you: create a hassle budget, and allow
for X occurrences a year. In the hassle budget might go: traffic tickets, snide
remarks at work (prepare for 8 at work), make forgetting to do X, etc. ¶ Might
have a category called “waste” ($200) where go traffic tiekets, lost tokens, lost
___, videos not taken back to store on time, etc.
2. When asking kids to do a computer program, start with incredibly hard example. Then
say, “don’t worry, we’re not doing that one.” Ex 2 will be framed as “easy.” (repeated in
education cat.)
3. Use ordering to re-anchor.

4. NYT, 8/10/84: Mondale” “Mr. Reagan will raise
taxes, and so will I.” Very important here not to say “I’ll raise
taxes, but so will Mr. Reagan.” In Mondale’s version, he is
following the precedent, lending validity.
4. In 10 hour day, budget 2 hours just to help people. Don’t let the evil thoughts
encroach — they are not robbing you of your time, because you have allocated time for
them.
;

" #' /*  
1. New friends.
2. New Places.
Record thoughts/trace one’s idea path.
3. New job.
4. New interests.
5. Reading.
1. Reading old newsmagazine when you know how the story comes out very
good for revealing frames.
6. The Art of Conversation
1. Students should have discussions in three’s. (not fours or fives). Something
about a three-way conversation is good. Allows an objective person (unlike two),
but prevents a ganging-up quality. Allows for frame-breaks and unity.

D

&  
1. Our exposure to conflicting frames contributes to our illusion of freedom. Yet most
of the time, we must be exposed repeatedly to a frame to “get the message.”
2. Change media
1. Writing with Pencil instead of Pen, using Computer instead of paper, etc.
2. Reading books instead of magazines
3. Listen to diff. types of music (exposure to many diff. frames).
4. Create New Persona
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1. In FB, discuss the “compeletely debased” person’s attitude towards the book.
¶ Person can get a detached view if it’s “not them.” Set up a dummy, and
attack the dummy. Never attack them — metalanguage the key.
5. Credibility Sheet
4.
,

Book Section
* 
1. compare w/F. Wake; good example of “conceptual
2. skeleton”; good for chapter of obscurity)
3. Rival Hypotheses: Why You Can’t Conceive of Them
4. Translations
5. Rival Hypothesis
6. Logic
7. Metamagical Themas
8. Strange ideas, hypotheses
9. Fallacy
10. Same/Diff.
11. The Prisoner’s Dilemma and the Golden Rule(more things change, the more they stay the
same)
12. Chapter on Paranoia-paranoid, or accurate? (Dismissing theory X as “paranoid” is
framebound, if evidence not analyzed)
13. The Bullshit Alarm
14. The Small World Experiment (p. 255, Bad Acts)
15. Prisoner’s Dilemma
16. Tragedy of the Commons
17. Newcombs Paradox
18. Regression Towards the Mean
19. Von Domarus
20. Milgram Experiment
21. Zimbardo Experiment
22. Learned Helplessness
23. Double Bind
24. Vicious Circle/Spiral
25. Paradox of the Heaps
26. Dollar Auction
27. Luring Lottery
28. Self-Fulfilling Prophecy(Bandwagon effect)
29. Closed Systems of Thought
30. Unfalsifiable Hypotheses
31. Cognitive Dissonance
32. Doublethink
33. Bisociation
34. Euphemism
35. Either/Or
36. Analogy
37. CCR(Conceptual skeleton)
38. Groupthink(groupthink isn’t think)
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39. Asch experiments
40. Escalation
41. Thinking Tangent
42. Double Standards(cf. Innumeracy, p. 44)
43. Eleusis
44. Enthymeme(chapter title: Power of the Enth.)
45. Ambiguity
46. Rut/Disorientation
47. Voting Paradoxes
48. Type I v. Type II error
49. Superstition
50. Breaking Frame/Breaking Out of the Frame
51. Breaking Out of the Frame
52. Translations
53. Pathological Structures
54. Chapter Title(cf. Zimbardo experiment)
55. Necessary Questions(w/examples & commentary)•
56. Anomalies(Tragedy of Commons, Luring Lottery)
57. Basic Concepts
58. Bisociation and the Frame
59. Borking•
60. Breaking Frame•
61. Categorization•
62. Closed Systems of Thought•
63. Conceptual Skeletons
64. Doublethink
65. Fallacious Reasoning•
66. Framing Devices
67. Games Played on Thinkers(availability bias, recency effect, intimidation, betamax fiasco,
rca videodisc, new coke)
68. Games Thinkers Play
69. Imbedded Assumptions
70. Non-Sequitur
71. Pathological Structures
72. Rival Hypotheses: Why You Can’t Conceive of Them•
73. The Art of Interpretation
74. The Enthymeme
75. The Power of Context
76. The Prisoner’s Dilemma and the Golden Rule
77. The Von Domarus Principle•
8

!    - G   7-   K' 

A
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* -  "   5 " *  5  
1. If experience is the greatest teacher, why can’t you teach an old dog new tricks?
2. Easier chapters (effects on correct perception)
1. Fallacy
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2. Emotion
3. Maleducation
4. Other chapters (not necc. easier)
1.
2.

Emotional warps
time/motion analyssis

Not Yet Integrated (These are duplicates!)
A

 "     
Theta technique (theta1)
57. (cf. with theta technique) The bgest kind of counterframing is that which
reverses within the primary framework. Mother Jones, June 7, 1985, p. 8: “For
most o fthis century, Soviet officials have not known whether to regard jazz as a
decadent import from bourgeois America or as the appropriately proletarian
expression of the oppressed black American.”
A.
A technique: find accounts of Vietnam atrocities against servicemen. Reverse the terms. Read to a
conservative, he’ll reply, “that’s war,” etc. Rationalizing away. Point out to him that you had reversed the
terms.

I. “I love you” • “I don’t hate you.” - (-) • + . (could = theta). ¶ Love = P, hate =
— P , do not hate = — ( — P ). (does not = P).
3. Functional Identity (cf. theta technique)
A.
What separates US from USSR is formality v. informality.
B.
Song “Ghostbusters” a commercial for the movie -- TV cartoons for kids are commercials for the
products.
C.
From the teacher’s point of view, it doesn’t matter whether the student is “stupid” or thinking
about her date on Friday. The point is she doesn’t have the answer.

3. Doublethink (see Frames).
1.
Doublethink? At times believing theta = - AND thetheta does not = -. Which is it? Can it be
both? Functional identity v. semantic identity the key distinction.
2.
NYT, 7/29/90, sect. 2: “Setting the frame + or - .” F. Bruggen tells audience that the purpose of
his enterprise is to be “‘obedient to the composer.’“ He then conducts a performance of Beethoven’s
‘Eroica’ Symphony in which the composer’s meticulously indicated tempos are all ignored.” ¶ Next para.,
re: Norrington, who follows Beet’s tempos: “Having set the tempos, however, the conductor adheres to
them with dogged rigidity, contradicting every eye-witness report we have of Beethoven’s own
conducting, as well as the explicit instructions of 18th-century conducting manuals.”
3.
Fuzzy logic indicates the double standard may be legitimate.
4.
Policeman tells suspect to “shut up.” Can the suspect make a citizen’s arrest of the policeman,
who is breaking the law? (Breaking the law of the Constitution). (cf. inconsistency, double standard).
5.
Is different bedtimes for kids a “double standard”? [in the pejorative sense].

1. Translators must consider what charge a word has: is “gringo” +, -, or theta?
(Is it similar to “honky,” or does it just mean “white man.”? [A translator who
gives “honky” where white man was intended makes a grievous, gargantuan
error (theta • negative!)]
3. Incomplete conceptions
A. “Frame” has a negative frame in societal nomenclature. When asking
students to frame someone falsely, say “frame them falsely,” not “frame them,”
which would keep alive this incomplete conception.
6. NYT, 3/23/89, p. C-11 (on student): “ . . . she had at least two letters right in every
word.” (good attitude). [ccr frame]
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7. When asking kids to do a computer program, start with incredibly hard example. Then
say, “don’t worry, we’re not doing that one.” Ex 2 will be framed as “easy.” (repeated in
frame cat.)
8. Education is the process of being exposed to a conceptual entity (whether by word, voice,
or legitimation), which will provide the legitimate framework within which to view
subsequent reality. (e.g. watching spy film. X trick is performed to get entry into house. Trick
happens in real life, you’re not fooled. (obviously, much potential for paranoia and
hypochondria).
9. Using Venn Diagrams:
DOG
CAT
Hula hoops by kids.
Teacher has index cards with
words on them — kid puts where
they belong.
DOG

CAT
Meow
What has four legs and barks?
What has two legs and barks?

4 legs
Lassie
A. a.
B. Note: you might think initially that there could be nothing that could be both
a dog and a cat, but this omits the frame “4 legs.”
10. We might think history becomes more accurate as time progresses (i.e. an
account of life in 1865 written in 1986 more accurate than one written in 1958
because we have more knowledge now.) This may not be true. Our frames of
reference become more contemporary as time progresses, and we begin to lose
view of the frames of reference [held] by people of the past which made their
behavior logical.
11. Capitalist/Communist class: Put four, six different class plans in six
envelopes. Mix envelopes up, have students write the following on the outside of
the envelopes: Capitalism, Communism, Socialism, Fascism, Anarchy,
Monarchy, Slavery. Now, appoint seven salesmen. Each will try to sell the class
on one particular envelope. He describes contents of envelope to class. However,
he’s not allowed to read the contents of the envelope. His description is purely of
the outside category, not of the contents. Class votes for the best salesman —
then they have to live by the contents after they open the envelope. [Variation:
“Theory” envelopes and “Fact” envelopes (or, concept/execution) they are
allowed to examine theory envelope capitalism, but not fact envelope capitalism.
Theory being the should, fact being the actual. They choose theory, they get fact.
(Could possibly go into FRAME).
Bark
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12. Both X and y have belief A. Why they don’t connect (why mass unity is
difficult):
vi.
vii.

Arenas not conducive to the expression of certain thoughts.
Belief in the invalidity of the idea — internalization of the societal frame.

14. Bible: literal v. metaphorical interp.
15. Claim/evidence framework v. premise/conclusion — the PC framework did
us in for thousands of years.
16. Selection Process
A.
i.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

You may think you’re seeing a list of words, but what you’re really seeing is a selection process.
Animals
cat
chimp
monkey
dog
bird

Other
A.
Students can see that the Cubs account of Cubs/Braves game and Braves account are going to be
different. Both “false”? Perhaps. Do students realize that the same phenomenon goes on with US/USSR
reporting of world events? Both “false”? <== Put in real-life example.

TRUE

HYPOTHESIS
FALSE
(where ALL statements
should begin)
1) True (actuality)
2) Hypothesis (possibility)
3) False (impossibility)
B.
.
There are two possible frames, T/H/F, and T/F, and if only one is true, then frame B can
be legitimate. A is a judgment frame, B is a reality frame. Mistake people make is putting a
judgment frame on a reality frame. A, B may be true if it is applied to a particular situation. In
other words, it may be good if it’s good. The point is that some situations get this frame
T

F

T

H/T

T

2+2=5

, others this:
H

T

H/F

H

H/T
F

, others this:

.

F

Wrong frame. Puttting a T/H/F on a t/F a lesser mistake than T/F on
T/H/F, because you can go to T or F from T/H/F, but you can’t go to it from T/F (in a T/F
mindset). We can accept a T/F provisionally, functionally, if we have no other choice. Or, with
90% of evidence in. But error is in making this category rigid.
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C.
Logic is the study of framing errors (seeing good as bad, relevant as irrelevant, insufficient as
sufficient, unique as common, insignificant as significant, etc.)

Important
Unimportant

Unimportant
Unimportant
I

U

U
U

F.
As the quantity of stories increases
levels and still have an effect.

, the quality of the minus can

to almost undetectable

I.
Questions irrelevant to you may be frame-setting to the other person.
J.
One of the chief differences between my consciousness’ and Bill’s is that I generally see events as
facts — Bill sees them as he sees them. ¶ In Washington, Scott would stay in the bathroom for long periods
of time. Bill would make faces. For me, this was just the way things were.
L.
Talked to a person today in the law firm re: why buying a book is a good value. I said that when
you pay $9.95 for a book, you’re exchanging 3 labor hours for something that took thousands of hours to
produce. He said that wasn’t true, because you have to divide the number of labor hours to manufacture X
books by X to get the labor hours per book. ¶ One of the problems with this analysis is that with a
sufficient number of books published, one would be exchangin 3 hours for one. Now isn’t it the height of
absurdity to suggest that a book only takes one hour to produce? Even if the manufacturing costs were
divisible by copy, the actual labor of writing and researching the book would not be. ¶ I suggested that he
compare the value of a book to constructing a house. ¶ Say I spend $100 to typeset a page. I print 1000
pages, and sell them for 10¢ apiece. You receive something with $100 value for 10¢ — and he thinks
there’s equivalence? ¶ Assume a purely economic man, who only buys the items which return laobr value
for labor value. Say the material costs 1/100 of an hour, but took 1/125 an hour to produce. He’s not going
to buy the material?
W.
The myth is that things “happen” in this society — and that we should let things “happen,” and let
the “natural” course of events flow smoothly. This is preposterous. All of these “natural” events take place
in an environment of existing laws, all of which required the actions of judges, legislators, executives, and
the implied consent of us all. Virtually every illegal event has as its genesis a law or lack of same as a
necessary factor for its existence. ¶ We don’t live in a Darwinian world, but in a world which governs
every behavior, explicitly or implicitly.
i.
Stereophile, 11/90, p. 27: “The feeling of hunger was rejected as a stimulus for eating; instead,
one ate when an abstract model had achieved a certain state, i.e. when the hands of a clock pointed to
certain marks on the clock’s face . . .”
X.
NYT, 10/18/89, p. D22: “If Mr. Reed waxed philosophical, George Lewis was downright
mystical. He offered an explanation for copycat adversising that was almost Platonic.¶ ‘An idea is out
there,’ said the chairman of Lois/GGK and a veteran of advertising’s creative revolution. ‘I’ve always said
you don’t creat ideas. you pluck one that’s drifiting by you.’” Two points: 1) the idea is not “almost”
Platonic — it is Platonic (in the sense in which the term is used) 2) There is nothing “mystical” about the
explanation.
AA.
Interesting that the “environment” receives more protection from the law than animals. Nonconscious entities protected while sentient beings are grist for the mill.

>

&   /*
1. Dilemma (dilemma1)
1. We need to move slowly — and build on our legitimacy. B: You’re co-opting the
more progressive approach.
2. Talk to them in unfamiliar language, they respect you, but don’t understand you.
Talk to them in familiar language, they understand you, but don’t respect you.
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3. Dilemma: people who agree with you, based on incorrect facts or flawed
reasoning. To correct them is to alienate them; to not correct them is to allow the
flaws to go uncorrected.
4. Frame (5640-1)
5. Does the game provide the frame, or the frame provide the game? (“or alarm”
should possibly go off here).
2. Function (function1 functional1)
Not “the” function but “a” function of .
2. Danger of Functional Identity
A.
Doctor A has 80% higher amputatiions than Dr. B, so does Dr. B. Doctor A’s reason: to
make more money. Dr. B: to play it safe. Is Dr. B really as bad as Dr. A? The end result is the same,
but intent is differnt. Both function alike [relative to the patients], but it would be wrong to identify B
with A.

4. Functional Infinity
A.
You need to buy $100 worth of X, and you have $1000. Relative to that, you have an infinite
amount (it encompasses).

4. Quantitative change leads to qualitative change. (quantitative1) (qualitative1)
1. This is surprising only because we have two [artificial] categories, quantitative
and qualitative, which seem diametrically opposed.
2. The edge is usually to the person who says “disanalogous,” because,
quantititatively, there will always be far more dissimilarities than similarities. But
what counts is functional identity, not any quantititative similarity count.
3. Speed with which computer works = increase in quality of work you do.
4. Temperature.
5. Straw that breaks the camel’s back.
6. Small quantitative differences can lead to large qualitative differences. Bench
supports 400 lbs. Why chronology is important. THIS HAS IMPLICATIONS FOR
REDUCTIO.
A.
B.

On bench: 399 lb. — STABLE
lb. (small qualitiative difference) = CRUSHED (Massive qualitiative difference).

Qualitative

Quantitative

Big abstraction = +
7.
5. NYT, 6/28/92, p. H-16: “We’d rather have a comic genius like Eddie Murphy late
than another actor on time.”
2. The presence of a measuring device establishes the frame for a particular
environment/subculture. In business: presence of statistical measurements regarding
“service times,” temperatures,”holding times,” etc. creates a frame within which people
see.
1. An unplayed violin is a paperweight.
11. Escher Example.
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1. Association
1. How does mentioning Smartcom II lead to me fiding out that the husband of
the woman I was talking to was Jimi Hendrix’s manager?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Smartcom II made by Hayes
Hayes based in Atlanta
“I lived in Atlanta”
“Atlanta is a neat city.”
“It even has communes.”
“I lived in a commune.”
“I went to Woodstock.”
“I sat on stage with Jimi Hendrix.”
“My husband was Jimi Hendrix’s manager.”

2. Things in common with X: car: (bicycle, bus, taxi). Hypothesis; in general,
our first suggestions will be more concrete/objective similarities — our later
suggestions will be more abstract, functional. (Could be that the history/state of
the world is purely (?), a function of the way our brain processes information.)
(Because we think dysfunctionally (linking A with B inappropriately), X
historical event is more likely to occur.
2. Rival hypotheses (rival hypothesis1) (see also “missed possibility”)
1. Experience can limit the ability to form hypotheses. (5613)
She’s late. (1st three occurrences, because she was out with another person). Now she’s late because here
car broke down, but you think she’s being unfaithful again.

2. You know you’re thinking inductively when there’s an alternative
explanation/possibility: Light burns out. Explanation: bulb is out. Alternative
explanation? Yes -- fuse is out.
3. “X is insane.” Is he? A puts down a glass of wine on the counter, forcefully,
and says to the waitress “Read it and weep.” Makes no sense, unless seen in the
context of a lawyer slamming down a document on the table, and saying “read it
and weep.” Waitress thought A was nuts. A’s mistake was in assuming that in
talking on that level of abstraction, he would be understood. Like the mistake
physicists make — thinks others understand his nomenclature.
4. Book Rival Hypotheses can be used in this way: classify hypotheses according
to type — and then present in order of difficulty (easy ==> hard). People can use
the concepts they learn on easy ones and apply to difficult ones. ¶ Also use the
book to generate a method for solving problems: a checklist for each experiment
(conditions all must satisfy). ¶ Your job isn’t really complete until you can
devise a rival experiment which diminishes to zero the number of plausible
hypotheses which explain a result. ¶ Book points out that “more than half” in a
taste test can refer to 51% or 99% . Vagueness is a fatal flaw in studies
(“higher,” “more,” etc.).
5. Man at club sees Irene (who is Chinese): “Are you guests here?” Two
possible hypotheses: 1) He asked that question due to the presence of Irene (he’s
prejudiced. 2) He asked the question to Irene because she was the nearest one.
6. Segmenting of week into work/weekend may be a sociological phenomenon,
and not due to any economic conspiracy. it may be one way a society creates
meaning for itself.
7. Rival Hypotheses, pp. 43-4, #25: Interesting study. Cabs equipped with light
systems had half the injuries as control cabs. But even if rival hypothesis
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(cabbies in iquipped cars drove more carefully) is true, does that mean we
shouldn’t equip the cars?
8. A way to teach people w/book Rival Hypotheses. Take author’s capsulization
of study, and underline four or five areas which deserve deeper thought, one or
two of which will turn out to be the weak part of the study. Makes the student’s
task less overwhelming.
9. Along with book Rival Hyp, an equally useful book would be legitimate
conclusitons. (see 6222) In 1st article in the former book, discusses newspaper
story re: youngest candidates winning in local election. The conclusion drawn in
the article was that “elderly people might think twice before funnin for elective
offices.” The actual conclusion (if a conclusion could be drawn from the story
would be “elderly people in kNowx county [where elections were held] should
think twice before running for local elections.”
10. That hypothesis is nothing more than a function of your limited knowledge.
11. That hypothesis and the facts are divergent.
12. You try to move a rock: it doesn’t move. Two possible thoughts:
1.
2.

I cannot move this rock.
I have not put enough effort to move this rock.

13. I said a word, MC repeated, I said a different word, MC repeated: after five
repetitions of this series, MC stopped. Hypotheses:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

She stopped because word X took her out of that frame of mind.
She was ready to stop anyway (time elapse).
Any five word series, she’d stop.
Some other event in the room.
Combinations of the above, + x.

14. How a hypothesis gets in the way:
1.
Door wouldn’t close all the way: formed hypothesis, “winter = cold = door expansion.”
Concluded, must wait until after winter.” Stopped searching for a solution. Margaret noticed this morning
that screws had gotten loose. After I tightened them, doors worked fine.

15. No mail today:
1.
2.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
3.
4.
5.

no mail today
mailman didn’t come
sick
holiday
quit
robbed
accident
new mailman made mistake
mail delivered, but to wrong address
someone stole
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6.

(each has different plausibility weight — and depending on time of day, plausibility

Mailman

Yes

No

wrong
holiday
address
sick
shifts).
16. Can a dog think? (Dog always 1 bark for “yes,” 2 for “no.” We perceive — is
this the only hypothesis which explains?
1.
Man: Does 2 + 2 = 4?
2.
Dog: Bark.
3.
Man: = 5?
4.
Dog: Bark, bark.
5. 3 + 3 =6?
6. Bark.
7.
Man: =7?
8.
Dog: Bark, bark.

17. Display in drugstore: Ibuprofen in yellow and blue boxes: Yellow, Blue
(suppose these sell at 50% faster rate: is it color?). Not necessarily: several
variables:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
A.

Left vs. right position
Lighting in store
Environment in store
Position of display
Time of year (season)
[yellow might sell better in summer]

3. High Level v. Low Level thinking
1. Low level thinking:
1.
Chunking Ambiguity
A.
Any given three-term phrase has chunking ambiguity. Low-level thinkers spot this instantly, helps
trouble-shoot flawed discourse. (Communication mistake — interpreting (ab)c when a(bc) was intended.
volume bit map (VB)M or (V)BM.
2.
Resorting Divisions
A.
1st division:
i.
— don’t ______ .
ii.
— DO _____.
iii.
— DO ______
iv.
— don’t _____ .
B.
BECOMES
C.
2d division
i.
Don’t
ii.
DO
iii.
— ______
iv.
— _______

2. A genius is a low-level thinker — thinks with the basic building blocks of
thought — the machine language of thought.
3. Thinking predominantly bivalent
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1.
Reality tertirary [or polyary] [note that the “or” connector forces a bivalent frame on reality]
(black/white/gray), but the thought process is binary. [on/off, plus/minus, good/evil].

4. What’s the most radical thought you have had? 2) What’s the most radical
thought a person could have? Note that this second question really reveals the
answer to 1; there should be no discrepancy between the two answers.
5. Daily News, 3/19/88, p. 13 “I have one question for William Kuntsler, who
makes the outrageous claim that his client Larry Davis was the target of a ‘hit
squad’ of the NYPD. When you need help, Mr. Kuntsler, which number will you
be dialing first — Larry Davis’ or 911?”
6. How Ideas Are Created
1.
You don’t will ideas, you have ideas.
2.
As a student in high school, I was always wondering, when presented with a formula, how the
formula was discovered.
3.
Bisociation
A.
At its most primitive level, bisociation is the linking of old concepts to form a new concept. These
concepts then a) provide frameworks which limit/expand our thoughts b)act as the foundation for new
concepts.
B.
Ideas come from clash of warm and hot concepts (5635-6)
C.
Some ideas inspire others/spoke and hub concept -- some ideas have more “spokes,”
consequently, more chances to form new ideas.
D.
Massless ping-pong balls v. marbles. Imagine two massless ping-pong balls floating in space.
When they pass through each other, a third ping-pong ball is created. Ways of increasing ideas (ping-pong
balls):
i.
Increase quantity of balls.
a.
Increase “quality” of balls. (some balls give off two)
b.
Increase motion of balls.
c.
Set up systems which guarantee collisions.
d.
Structures from ping-pong balls of complexity
ii.
Also available: marbles which strikeeach other and make a lot of noise, but produce no new
marbles. ¶ Marbles = trivia. ¶ Ping-pong balls = significa. ¶ Worst, idea you could have is that “mass is
good, weight is good, noise is good” — you’d collect marbles instead of ping-pong balls.

7. Links
1.
In this outline, is the following idea: “Our interpretations are our frames.” This idea links two key
ideas in this outline: FRAME/INTERPRETATION. This idea is a bridge idea in the web of ideas. Other
possible links: FRAME/ANALOGY, FRAME/LOGIC, ANALOGY/METAPHOR, etc.

The Role of Framing in Statistical Analysis
4. Discover, June ‘85, p. 27: “Venture capitalists plunge into start-up
companies despite the failure of new businesses . . . you hear this silly argument
that ‘the odds don’t apply to me.’” This “argument” is not necessarily silly.
Assume that we are going to open a videostore, and the failure rate for new
businessis is 80%, but the failure rate for new videostores is 30%. A new
bookstore is a new business, but should we predict the chances of success based
on the success rate of all new businesses, or just new videostores? How the
problem is framed is very important. (The role of abstraction in decisionmaking.
8. The Role of the Assumption
A.
NYT, 1986: “Two people bet on the toss of a coin, agreeing that the first to win six tosses gets the
entire stake. However, the wage is unexpectedly interrupted after one person has won five tosses and the
other three. How should the pot be divided? The significance of the problem is that the answer depends on
nonmathematical considerations. For example, since one person is ahead and the bet is all-or-nothing, it
could be argued that he should receive all the money. Or, since the score is five to three, perhaps the pot
should be split in that proportion. On the other hand, given the nature of the initial bet, wouldn’t it be fairer
to calculate the probability of one or the other winning six times had the tosses continued, in which the
case the winner would receive seven-eighths of the pot? Other equally plausible assumptions lead to yet
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other divisions of the money. the problem illustrates the limitations of mathematical analysis. Once the
rules have benn specified, one can derive a formal mathematical solution, but the decision of which rules to
follow is beyond the scope of mathematics.”

5. The Role of Interpretation (interpretation1 [cf. Rival Hypotheses]
1. Problem with the breakfast plate scenario — can’t always guage intended
meaning from consonant interpretation. ¶ In Sgt. Pepper’s, line “4000 holes in
Blackburn Lancashire.” One interpretation: refers to junkie’s needlemarks.
This interpretation is consonant with the interpretation on the rest of the album.
But the actual quotation was taken from a newspaper article referring to the
holes in the road.
2. Hidden Game of Baseball an excellent book for all to read — pp. 22-7. Do an
excellent analysis of why it’s hard to pick “the best hitter.” There are many
different measurements of hitting — debate can swirl about which is the “best.”
¶ This problem is rampant in law, where Judge A will cite 1,2, and 3 as
controlling, and B will cite 4,5, and 6 as controlling.
3. I thought a recent TA brochure a model of explanation: why service is so
poor. MC said, “they start out with all these excuses.” (sets up double-bind. If
they don’t communciate, they’re “not communicating.” If they do, they’re
“making excuses.”)
4. Yesterday, Mike said “the” moral re: unbundling sheaves of sticks to break
them was “unite and be strong.” I thought it was “break down a complex
problem to solve it.”
5. Are they taking you too literally, or are they extending your metaphor? ¶ If
you’re 1/2 intelligent, you may be criticizing them for the former when they’re
doing the latter. If they’re 1/4 intelligent, they may think you know what you’re
talking about adn not use the technique anymore (you put a negative charge on
it).
6. Our interpretations are our frames.
7. Step furtively into the territory of the inauthentic.
1.
2.

Hesitate before you do something inauthentic; deliberate.
Hesitate before associating with inauthentic people.

8. Boy with finger in dike: Hole = potential reform. Current situation = status
quo. ¶ Boy a hero by nipping the bud of reform.
9. Last night, while watching Ring (Der Walkure), I thought that GBS’
“interpretation” was probably the only interpretation he was capable of
conceiving given his frame of mind. Not to say his conception was inaccurate;
only that he was the right person for the job. ¶ We think “Oh, how smart X was
— how did he see it?” — and yet it was all he could see. Yet, of the thousands of
people who saw it, only he could correctly discern its meaning. Good
interpretation is less an intellectual feat than it is a meeting of the minds. We
ask, “how do they see all these things in film, theater, etc.?” But when we
examine closely, each “they” is seeing only that which he can see. ¶ Imagine a
film in Russian, German, Italian, French, Swahili, etc. Over 50 different
languages, none of which you speak. You are seeing the film in a room with fifty
people, each of whom speak one and only one language spoken in the film. When
you ask each what occurred in the film, each will explain that part of the film he
(and only heunderstood), and only that part of the film. You are impressed by
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their “intelligence,” when you ought to be impressed that there was such a
perfect fit between these two disparate mental frameworks. ¶ Under this view,
the world consists of artists putting out “artworks” (signs of progress). These
“artworks” function as signposts of consciousness to the upcoming artists
(“you’re on the right track”), in much the same way as the guides strewn about
in Journey to the Center of the Earth.
10. “Don’t give them your bad history.” Possible interpretations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
A.
B.
i.
C.

Don’t give instructions or advice on things you’ve done that failed.
Don’t tell them your life story.
Don’t subject them to the same history you experienced as negative.
Bad history = virus
Social bad history
Private bad history (what people do to you)
As a member of race, class, yourself vs. the social self.
Mental bad history (your thoughts)

11. I had written on folder, ““house, not time.” (try to get a thought out of that).
“They want to own houses; I want to own my time.”
12. The worst (and best) typos are the ones that make sense.
13. NYT, 6/24/90, p. 22: (Semiotics) “So many peole don’t pay that I would feel
kind of stupid putting anything into the black box,” said a rider last week at
145th and Broadway where an estimated 38% of the passengers did not pay the
fare in April.” <== A New Yorker reads this differently from an Atlantan, etc.
145th Street is Harlem; and this fact maps onto the (white) belief that black
people are crooks.
14. When people leave from a meeting, others leave:
1.
2.

they gave them permission?
they gave them an idea?

15. “The music restores a balance.” (Meaning: AC/DC tape (“Back in Black”)
very therapeutic to me in the mood I’m in — pre-SPR

The music

Mood
exit).
16. American Record Guide, January/February ‘90, p. 84: “ . . . the pieces
practically have the interpretation built in . . .”
17. “Bolt the parameters of your insensitivity.” (Lock down your insensitivity;
don’t become more insensitive).
18. “Floors have a way of becoming ceilings.” (Goals can be seen as sufficient, as
opposed to necessary; final destination, rather than a rung).
19. Ahab went after the White Whale (symbol of beauty) — he killed it — but in
doing so, he bound himself to it with the ropes on the harpoons — 1st a leg
caught, then an arm, then another leg — and they both went down.
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20. Keep the nose to the grindstone too long, 1st thing that goes is the nose. Next
follows the face — then the brain. (1st goes the ability to follow your nose
[explore], then your personality, then your ability to think).
21. On Ten Dollar Bill: from Hamilton’s perspective, he’s facing RIGHT.
22. It’s not enough to have an engine; you must also have a gas tank.
23. “He never had the actor’s nightmare.”
1.
2.

He never did anything that would put him in that frame of mind.
He was always prepared.

24. Rosebud
1.
Childhood
2.
What Kane was playing with when he was taken away from his parents — and forced to leave
sled in the snow.
3.
“I think it would be fun to run a newspaper.”
4.
Msassive drives result from small things.

25. Comparison Interp.
1.
A.
B.
C.
2.
A.
i.
ii.

If this is the reality:
Stock goes up in July.
Look in paper, get job immediately.
Find 20 dollar bill on the sidewalk
And this is the proverb:
“Lightning strikes twice in the same place.”
Then what does the proverb mean?
Can switch reality & proverbs. (But not all proverbs match the reality).

26. Misinterpretation
1.
Louis said it was okay.
B: (to C) Louis told A it was okay. ¶ WRONG! A says Louis said it was okay.
2.
Let’s pretend history never happened. Y: Would that be constructive? History teaches us things.
3.
Horse and Buggy driver (referring to mule): “I work harder than he works.” ¶ Mule wors 5 days,
8 hrs. a day. Man works seven days. Difference:
A.
Man sits down, mule pulls wagon.
B.
Man can drink whenever he wants.
C.
Mule has bit in mouth.
4.
(smells shampoo) Did you take a shower this morning? B: Of course! (Does he think I’m a pig?)
5.
Do I remind you more of Arnold Schwarzenegger or Lou Ferrigno? B: You remind me of
Schwarzenegger. A: (to C) B says I remind him of Schwarzenegger.

Literal
frame
Literal
frame
applied
when
should be
applied

Contextual
frame

A.
a.
6.
May be easier to conceive of the concept “flow chart” with this approach. (Also makes it easy to
see nature of necessary and sufficient).
A.
SCREWING NAIL IN BOARD
i.
SCREWDRIVER (Yes/No)
ii.
SCREW? (Yes/No)
iii.
BOARD? (Yes/No)
iv.
TURNER? (Yes/No)
B.
Education
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Building confidence
with many small successes

*

EDUCATION
PRE-DIAGNOSTICS *
PRACTICE
BACKGROUND BUILDING
POST-DIAGNOSTICS
(Evaluation)
CHUNKING
CLOSURE
SPIRALING
i.
C.

MODELING
Levels of conflict:

vs. the rival
vs. the atheist

vs. boss

vs. self
vs. nature
vs. X (at work)

Company X vs. Company Y

D.

County A vs. Country B

7.
Otiose (5580) Frames more distanced from reality.
A.
People think in an otiose manner -- they think about what they are saying, and frequently assume
that people are seeing what they said in the same light. (See dialogue, discussion 5750).

7. The framing of facts:
1. Rover
1.
The way in which you see reality as a set of facts can really effect your conclusions:
A.
“I gave a mint to Rover. It gagged.”
B.
“I gave a green mint on July 1 at 8:30 pm to Rover after it had eaten two bowls of food. It
gagged.” (Note: every set of facts is incomplete. Thus, always the potential to correct a conclusion if you
revise the fact pattern to more accurately reflect reality.)
2.
Conclusion from A:
A.
Don’t give mints to Rover.
3.
Conclusion from B:
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A.
4.

1.

Don’t give mints to Rover on July 1 after .... etc.
The way you state facts will effect your hypothesis.

Mind Paths:
B

A

Concepts
A&B

LN
A

B

B

Frame

Does this path result because of
the frame, or is it the frame?
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Desire to give right answer
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Opposition frame
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white
opposition
black

abstraction

example

color
snow

,


1. Exercie for students Give word — say, “go vertical up, go vertical down, go horizontal.”
A. Cat
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.

A
C

Up = animal
Down = siamese
Horizontal = Dog (?)
Opposition = Dog (?)
Rhyme
Alliteration
Aspect (objective)
Aspect (subjective)

  5          5  
  ,
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1.

Contexts delineate the continuum.
not child
abuse

definitely child abuse

saying "hello" to kid

hitting kid

whipping kid
virtually no

2.
3.

In this region, context
is used to define abuse/not abuse
In the outer regions,
no context can change the
meaning of the act from
abuse to not-abuse,
You can hypothetically
or vice-versa
postulate context, but
in the real world,
there isn't any

b.
Contexts

create

pathways:

Lion
Androcles and the Lion
Friend
(subjective)
Animal (objective)
Much fruit here — millions
of possible connections.

9.

Anchoring

1. Definition of anchor
1. To set a frame: Poisoning the Well may be considered ngegative anchoring.
Introductions at speeches may be considered positive anchoring. Entertainment Tonight
knew that audience wouldn’t know who Jim Cameron was when Arnold S. mentioned him in
an interview, so they anchored the upcoming term in their introduction to the segment by
saying “Iim Cameron directed Arnold S. in The Terminator.
2. Anchoring Concepts
2. Anchoring allows knowledge. Imagine playing a game “knowing” the rules, but not
knowing the object of the game. Can this be done?
3. A sentence can provide an anchor that makes understanding possible. Take the
following: “People are afraid of wings because they don’t have parachutes. Give them
parachutes, and they’ll take the wings.” Sentence: “why logic is important.” Also:
OTTFFSS example.
4. DeAnchoring Frames
1. “Debugger” can be used to learn. “Comment” feature can be used to prevent a line of
code from executing.
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2. Bureaucracy breaks frame only at obvious threats. Their need to agree before acting is
their Achilles Heel — don’t throw away your ace — subtlety is your biggest asset.
3. An insight that appears dramatic coming from viewpoint A (Analogic to a horror movie:
Body Snatchers) may seem pedestrian coming from viewpoint B (sociology training).
;

= 7

A. In this outline, is the following idea: “Our
interpretations are our frames.” This idea links two key ideas in
this outline: FRAME/INTERPRETATION. This idea is a bridge
idea in the web of ideas. Other possible links:
FRAME/ANALOGY,
FRAME/LOGIC,
ANALOGY/METAPHOR, etc.
5. Heretic’s Handbook, p. 132: Man a collective being
— every word you think with was handed down to you — write
down some thoughts on a piece of paper — and how many of
those words did you invent? Probably none. Someone,
somewhere, labeled a concept that formerly had no name. The
concept labeled, it was now usable. We owe a great debt to
these nameless ghosts from the past, who made our thinking
POSSIBLE! <== Bad part: many of the thoughts we think, and
the frames, were handed down. This can channel thought,
restrict thought. ¶ You use my words, I use yours. Great!
That’s exactly the idea!
6. Our interpretations are our frames.
7. Last night, while watching Ring (Der Walkure), I
thought that GBS’ “interpretation” was probably the only
interpretation he was capable of conceiving given his frame of
mind. Not to say his conception was inaccurate; only that he
was the right person for the job. ¶ We think “Oh, how smart X
was — how did he see it?” — and yet it was all he could see.
Yet, of the thousands of people who saw it, only he could
correctly discern its meaning. Good interpretation is less an
intellectual feat than it is a meeting of the minds. We ask, “how
do they see all these things in film, theater, etc.?” But when we
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examine closely, each “they” is seeing only that which he can
see. ¶ Imagine a film in Russian, German, Italian, French,
Swahili, etc. Over 50 different languages, none of which you
speak. You are seeing the film in a room with fifty people, each
of whom speak one and only one language spoken in the film.
When you ask each what occurred in the film, each will explain
that part of the film he (and only heunderstood), and only that
part of the film. You are impressed by their “intelligence,” when
you ought to be impressed that there was such a perfect fit
between these two disparate mental frameworks. ¶ Under this
view, the world consists of artists putting out “artworks” (signs
of progress). These “artworks” function as signposts of
consciousness to the upcoming artists (“you’re on the right
track”), in much the same way as the guides strewn about in
Journey to the Center of the Earth.
4. Congruence (5654-5)
1.
2.
A.
i.
ii.
3.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.

What ties in all literary techniques? Congruence! Alliteration, metaphor, onomatopoea,
Congruence in communication:
Car signal
left signal on left, not right
left always signals left, and not sometimes right.
Congruence in music
Congruence between lines A and B
Congruence along a line
Extrinsic congruence (physical) (sounds like storm)
Extrinsic congruence (metaphysical/incorporeal)
Ways of congruence
same notes
rhythm
structure
question and answer
key change
semantic congruence
between movements
other composers
other pieces by the same composer

Additional FB (to integrate into outline)
 ! C?' (   ,?,;>A  #'  .      
         %1 - .B H  T1 C?' (
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“Never show half complete work to a fool.”B. See the
constituion as a first draft.
Hee haw story: “That was good.” “No, that was bad.”
(Pitchfork in the haystack)
3) 3 !  
.4  " * * 1
Burning coals
Tear down building to make room for new one
Eating food
Vandalism
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Grammatical
Spelling
Logic
Structure
Creativity
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;<Both real (at the level of films being projected)
Both illusory (images of light are poor copies of the reality photographed)
One real, one illusion (documentary is real ==> Fiction film is artificial). (What are the
implications of this view re: Aristotles’ “A is A). and “You can’t say X is A and -A.”
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   "    7    2  )  * )  5   Owner supports the employer (not the other way around)
Anyone can do it if they try
School helps, not hinders
Fair day’s wage for a fair day’s pay
Ownership gives owner infinite rights, etc.
Slave system (network in slavery)
Slaves are chattel
Fed out of troughs
Herded, branded
Separate quarters
No education
Appropriate bible passages
U.S. Constitution
“That’s the way it is.”
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5 
Contain the truth which exists
Pollute the intellectual marketplace with decoy views
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Diction
Structure/Syntax
Basic assumptions
Style
Attitude
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" "   50   *    X- 5       '   50 %
A: This drug cures the cold.
B: Yes — and kills 50% of the people who take it.
A: Don’t change the subject — we’re not talking about the side effects — we’re talking
safety.
= ("   * *     
Total institution
Owners will design the rules which will get them money — can’t squeeze too hard, because
people ____ the games.
=
Suppose the following were true:
Crime increases
Economy increases
Mr. A: It’s bad. Mr. B: It’s good. Demonstrates a possible causal relationship between economy and crime,
something I’ve always believed.
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Why people have a problem with This is Not a Pipe. Because the domains of the sentence
and the pipe must be seen as separate for the painting to make sense, and in most paintings
the domains of all elements within are identical. Imagine a film of a man pointing to a pipe
and saying, “This is not a pipe.” Maybe, but if so, “this is not a man,” and, by extension,
perhaps the sentence is not a sentence (and the truth is not a truth). For this film to make
sense, we must pretend the man exists outside the film, and is commenting on it. But of
course he isn’t. It’s a self-contradictory splitting of domains. Why should one element of
the film be seen as real and another as false? If we accept the argument of the man (the
framing by the man), mustn’t he be subjected to the same frame? But of course, the insight
of the man is correct. So perhaps language has an exemption from the typical framing
rules.
I did it, but it’s not “what I do.”
One fact can reframe a decade of experience.
The frames in which ideas are written are not necessarily the frames in which they’re
viewed.
Education --> no frame shifts when reading: “there’s only one way to perceive.”
Institutional frame.
Southerners see anti-smog movie as “government control.” Northerners, who breathe the
smog, perceive it as cleaning up the air.
The lamb was paranoid. It seemed there were all these creatures called “wolves” — and
thye obviously were conspiring to get HIM!
Frame X makes communication impossible (and thus receipt of knowledge) it B stays only
in that frame.
Don’t do that, son.
B: That sentence has four words, Mom.
A: So what?
B: That sentence has two words, Mom.
A makes fun of B’s X. B makes fun of A’s Y (swastikas). ¶ A is upset. He thinks B’s
“attack” is unfair. He really thinks this. Why? Because he sees a swastika as neutral. B
sees swastika as negative. So B does [swastika] to A. “Wait!” says B. “I did [neutral] to
you, you do [negative] to me!” But the reality was different. ¶ Much communication
breakdown takes place with frames.
Story about Man Aattempting to convince Man B, unsuccessfully. Possible titles (every
frame is a possible hypothesis/aspect):
The Unsuccessful Teacher
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The Unsuccessful Student
The Unsuccessful Writer
The Unsuccessful Reader
, the quality of the minus can
As the quantity of stories increases
undetectable levels and still have an effect.

to almost

Mathematics is taught (usually) divorced from its historical context. But a historical
approach might be just the thing. It might be best to let the students discover mathematical
concepts for themselves, like the original discovers did.
World at crossroads: destruction if apathy, paradise if we will it. Critical problem for
people (and world) is not that people are unaware of the insight, but that they view it as a
story instead of a fact. And this simple framing, seemingly so easy to shift, is actually the
result of years of information, hypotheses, and rationalizaitons. And shiftying the frame
might take equally as long.
When we say someone is “paranoid,” we are saying s/he has a frame which completely
dominates their thinking, and they way they receive information. (In this case, “receive” is
not the right word. Perhaps “manufacture” is better.) ¶ Perhaps we have been misled all
along by the use of the word “received.” The word “manufacture” is more accurate.
Information is the clay, and our past is the sculptor.
Questions irrelevant to you may be frame-setting to the other person.
Memory doesn’t take place until a framework is set. That’s why X has to say things over
and over — because there’s no foundation. ¶ Memory is easier in the latter part of a field.
Posturing leads to fighting. The posture sets a frame — A postures as aggressor ==> if B
accepts the frame, B will be the aggressor. So A has to increase his aggressive actions, to
increase the probability that his frame will be accepted. but if B counters, they’re
eventually led into direct physical contact.
NYT, 7/2/87, H-16: Story on Vietnam TV series “Tour of Duty.” “‘Writers keep saying,
‘Why can’t we have guys sitting around smoking a joint after a firefight, that’s what we
did, that’s how we relaxed.’ Well, we’ll deal with a story about a guy being high in battle.
That may not be the completely accurate texture of Vietnam, but it certainly gives it a
recognition.” ¶ What it does is frame the ordinary as the extra-ordinary. Should be a
good chance to get in some propaganda, while framing the series as “realistic.”
When you’ve annihilated a sense of perspective, you’ve done a lot.
One of the chief differences between my consciousness’ and Bill’s is that I generally see
events as facts — Bill sees them as he sees them. ¶ In Washington, Scott would stay in the
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bathroom for long periods of time. Bill would make faces. For me, this was just the way
things were.
If you want to retaliate against terrorists, say “we won’t allow these terrorists to get away
with this.” If you don’t, say “we won’t allow these terrorists to disturb the peace.”
Reagan nominee Ginsburg smoked pot: we know what conservatives would say had a
liberal justice been appointed: now let’s hear what they say when a conservative is
appointed — Daily News, 11/6/87, p. 3: Conservative Daniel Casey: “It really shouldn’t
come as a surprise considering the era he comes out of,” he said of Ginsburg, who attended
college in the 60’s. ‘It probably would have been an anomaly if he had not at least
experimented with it.” Meese: “ . . . (Meese) applauded the appeals court judge for his
‘forthright statement’ about using marijuana. ¶ ‘His action, taken during his younger days,
was a mistake,’ Meese said. ‘It certainly does not affect his qualifications to sit on the
Supreme Court, and he should be confirmed expeditiously . . .”
Talked to a person today in the law firm re: why buying a book is a good value. I said that
when you pay $9.95 for a book, you’re exchanging 3 labor hours for something that took
thousands of hours to produce. He said that wasn’t true, because you have to divide the
number of labor hours to manufacture X books by X to get the labor hours per book. ¶
One of the problems with this analysis is that with a sufficient number of books published,
one would be exchangin 3 hours for one. Now isn’t it the height of absurdity to suggest that
a book only takes one hour to produce? Even if the manufacturing costs were divisible by
copy, the actual labor of writing and researching the book would not be. ¶ I suggested that
he compare the value of a book to constructing a house. ¶ Say I spend $100 to typeset a
page. I print 1000 pages, and sell them for 10¢ apiece. You receive something with $100
value for 10¢ — and he thinks there’s equivalence? ¶ Assume a purely economic man,
who only buys the items which return laobr value for labor value. Say the material costs
1/100 of an hour, but took 1/125 an hour to produce. He’s not going to buy the material?
For some people, negative is negative — for others, negative is neutral. (A makes a
“negative” remark. Commnet: “he’s so negative.” But A is just telling it like he sees it).
Not conspiracy — consensus.
Not “do experiments on humans” but “do studies on humans.”
It may be less helpfult to view the rich as a class and more as a coalittion, which unites or
divides depending on which issue/purpose is before it.
Should we ban cruelty-to-animal laws if we eat meat? Are we “hypocrites” if we don’t pass
those laws? ¶ Any ad hominem arg. can be met with an ad hominem, if the arguer is
skillful enough.
Girl: “I met a guy today.” (if she likes the guy). “A guy was bugging me today.” (and if she
doesn’t).
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Animal researchers talk about “saving lives” w/their two billion dollars a year in animal
research — but if they really cared about saving lives, they’d give the $2 billion to give
medical care for the babies who can’t get it — to the starving people — to stop abused
children, etc. ¶ If they really cared about saving lives, they’d put 95% of the money into
the experiments which actually do save lives, instead of 10% (see inconsistent). ¶ When
they say “put money into animal research because it saves lives, “ focus on “saving lives.”
Should we spend money on “X” which saves lives or animal research which doesn’t save
lives? ¶ When they answer a hypothetical in the only way they can derive some general
principles: the “why” behind the answer — then extend to the class of actual cases
functionally identical.
National Law Journal, 3/21/88, p. S-19 (criminal lawyer): “Terminology is vital in dealing
with these jurors. ‘You do not represent the ‘defendant’, you represent the ‘accused’ . . .
‘The person who is representing the government is not the ‘government,’ he’s the
‘prosecutor.’”
“Stealing” something permanently unutilized is merely an efficinet reallocation of
resources.
If they pick the news to fit within a structure, then we’re seeing the structure mor than the
news (it’s the structure which persists).
A Guide to Orchestral Music, p. 452, Varese: “An artist is never ahead of his time, but
most people are behind their own time.”
One man’s burden is another man’s opportunity.
Positives can be seen as negatives: 1) “I’ll occupy this unoccupied land. No one lese is using
it. 2) “He’s trying to take over my turf.” 1 focuses on present use; 2 focuses on future use.
Who is ‘weak’? The one who adapts to unpleasant reality, or the one annoyed by it? A:
You can’t take it — you’re weak. B: You just go along with it — you’re weak.
Sex on TV (Entertainment Tonight, 1/24/89): “TV has grown up.”
Interesting that the “environment” receives more protection from the law than animals.
Non-conscious entities protected while sentient beings are grist for the mill.
To Mother Theresa: “You’re too predictable — you should be more spontaneous.
“Predictable” an empty formulation when it applies equally well to Gandhi, Hitler,
Einstein, and Son of Sam.
The power to frame is the only power they need. ¶ Their power to frame means you’re —
helpless? ¶ The power to frame is the power to think for others.
For the inexperienced filmgoer, the dominant frame of reference is the review. For the rest,
the dominant frame of reference is other films, and even the possible.
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Having ideas not an ability — it’s overcoming a disability.
You own the business. There’s nothing “radical” about changing the rules under which it
operates — it’s a perfectly normal and reasonable thing to do. ¶ Hence, it is impossible for
societal change agreed on by the majority to be “radical.”
Changes of style. “Fight for Christianity” = + . “Fight communism” = - . “Fight for
democracy” = + .
Theory: every idea resides within a frame. Some frames prevent bisociation, others allow it.
Having the ideas without the frames is not good enough. ¶ X may be your friend. But if
you see him as the “enemy,” you’ll minimize your contact with him and destroy future
experience. Same true of ideas.
When someone diagrams this way:

(see forces in motion, p. 242)
they may be doing nothing more than disallowing this:

A

B

that is, hierarchy (vs. connectedness/non-hierarchy as symbolized above)
Ideas come with frmes. 2) We interpret ideas through our own frames. ¶ Does this mean
there’s only a 25% chance of communication?
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+ - in this column might mean muddled or twisted perception, + clear perception.
-+
-+ + only here is there a clear chance for communication
(first column: frame around idea (societal)/ second column (way person would perceive
that category of idea (individual).
Heard at work: “there’s no victims — only volunteers.”
Genre “theory” elevates commercial expediency to the status of aesthetic underpinning.
NYT, 10/18/89, p. D22: “If Mr. Reed waxed philosophical, George Lewis was downright
mystical. He offered an explanation for copycat adversising that was almost Platonic.¶ ‘An
idea is out there,’ said the chairman of Lois/GGK and a veteran of advertising’s creative
revolution. ‘I’ve always said you don’t creat ideas. you pluck one that’s drifiting by you.’”
Two points: 1) the idea is not “almost” Platonic — it is Platonic (in the sense in which the
term is used) 2) There is nothing “mystical” about the explanation.
You will not be “giving more power to the legislature,” you will be “returning the power to
the legislature that was once theirs.”
You’re not advocating radical changes, you’re advocating sweeping changes.
NYPost, 12/14/87 Man kills mugger. Editorial on front page asks subway “samaritan” to
surrender. ¶ How come he’s not a “vigilante”?
USA Today, 12/27/89, p. 1: Psychologist John Norcross: “ . . . a lapse is not a relapse.”
Drugs, travel, films: there is an appeal in being disoriented.
NYT, 2/1/90, p. A13: Story on 1st McDonald’s in Russia: Customers were “calmed by
uniformed compatriots dictating that they should have a nice day.” ¶ I’m also calmed
thusly by orders from my “uniformed compatriots,” but I haven’t seen that reported in the
NYT.
When you’re insulated:
You don’t catch the plague.
It’s easy to see when others have caught it.
Rationalization: the mind
forms the frame
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throws it under the frame “credible”
Much like an oyster forms a pearl around a grain of sand. (the original thought hidden
under the layers of philosophy).
Why is the NYT more persuasive than the National Enquierer? Same article in both, one
would have higher credibility. Is it just track record? Or something in the style, fonts, etc.?
(local credibility and global credibility from style).
Frame: why the pen is mightier than the sword.
NY Newsday, 6/7/90, p. 2 Breslin column : Trump “buys” reporters by returning their
phone calls.
Using term “frame maintenance” throws mechanical frame around the activity of framing
frames. <== Framing as “activity” or “frame” puts concept in F1 or F2. If in F1, can
bisociate with F1, but not F2, F2, etc.
More difficult to write good manual than design program — why? — conceptual and
economic environment sets the level of difficulty.
Some people are nothing more than their frames.
(statement) B: I disagree. [This repeats 4x] A: (thinking) He is always disagreeing with me.
¶ But that’s because A is always talking first. If B talked first, B would also be disagreeing
with A.
Every time you talk about something — you put it in a frame. This anchors its meaning.
Which has the more powerful effect?
Being exposed to X first (sets frame)
Being exposed to X second [last] (recency effect — what you remember).
When asking kids to do a computer program, start with incredibly hard example. Then
say, “don’t worry, we’re not doing that one.” Ex 2 will be framed as “easy.” (repeated in
education cat.)
“Does frame theory have any significant implications? None whatsoever, unless you view
the failure of humanity to reach it’s highest potential as a significant issue.”
Compile a set of facts. What is the frame?
The frame functions as ROM.
How to deal with things that bother you: create a hassle budget, and allow for X
occurrences a year. In the hassle budget might go: traffic tickets, snide remarks at work
(prepare for 8 at work), make forgetting to do X, etc. ¶ Might have a category called
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“waste” ($200) where go traffic tiekets, lost tokens, lost ___, videos not taken back to store
on time, etc.
In FB, discuss the “compeletely debased” person’s attitude towards the book. ¶ Person can
get a detached view if it’s “not them.” Set up a dummy, and attack the dummy. Never
attack them — metalanguage the key.
You can see me as opposed to the way things are, or in favor of the way things ought to be.
Atmosphere is an intrinsic part of the meal — NY restaurants have discovered this secret
— the meal resides in a frame, and they can’t be separated (can’t imagine that anniversary
meal in an office setting).
Frame battle: “I’m rubber, you’re glue, what you say bounces off me and sticks to you.”
(cf. doublethink)
Role of the Schema1/Opposing schema can map onto the same reality (see revenge):
Is will like a muscle, or like a bank account? (In A, you use, you exercise; in B, you use,
you deplete).
People have schema when they have experienced x, which is isomorphic with y, the current
experience. ¶ Each experience has several morphemes, in various domains.
Hated plots that jumped around because I had schema — didn’t want to lose it.
Metaphor works because we have schema.
Why kids need pictures: because they need schema for understanding.
Grouping = schema = CCR. (reading many different articles on 1st page of F. Wake better
than reading many diff. articles on F. Wake).
An “opposing view” is another schema, opposed to the first, which also maps onto the
reality. X hits A 10 times, then stops.
View 1: not okay to hit back.
View 2: right to hit A goes into account, so okay to hit ex post facto.
“What is the best move?” Show position with fork before and after person has learned
about the concept of a fork. Skewer — see if they can ifnd, or if they’re just looking for the
fork.
What is the best move? Show position with fork before and after person has learned about
the concept of a fork. Skewer — see if they can find, or if they’re just looking for the fork.
The framing of facts:
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Rover
The way in which you see reality as a set of facts can really effect your conclusions:
“I gave a mint to Rover. It gagged.”
“I gave a green mint on July 1 at 8:30 pm to Rover after it had eaten two bowls of food. It
gagged.” (Note: every set of facts is incomplete. Thus, always the potential to correct a
conclusion if you revise the fact pattern to more accurately reflect reality.)
Conclusion from A:
Don’t give mints to Rover.
Conclusion from B:
Don’t give mints to Rover on July 1 after .... etc.
The way you state facts will effect your hypothesis.
MC was by sink with knife in sink that needed to be cleaned. I threw a paper towel into the
sink. She said, “What’s that doing in there?”, seeing it as “trash.” (due to the way I threw
it into the sink.). But I threw it there so she could use it to clean the knife. <== If it was
“trash,” I did a hostile thing. If it was a “cleaning tool,” I did a kind thing. Thus, I am
“good” or “bad” depeniding on how well Margaret can perceive reality. (She perceives
well, I’m good — she perceives poorly, I’m bad). I’m a prisoner of her perception.
Odyssey, p. 312 (317?) “ . . . his vision so pure . . .” Zealot? Dogmatist?
You’re not going to “change” the political process — you’re going to “modify” it.
In book Odyssey, Sculley said that people preferred Coke over Pepsi in blind taste tests,
but when they knew what the drink was, they preferred coke. ¶ Things take place within a
frame. Eat a dish of_____ in a drug store, you’d give it an “8.” Eat it in a beautiful
restaurant, with wine, over candlelight with the one you love, it’s a “10.” You are not “a
meal”, but “a-meal-in-a-restaurant-with-beautiful-decor-over-candlelight-and-wine-withthe-one-you-love-on-a-beautiful-night-on-July-20-1990-at-the-age-of-24.” Even this latter
description is far too abbreviated. For it to be accurate (encompassing the entire experience
and history surrounding the experience), it would fill the pages of a very long book. ¶
Obviously, it would take far too long to give such a description, so we give abbreviated
versions. We sacrifice accuracy because we really are unable to be accurate (time doesn’t
permit, nor does our memory and intellectual capacity [to formulate such a description].
We need to understand that our descriptions are inaccurate.
In 10 hour day, budget 2 hours just to help people. Don’t let the evil thoughts encroach —
they are not robbing you of your time, because you have allocated time for them.
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Frame-shift via analogy: NYT, 8/19/90, F-5. “Mr. Sedelmaier concedes an element of
meaness in some of his work. But, he said, ‘I hear the same criticism of Chaplin. I’ll stand
in that company.” (Note: he won’t say, “I heard the same criticism of Atilla the Hun. I’ll
stand in that company.”
Before Computer Era, I saw SPR as “boring.” Now I see it as “relaxed.”
BK: Is Hussein a “sexist” fore releasing women hostages? MC: No, a “gentleman.”
In an art gallery: BK: Which way is West? Her: The person? BK: The direction.
Pat Buchanan on TV today said “rename SDI Patriot 2.”
Best/Worst; Frames of reference:
Our past v. our present
Our country v. other countries
Our present vs. the possible
Objective (identical to C)
Our exposure to conflicting frames contributes to our illusion of freedom. Yet most of the
time, we must be exposed repeatedly to a frame to “get the message.”
There can be no observation without frameworks — most people don’t know that
Hamilton faces left on a $10 — but once I give them a right/left orientation, they will note
not just Hamilton, but all other bills — this orientation is a frame which makes the
perception governed by that frame possible. (Most people observe bills with the frame
“number” [this is the language people use: ‘I have a 5,’ ‘I have a 10.”] This focuses your
attention on the periphery of the bill. This means you don’t make the proper observations
without the proper frames. A “proper’ frame is the frame necessary to make the
observation. ) Other orientations:
Aphorism
Palindrome
Hidden symbols
Up/down
Sports metaphors in language
HAL/IBM (isomorphism)
Presence/Absence (red/blue threads v. no red/blue threads).
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We get frames from 1) questions 2) comments <== tacit assumptions.
It doesn’t matter wheter you call them an Emperor, a czar, a dictator, a President, an
oligarch, an aristocrat, or an “owner” (where X owns ABC): as G. Stein said, a tyrant is a
tyrant is a tyrant. ¶ Note: the defin. of tyranny is one, or the few ruling the many. No
mention of wheterh the rules are good or bad — they’re assumed to be bad.
What is the difference between “editing” and “censoring”?
Const. needs to be updated, not amended.
Everything framed in terms of what precedes it. ¶ 1001 crack babies “not so bad” because
last year there were 1000.
If someone says “the tachyon goes faster than light,” you’d think “okay.” But if you first
learned, “nothing goes faster than light,” you’d think “that’s impossible.” The preceding
notions make acceptance of the new more difficult.
If 99 people pass a rule that negatively impacts 1, that’s tyranny. But if 1 person passes a
rule that has a negative impact on 99, that’s liberty.
The more facts you have, the more accurate are your frames.
It’s the “taxpayers” vs. “the majority.” Which frame will win? (choose the frame people
identify with — to create likeness). (T = everyone identifies with M = people see themselves
on the other side of the issue).
- Frame comments invariably have two or more of the following features: (there is an
argument section here — this can go there).
No specificity.
No evidence.
Tunnel-vision.
Predicated on false assumptions.
Irrelevance.
Short-term bias. (Run all replies through this matrix).
It doesn’t toss out the const., it builds on the const. (updates the const.), makes those
changes necessary.
If a stranger puts a glass of liquid in your hand, and says “drink it,” you won’t do it. But if
your mother says “take your medicine,” you will.
I’m not “rocking the boat,” I’m “plugging a leak.”
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You hav en’t “created a new branch of governmennt” — you’ve consolidated existing and
diffused powers into clear lines of accountability.”
Taxpayers: not only the breadwinners, the breadmakers.
To characterize as an “insider” is to assume what needs to be proven.
You say, “I want to increase efficiency.” they say, “he wants to water down the
Constitution.”
NYT, 6/28/92, p. H-16: “We’d rather have a comic genius like Eddie Murphy late than
another actor on time.”
NYT: 2/21/93 H-33 M. Jackson: “ . . . the shocking (he’s fighting a skin disease) to the
expected (yes, his father beat him), to the trivial (no, he didn’t fake the moonwalk). <==
ALL trivial.
He put a charge on it — but it’s not holding the charge. [<== GLOBAL] [LOCAL==>
McKeever — + spin on a so-so lesson].
Two different statements:
I don’t know how to do that.
I don’t know how to do that yet.
NYT, 4/25/93, p. F-7: “ . . . eliminating doors and walls anddesigning offices around
patterns of communication, not their occupant’s status.” <== When introducing this, not
“let’s alter hierarchy,” but “let’s see if we can challenge ourselves to accept some new ideas.
Why not . . .”
Murphy: “I came in second.” Interviewer: You lost the Gong Show. He corrected her: “I
didn’t lose — I came in second. “Came in second” heard as “lost.” 4/30/93 E interview.
After having extensively outlined, for the 1st time heard Mozard Piano (sonata) Uchida: in
terms of phrases (8th movement, KV 310?).
Not “crap” threshhold: threshhold of pain.
If it’s not obeyed, it’s not a const. — it’s a souvenir, an historical artifact.
The Constitution isn’t “complicated,” it’s “involved.”
You’re not “rewriting the const.”; you’re putting teeth in the const.
X obsessed with violin: A: You’re close-minded. B: I’m anchoring.
Strategy of Conflict, p. 94: “ . . . most people, asked just to pick a number, will pick
numbers like 3,7,13,100,1, and 1. But when asked to pick the same number the others iwll
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pick when the others are equally interested in picking the same number, and everyone
knows that everyone else is trying, the motivation is differetn. The preponderant choic is
the number one.
If you hold true to the principles while changing their implementation, are you a
“conservative” or a “liberal”?
DeAnchoring Frames
“Debugger” can be used to learn. “Comment” feature can be used to prevent a line of code
from executing.
We need to improve things. B: If you’re not happy here, why not get another job? 2) You
are constantly complaining. You don’t fit in.
Bureaucracy breaks frame only at obvious threats. Their need to agree before acting is
their Achilles Heel — don’t throw away your ace — subtlety is your biggest asset.
An insight that appears dramatic coming from viewpoint A (Analogic to a horror movie:
Body Snatchers) may seem pedestrian coming from viewpoint B (sociology training).
Links
In this outline, is the following idea: “Our interpretations are our frames.” This idea links
two key ideas in this outline: FRAME/INTERPRETATION. This idea is a bridge idea in
the web of ideas. Other possible links: FRAME/ANALOGY, FRAME/LOGIC,
ANALOGY/METAPHOR, etc.
Heretic’s Handbook, p. 132: Man a collective being — every word you think with was
handed down to you — write down some thoughts on a piece of paper — and how many of
those words did you invent? Probably none. Someone, somewhere, labeled a concept that
formerly had no name. The concept labeled, it was now usable. We owe a great debt to
these nameless ghosts from the past, who made our thinking POSSIBLE! <== Bad part:
many of the thoughts we think, and the frames, were handed down. This can channel
thought, restrict thought. ¶ You use my words, I use yours. Great! That’s exactly the idea!
More Disinformation (disinformation1)
One of the tricks in war is to give the enemy false information (e.g. transmit messages in a
code the enemy can break). ¶ Same trick works with fiction — gives mass populace false
premises, significance frames, probabilities — their minds are disarmed.
Boy Who Didn’t Cry Wolf — boy was in valley with 10 other boys — cried “wolf” three
times, eventually no one came. then a wolf attacked boy B — he cried “wolf,” and no one
came — “just those kids playing again. A’s right to unlimited speech precludes B’s.
Our interpretations are our frames.
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Last night, while watching Ring (Der Walkure), I thought that GBS’ “interpretation” was
probably the only interpretation he was capable of conceiving given his frame of mind. Not
to say his conception was inaccurate; only that he was the right person for the job. ¶ We
think “Oh, how smart X was — how did he see it?” — and yet it was all he could see. Yet,
of the thousands of people who saw it, only he could correctly discern its meaning. Good
interpretation is less an intellectual feat than it is a meeting of the minds. We ask, “how do
they see all these things in film, theater, etc.?” But when we examine closely, each “they” is
seeing only that which he can see. ¶ Imagine a film in Russian, German, Italian, French,
Swahili, etc. Over 50 different languages, none of which you speak. You are seeing the film
in a room with fifty people, each of whom speak one and only one language spoken in the
film. When you ask each what occurred in the film, each will explain that part of the film
he (and only heunderstood), and only that part of the film. You are impressed by their
“intelligence,” when you ought to be impressed that there was such a perfect fit between
these two disparate mental frameworks. ¶ Under this view, the world consists of artists
putting out “artworks” (signs of progress). These “artworks” function as signposts of
consciousness to the upcoming artists (“you’re on the right track”), in much the same way
as the guides strewn about in Journey to the Center of the Earth.
Anchoring
Definition of anchor
To set a frame: Poisoning the Well may be considered ngegative anchoring. Introductions
at speeches may be considered positive anchoring. Entertainment Tonight knew that
audience wouldn’t know who Jim Cameron was when Arnold S. mentioned him in an
interview, so they anchored the upcoming term in their introduction to the segment by
saying “Iim Cameron directed Arnold S. in The Terminator.
Anchoring Concepts
Six Thinking Hats, p. 154: “In scholl mathematics you work out a sum and get the answer.
YOu move on to the next sum. There is no point in spending more time on the firs t sum
because if you have the right answer you cannot get a better one. (new para) Many people
carry that idiom over into their thinking in later life. As soon as they have an answer to a
problem, they stop thinking. They are satisfied with the first answer that comes along.”
Anchoring allows knowledge. Imagine playing a game “knowing” the rules, but not
knowing the object of the game. Can this be done?
A sentence can provide an anchor that makes understanding possible. Take the following:
“People are afraid of wings because they don’t have parachutes. Give them parachutes,
and they’ll take the wings.” Sentence: “why logic is important.” Also: OTTFFSS
example.
They broadcast the frames of the establishment.
Attitude
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Attitudes to the bonehead remarks in early ideas in ideabooks: 1) “A poor thinker” “A bad
writer” 2) Aah — so someone can come up with a bonehead remark and still think good
thoughts later.
What separates fact from hypothesis (subjectively) is attitude. Hypothesis is proposition +
maybe frame.
Frame
On June 22, 1984, the networks broadcast a story on a man who was not allowed to pull
himself off a respirator. ABC said his wife was “disappointed.” CBS said she was
“dismayed.”
“Hidden” curriculum vs. “implicit” currriculum.
Seeing in terms of “claims” and “evidence” better than “premise” and “conclusion.” This
focuses attention on establishing the truth of claims, instead of drawing implications from
claims. Of course, both are important, but claims must be established as true first.
Claim -------- establish truth -------- draw implication
For a claim, these three things must be established:
Meaning
Relevance1
Relevant/Irrelevant game, played in logic class — people who make irrelevant remarks are
put out of the game — last person left is the winner.
Irrelevance (irrelevant1)
Gramophone, July ‘89, p. 171 Cadenzas by soloist: “ . . . I might have criticized them for
excessive length were it not that the one original Bocchereni cadenza that has come down to
us is practically the longest of all.” (what difference does this latter point make?)
Re: 19th century ideas being bad because they are from the 19th Century. (His conception
was 19th Century: Marbury v. Madison judicial review). (I think he was referring to strict
consttruction),
Is it your contention that every idea conceived in the 19th Century is invalid?
Then how can your observation regarding the temporal genesis of this provision possibly
be relevant?
NOTE THE INCONSISTENCY IF YOU STATE THAT CONST. IS OBSOLETE
BECAUSE IT WAS WRITTEN IN 18TH CENTURY.
The validity of a political axiom is not chronology dependent.
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Signficant
Evidence is more valuable than gold. Evidence proves points, and points make the world
run.
Frame helps thinking like smell helps tasting. MC blinked one eye will when I said “wink,”
less well when I said “blink.”
Does the game provide the frame, or the frame provide the game? (“or alarm” should
possibly go off here).
Charge (related to Frame)
Translators must consider what charge a word has: is “gringo” +, -, or theta? (Is it similar
to “honky,” or does it just mean “white man.”? [A translator who gives “honky” where
white man was intended makes a grievous, gargantuan error (theta • negative!)]
The Art of Conversation
Students should have discussions in three’s. (not fours or fives). Something about a threeway conversation is good. Allows an objective person (unlike two), but prevents a gangingup quality. Allows for frame-breaks and unity.
Rules for beginning writers
You don’t need to start at the beginning. (the contrary in the significance frame of the
beginner as a “true” remark would be debilitating (“you have to start at the beginning”).
Write small essays, paragraphs, and integrate them.
Read a lot about your subject for ideas.
Work, then relax — keep it fresh.
Go back to your material two weeks later and revise with a fresh eye.
Incomplete conceptions
“Frame” has a negative frame in societal nomenclature. When asking students to frame
someone falsely, say “frame them falsely,” not “frame them,” which would keep alive this
incomplete conception.
Presence of Iago
If life is a game, then we need to create a way of zapping the Iagos — must counter their
power to frame via innuendo by counter-framing people who do that as “evil,” devaluing
both their judgment and their societal legitimacy (leading to ostracization).
General
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The leap is too great. Total scrim reversal can result in reversed brain polarity, leading to a
different personality in a very short time. Personality should evolve, not grow or fall by
leaps and bounds.
Many people are not commited to X, rather, to the midpoint. They stand philosophically in
the middle of every (?) dichotomy. But they appear married to X when you try to get them
to view Y as “the good,” because this will move them off the midpoint and they will have to
commit themselves to a view at the edge of the precipice, as they see it. A better idea might
be to shift their perception of what the midpoint is.
“X not the case” seems more powerful since we rarely have the evidence at our fingertips.
(explains timidity). I.e., when you make an affirmative statement, those opposing you “win”
because you don’t have the evidence at hand, and thus haven’t met your burden of coming
forward with the evidence.
The Enemies of Reason
The Hyper-Critic: doubts everything. Completely ignores the plausibility criterion.
Consistently identifies 1% probability with 100%.
The Sage: Knows the results of experiments before they’re performed — sees inductive
logic as deductive.
The Indiscriminator: Consistently sees a situation in terms of A when it should be been in
terms of B.
The Pouncer: Consistently attempts to get errors admitted into evidence.
The Linguist: Consistently trades on semantic confusion; taking language in the worst
sense.
The Fantasizer: Believes things which are not true.
The Serf: consistently appeals to authority. (the Serf becomes a Hyper-Critic when these
beliefs are challenged.)
The Misunderstander: Sees sequiturs as non-sequiturs.
The Generalization-Jumper: Pulls faulty abstractions out of events, language, etc., and
then sees these abstractions as reality.
If you want change, you’re going to haveto change. ¶ Some people want change without
changing. They want the change, but they don’t want to change.
Comfort creates risk — you get used to it — now you have something to lose.
The set of things which never should have happened to you, did.
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When someone tells you that they are 99% sure of something, they are saying that in a bet
on the issue, they will pay you 99 dollars if they are wrong, and you pay them one dollar if
they are right. ¶ When they are 99% sure, they should give you 99 to 1 odds in a bet. ¶
Box with 100 marbles: 99 white, 1 blue. “I am 99% sure I will pull out white marble.” ¶
To find out how really sure they are, ask them what odds they’ll give you. If they give you 2
to 1 odds, they are 66% sure (66 is double — 1 to 1 = 50%). 66 is double 1 to 1 = 50%. 33
==> 66/33 = 2/1. (When you frame in this way, and then watch people back off their
original prediction, you see that people almost consistently overestimate (are
overconfident).
to 1 = 66%
to 1 = 75% sure
to 1 = 80% sure
to 1 = 83% sure
to 1 = 90% sure
to 1 = 99% sure
Sky’s the limit = 100% sure
People are more likely to be 100% sure of unverifiable hypotheses: a seeming paradox. But
this is only because they can’t be proven wrong. (Mike was “100% sure” that at any given
time x, w/99 white and 1 blue, he’d pull out a blue).
NYT, 3/23/89, p. C-11 (on student): “ . . . she had at least two letters right in every word.”
(good attitude). [ccr frame]
When asking kids to do a computer program, start with incredibly hard example. Then
say, “don’t worry, we’re not doing that one.” Ex 2 will be framed as “easy.” (repeated in
frame cat.)
Education is the process of being exposed to a conceptual entity (whether by word, voice, or
legitimation), which will provide the legitimate framework within which to view subsequent
reality. (e.g. watching spy film. X trick is performed to get entry into house. Trick happens
in real life, you’re not fooled. (obviously, much potential for paranoia and hypochondria).
Using Venn Diagrams:
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DOG

CAT
Hula hoops by kids.
Teacher has index cards with
words on them — kid puts where
they belong.

DOG

CAT
Meow
What has four legs and barks?
What has two legs and barks?

Bark
a.

4 legs
Lassie

Note: you might think initially that there could be nothing that could be both a dog and a
cat, but this omits the frame “4 legs.”
We might think history becomes more accurate as time progresses (i.e. an account of life in
1865 written in 1986 more accurate than one written in 1958 because we have more
knowledge now.) This may not be true. Our frames of reference become more
contemporary as time progresses, and we begin to lose view of the frames of reference
[held] by people of the past which made their behavior logical.
Capitalist/Communist class: Put four, six different class plans in six envelopes. Mix
envelopes up, have students write the following on the outside of the envelopes: Capitalism,
Communism, Socialism, Fascism, Anarchy, Monarchy, Slavery. Now, appoint seven
salesmen. Each will try to sell the class on one particular envelope. He describes contents of
envelope to class. However, he’s not allowed to read the contents of the envelope. His
description is purely of the outside category, not of the contents. Class votes for the best
salesman — then they have to live by the contents after they open the envelope. [Variation:
“Theory” envelopes and “Fact” envelopes (or, concept/execution) they are allowed to
examine theory envelope capitalism, but not fact envelope capitalism. Theory being the
should, fact being the actual. They choose theory, they get fact. (Could possibly go into
FRAME).
Both X and y have belief A. Why they don’t connect (why mass unity is difficult):
Time: they have different beliefs at different times.
Space: they live in different places.
Lack of communication: they don’t express their view:
(Fashion) Think “it’s unimportant.”
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(Fashion) Think they’ll be ridiculed.
No one to express it to.
Lack of ability to express it.
They forget about it.
Arenas not conducive to the expression of certain thoughts.
Belief in the invalidity of the idea — internalization of the societal frame.
Interruptions during expression of the view.
Difficult to sustain the energy of the belief — people move on to other beliefs.
Tevye, cow and daughter
Bible: literal v. metaphorical interp.
Claim/evidence framework v. premise/conclusion — the PC framework did us in for
thousands of years.
Selection Process
You may think you’re seeing a list of words, but what you’re really seeing is a selection
process.
Animals
cat
chimp
monkey
dog
bird
Association
How does mentioning Smartcom II lead to me fiding out that the husband of the woman I
was talking to was Jimi Hendrix’s manager?
Smartcom II made by Hayes
Hayes based in Atlanta
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“I lived in Atlanta”
“Atlanta is a neat city.”
“It even has communes.”
“I lived in a commune.”
“I went to Woodstock.”
“I sat on stage with Jimi Hendrix.”
“My husband was Jimi Hendrix’s manager.”
things in common with X: car: (bicycle, bus, taxi). Hypothesis; in general, our first
suggestions will be more concrete/objective similarities — our later suggestions will be
more abstract, functional. (Could be that the history/state of the world is purely (?), a
function of the way our brain processes information.) (Because we think dysfunctionally
(linking A with B inappropriately), X historical event is more likely to occur.
High Level v. Low Level thinking
Low level thinking:
Chunking Ambiguity
Any given three-term phrase has chunking ambiguity. Low-level thinkers spot this
instantly, helps trouble-shoot flawed discourse. (Communication mistake — interpreting
(ab)c when a(bc) was intended. volume bit map (VB)M or (V)BM.
Resorting Divisions
1st division:
— don’t ______ .
— DO _____.
— DO ______
— don’t _____ .
BECOMES
2d division
Don’t

DO

— ______

— _______
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A genius is a low-level thinker — thinks with the basic building blocks of thought — the
machine language of thought.
Thinking predominantly bivalent
Reality tertirary [or polyary] [note that the “or” connector forces a bivalent frame on
reality] (black/white/gray), but the thought process is binary. [on/off, plus/minus,
good/evil].
What’s the most radical thought you have had? 2) What’s the most radical thought a
person could have? Note that this second question really reveals the answer to 1; there
should be no discrepancy between the two answers.
Daily News, 3/19/88, p. 13 “I have one question for William Kuntsler, who makes the
outrageous claim that his client Larry Davis was the target of a ‘hit squad’ of the NYPD.
When you need help, Mr. Kuntsler, which number will you be dialing first — Larry Davis’
or 911?”
How Ideas Are Created
You don’t will ideas, you have ideas.
As a student in high school, I was always wondering, when presented with a formula, how
the formula was discovered.
Bisociation
At its most primitive level, bisociation is the linking of old concepts to form a new concept.
These concepts then a) provide frameworks which limit/expand our thoughts b)act as the
foundation for new concepts.
Ideas come from clash of warm and hot concepts (5635-6)
Some ideas inspire others/spoke and hub concept -- some ideas have more “spokes,”
consequently, more chances to form new ideas.
Massless ping-pong balls v. marbles. Imagine two massless ping-pong balls floating in
space. When they pass through each other, a third ping-pong ball is created. Ways of
increasing ideas (ping-pong balls):
Increase quantity of balls.
Increase “quality” of balls. (some balls give off two)
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Increase motion of balls.
Set up systems which guarantee collisions.
Structures from ping-pong balls of complexity
Also available: marbles which strikeeach other and make a lot of noise, but produce no new
marbles. ¶ Marbles = trivia. ¶ Ping-pong balls = significa. ¶ Worst, idea you could have is
that “mass is good, weight is good, noise is good” — you’d collect marbles instead of pingpong balls.
Links
In this outline, is the following idea: “Our interpretations are our frames.” This idea links
two key ideas in this outline: FRAME/INTERPRETATION. This idea is a bridge idea in
the web of ideas. Other possible links: FRAME/ANALOGY, FRAME/LOGIC,
ANALOGY/METAPHOR, etc.
Otiose (5580) Frames more distanced from reality.
People think in an otiose manner -- they think about what they are saying, and frequently
assume that people are seeing what they said in the same light. (See dialogue, discussion
5750).
More Disinformation (disinformation1)
One of the tricks in war is to give the enemy false information (e.g. transmit messages in a
code the enemy can break). ¶ Same trick works with fiction — gives mass populace false
premises, significance frames, probabilities — their minds are disarmed.
Boy Who Didn’t Cry Wolf — boy was in valley with 10 other boys — cried “wolf” three
times, eventually no one came. then a wolf attacked boy B — he cried “wolf,” and no one
came — “just those kids playing again. A’s right to unlimited speech precludes B’s.
Quantitative change leads to qualitative change. (quantitative1) (qualitative1)
This is surprising only because we have two [artificial] categories, quantitative and
qualitative, which seem diametrically opposed.
The edge is usually to the person who says “disanalogous,” because, quantititatively, there
will always be far more dissimilarities than similarities. But what counts is functional
identity, not any quantititative similarity count.
Speed with which computer works = increase in quality of work you do.
Temperature.
Straw that breaks the camel’s back.
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Small quantitative differences can lead to large qualitative differences. Bench supports 400
lbs. Why chronology is important. THIS HAS IMPLICATIONS FOR REDUCTIO.
On bench: 399 lb. — STABLE
lb. (small qualitiative difference) = CRUSHED (Massive qualitiative difference).
Qualitative

Quantitative

Big abstraction = +
The Role of Interpretation (interpretation1 [cf. Rival Hypotheses]
Problem with the breakfast plate scenario — can’t always guage intended meaning from
consonant interpretation. ¶ In Sgt. Pepper’s, line “4000 holes in Blackburn Lancashire.”
One interpretation: refers to junkie’s needlemarks. This interpretation is consonant with
the interpretation on the rest of the album. But the actual quotation was taken from a
newspaper article referring to the holes in the road.
Hidden Game of Baseball an excellent book for all to read — pp. 22-7. Do an excellent
analysis of why it’s hard to pick “the best hitter.” There are many different measurements
of hitting — debate can swirl about which is the “best.” ¶ This problem is rampant in law,
where Judge A will cite 1,2, and 3 as controlling, and B will cite 4,5, and 6 as controlling.
I thought a recent TA brochure a model of explanation: why service is so poor. MC said,
“they start out with all these excuses.” (sets up double-bind. If they don’t communciate,
they’re “not communicating.” If they do, they’re “making excuses.”)
Yesterday, Mike said “the” moral re: unbundling sheaves of sticks to break them was
“unite and be strong.” I thought it was “break down a complex problem to solve it.”
Are they taking you too literally, or are they extending your metaphor? ¶ If you’re 1/2
intelligent, you may be criticizing them for the former when they’re doing the latter. If
they’re 1/4 intelligent, they may think you know what you’re talking about adn not use the
technique anymore (you put a negative charge on it).
Our interpretations are our frames.
Step furtively into the territory of the inauthentic.
Hesitate before you do something inauthentic; deliberate.
Hesitate before associating with inauthentic people.
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Boy with finger in dike: Hole = potential reform. Current situation = status quo. ¶ Boy a
hero by nipping the bud of reform.
Last night, while watching Ring (Der Walkure), I thought that GBS’ “interpretation” was
probably the only interpretation he was capable of conceiving given his frame of mind. Not
to say his conception was inaccurate; only that he was the right person for the job. ¶ We
think “Oh, how smart X was — how did he see it?” — and yet it was all he could see. Yet,
of the thousands of people who saw it, only he could correctly discern its meaning. Good
interpretation is less an intellectual feat than it is a meeting of the minds. We ask, “how do
they see all these things in film, theater, etc.?” But when we examine closely, each “they” is
seeing only that which he can see. ¶ Imagine a film in Russian, German, Italian, French,
Swahili, etc. Over 50 different languages, none of which you speak. You are seeing the film
in a room with fifty people, each of whom speak one and only one language spoken in the
film. When you ask each what occurred in the film, each will explain that part of the film
he (and only heunderstood), and only that part of the film. You are impressed by their
“intelligence,” when you ought to be impressed that there was such a perfect fit between
these two disparate mental frameworks. ¶ Under this view, the world consists of artists
putting out “artworks” (signs of progress). These “artworks” function as signposts of
consciousness to the upcoming artists (“you’re on the right track”), in much the same way
as the guides strewn about in Journey to the Center of the Earth.
“Don’t give them your bad history.” Possible interpretations:
Don’t give instructions or advice on things you’ve done that failed.
Don’t tell them your life story.
Don’t subject them to the same history you experienced as negative.
Bad history = virus
Social bad history
Private bad history (what people do to you)
As a member of race, class, yourself vs. the social self.
Mental bad history (your thoughts)
I had written on folder, ““house, not time.” (try to get a thought out of that). “They want to
own houses; I want to own my time.”
Is different bedtimes for kids a “double standard”? [in the pejorative sense].
The worst (and best) typos are the ones that make sense.
NYT, 6/24/90, p. 22: (Semiotics) “So many peole don’t pay that I would feel kind of stupid
putting anything into the black box,” said a rider last week at 145th and Broadway where
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an estimated 38% of the passengers did not pay the fare in April.” <== A New Yorker
reads this differently from an Atlantan, etc. 145th Street is Harlem; and this fact maps onto
the (white) belief that black people are crooks.
When people leave from a meeting, others leave:
they gave them permission?
they gave them an idea?
“The music restores a balance.” (Meaning: AC/DC tape (“Back in Black”) very therapeutic

The music

to me in the mood I’m in — pre-SPR exit).

Mood

American Record Guide, January/February ‘90, p. 84: “ . . . the pieces practically have the
interpretation built in . . .”
“Bolt the parameters of your insensitivity.” (Lock down your insensitivity; don’t become
more insensitive).
“Floors have a way of becoming ceilings.” (Goals can be seen as sufficient, as opposed to
necessary; final destination, rather than a rung).
Ahab went after the White Whale (symbol of beauty) — he killed it — but in doing so, he
bound himself to it with the ropes on the harpoons — 1st a leg caught, then an arm, then
another leg — and they both went down.
Keep the nose to the grindstone too long, 1st thing that goes is the nose. Next follows the
face — then the brain. (1st goes the ability to follow your nose [explore], then your
personality, then your ability to think).
On Ten Dollar Bill: from Hamilton’s perspective, he’s facing RIGHT.
It’s not enough to have an engine; you must also have a gas tank.
“He never had the actor’s nightmare.”
He never did anything that would put him in that frame of mind.
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He was always prepared.
Rosebud
Childhood
What Kane was playing with when he was taken away from his parents — and forced to
leave sled in the snow.
“I think it would be fun to run a newspaper.”
Msassive drives result from small things.
Comparison Interp.
If this is the reality:
Stock goes up in July.
Look in paper, get job immediately.
Find 20 dollar bill on the sidewalk
And this is the proverb:
“Lightning strikes twice in the same place.”
Then what does the proverb mean?
Can switch reality & proverbs. (But not all proverbs match the reality).
The Role of the Assumption
NYT, 1986: “Two people bet on the toss of a coin, agreeing that the first to win six tosses
gets the entire stake. However, the wage is unexpectedly interrupted after one person has
won five tosses and the other three. How should the pot be divided? The significance of the
problem is that the answer depends on nonmathematical considerations. For example,
since one person is ahead and the bet is all-or-nothing, it could be argued that he should
receive all the money. Or, since the score is five to three, perhaps the pot should be split in
that proportion. On the other hand, given the nature of the initial bet, wouldn’t it be fairer
to calculate the probability of one or the other winning six times had the tosses continued,
in which the case the winner would receive seven-eighths of the pot? Other equally
plausible assumptions lead to yet other divisions of the money. the problem illustrates the
limitations of mathematical analysis. Once the rules have benn specified, one can derive a
formal mathematical solution, but the decision of which rules to follow is beyond the scope
of mathematics.”
The myth is that things “happen” in this society — and that we should let things “happen,”
and let the “natural” course of events flow smoothly. This is preposterous. All of these
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“natural” events take place in an environment of existing laws, all of which required the
actions of judges, legislators, executives, and the implied consent of us all. Virtually every
illegal event has as its genesis a law or lack of same as a necessary factor for its existence. ¶
We don’t live in a Darwinian world, but in a world which governs every behavior,
explicitly or implicitly.
Stereophile, 11/90, p. 27: “The feeling of hunger was rejected as a stimulus for eating;
instead, one ate when an abstract model had achieved a certain state, i.e. when the hands of
a clock pointed to certain marks on the clock’s face . . .”
Doctors and lawyers benefit from delay in malpractice proceedings; lawyer’s bill more,
doctors put off the inevitable. ¶ Why isn’t there a “no-fault” system of malpractice
compensation? If X’s wife dies from an anesthesia overdose in a tubal ligation procedure,
leaving the husband with four kids, there should be immediate compensation; trust funds
for college education should be set up for the children; a house should be purchased, and
all living expenses paid so that the father can be home to take care of the children, and/or a
resident helper to watch the children. ¶ Instead, the man must now wait; and drive a towtruck from 7 in the morning to 3 in the morning to pay his expenses — who will watch the
children? If he dies, who will carry on the lawsuit? Tort law “allows” people to sue
because the legislators have not passed laws that create a more equitable and just policy;
and that’s because lawyers who benefit from litigation and who control the legislature fail
to gain from a just system.
Dilemma (dilemma1)
We need to move slowly — and build on our legitimacy. B: You’re co-opting the more
progressive approach.
Talk to them in unfamiliar language, they respect you, but don’t understand you. Talk to
them in familiar language, they understand you, but don’t respect you.
Dilemma: people who agree with you, based on incorrect facts or flawed reasoning. To
correct them is to alienate them; to not correct them is to allow the flaws to go uncorrected.
Doublethink (see Frames).
Doublethink? At times believing theta = - AND thetheta does not = -. Which is it? Can it
be both? Functional identity v. semantic identity the key distinction.
NYT, 7/29/90, sect. 2: “Setting the frame + or - .” F. Bruggen tells audience that the
purpose of his enterprise is to be “‘obedient to the composer.’“ He then conducts a
performance of Beethoven’s ‘Eroica’ Symphony in which the composer’s meticulously
indicated tempos are all ignored.” ¶ Next para., re: Norrington, who follows Beet’s
tempos: “Having set the tempos, however, the conductor adheres to them with dogged
rigidity, contradicting every eye-witness report we have of Beethoven’s own conducting, as
well as the explicit instructions of 18th-century conducting manuals.”
Frame
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On June 22, 1984, the networks broadcast a story on a man who was not allowed to pull
himself off a respirator. ABC said his wife was “disappointed.” CBS said she was
“dismayed.”
“Hidden” curriculum vs. “implicit” currriculum.
Seeing in terms of “claims” and “evidence” better than “premise” and “conclusion.” This
focuses attention on establishing the truth of claims, instead of drawing implications from
claims. Of course, both are important, but claims must be established as true first.
Claim -------- establish truth -------- draw implication
For a claim, these three things must be established:
Meaning
Relevance1
Relevant/Irrelevant game, played in logic class — people who make irrelevant remarks are
put out of the game — last person left is the winner.
Irrelevance (irrelevant1)
Gramophone, July ‘89, p. 171 Cadenzas by soloist: “ . . . I might have criticized them for
excessive length were it not that the one original Bocchereni cadenza that has come down to
us is practically the longest of all.” (what difference does this latter point make?)
Re: 19th century ideas being bad because they are from the 19th Century. (His conception
was 19th Century: Marbury v. Madison judicial review). (I think he was referring to strict
consttruction),
Is it your contention that every idea conceived in the 19th Century is invalid?
Then how can your observation regarding the temporal genesis of this provision possibly
be relevant?
NOTE THE INCONSISTENCY IF YOU STATE THAT CONST. IS OBSOLETE
BECAUSE IT WAS WRITTEN IN 18TH CENTURY.
The validity of a political axiom is not chronology dependent.
Signficant
Evidence is more valuable than gold. Evidence proves points, and points make the world
run.
Frame helps thinking like smell helps tasting. MC blinked one eye will when I said “wink,”
less well when I said “blink.”
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Does the game provide the frame, or the frame provide the game? (“or alarm” should
possibly go off here).
Function (function1 functional1)
Not “the” function but “a” function of -- functions of movies:
Commodity
Political commentary
Wartime propaganda
Social commentary
Advertising
Distribute Knowledge
Overt
Covert
Metaphorical structures
Brainwashing
Danger of Functional Identity
Doctor A has 80% higher amputatiions than Dr. B, so does Dr. B. Doctor A’s reason: to
make more money. Dr. B: to play it safe. Is Dr. B really as bad as Dr. A? The end result is
the same, but intent is differnt. Both function alike [relative to the patients], but it would be
wrong to identify B with A.
Functional Identity
What separates US from USSR is formality v. informality.
Song “Ghostbusters” a commercial for the movie -- TV cartoons for kids are commercials
for the products.
From the teacher’s point of view, it doesn’t matter whether the student is “stupid” or
thinking about her date on Friday. The point is she doesn’t have the answer.
Functional Infinity
You need to buy $100 worth of X, and you have $1000. Relative to that, you have an infinite
amount (it encompasses).
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The subtext of games (game1)
Gets you used to the idea that someone else makes the rules, and you play by them.
Chess
Change the objective of chess — only you know it, your opponent doesn’t. Who will win the
game? If only oyou know the object of the game, you win. ¶ Every game has an implicitt
object; to keep the players playing. The magic ingredient is chance. People will indulge in
the most irrational games, as long as there is a chance they can win.
Some games teach 1) classes in terms of 2) dichotomies, such as:
In-group v. out-group
Winner v. loser
Better v. worse
Above v. below
Popular v. unpopular (you learn your social standing when you’re not picked) One must
learn a cless dichotomy before one can enter a class hierarchy.
Games are symmetrical
Sunday NYT magazine talked of “asymmetrical” contests (roman gladiators — net &
trident v. sword & shield).
“You should have gone for a different look.” <== Metalanguage.
Subjectivity v. Objectivity (subjectivity1 objectivity1 subjective1 objective1)
Problem with the subjectivity of perception argument:

But only this
is true.
A) It is moving toward me.
B) I am moving toward it.
In arguing w/Bob Manson today re: the objectivity of goodness, I pointed out that A’s
perception of redness is not necessarily B’s perception of redness. This was a mistatke,
because it goes against the idea of an objective redness. What I meant to say was that there
is an objective redness, but that we can’t be sure that when A and B are perceiving a
“red,” then they are both perceiving the same thing.
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The meaning of a symbol is the collective experience a person has in relation to that
symbol. ¶ A goes to movie, at which friend dies — the meaning of the film forever redefined for A.
Moralities of Everyday Life, pp. 209-11 (points out the subjectivity of objectivity, and the
objectivity of subjectivity). Subjective (feeling: “I have heartburn”): for you, a fact —
objectively true. Objective (numbers): “A hit 30 home runs, so he’s a great ballplayer.”
A man with no nerves in his arm could stick his hand into a pool of absolute 0 liquid, and
declare “I feel no cold. Hence, your perception of this liquid as ‘cold’ is a purely subjective
phenomenon.” Yet we can see he is merely failing to perceive the subjective side of cold,
and in so doing is failing to perceive the objective side of cold (he couldn’t give us a hint of
its temperature). [the subjective side of language is what we think it means — the objective
side of language is what it does (and can) mean. [positively a form of objectivity].
In the wrong environment, strength is an Achilles Heel.
Whether in Paris, London, or Rome, the dog still tugs at the leash.
Ambiguity of the term “speculation”: “Stress accelerates the agin process.” ¶ A says this,
not knowing it to be true. Assume it was. Is A speculating? ¶ Subjecitve v. objective
speculation.
Greatness not just the Rite of Spring, but:
the Rite of Spring performed live
in Carnegie Hall
by Atlanta
on April 4, 1990
in seat BB122 (and not seat E12, which had a page-turning gum-unwrapping necklacespinning whisperer)
heard by BK
who had been exposed to X, Y, and Z, and so in mood Q
(How private an experience is!).
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a) Woman in room with men b) Man in room with men.
B

A
x x xO
x
x
x x
x

x x x
x
x
x x
x

surrounded
by identity

surrounded
by difference
M

M

M

M

x

Environment:

You assume that this is the same for man and woman: but

=

=

=

=

°
°

°
°

To M, this
To W, this is
is the
the environment
watch: environment
. You think that they are in the same environment,
but they are really in opposite environments.
Stereophile, p. 45 (11/90): Objective v. Subjective analysis: Amp A reproduces 8
instruments; B, 15. Like Camera A out of focus, B in focus. Would you trust a measuring
device, or your own senses? ¶ Scotch A v. Glenfiddich — chemical analysis says
“identical.” “They were amused that he insisted on accepting obviously flawed
measurments over the evidence of his senses.
Subjectivist fallacy: X w/red sunglasses — sees white paper — says “it is red.”
Conflict: “It’s objective — everyone thinks its hot.” “The fact that every kid believes in
Santa Claus doesn’t make it so.”
Somewhere in the middle of the continuum subjectivity slips over into objectivity.
Pathways
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GEB, p. 370. Very important diagram, because it very clearly illustrates how concepts

Without this concept,
the other two cannot
be connected.
Without communication
function as links to pathways.
between the concepts, there is no meaning (no connection, no electrical flow). Must have
noun concepts and verb concepts. 2 and 3 = noun concepts, + and = are verb concepts.
2

+

3

=

5 . Once you have the noun concepts, and the verb
(connector) concepts, the mind can begin to work. Imagine the mind as a road, with
manholes on the road. Concepts are manhole covers. Cars can travel on roads with
manhole covers — not with holes! Concepts fill the gaps in the brain — provide a stepping
stone for meanings to flow.
More concepts

More connection paths

More intellectual development
Potential:

But this mind is
dead -- each
blank area a
maze

Developed:
2

+

3

=

5

Now mind can at least do addition. How limited is
our educational system? Think of all the concepts — not just the atoms (words), but linked
concepts — phrases, paragraphs, etc. Of this vast number of concepts, millions, we can list
on our hands the ones schools focus on: addition, subtraction, etc. Limited concepts =
limited minds!
Assumptions (assumption1 assumptions1)
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Causing Death and Saving Lives, p. 21 gives very valuable insight. Points to six “moral
beliefs” (i.e. major premises) that dominate discussions about when it is right or wrong to
kill. Indeed, one’s accceptance (or lack of acceptance) of these premises will frequently
decide the argument before it can be argued. These major premises function as cases (and
precedent) in law — they set the parameters.
The doctrine of the sanctity of life: that killing is an intrinsic evil.
Utilitarianism: greatest good for the greatest number justifies harm to individuals.
End justifies means: It’s okay to do a good act with potential bad consequences.
It’s wrong to do a bad act for the sake of the good consequences.
There is an important moral difference between acts and omissions, say between killing
and “not striving to keep alive,” etc.
Being alive/conscious/human is intrinsically valuable.
The tyranny of tacit assumption — “our system” — as if it were a mountain, neither
created by us nor removable by us.
Culture
Every social act takes place in the context of permissions. Without these permissions, the
act cannot take place. (and also occurring: encouragers, discouragers, and remarks and
acts which function as same.) (active and passive permissions, etc.)
Some permissions are generated by understandings. (why fitting into the social strata
creates the illusion of freedom)
Culture is anti-intellectual:
Computer Lib, p. 59: “ . . . whether the stock market moves by two or two hundred, the
arrow showing its direction is the same size.”
To survive in society you must conform with its rules to some degree. This means that you
must have a certain kind of consciousness to survive (it is good to wake up in the morning,
it is good to go to work, it is good to work for this wage, etc.). “No one gets out of here [with
their consciousness] alive.” ¶ All Americans who work for a living and buy into the
American Dream have some deeply imbedded thoughts in their minds. (It’s easier to see
this similarity of consciousness in certain professions (baseball player, bankder,
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construction worker, prostitute, salesman,
American
Christian
Salesman

etc.)

Where's "you"?

Chain of Plausibility (Pseudoreasoning) (7565)
“Kill children” came at the end of a long list of propositions:
Communists moving into NY.
We must move into NY.
We must capture villages to move into NY.
We must kill the enemy to capture villages.
The enemy uses children.
We must kill children. (what the Milgram experiments failed to show was the inner life of
the subjects — the propositions they formulated in their mind — each successive
proposition was constrained by prior suppositions (suppositions being formed by
propositions).
If experience is the greatest teacher, why can’t you teach an old dog new tricks?
Capitalist/Communist class: Put four, six different class plans in six envelopes. Mix
envelopes up, have students write the following on the outside of the envelopes: Capitalism,
Communism, Socialism, Fascism, Anarchy, Monarchy, Slavery. Now, appoint seven
salesmen. Each will try to sell the class on one particular envelope. He describes contents of
envelope to class. However, he’s not allowed to read the contents of the envelope. His
description is purely of the outside category, not of the contents. Class votes for the best
salesman — then they have to live by the contents after they open the envelope. [Variation:
“Theory” envelopes and “Fact” envelopes (or, concept/execution) they are allowed to
examine theory envelope capitalism, but not fact envelope capitalism. Theory being the
should, fact being the actual. They choose theory, they get fact. (Could possibly go into
FRAME).
Grammatical structure ought to focus on conceptual linking (as opposed to form).
Frame (5640-1)
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4. The Role of the Category
Description of category
Role of the category: what are categories used for? 1) Organization 2) Memory
How we categorize (subj v. obj)
VD

Problems w/cat (alternative)
Take a look at the following:
[dog] [cat] [table] pictures
As you look across from picture to picture, ask yourself,
“what are these called?” This is what you thought: “dog,” “cat,”
“table.”
That the above words came to your mind is obviously no
accident. Previously, our culture has grouped the parts of reality
(in the case of dogs, Rover, Fido, and Lassie) which collectively
share these features, and the cultural mind abstracted many of
these critical features, creating a category ; in the future, any
object which shared these features will be seen as a member of
the category. When you saw the picture of the “dog” above,
your mind identified one or more similarities between the above
representation of a dog and an abstraction in your mind; that is
to say, from a group of objects with distinctive similar features
(they bark, they have four legs, they have fur, etc.),
Consequently, in the future, when we see an animal that has
these significant features, we think “dog.”
Classification is what makes thinking tick. Without
classification, we see only the upper layer of meaning, the
immediate sensory data — no values need apply. This upper
layer of meaning is, for all practical purposes, meaningless. The
world makes sense only when we are able to group various
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aspects of what is actually a seamless whole into discrete
conceptual chunks, depending on our immediate purposes.
Notice the difference between the following groups of words:
1) Snurk Plork Gern
2) Cow Udder Milk
We would say that the first group of words is “nonsense”;
literally, that the first group makes no sense. We can’t map the
words onto existing reality; we are unable to see the first group
of words in terms of something we already are familiar with
because those words have not been given a meaning in our
culture. The second group of words, however, makes perfect
sense. When someone says, “I bought a cow,” we know what
he’s talking about. When that person says, “I grabbed its udder
and it gave milk,” we are not surprised. When someone says “I
bought a snurk,” however, we are puzzled. We do not know
what a “snurk” is. It is only when we agree on the meaning of
terms that communication can occur.
Since without categories communication cannot take place,
it is only logical that, as a consequence, our society could not
function without these categories. In fact, one of the defining
features of a “society” are the standard ways in which it groups
reality. We know where to buy food: “the grocery store.” We
know who gives orders: “the boss.” We know who enforces
laws: “the cop.” A hierarchical society (any society where
people assume discrete roles in a pyramidal structure) must have
at its core a division of reality into categories. As our roles are
defined, efficiency results, since we do not duplicate effort. We
let the cop catch the burglars, the boss tell us what to do, the
cashier ring up our order.
The social use of categories is mirrored by the personal use
of categories; categories allow for efficiency in thought. We
don’t need to re-invent the wheel every time we need a wheel;
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rather, in those circumstances where wheels apply, all we need
to do is let our previous experience bubble to the surface: “Hmm
— this box is too heavy to move across this floor — let’s put
wheels on it.” We know the situation calls for wheels because
the situation is similar to previous situations where we used
wheels. In addition, we can create patterns of behavior
depending on the patterns found in reality: in baseball, for
example, some situations call for the “bunt,” others the “hit and
run,” still others the “sacrifice fly.” We don’t need to re-invent
strategy on the fly — just apply old strategies to similar
situations.
Categories have still another use in thinking: they enable us
to not think of certain irrelevant aspects of reality. For example,
there is no need to think of the rules of checkers when playing
chess, no need to worry about how long to let yeast rise when
frying potatoes. Without the ability to not think about the many
aspects of reality with which we are familiar, we could not
concentrate on any one area, and we would make very little
progress. Complex reality is simplified by elimination from
consideration of the not immediately relevant. The game of 20
Questions vividly illustrates this power of categories to enhance
the efficiency of thought by eliminating the irrelevant. In 20
Questions, the object is to guess the name of a person the other
player is thinking of. You have 20 questions you can use to get
the answer. Novices begin by simply guessing names: “Is it
Albert Einstein?” “Is it Babe Ruth?” With tens of thousands of
names, the chances of winning are very small. But by using
categories, one can restrict the sets to the manageable: A “yes”
answer to the questions “Is the person alive?”, “Is it a man?”,
“Was the person a sports figure?” radically reduces the number
of people to be considered from tens of thousands to hundreds.
One need no longer think of PEOPLE WHO ARE DEAD,
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WOMEN, or NON-SPORTS FIGURES. In this manner, one can
reduce the number of possibilities from a very large number to a
very small number.
The ability to see in terms of categories we find useful in
the game of 20 Questions is found in the business world through
various filing systems. Imagine a law office without a filing
system. As documents arrive, they would be placed haphazardly
in filing cabinets, at random. What would happen when the head
partner wanted to review the letter by Mr. Thomas received on
December 15? A search would have to be undertaken: each
document would have to be painstakingly reviewed. Eventually
the document would be found, but at a heavy cost — so heavy,
in fact, that the law office would not function. That is why we
find in law offices that records are grouped by client. And
within the grouping of clients, there may be further subgroupings: correspondence to and from the client, billings, legal
research for the client, briefs, etc. It is due to this grouping that
we are able to find the letter from Mr. Thomas that came in in
December; it is in the THOMAS filing cabinet, and, within that
cabinet, a folder called CORRESPONDENCE FROM
THOMAS, and within that folder, a folder entitled
DECEMBER CORRESPONDENCE. Now the document is
easily retrieved.
Current computer filing systems make use of the same
form of organization. On the Macintosh, for example, one can
group documents in the same manner as one does with the filing
cabinet. It is easy to find the game you are looking for because
it is in the GAMES folder, and not the APPLICATIONS folder.
And it’s a snap to separate BUSINESS correspondence from
PERSONAL correspondence.
The role of categories in thought is similar. Thinking is
easier when we can a) find what we are looking for quickly b)
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by eliminating the nonessential. As the game of 20 Questions
makes eminently concrete, our mind operates much like a filing
cabinet, sorting our experience under various categories,
categories which change periodically as our experience changes.
As our experience becomes more detailed (an inevitable
consequence of more experience), our categories become more
detailed; the same process that allowed us to discriminate
between PLANTS from ANIMALS now allows us to
discriminate DOGS from CATS; and, eventually, DOGS from
DOGS; first we see DOGS, then we see POODLES,
TERRIERS, COLLIES, etc. As we gain more experience of
dogs, our categories become more discrete. Differing needs
dicate differing levels of measurement, here broader, there more
refined.
But what is the basis for categorization? What is the
“dogness” of a dog? Sometimes we classify based on readily
observable features: for example, RED THINGS, THINGS
WHICH ARE ALIVE, THINGS WHICH ARE MADE FROM
WOOD, etc. In matters such as these, we have no trouble
agreeing on how to classify: the reality which falls into the sets
shares distinctive features which are essential for being placed
into the category. These features are objective, in that they are
verifiable, demonstrable. We may not agree that “barks” is a
defining feature of a dog, but if we do, we can measure that. But
a problem arises with the following categories: THINGS
WHICH TASTE GOOD, THINGS WHICH ARE COLD,
THINGS WHICH ARE BEAUTIFUL. The problem with these
categories is that we do not agree, for the most part,
unequivocally, on which aspects of reality fall into the category.
To one person, asparagus tastes “good”; to another person, it is
“bad.” One person loves Webern’s Five Pieces for Orchestra;
another hates it.
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Thus we learn that categories can be objective or
subjective. That is, they can be based upon measuring
parameters agreed upon the culture, parameters which are
readily observable, or they may be measured by one’s personal
reactions to the referent. These two modes of viewing are not
mutually excluded: the same reality may be seen either
objectively or subjectively. Assume that the temperature outside
is 65•. This is an objective temperature within the Fahrenheit
system. In saying that this is objective within this system, this
does not necessarily mean that this is the only yardstick by
which we can measure temperature; for example, many people
use the Celsius system. When we say that the temperature is
objective, we mean only that the temperature may be mapped
onto a common reference point, not that the reference point we
use is the only reference point possible. Objectivity imples some
agreement on some reference point.
Now contrast the objective system of measurement with
the subjective. While we can all agree that the temperature is
65• under the Fahrenheit system, this temperature is COOL to
you, WARM to a Canadian. This is problematic, because it
means that communication in the subjective mode is frequently
misinterpretable. When you ask someone, “how’s the
temperature outside?”, and they respond “warm,” this does not
tell you “don’t bring a sweater.” In fact, it doesn’t really tell
you anything. If your threshhold for WARM is 80• and theirs is
70•, better bring a sweater.
Related to this phenomenon is another. When we view a
symbol, the first thing we are exposed to is the sensory data; if
the data is pictures, we see various colors; if the data is letters
on a page, we see black on white, and various letterforms
arranged in a pattern we understand. But this is NOT the level
at which meaning takes place. MEANING occurs a step back;
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meaning is perceptions ABOUT the object, not the object itself.
MEANING occurs when we understand in terms of that which
is formerly known, since it is when we have formerly known
that we experienced the feelings which meaning actually
consists of: it was “sweet,” it was “warm,” it was “funny,” it
was “scary.”
Needless to say, this phenomenon can result in a great deal
of confusion. When we view a symbol, we see only our personal
experience vis a vis the symbol. To the extent that experience
is shared, communication takes place; to the extent experience is
not, it does not. If we are both “Christians,” the Cross is “holy”
to both of us, and discussions about the Cross and our reactions
to it take place on the same playing field; but if you are a
“Christian” and I am a victim of the Inquisition, we are really
not seeing the same symbol. This is why what we think is the
same world is really many: since our experience is private, we
are nearly literally in “our own world.”
Note that subjectivity is complicated by the following:
objectivity shifts with the device used to measure it, and
subjectivity may also be seen in more than one way:
1) The symbol calls the same referent to our mind, but we
have different reactions to the reality. For example, we both
read that the temperature is 80•, but one experiences it as
WARM, another as COOL. Same referent, different reactions.
2) The symbol calls different referents to our mind. For
example, a member of the Allies sees a Swastika and thinks of
concentration camps; the German people see a Swastika and see
it as a symbol for the future “great society” planned by Hitler.
The first kind of subjectivity takes place when two people see
terrible images from concentration camps, but one sees the
images as “terrifying”, the other with a “necessary Final
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Solution.” The second occurs when one sees concentration
camps, the other a “great society.”
1) A sees terror, B sees hope.
2) Both see terror, but A sees as unecessary, B as
necessary.
SUBJECTIVITY 1
SUBJECTIVITY 2
Photo
Photo

Photo

Sees reality

Sees reality

"Terrible"

"Not so bad"

Sees photo

"Not so bad"

Sampling rate of perceptions reflected in category.
Surface Level v. Deep Level
Much of what is called “subjective” may be seen as
“objective” if we consider that people are not seeing the same
thing: one is seeing the surface level (simply the sensory data,
what we see when we read something that is meaningless, e.g.
sentence in german). It is no surprise that having to read 20
pages of Spanish when one does not read Spanish is “boring”; or
even having to read Chaucer, Shakespeare, or T.S. Eliot if one
does not know a) old English b) how to read poetry. Once we
reveal to them a deep level (e.g. 2001), they go from “boring” to
fascinating. A “stupid” move at the surface level is a “great”
move at the deep level (cf. chess). Note: the longer we let the
Chessmaster think, the deeper it goes. Its judgment becomes
better and better the longer it thinks.
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Levels:
1) Phonemes
2) Basic meanings of words
3) Words as related to
a) text
b) outside world
c) rules of the domain; how meaning created in the
domain.
Bad movie reviews vs. good:
1) Doesn’t even see movie.
2) Sees bad print.
3) Doesn’t notice aspects.
4) Focus on irrelevant details
Bad baseball player: led league in errors, hitting in doubleplays, .100 lifetime batting average, most strikeouts, most
double-plays, .000 with runners in scoring position.

Zone of disagreement
1. Categorization
1.
Alternative (McDonald’s a competitor of BK? (5601) (5627-8) Different ways of categorizing X,
Y, and Z. Subjective
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We group information in our minds differently: that’s
why we’re having trouble communicating.
10. Changing classifications can change the level of
intelligence:
12.
X’s folder: letters. (150) Y’s folder: important letters. (3). Who will find the important letter
faster? Smart people have
A.
More folders
B.
Aliasses
C.
More files
D.
Ability to put folders within folders.
6.
Brain has default grouping — sees in terms of nees. The way we manage group effects how fast
we think. Folders orignin in terms of “documents,” “apps”, bettern than “files with three letter names”
“files with four letter names.”
13.
Mac filing system like brain. But brain is automatic. Each file automatically creates all possible
folders, and place within every one, and links folders to other files and other folders.
5.
Terms on planes
Buffalo ==> Cow, Dog, Lizard, Car, Salt, Happiness (going further and further away re: identity).
A.
Alternate ways of categorizing. Ways of slotting music (some of these categories are hard, others
fuzzy, e.g. electric/natural = HARD, fast/slow = FUZZY).:
2.
Three categories, Species, race, kingdom. Animal research people: “Oh, we’re different species.”
Nazis: “Oh, they’re a different race.”
Aesthetic
i.
Good/bad
ix.
Simple/Complex
viii.
Cold/Warm
xii.
Inspired/Calculated
ii.
Fast/slow
Musical
iii.
Vocal/Instrumental
iv.
Ancient/Modern
v.
Big/Small (Instrumentation)
vi.
With drums/without drums
vii.
Electric/Natural
xiii.
Tonal/Atonal
x.
Programmatic/Non-programmatic
xi.
Jazz/Classical/Rock
Fuzzy Logic
14.
Limited Categories
A.
The Man Who Only Had Two Categories: Tenants complained, “Enough of the hot water!” (It
was 180•). So the landlord turned it to 80•. Tenants complained, “enough with the cold water!” So he
turned it back to 180•. This went on for months. Finally, a tenant said, “Why don’t you set the water to
‘just right.’? And the landlord said “just right? Jones thinks ‘just right’ is 110•, and Mrs. Arnold thinks just
right is 103•. None of the tenants agree on what’s ‘just right,’ so how can you set it on ‘just right.’?
16.
Classification as Question-begging: situations A and B are functionally identical -- however, there
is a factual distinction. Mr. X calls A “yook,” B “zook.” Implication: two situations should be treated
differently/are different. (Merchant v. scalper/Investing v. gambling). When you hear “there is a distinction
between . . .” ask if the distinction is fundamental/functional. What separates the “merchant” from the
“scalper,” the “investor” from the “gambler.”
18.
Insanity via categorization: when we go from “dog” to “animal,” we invest “animal” with the
qualities of “dogs.”
19.
Asymmetricality
22.
Bridging the Gap
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Language can be literal or metaphorical, and so can the
categories B. What is the difference between saying “an apple is
a fruit” and “he is a pig.?”
The Von Domarus Principle

Categorization is based on identification on the basis of one
or more significant similarities. But since every existing thing
thing is similar on at least one level (THINGS WHICH EXIST),
and different from every other thing on another (THIS THING
IS NOT THAT THING), how can we make reasonable
distinctions between two different/similar objects? Consider the
following two statements:
1) “David likes meat. Pork is meat. David eats pork.”
2) “Communists read Karl Marx. Ludwig reads Karl Marx.
Ludwig is a communist.”
When we find that David is Jewish (Jews don’t eat pork)
and that Ludwig is a Libertarian reading Karl Marx to prepare
for a debate attacking Marx, we see that our categorization was
seriously flawed.
This thinking has been known to be in error for [thousands] of years. Note that in the world of mathematics
this line of reasoning is solid as a rock. f.
VD insanity is BUILT-IN to the thinking process.
Contrast this with the law of identity. If P = X, and C = X, then X should = C. (P = 2 + 2, X = 4, 3 + 1).
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P=X
C=X
P=C
+ Side of Von Domarus.
[Aristotle described] this method of thinking as [the law of
the undistributed middle.] It has this form:
A is B.
C is B.
Therefore, A is C.
As an example,
Corn is a vegetable.
Zucchini is a vegetable.
Corn is Zucchini.
When we put the information in a Venn diagram, we see
the problem with it:
VEGETABLES

Corn
Zucchini

Note that corn and zucchini do not even overlap — there
really is no basis for saying that corn is zucchini. In more
technical language, the fact that A and B share a feature does
not mean that A and B are coextensive.
This linguistic disability is associated with pathological
thinking. In his book Interpretation of Schizophrenia, Silvano
Arieti discusses paleological thought patterns (from the Greek
palaios, “ancient and old”), which is the form of logic that
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preceded secondary process logic, and the links with the disease
schizophrenia. As Arieti put it:
“Paleologic thought patterns are to a great extent based on
a priniciple enunciated by Von Domarus . . . [who], as a result
of his studies on schizophrenia, formulated a principle that, in a
slightly modified form, is as follows: whereas the normal person
accepts identity only upon the basis of identical subjects, the
paleologician accepts identity based upon identical predicates.
for instance, the normal person is able to conclude, ‘John Doe is
an American citizen” if he is given the following information:
‘Those who are born in the United States are American citizens;
John Doe was born in the united States.’ This normal person is
able to reach this conclusion because the subject of the minor
premise, ‘John Doe,’ is contained in the subject of the major
premise, ‘those who are born in the United States.’
On the other hand, suppose that the following information
is given to a schizophrenic: “The president of the United States
is a person who was born in the United States. John Doe is a
person who was born in the United States.” In certain
circumstances, the schizophrenic may conclude: “John Doe is
the president of the United States.” This conclusion, which to a
normal person appears delusional, is reached because the
identity of the predicate of the two premises, “a person who was
born in the United States,” makes the schizophrenic accept the
identity of the two subjects, “the president of the United States”
and “John Doe.” Of course, this schizophrenic has an emotional
need to believe that John Doe is the president of the United
States, a need that will arouse anxiety if it is not satisfied. He
cannot think that John Doe is the president of the United States
if he follows Aristotelian logic; thus, following the principle of
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telologic regression, he abandons Aristotelian logic and follows
Von Domarus’s principle.”
Arieti then goes on to describe the following:
“A patient . . . thought that he was Switzerland. How can
one explain such a bizarre thought? Even at the time of Bleuler,
Switzerland was one of the few free countries in the world, and
the patient had selected the name of this country for the ocnept
of freedom with which he had the impelling need to identify
himslef. ‘Switzerland loves freedom, I love freedom, I am
Switzerland.’ Similar: “Jesus has long hair, I have long hair, I
am Jesus.” “Eve ate the apple, I ate an apple, I am Eve.”1
One scary insight that results is that language has built-in
insanity. The whole act of categorization is based on this
fundamental, primary process.
Apple is red.
Firetruck is red
Apple and firetruck are both red things.
If all vehicles you have seen are red, you believe
(erroneously) that redness is a defining characteristic of a
vehicle.
All dogs bark. Sometimes it carries, sometimes it doesn’t.
Trick here is linkage. Sometimes the deduction is warranted,
Dog

Barks

e.g. If DOG it BARKS: But sometimes the feature is nonessential.
But consider the following anomalous situation: What do
we do when it shares more than one feature?
1 Arieti at 231.
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“This is a dog, because it shares features A,B,C,D, and E, which all dogs have.” “Mary was a virgin, had
long hair, and was twenty. I am virgin, have long hair, and am 20. I am Mary.” It’s not just id on a single
similarity which is important, it’s id on the basis of nonessential similarities, no matter how many there are
(nonessential = not sufficient for categorization, though essential in the sense that they are necessary for
categorization). VD, like analogy, gets stronger and stronger. IDENTIFICATIONS ARE
FUNDAMENTALLY PROBABILISTIC.

Example: mother says, “don’t call Elyse during the day.”
Next day, he was on the phone to Elyse — but she called him.
Mom asked him who he was talking to, and he said “Elyse.”
What ran through her mind?
Another situation is the following:
Multiple similarities: when does VD break down?
Vehicles have four wheels, this has four wheels, this is a vehicle. But not every car is a vehicle — e.g., a
car in a junkyard. Vehicles take you from place to place, this takes you from place to place, this is a
vehicle. ¶ A dog has legs, it is an animal; a chicken has legs, it is an animal.

VD can also be used to push from positive to negative
significance scrim.
E. Examples
i. Businessmen work hard. B: Jewel thieves work hard.
(5686)
Note that “work hard” resides in two different frames.
POSITIVE
PEOPLE WHO WORK HARD
Businessmen
Hitler

Because “work hard”
always paired with positive images, this is how we see it, even
though positive was not a defining feature.
ACID: we think “corrosive”: but vinegar will not corrode
your hand — drink acid — citric acid, acetic acid.
A: Jesus did what he believed was right.
B: Hitler did what he believed was right.
F. Fascists want to control the wealth to dominate others.
Capitalists want to control the wealth to dominate others.
Capitalists are fascists.
11. Von Domarus1
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a.
Note the role of the TYPE of language in the B part of the “A likes B” statement. B can be:
b.
Abstract
c.
Objective (communist)
d.
Subjective (funny things)
e.
Concrete
G.
The more complex the society, the more difficult to classify adequately -- thus, more Von
Domarus errors.
H.
The discriminating similarity is critical to avoid Von Domarus error. A insane — is B? Both A
and B breathe: not a discriminating similarity.
Link with abstraction:
I.
A sees B eat beef. Thinks, “he’s a meat-eater.” The problem:

He eats beef.

Beef is meat.
VON DOMARUS
Pork is meat.

He eats pork.
But he doesn’t — VD is a lot like VD — you don’t see it — it injures you — it infects all you touch.
Mr. X: A = A. Mr. Y: Then acid = acid. Mr. X: What kind of acid? You must specify? Mr. Y: What kind
of A? You must specify. (Note how this relates to category)
J.
Put in purely symbolic form, most might find the VD error valid: A is B, C is B, A is C. (Note that
if you substitute the = sign for is, it is valid. Also note how this relates to abstraction [A is a subset of B,
not identical with it]. This connects with how the brain classifies information).
K.
NYT, 1/27/91, p. E-17: “It’s like saying that since people and elephants both have ears, they can
equally enjoy Mozart . . .”
M.
VD in Language
i.
Thinking Process
a.
In trying to make decisions, we analogize to past.
b.
To analogize, we must see X as “the same.”
c.
We categorize — X is a musical — Y is a musical — X and Y are “the same.”
d.
We want to “something different.” — Q proposes Y — P responds, “that’s the same — a
musical.”
e.
X = Sound of Music. Y = Hair.
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MUSICALS

CAN TAKE KIDS
TO SEE
My Fair Lady
Sound of Music
Fiddler on the Roof

If these are "musicals," then one will think
"can take my kid to see Hair", which is a musical."

Link VD with abstraction
Abstractions are inherently fuzzy. How many lies does it
take to become a “liar”? Note the role of Von Domarus here:
Liars tell lies
Joe tells lies
Joe is a liar
This seems far more plausible than this:
Dogs have four legs.
Cats have four legs.
Dogs are cats.
What is the difference? The answer may be found in the
types of categories we have:
1) Objective (Aspect/Combination of aspects)
2) Subjective
3) Fuzzy (liar)
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Let’s take the case of Joe, an upright gentleman. In 1000
opportunities, he has told the truth 999 times. On one occasion
he lied. His wife asked him, “how do I look, Honey?”, and he
said “Beautiful,” even though she did not look her best that day
(or even good). But he wanted to make her feel good.
Unfortuantely for Joe, in the minds of some, he is a “liar”
(chain in idea book) — and because he is a liar, his credibility is
destroyed.
All lies

(fuzzy curve here) But people’s
fuzzy curves might be different
All lies

For some people, you are not a
“liar” until 10% of the things you have said are lies. The
standard of proof is constantly shifted. When people “like you,”
this is applied:
All lies

If they don’t like you, this is applied:
All lies
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In a debate, an “opponent” says, “you did a bad thing.”
The response: “You are a liear,” not “you told a lie,” a far more
serious charge.
7. The role of abstractions (5614)
1. A : I like dogs.
B: So, you like animals, huh?.
A: Yes.
B: do you like Snakes?
A: No.
B: Is a Snake an Animal?
A: Yes.
B: Then you Don’t like animals! Seems as if I caught you in a contradiction!
Animals
Things I like

Dogs
Cats
Rabbits
2. I got a 1 cent an hour a raise, but they cut my hours.
B: If they hadn’t cut your hours, would it have been adequate?
A: Well, I’m moving up.
3. Functional abstraction: car = vehicle.

How we chop up the following — why do we slice one one
way and one another?
Vegetable

Fruit
Orange

Spinach

Asparagus
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Dolly Parton

Magic Johnson

Beethoven
We say that something “is” a member of a category. But how does the “is not” form work?
Does - (-P) = P? If so, not inexpensive = expensive.
Not expensive
(less than $10)
Expensive
(over $10)
Inexpensive
(less than $3)

Can something be "not
expensive" and also not
"inexpensive."
Sure. Expensive = Over $10.
Inexpensive = less than $3.
Not expensive = less than $10.
Neither E, I nor NI = $8.

Depends on the law of the
excluded middle. (P = Cheap, Q = Reasonable, R = Expensive. Q = - P, R = -P [cf.

-P
P

5621]).

Q

R

Some would say -P = Q (that is "not cheap" = reasonable) .
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If - P = R, then does - R = P? (P = aniaml, R =
screwdriver. Not animal = screwdriver, not screwdriver =
animal?). So, -P • X, where X signifies anything which is not P.
Sounds contradictory, but the class of -P and X are not identical.
P
-P
X

X = -P? No! X is a subset of - P. Subset ° set.

In class, put a glass of
water and a glass of acetic acid in front of the class. Say, “these
look equal, so they’re equal right? Since they’re equal, you
won’t hesitate to accept this deal.” Say, “I’ll give you a dollar if
you dip your finger in this glass of water, but you also have to
dip your finger into this other liquid.” Student might say, “it’s
acid,” and you could say “yes.” If they say, “Vinegar’s not
acid,” once experiment is over, you could also say “I thought
acid = acid?”
Mr. X: A = A.
Mr. Y: Then acid = acid.
Mr. X: What kind of acid? You must specify.
Mr. Y: What kind of A. You must specify.
Communication problems:
1) Objective: (Fahrenheit v. celsius)
2) Subjective: (Different personal reactions)
3) Subjective: (Different referents, same symbol)
Problems with category: 1) Von Domarus 2) Alternative ways of categorizing 3) Subjective
v. Objective.
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Sources of disagreement: A: It’s 65•. B: It’s 70•. 1) Different measuring devices. 2)
Different standards. A: It’s cool. B: It’s warm. (Different personal reactions).
Ways of categorizing: Objective (up/down) (what it does/aspect) Subjective good/bad singer
(functional) Nice/not nice person (biological)
Categorization is essential for organization. It may be, in fact, that the only way we can
remember is by astute categorization, and certainly we can facilitate our memory by the use
of appropriate categories. Consider the following example:
Rose Wrench Cadillac Insincere Flour Table Pillow Cat Calculator Venus
Wrench Screwdriver Hammer Nail Pliers Saw ____
B        5     "   7   "   *
  5 

Since all aspects of reality are chunkable in more than one
way (holistic v. discrete), classification becomes problematic,
especially when anomalous considerations arise. Is 78• “warm”
if ten people think it is, while five people perceive it as “cool”?
Is a man with twenty hairs “bald”? Is this beautiful ring made
from diamond, or is it merely a superb zirconium replica?

